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FULLY 
AEROBATIC 

Ά  SCALE

CAP 21

BYRON
ORIGINALS

M a m  kc H i Gem. k»i. tU ti h j

Dean Copeland and 
Byron Originals 
w inn ing  CAP 21

1982 NATS 
W INNER

AWARDED 3rd PLACE GIANT SCALE 
1982 NATS

NASA FLIGHT ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
1 982 NATS

QUALIFIED FOR SCALE MASTERS 
CHAMPIONSHIP

Featuring
Aileron linkages autom atica lly  engage and 
disengage w ith  insta lla tion and rem oval of 
w ings.

Exclusive plug-in w ings makes fo r easy 
transport and storage. Sim ply loosen four 
bolts to  remove w ing  panel.

$218*
D E LIV E R Y  N O W !

0 Factory 
D irect

Plus
$9.00

shipping

A Rare Blending of Value & Performance 
In Com plete Kit Form!

Experience true  scale real
ism and perform ance w ith  
m inimal assembly tim e.

SPECIFICATIONS

W ing Area -
9 2 0  sq. in.

•R eady-to -fly  w t. - 
15 lbs.

•W in g  Span - 8 0 "

•W in g  Loading - 
3 7  oz. psf.

•Length  - 6 5 "

•Channels - 4

•P ow er - 
Quadra

FEATURES:
• H ighly detailed Byro-Foam 

components are indexed & 
ready fo r assembly

• A irc ra ft a lum inum  w ing 
spars molded in position.

•  Unlim ited aerobatic per
form ance. A ll A M A  FAI

•S p rin g  alum inum land
ing gear designed to 
take abuse.

•  Durable, easy-to- 
repair Byro-foam 
construction.

• Exclusive p lug
in w ings/a ileron 
linkage

• Decals includ
ed as show n 
above.

•  Complete 
K it Con
cept

maneuvers.

BYRON ORIGINALS, P.0. BOX 279, IDA GROVE, IA. U S A. Ph. 712-364 3165 Telex 439012  IDAG
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MODELING’S ONLY ALL AMERICAN INSTANT GLUES

BAR NONE!
THAT’S RIGHT FROM THE VERY BEGINNING OF THE “ HOT S T U F F ’ ’ REVOLUTION, 

IN 1971, “ HOT S TU FF ’ ’ PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN TOTALLY AM ERICAN.
C tty  CONTINUES THIS POLICY WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF 

“ HOT T IP S ’ ’ OUR EXCLUSIVE NEW APPLICATO R TOP. ----- 1

“ HOT TIPS’l
DESIGNED BY MODELERS FOR MODELERS

— EXCLUSIVE FEATURES—
1. FINEST T IP

Gives you best control for each application

2. LONGEST SPOUT
For those hard-to-get-at jobs

3. EXCELLENT DRAINAGE
Helps keep the clogs away

4 . RETRACTING CAP
One twist keeps cap far away from tip

5. DRIP GUARD
Helps keep excess glue away from fingers

6. BUILT-IN TUBING  HOLDER
Tubing supplied to use if you wish 
(1 /2  oz. & 2 oz. only)

HST-1 % OZ. 
2.95

HS-3
3 OZ. 3.95 
HOT SHOT"

FOR 12 YEARS 
MODEL BUILDING’S 
STATE OF THE A R T. 

INSTANT GLUES

HST-2 y, oz. 
1.95

WOULD FAMOUS -WOT STUFF'

SUPER ‘Τ’
QAP FILLINO A FOWTIOMABLC

INDUSTRIAL STAfNO TH

1 0  ID  2 5  SECONO BOND

HS-4 ECONOMY 
2 OZ. 9.95

HST
"SUPER r ,M  V

HT-500 
HOT TIPS" 

89 /bx

HS-1 'h  OZ. 
2.95

HS-2 V. OZ.
1.95

STL «55
WORLD PAMOV/S

“ HOT STUFF”
INSTANT GLUE
FANTASTIC  FO R

»»tAUANEKT BONOS M  SECONDS· 
-  MDUSTWAl STRCNQTM _

T ■ · 1 >■

AT YOUR DEALERS

P.O. BOX 836, SIMI, CA 93062 ·  (805) 522-0062
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COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARIES 
GIVE NEW  DIRECTIONS

TO2LAND  
4L SYSTEMS.

Just flick a switch 
on the back panel o f 

our new FP-2L or FP-4L transmitter and you  
can reverse the action o f any servo in the 
system.

Our popular and economical L-Series 
now has the added convenience o f servo 
reverse switching to make linkage set-ups 
a snap.

Always the value leader in PC, 
Futaba's 2  channel 2L ($114.95) and a ll-

NiCad 4L ($209.95) 
systems also feature 
our new S28 precision servos.

A HOT NEW  ROAD PACK 
MAKES THIS 2 F  SYSTEM  
TOUGHTDDEAT.
A pa ir o f rapid-transit S32 servos (0.16 
sec. 133.4 oz/in.) and our m icro R4H receiver 
make this 2F system ($139.95) pedect for 
the PC car driver in a hurry.

Designed for serious racers, this 
high-speed, lightweight Futaba combo can 
give your car the winning edge.

Futaba
555 West Victoria Street/Compton, CA 90220



SIG RC SPORT FLIERS - HALF/A TO .40
WING SPAN 34··
WING AREA 212.5 Sq In 
WEIGHT 20 26oz

$21.50

JUST RIGHT FOR 
AREAS WITH LIMITED SPACE HUMMER RC-50

1/2 THE COST
1/2 THE BUILDING TIME

ALL THE FUN AND PERFORMANCE
This miniature pattern type model, using aileron 
and elevator control, has plenty of room for most 
any standard size radio equipment It meets 
1/2A racing requirements and is a good choice 
for RC club one-design fun fly events A com
plete Kit. including even the wheels and 
pushrods.

Although incorporating design features of National Championship 
1/4-Midget pylon racers, this model is not restricted to that par 
ticular activity The reasonable wing loading and general con
figuration make it a standard as a snappy fun aircraft for Sunday 
flying sessions Locking fuselage formers and wing jig tabs make 
assembly easy

DOUBLER II RC-40

1/4 MIDGET RACER AND SPORT MODEL

KIT FEATURES:
Formed Aluminum Landing Gear 
Easi-Mold Construction 
Molded Plastic Cheek Cowls 
Top Quality Sig Balsa & Plywood 
Molded Plastic Carburetor Air Tunnel 
Molded Wheel Pants 
Precision-Cut Flite-Foam Wing Core 
Molded Plastic Fuselage Top 
Tinted Canopy

ENGINE 15 
WINGSPAN: 36”
WING AREA 315 Sq In.

BUILD EITHER AN F-16-LIKE VERSION

KOBRA
RC-53

Here’s a way to break out of the monster 
model rut and still have full 4channel 
aerobatic performance Based on the 
famed Kougar design, this little gem has 
it ’s own individuality as well. 45" span 
with 390 sq. in. of wing area gives good 
handling characteristics with engines 
from .19 to .35 cu. in Average weight is 
around 3-1/4 lbs. Kit includes decals for 
both color schemes shown OR USE THE T-38 STYLED TAIL

$31.95

RC-37

■ BUILT-UP BALSA 
SHEET SIDE FUSELAGE

* SHEET BALSA TAIL 
SURFACES

• ROOM FOR STAN 
DARD SIZE RADIOS

FOR .09 to .15 ENGINES

SCAMP & 
FRIENDS

FEATURING 45" ONE-PIECE MOLDED 
FOAM WING. FOR 2 OR 3 CHANNELS

RC-36

SCAM P

One of the mam reasons tor the popularity of the Sig Foam-Wing Fun Fliers 
is the stable and easy handling flying ability, more like a much larger model.

Large area control surfaces are used to give the sport flyer lots of power 
when required for quick and spectacular aerobatic response in fun flying.

KIWI
RC SPORT PATTERN MODEL

KIT FEATURES INCLUDE 
Decal Sheet 
Full Size Plan 
Clear 8ubble Canopy 
Sheet Balsa Tail Surfaces 
Illustrated Instruction Booh 
Printed Balsa Fuselage Sides 

Build Directly on the Wood

ENGINE: .35 - 45 
WING SPAN: 54" 
4 CHANNEL

See your dealer first! For direct orders, call toll free 1-800-247-5008. For mail orders.
add $1.50 postage under $10.00. Over $10.00 postpaid. No C.O.D. Catalog 45 - $2.00. \ • W
SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC................Montezuma, IA 50171
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BIRMINGHAM 
Homewood Toy & Hobby 
7834 S 18th Sheet 
CULLMAN
Chanoy » RG Hobby Supplies 
601 5th St SW 
HOMEWOOD 
Homewood To» i Hobby 
2830 S l81hS l 
MOBILE
O o «  Hobby O a tls
3077 Dauphim Street
MONTGOMERY
M o d tlt ' i  Supply
( M i l l  O rd e r  C a ta lo g  S a lm i
Box 7186
PH 206 263 2834
ALASKA
ANCHORAGE
Anchorage Ho u m o i M ott*·»  
604 C S ire ·! 272 1043
4211 SpenardRd 243 2643 
3S21 M l View Dr 272 5651 
ANCHORAGE
Hobbycratt Inc.
800 East O-mond Blvd
Su.te 136
ARIZONA
GLENDALE
F t  f  Hottwes. Inc
7424 N 51*1 Ave
PHOENIX
Exeter Hobbies
3285 E McDowell Rd
PHOENIX
The Hobby Bench
19th Avenue & Northern
PHOENIX
Hobby Bench
Par adtse Valley Mall
4550 E Cactus Rd
PHOENIX
Arizona Hobby Cratt Inc
401 E Welkins
SEDONA
My Hobby Shop
Smith's Corner
PH 602 2821290
TU C S O N
Tucson Hobby Shop
4352 E Speedway
ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK
Sherri« » House o» Hottwes
3408 S University Ave
Hall Plaza Shopomg Center
PM 562 8230
NORTH LITTLE ROCK
Madijo Hobby House
4212 McArthur Drive 
CALIFORNIA 
BAKERSFIElO
B & F Tram Shop 
1424 Baker St 
BURBANK 
T 4  A Hobby Lobby 
3512 W Victory Blvd 
EL CAJON 
M.ke s Model Shop 
229 East Mam 
FULLERTON 
CaMorme Model Supply 
1056 South Brookhurst 
GLENDORA 
The Hobby Bench 
832 South Grand Ave 
HAWTHORNE 
Chuck s Model Shop 
14106 Hawthorne 8hrd 
LAKEWOOO 
Hobby Warehouse 
4128 South Street 
LIVERMORE 
Hobby Haven 
1762 Fest Street 
PH 415-443 5828 
LOMITA
The Flying Machine Model Cl 
2441 S NarbooneAve 
MT VIEW
San Anton« Hobby Shop 
Sears Shopping Canter 
PM 415941 1278 
N0RTHR10GE 
Smith Brothers 
8941 Reseda Blvd 
SACRAMENTO 
Graph« Hobby House 
2610 Marconi Ave 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Harper s Hobby Shop 
222 No G St 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Schrader's R C  Specialties 
7235 Fairtai 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Franciscan Hobbies 
1935 Ocean Avenue 
SAN JOSE
Chuck Sheldon s Hobby Shop
3157 Alum Rock
SANTA BARBARA
Atkms Hobbies
14 W Anapamu Street
PH 805 963 3404
SANTA MONICA
Evert's Mode! Shop
1636 Ocean Park Blvd
PH 213-452 2720
SANTA ROSA
Toy 4 Model
711 Coddmglown Me«
COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS
Custom Hobbies
2813 E PUIte Ave
GRANO JUNCTION
Amo Rail Hobbies
1141 N 25th St
Plaza 25
GRANO JUNCTION 
The Hobby Hut 
1125-27 N Ave 
CONNECTICUT 
BRISTOL
Bristol Hobby Center Inc 
641 Farmington Ave 
Bristol Plaza 
PH 583 7273 
DANBURY 
The Hobby Center 
366 Mam St 
GLASTONBURY 
Davis Hobbies 
Fox Run Mali

MILFORD
Cenno's RG Hobbies 
500 New Haven Ave 
PM 2038781603 
NORWALK 
Al's Hobbies 
54 Chestnut Η-« Road 
WATERfORD 
Shoreline O a tt 
5 Hayes SI PO  Box 222 
PM 443 1458
FLORIDA
BRADENTON 
Semaphore Hobby Center 
1838 14th Street West 
CAPE CORAL 
A 4  J Models Inc 
1928 Dei Pr*do BNd 
JACKSONVILLE 
Few 's  Hobby Shop. Inc 
602 S EdgewoodAve 
LEESBURG 
Top Value Hobby 
2740 North Hwy 441 27 
Fruitland Parth Plaza 
MELBOURNE 
E m « » Hobby Shoo 
631 Apollo Blvd 
MIAMI
Crown Hobbes 
7439 Coral Way 
MIAMI
Orange Blossom Hobbes. Inc
1975 N W  36th Street
PENSACOLA
Bobe's Hobby Mouse
3319 Mobile Highway
PLANTATION
Universal Hobbes
141 South State Road 7
POMPANO BEACH
Trade N Hobbes
2159 S E 9th St
SARASOTA
H 4 H Hobby Sales
4121 S. Tamumi
SOUTH DAYTONA
Ace Hobbes
2133 So Ridgwood Ave
IAMPA
Farmers Sundries 4  Hobbe»
4939 E Broadway
PH 813 248 3314
GEORGIA
ALBANY
Lowed'»
1601 N Slappe» Blvd 
PH 912 888 7095 
ATLANTA
Atlanta Hobby Center 
6125 Roswell Road N E 
ATLANTA
Planes Trams 4  Things Inc 
2969 G Cobb Parkway 
ROSWELL 
Tommy's Hobbes 
Hghway 19 
Brannon Square 
VALDOSTA 
Jim's Hobby Shop 
Northsrde Plaza 
PH 9122446991

HONOLULU 
Hobbe ta I
1423 Tenth Avenue
ILLINOIS
BELLVILLE
West SW# Hobby
2629 West Ma.n Street
BRADLEY
King Hobby Graft
505 W Broadway
PH 815 935-1115 Eat 12
CHICAGO
Stanton Hobby Shop 
4734 N Milwaukee Ave 
CRYSTAL LAKE 
Frank's Barber Toy 4  Hobbes 
111 113 North Mam Street 
PH 816 4590247 
GLENVIEW
Wipoer's Toys 4  Hobbes
1314 Waukegan Road
PH 312 724 2040
GREENVILLE
Wdl O ' Th' Wmd
603 Harris Ave
McHENRY
The Hobby Hangar
5515 No WJmot Road
PM 312 497 3103
MURPMYSBORO
RJ Hobby 4 Elec Center
1508 Walnut Street
OAKLAWN
Pat's Hobbes 4 Crafts 
5730 W 95th Street 
QUINCY
Quincy Hobby Center
3632 Marne
ROCKFORD
Rockford Hobbes me
615 N Prospect Street
ROCKFORD
Wings 4 Thmgs
1122 Broadway
PM 815-963-7363
URBANA
Pastime Hobbes
405 N Broadway
PH 717 328 3213
WAUKEGAN
Lake County Hobbes
3102 N Sheridan Road
PM 312-662-4544
INDIANA
INDIANAPOLIS
West side Hobby
5235 Rockville Road
SOUTH BEND
Corner Hobby Shop
2123 Miami Street
PM 219 289 2655
VINCENNES
D a ft 4 Hobby House
324 Mam Street
IOWA
CARROLL
Stereo Town,Kendall Co 
201 West 4th Street 
COLWELL
Air mot o n  Rado Models 
1st Street PO  Box 487

COUNCIL BLUFFS
Bud s Hobbes 4  Crafts
133 W Broadway
OES MOINES
Iowa Service Company
2706 Beaver Ave
MASON CITY
C 4 A Hobby Supply Ltd
1917 4 th SW
PH 5164236061
WATERLOO
Bob s R C  Supply
432 Ardmore
WATERLOO
Howard s Hobby Shop
110 East 4th
WATERLOO
Les s 8«yde 4  Hobby
900 LaPonle Rd
KANSAS
KANSAS CITY
RG HOBBIES
5620 State Ave
LIBERAL
Miller 's B4>e 4 Hobby Shop
105 E Seventh
SAUNA
Mr HObby
Mid State Mail
PH 8273032
TOPEKA
Capital RG Hobbes 
5839 W 21st 
WICHITA
Modeler Hobby Shop
947 Park Lane Shpping Ctr
KENTUCKY
BOWLING GREEN
Pete's Hobby Shop
1224 Indu nota Ave
LEXINGTON
X Cell Models. Inc
347 Eastland Shopping O r
PM 606 254 2406
LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGUE
Hobby Towne
3112 College Drive
MANDE VILLE
Mercury Hobbes Inc
Rt 6  Box 734A
NEW ORLEANS
Pet 4 Hobby Center
4035 Touro Street
WESTWEGO
Clark s Hobby 4 C ratl Center
729 Westbank Expressway
MAINE
WATERVIllE
JFK Hobby 4 Craft Ctr Inc
JFK Man
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Marconi s Hobby Centra
425 E PatapscoAve
WALDORF
Doug's Hobby Shop
Waldorf Shopper s World
MASSACHUSETTS
AUESBURY
Goodwm's Photo 4  Hobby 
30 Mam Street 
BOSTON
E re  Fuchs Hobbes 
28 Fremoni Street 
BURLINGTON 
Er« Fuchs Hobbes 
Burlington Mall 
CHICOPEE 
Paul's Hobby Shop 
776 B ntton Street 
PH 4 13-536-4663 
EAST LONG MEADOW 
Bill s Hobby Supples 
600 N Mam Street 
PH 413-7367711 
FITCHBURG
McMannus Hobbes A Novel 
633 Mam St 
FRAMINGHAM 
Fisher RG 
17 Salmi Road 
HANSON 
Hanson Hobby 
830 Mam St (Rt 27)
PH 293 2804
PEABODY
E t«  Fuchs Hobbies
Northshore Shopping Center
WORCESTER
Ray's RG Specielles
12 Sherman St
PH 757 5883
MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR
Rider's Hobby Shop
115 W Liberty
BATTLE CREEK
Hobby House
1035 W Territorial Rd
PH 964 9105
CADILLAC
The Flight Canter
916 S Mitchell
CLAWSON
N«k's Pel 4 Hobby
1139 W 14 Mile Road
COLDWATER

7 S Monroe Street 
PH 517 2 78 5894 
DEARBORN 
Joe » Hobby Center 
7845 Wyoming Ave 
PH 313 9336567 
EAST DETROIT 
Joe's Hobby Center 
17900 E 10 Mile 
PH 313 733 8294 
EAST LANSING 
R«J«f t  Hobby Shop 
920 Trowbndga Road 
FARMINGTON 
Joe s Hobby Canter. Inc 
35203 Grand River Ave 
PH 31 36  77 6266 
FARWELL
Lockwood Aero 4  Hobby Shop 
3060 N County Lme Road 
FLINT
Rider's Hobby Shop 
3012 Corunna Road 
KALAMAZOO 
Rider's Hobby Shop 
3417 So Westnedge

LAPEER
P>0ps Hobby 4 Toys 
112 West NeptessmgSt 
PONTIAC 
RC M ott*·»
921 Huron 
ROCHESTER 
Track tide  Hottwes 
418 Mam Street 
SAGINAW
Tail's Hobby Shop #2 
C 326 Fashion Squat« Mall 
SAULT STE MARIE 
Pinnacle Hobby Shop 
129 E Portage Ave 
TRAVERSE OTY 
Ray's RadioGontiol Shop 
517 So Union 
PM 616947 4949 
UTICA
Henderson's Hobbies 
7441 Auburn 
WARREN
Prop Shop Hobbies 
23044 Van Dyke 
I Block N of 9  Mite 
WYANOOLLE 
Stoner Hobby Center 
145 Maple St 
PH AV 32355 
MINNESOTA 
8EMIDJI 
Hobby Hutch 
Paul Bunyan Mall 
BLOOMINGTON 
Jolly's Hobbres 4 Cralts 
7935 Southtown Center 
CRYSTAL
Crystal Schwinn Cyclery
6324 Bass Lake Road
ST PAUL
Mac s Models. Inc
1322 N R«e Street
PH 612 4896060
WORTHINGTON
Guy Manufacturing Company
100 E 12th Street
PM 372 2963
MISSISSIPPI
BUOXI
Chuck's Hobbies
502 Edgewater GuN Or C 3
PH 601 3886346
JACKSON
The Play Pen
4754 Hiway 55 North
OXFORO
Creative Sources
1010 Jackson Ave
MISSOURI
GRANDVIEW
Flo Mow Co
700 Blue Ridge Ext
LEE'S SUMMIT
Blue H A t Bike 4  Hike. Inc
229 S Mam
ST CHARLES
Mark Twam Hobby 4 O a tt
1355 S 5th
St Charles Shopping Center 
MONTANA 
GREAT FAILS 
Hobbyland
Holiday Village Shp Ctr
NEBRASKA
ELWOOO
Johnson Lake Manne 4  Hobby 
RR 2 Box 43 
LINCOLN
Ch«k Bartlett s Hobby Teen
134 North 13lh
NEVAOA
LAS VEGAS
J J '» Hobby Den
4972 S Maryland Parkwav«8
NEW HAMPSHIRE
KEENE
Leisure Time Hobbies 
322 West Street 
LACONIA

BROOKLYN 
Hobby Hut 
2835 No»!land Ave 
NR Kings Highway 
BROOKLYN 
Wall s Hobby Shop 
7909 5th Ave 
DEPEW
Depew Hobby C en in
5866 Transit Road
PH 684 5555
EUttFORO
Andy s Hobby Shop
36 Mam Street
KINGSTON
J 4 J $ Hottwes Inc
785 Broadway
RICHMOND td lL
Wilson Hobby
104-40 Jamaica Ave
ROCHESTER
Dan's CraKs 4  Things
24 Bur sen Street
SYRACUSE
Walt's Hobby 4  Cratt
4300 W Genesee St
UTICA
American Hobby 4  Sport» 
2107 Whitesboro Street 
PH 315-724 4959 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CHARLOTTE 
Scene· Hobbies Inc 
2615 Central Ave 
EDEN
Coke's Fix it 4  Hobby Shop 
Rt 2 Box 222 
PH 9196270166 
GREENSBORO 
Sports 4 Hottwes Unlimited 
2144 Lawndale Dnve 
Lawndale Shopping Center 
HENDERSONVILLE 
The Hobby House 
1211 Asheville Hwy 
PH 692 6683 
HIGH POINT
Bermes Cratt 4 Hobbies Inc
2291 English Road
KING
King RG
Old Hwy 52
PH 983 3969
NORTH DAKOTA
GRAND FORKS
McGittms Hobbres Unlimited
1228 9th Ave S
PH 701 772-5311
WIILISTON
C 4 C s  RG
R R  1. Box 87C
OHIO
ASHLAND
Hobby Dispatch
42 E Mam Suite 204
PH 419325-1691
BEAVEROAM
Buckeye Hobby Shop
7940 Lugabill Road
BERLIN HEIGHTS
OanwCs Hottwes
36 Center Street
BROOKVILLE
Country RG
12450 Amity Road
CLEVELAND
The Hobby House. Inc
800 Huron Road
CLEVELAND
National Hobby Inc
5238 Ridge Road
FINOLAY
Jm i Model Supplies 
721 Rockwell Ave 
LAKEWOOO 
Wmgs Hobby Shop Inc 
17112 Detroit Ave 
PH 221 5383 
LANCASTER

E r«  Fuchs Hobtwet Ptaza Shopping Center
Laconia Max 1141 N Memorial Drive
LITTLETON LIMA
Hobby Land Callahan Hottwes
101 Union Sheet 1229 E Elm St.
ST RATHAM MANSFIELD
Fitts Photo 4 Hobby Shop Top F lit ·
No 9 Kings Hyway Plaza 15 N Mam
NEW JERSEY TOLEDO
EDISON The Hobby Stop
C.J RG SUPPLY 4907 Summit Street
250 Plamfietd Ave WAPAKONETA
PH (201) 9858660 Dad's Toy Shop
FLEMING TON 129 E Augfanz· St
Hobnob Hobbies Inc. YOUNGSTOWN
Fleming!on Mall R t· 202 Boardman Hobby Center
PH 201 7824797 6820 Market Street
MARITON ZANESVILLE
HiFtyMoMw·» Thompson Radio Supplies
l  West Mam Street 110S 6th Street
PH 60 99838060 OKLAHOMA
POMPTON PLAINS OKLAHOMA CITY
Hobby Hut Campbell's Hobby House
567 Route 23 3500 N MecAMhur
RAMSEY TULSA
Hl Way Hobby House House of Hottwes
Route 17 6914 E. Admeal Place
RED BANK OREGON
Hobbymasterv Inc CORVALLIS
62 White Street Trump's (DJ"*) Hottwe*
SOMERVILLE 1875 N W 9th St
Hobnob Hottwes PH 503 753-7540
86 W Mam Street MILWAUKIE
PH 201 722 1070 Roy's Hobby Center
SUCCASUNNA 11008 SE Mam St
Carl's Hobby Center PM 503654 4916
35 Rte 10 PENNSYLVANIA
WALLINGTON ARDMORE
Bednarz Serv«enter Ardmore Hottwes

RG Hobby Supplies 19 A Wcodside Ave
356 Mam Ave BATH
NEWMEXGO Trach RG Hottwes
ALBUQUERQUE RO 1 Box 262
Valley Hottwes BATH
4522 4 th St N W D «k Wetzel s Hottwes
CARLSBAD 514 E Mam St
Hottwe Hut PH 2158376681
618 N 12th Street BUTLER
PH 505-887 9342 Eberle's Hobby Shop
NEW YORK 764 Pittsburgh Road
BROOKLYN CLARKS SUMMIT
Brooklyn·» Modet Masters Taylor's Hobby World
1307 Gravesend Neck Road 
PH 21 23399250

312 S State St

LANCASTER 
The Flight Box 
Lancaster Shopping Center 
l  AN SO ALE
Penn Valley Hobby Clr 
837 W Mam SI 
LEHIGHTON 
Carpenter Hottwes 
R D 3  Box I I I  
MILTON
K/eb s Newstand
63 Broadway
PITTSBURGH
811 4 Walt s Hobby Shop
116 Smithhetd St
READING
Iron Horse Hobby House
60 South 6th St
READING
O tt's  Hottwes
536 N 10th St
SLAT1NGT0N
Valley Hottwes 4  Coded .Wes
102 Mam Street
WARMINSTER
J C RG Hottwes
13 York Road
PH 215 672 5200
WAYNE
Hyatt Hobby House 
Gateway Shopping Center 
RHODE ISLAND 
NORTH KINGSTOWN 
Hobby Hut 
7442 Post Roed 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
GREENVILLE 
The Greet Escape 
Pleasentburg Shopping Center 
1426 Laurens Road 
Ph 803 2356320 or 2424229 
MYRTLE BEACH 
Ed's Hobby Shop 
Hwy 501 Next to  Fenioy 

Sign Company 
SUMMERVILLE 
FWP Hobby Shop 
908 Bacons Bridge Rood No 4 
TENNESSEE 
KNOXVILLE
Tennessee Model Hobbies
Rt 62 Oak Ridge Hwy Sotway
PH 61 54822900
NASHVILLE
The Toy Mart
113 Graylytin Drive
PH 6154831648
TEXAS
A8IIENE
The Hobby Center
W estgjtc Ma'I
ARLINGTON
The Hobby Hub
903 A Pioneer Parkway West
AUSTIN
J 4 J Hottwes
610 Kenntslon Dr
CORPUS CHRIST I
Leisure Ten· Hottwes
1326 Airtme
DENTON

WALLA WALLA 
Harley'S R C 
Route i .  Box 277A 
PH 509 5292618 
WEST VIRGINIA 
CHARLESTON 
Fountam Hobby Cent«« 
200 W Washington St

117 W Hickory
EL PASO
HaFs Hobby Shop
No 57 Sunrise Center
PH 915 755 1914
FORT WORTH
Hobby Stop
400 C Seminary Dr E
PH 817 3340197
FORT WORTH
Mott s Hobby Shop
7241 Grapevine Highway
PH 817 2810921
HOUSTON
Dear Lake Models
117 Cammo S Shopping D r
PH 7134886315
HURST
Roy's Toys (For Big Boysi 
1309 Norwood 
SULPHUR SPRINGS

BEAVER OAM
Park Electron«» Hobby Hut
713 Park Ave
GALE SVIL IE
RG Unlrmited
825 Park Drive
PH 608 562 2853
MARSHFIELD
Mid Wisconsin Hobby Center
North way Mall
503 E Ives St
MENOMONIE
True Vakie Hardware
1512 9 th  Street
L Mart Shopping Ctr
MILWAUKEE

624 Bethnew St
UTAH
OREM
Miniature Aircraft Prod 
811 W 400N  
PROVO
The Mode* Shop 
42 W 300 N 
VERMONT
NORTH FERRtSeURC
Yandow s House of R C
Route 7
SWANTON
The Hobby Shop
RED 1 Rt 7
PH 802 S24 2715
VIRGINIA
AN NAN DALE
Model Masters. Inc
6920 Braddock Rd
RICHMOND
Bob's Hobby Center
3002 Cary St
VIRGINIA BEACH
Hobby Cratt Centers
«1 967 Providence Sq v c
r?  62 Princes* Ann s it
WASHINGTON
BELLEVUE
RG Model Shop
14020 N E 21*1 St
PN 7479914
BELLINGHAM
Hobby Hive (Graham's)
111 E Mangolu St 
KENT
Kent Hobby Craft
Kent W Ma» 1343W Meeker
PUYALLUP
F «grove Model Supply
10611 136th St East
PH 845 7675
SEATTLE
Webster Supply Co 
17818 Aurora Ave N 
TACOMA
Bill's Hobby Town 
14914 Pact!« Ave 
PH 2065314111

1423 S MuskrgoAve 
PH 4 1 *4 7 2  2700

CANADA
BAWIF ALBERTA 
B 4  P Transport Ltd 
Box 6
PH 3733953 
CALGARY ALBERTA 
Hobby Wortd Canada 
Bo. 968 Sin M 
CALGARY ALBERTA 
P M S Hobby Cratt 
Calgary North Hilt C entr. 
WINNIPEG MANITOBA 
Cellar DweOer Hobby. Ltd 
1354 Mam St 
PH 589 2037 
WINNIPEG MANITOBA 
Gooch's Hobbies 
646 t*ortage Ave 
ST JOHN'S N F iD  
Capitol Hobby Centre. Ltd 
6 Freshwater Roed 
DONO AS ONTARIO 
Skycran Hottwes Inc 
139 York Road 
SCARBOROUGH ONTARIO 
Toronto R C  Hobby 
1869 Lawrence Ave E 
PH A16-755-1766 
WILLOWDALE ONTARIO 
Keith's Hobby Shop 
5205 Yon«· St 
PM 222 4721 
ARV DA QUEBEC 
L.Modele Reduit Enr 
118 Math«» CP 341 
PH 41 85442136 
HAUTE RIVE QUEBEC 
Le Centre Du Modefiste 
Allard 1223 Lestrat 
MONTREAL QUEBEC 
Can Air Hottwes 
5850 Goum BMJ Ouesl 
PH 514-3323565 
ST GEORGES, QUEBEC
L e M u ' duSon
1050 157 Rue 
PH 418 228-1374 
SASKATOON. SASKATCM 
Cddms AeroCratt 
238 First Av« North 
PH 652 4775 
YORKTON SASKATCM 
Redm Control Hobbies 
39 Betts Awe 
WH1T E HORSE YUKON 
Ken s R C  Supply 
8 Tatchun Roed 
PM 667 4964 
AUSTRALIA
BRISBANE QUEENSLAND
Underwood 4119
The Hobby Warehouse
30 Kingston Road
COLUMBIA S AMERICA
Aeromode to» Britannia Lida
Apartado (P O Box) 51330
Bogota 7. Columbia
PH 212 7309
ENGLAND
LONDON N7 6NP
Henry j  Nchofs 4  Son l t d
306 HoHoway Roed
ISRAEL
REHOVOT
Tisaney Rehovot
70 Oerech Yavne
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
CURACAO
Curacao M oddbou* N V 
AVVC Buikhng Room 13 
SchOuwburgweg 44 
P O Box 3101 
NEW ZEALAND 
INVERCARSILL 
Model Shop 
55 Arcade Dee St 
PM 89439 
SPAIN
SITGES BARCELONA 
M>lo 4 Paul Pastecch·
CaDe Juan Maraga« 26 
SWEDEN
S471 02 HARNOSAND 
Mode« Produkter 
Box 2060 
VENEZUELA 
CARACAS 1070-A 
Hobby World. C A  (D is t) 
Apartado Postal 75054 
PH (02 )34 33 02 
WEST GERMANY 
06092 KELSTERBACM 
Aeroma· RG Mode«bau 
Am Gruenen Weg 2

CALIFORNIA (Foreign O s t )
IRVINE
Exportations Ltd 
17835 Sky Park Circle «Ε 
PH 714957 1331

DEALERS: W rite For Details On
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Al Tuttle, who flew over from the Hawaiian island of Maui to help run the IMS trade show in 
Pasadena, January 8 and 9, holds on to the raffle ticket cage while Bill Northrop reads off a 
winning number. Anita Northrop stands by to pull out the next ticket. Read all about the show, 
beginning on page 12.

B i n
N o r t h r o p ' *

w o r k b e n c h

• ·  ·

•  We’re very pleased to announce that 
Peter Westburg and Model Builder 
magazine have come to an agreement 
whereby prints of all of Pete’s precisely 
accurate aircraft drawings are now 
available through Model Builder. All of 
the drawings are 28 by 40 inches, border- 
to-border, and are scaled either one 
inch to the foot (1/12) or 1.2 inches to 
the foot (1/10), with the exception of 
two half-inch scale (1/24) drawings.

The aircraft subjects chosen by Pete to 
document in scale drawings all come 
from the Golden Era, between-the-wars 
period, and include both military and 
civilian aircraft from that time slot. 
Thirty-seven different subjects are cov
ered, taking from one to four sheets to 
complete each subject . .. 109 drawings 
in all.

The Westburg drawings represent 
years of careful fact gathering and cross
checking for accuracy, plus many more 
long hours at the drafting table . . .  so 
many hours, in fact, that Pete’s eyes 
finally gave in to the strain, resulting in 
very expensive operations to replace the 
lenses. Although he can see better now 
than he did for many years in the past, 
the durability required for many con
tinuous hours of drafting is no longer 
there. It is very unlikely that any more 
aircraft will be recorded for history by 
Pete Westburg.

Check our advertising section for the 
complete list of Westburg drawings and 
how to obtain them.
THINCS TO DO

The interest and activity in electric 
powered model fligh t continues to 
grow.

April 17, 1983 marks the date for the 
first ever "U .S ./International Open 
Invitational”  for electro powered motor

6

gliders, sponsored by Leisure Elec
tronics, co-hosted by the Harbor Soar
ing Society and S.E.A.M. (Society of 
Electric Aircraft Modelers) Chapter #1.

To be held at Fairview Recreational 
Park, Costa Mesa, California, it is an 
AMA sanctioned, FAI F3E event, using 
international rules. A minimum of three 
rounds will be flown. First, second, and 
third place prizes will be $500, $250, and 
$125, respectively. Top U.S. and Euro
pean competitors are expected to be 
present for this one.

To make it a two-day affair, Saturday 
will be devoted to a demonstration fun- 
fly, featuring “ two-meter sportsman 
class”  electro powered gliders, based on 
rules proposed by S.E.A.M. No entry 
fees or prizes on Saturday . . . just fun!

Addendum to the Comet story by Walt 
Grigg, in our February issue. This photo, 
taken in November, 1929, shows Bill 
Bishop with his model built from the plans 
featured in the article. When Bill's brother 
passed away recently, this photo was found 
in his effects.

For further information and registra
tion, contact Soaring Associates, Box 
2501, Orange, CA 92669.

★ ★ ★
A news release from the joint Public 

Affairs Office of the USMC (that’s the 
"Semper Fi”  gang over at the Marine 
Corps Air Station, El Toro,Santa Ana.CA 
92709) and the Third Marine Aircraft 
Wing and M.C.A.S. (Helicopter), Tustin, 
California, are hosting a Model Aircraft 
Fly-In. on May 15. 1983.

Tied in with the 5th Annual Armed 
Forces Day Celebration, the MCAS (H) 
Marines will feature an air show com
prised of an estimated 200 scale fixed 
and rotor-winged aircraft, both flying 
and static. Also included on display will 
be Marine helicopters, antique and 
classic cars belonging to the National 
Street Rod Association (NSRA),a 5K/10K 
race, and of course, the gigantic WW-II- 
vintage blimp hangars.

For further information, write or call 
the Commanding Officer, Headquarters 
and Headquarters Squadron, MCAS (H), 
Tustin, CA 92710; (714) 651-7321. 
INDUSTRY NEWS

B&B Industries, 908 E. Rosecrans St., 
Spokane, WA 99208, has concluded 
acquisition of the following companies 
over the past three years: Logictrol 
In te rna tion a l, E.K. Products, Marix 
Model Boat Co., and Geo. A ldrich 
Model Co., all Texas based concerns. 
Also acquired is Master Airscrew Wood 
Propeller Division (California), jamac 
and Jerbee Model Co. (Washington), 
Swiss Automation (Idaho), Spokane 
Plastic Mfg. Co. (Washington), and 
finally, all of the Testors dope inventory 
(Illinois).

All of these, plus a few more com
panies, will be operated under the single 
company name of Full Command Sys
tems, owned and operated by Bruce L. 
Batch, a name familiar to many who have 
been in the model industry more than a 
few years.

Continued on page 104 
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OVER THE COUNTER

A II material published in "Over the Counter" 
is Quoted o r paraphrased from press releases 
furnished by the manufacturers and/or the ir 
advertising agencies, unless otherwise speci
fied. The review and/or description o f any 
product by R/CMB does not constitute an 
endorsement o f that product, nor any assur
ance as to its safety or performance by 
R/CMB.

•  Novak Electronics, 2709-C, Dept. 60, 
Orange Ave., Santa Ana. CA 92707, is 
introducing an expanded line of surface 
and airborne radio packs for 1983.

The NER-6 is a new six-channel re
ceiver which provides the same high 
quality circuitry as the NER 1-9 deluxe, 
high performance custom receiver, yet 
at an economical price. The NER-6 
features an internal Futuba-compatible 
block connector and a plug-in crystal 
(provided). It weighs 1.27 oz., and is 
factory tuned to a specified frequency. It 
has a double tubed front end, double 
balanced mixer, and is voltage stabi
lized. It’s also compatible to all modern 
A.M. transmitters, and is priced at 
$69.95.

The NER-2S is a new mini two-channel 
receiver weighing only 3/4 oz. and 
measuring 1.45 x 1.3 x .70 inches. It 
decodes the first two channels of all 
modern A.M. transmitters, has a triple 
tuned front end, and is voltage stabi
lized to operate on three to six NiCds. 
The NER-2S comes two ways; as a car/; 
boat receiver with a 12-inch antenna 
tuned to a specified frequency band and 
uses a plug-in crystal (not included) for 
$59.95, or as an aircraft receiver with a 
36-inch antenna, tuned to a specified 
frequency, including plug-in crystal, for 
$64.95.

Novak offers three different servos; 
the NES-1A, a midget servo for small

Satellite City's Hot Stuff with new Hot Tips.

aircraft on up to .60 size, and for 1/12 
electric cars; the NES-2, for general 
purpose in many cars, boats, and air
craft; and the NES-2H, a high torque, 
ball bearing/water tight servo for large 
airplanes, off-road electric cars, and gas- 
powered cars.

Finally, Novak Electronics offers vari
ous surface and airborne package com
binations of the above receivers and 
servos:

NERP-1, using the mini NER-2S sur
face receiver, two NES-1A servos, and 
Futuba-compatible connectors, $105.00.

NERP-2. using the mini NER-2Ssurface

Hot Stuff S u per'T  also with new Hot Tips.

receiver, two NES-2H servos, choice of 
battery pack, and mini switch harness, 
$135.00.

NEAB-2, using the NER-6 receiver, 
four NES-1A servos, choice of battery 
pack, a mini switch harness, and 6-inch 
extension, $175.00.

NEAB-3, using the NER-2S airborne 
receiver, two NES-1A servos, choice of 
battery pack, mini switch harness, and 
two trays, $125.00.

Send a 4-1/2 x 9-1/2 SASE to Novak 
Electronics for the free brochure. Be 
sure to include Dept. 60 in the address. 
We want to get credit for telling you

Bavarian Precision Products new HB .21 carfo. MRC*s new Honda F-2 electric 1/10th car.
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WORLD FAMOUS "H O T S T U F F "

SUPER ‘Τ ’
GAP PILLING A POSITIONABLE 

INSTANT GLUE
C 1 M M Q  W O W Q C C  » a » »  >M*o«ooo vnCH ΓβΟ*λΛϋ
•V M » t WCTAL JA T > **

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTHFCtt
M 0 *t*3  ·  cäafts  .  v o * t*  c o w m c w t

10 to 25 SECOND BOND 
AOMtCir · ...... .......

New 7 gram, 12 pack of Hot Stuff & Hot Tips.

about these great radio components.
★ ★ ★

In an effort to make life easier and less 
frustrating for the model builder who 
hates to watch glue dry or mess with 
clogged glue bottles. .. Satellite City has 
come up with a new applicator tip for its 
instant glues Hot Stuff and Hot Stuff 
Super ‘Τ'. Now, “ Hot Tips”  are sold as 
standard equipment on every bottle of 
cyanoacrylate adhesive that Satellite 
City sells. Hot Tips won’t clog like teflon 
tubing can. because of their far superior 
draining action. Hot Tips come with an 
air-tight cap for sealing off the bottle 
when not in use.

Satellite City hasn't left the modeler 
without a choice of applicators. Hot Tips 
can be used in conjunction with the 
standard teflon tubing (supplied), or not 
used at all by inserting the teflon tubing

Novak Electronics NER-2S receiver.

Novak Electronics NERP-2 airborne package.

Professional Spray Can Holder from Coverite.

directly into the hole provided in the top 
of the bottle, the choice is yours.

Hot Stuff and Hot Stuff Super ‘T’ are 
available at your local hobby shop or 
directly from Satellite City. The quarter- 
ounce bottles are sold in a neat 12-pack 
(stock No. HS-2, Hot Stuff; and No. 
HST-2, Super ‘Τ') which is perfect for 
keeping your own private stock in the 
kitchen freezer and taking out indivi
dual bottles as you need them . . .  a great 
way to insure yourself against running 
out in the middle of a project and to 
insure a factory-fresh bottle every time. 
The half-ounce and two-ounce bottles 
can be purchased individually from your 
local hobby dealer or factory direct. 
Write to Satellite City, P.O. Box 836, Simi 
Valley, CA 93062.

★ ★ ★

Novak Electronics NER-6 receiver.

Novak Electronics NEAB-2 airborne package.

Ace R/C's new products: carbon steel dies, 
taps, handles; aircraft length dril bits; Speed 
Stixs for sanding.

The Honda F-2 Racer is now available 
from MRC (Model Rectifier Corpora
tion) in 1/10-scale, electric powered. 
The RS-540S motor is operated through 
forward/reverse speed control, which is 
stepless, with variable braking. The car is 
438mm long, 192mm wide, 100mm high, 
w ith a 240mm wheelbase. W rite to 
MRC at 2500 Woodbridge Ave., Edison, 
NJ 08817 for further information from 
Frank Ritota.

★ ★ ★
From Ace R/C Inc., Box 511,116 West 

19th St., Higginsville, MO 64037, (816)

Novak Electronics NERP-1 airborne package.

Novak Electronics NEAB-3 airborne package.
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Davey Systems new Pov/rtow winch for 12v zoomies and X-country.

Southern Sailplanes new T-Bird 2-meter glider (above) features 'glass 
fuselage, foam wings; and SLP Ricochet kit (right).

T&D Fiberglass Specialties latest 'glass cowls.

Updated Fliteglas Models P-51D Mustang.

584-7121, it’s time for tools!
Ace has several new items for the 

model workshop. Aircraft length drill 
bits, in 6 and 12-inch lengths, 1/16, 3/32, 
1/8 3/16, and 1/4. By the 5-piece set 
they're $9.95 and $21.95 respectively. 
Carbon steel dies: 2-56, 3-48. 4-40, 6-32, 
8-32, 10-32, and 1/4 x 20. Buy them 
individually, and the handle, or get a 
complete set, with handle, for $24.95 
Carbon steel taps, same sizes, available 
separately, plus handles, or get a com
plete set with a small and a large handle, 
for $14.95.

Speed Stix are various size sanding 
sticks. Not sandpaper wrapped around 
dowels, the grit is adhered to the round 
and pointed sticks. Not for heavy stuff or 
hardwoods, but great on balsa and lite- 
ply. The regular assortment of nine Stix is 
$4.79, or the six mini Stix assortment is 
$2.95.

★ ★ ★

T&D Fiberglass Specialties, 30925 
Block, Garden City, M l 48135, (313) 
421-6385, is adding still more ’glass cowls 
to its ever-increasing list. Latest cowls 
are to fit models built from Bis-Cap Plan 
Service Plans, 4777 South Iva Rd., Merrill, 
Ml 48637. All except one are for 1/4- 
scale models. In the photo, the cowls are 
(top I to r): Super Cub, Skyote, 40-60 
powered Super Cub, and Nieuport 17; 
(bottom I to r): Dreamer Aero II, Fokker 
D-VII, and Fokker DR-1 or D-VIII. Send 
$1.00 for complete price list.

★ ★ ★
Pacer Technology & Resources, Inc., 

1600 Dell Ave., Campbell, CA 95008, 
(408) 379-9701, offers a complete line of 
cyanoacrylate glues and related prod
ucts. In addition to the regular thin 
adhesive. ZAP/CA, and the thick, slower 
adhesive ZAP-A-GAP/CA+, there is ZAP 
LOCK for locking fastener threads, Zip 
Kicker, to accelerate the glue setting, 
Z-7 Debonder for softening the adhe-

Supersafe liquid solder from H&N Electronics.

sive and/or separating glued parts and 
human skin, and Z-Ends, universal 
dispensing tips for all Pacer products. 
For more inform ation on these and 
other Pacer Products, contact Frank or 
Lois Milo, at the above address and 
telephone.

★  ★  ★
If you are looking for a great little 

competition airplane for that nostalgia 
gas event contest you are thinking of 
entering . . .  or if you are just looking for 
a free flight design to build around your
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Pacer Technology & Resources, Inc., Zap/CA glues in three sizes. Pacer Technology & Resources, Inc., Zap/CA+ (thick).

Pacer's new Zip Kicker CA accelerator.

favorite Cox .049 engine . . . you should 
consider Campbell’s Custom Kits new 
/cek kit

The /eek is a deluxe kit in every wav. 
Plans are beautifully drawn by Harry 
Murphv. all ribs and fuselage sides are 
prerut. ihe besi quality balsa is used 
throughout and real la pa nese tissue is 
provided in contrasting c olors for .1 
beautiful finish I he /eek will climb like 
a champ on Cox 049 or similarly 
powered engines without any signs of 
over powering. Wingspan is )) inches, 
and wing area is 176 square inches. The 
/eek is a bargain you won’t want to pass 
up at only $15.98.

Other kits offered by Campbell’s are: 
the Quaker 84. a 19)6 vintage. 84-inch

Pacer's new Z ends dispensing tips.

Eldon J. Lind's new Digger hinge slot tool.

Central Florida Hobbies composites.

old timer design for .40 to .60 motors that 
goes for $65.00; the Quaker 54. a 54-inch 
"shrunken" version of the Q84 above for 
.09 to .15 motors, and two or three 
channel R/C. which sells for only $34.98: 
the Dallaire Sportster, a big winner at 
SAM Nationals with a 108-inch span, a 
whopping 1550 square inch area, and a 
.45 to .90 engine . . .  a really big model 
lor a very reasonable $80.00.

If hand launch gliders are your be- 
iween-flighl fancies, or if HLG is your 
main thing . . . investigate this little  
group of "chuckles:" for the beginner 
or tender-of-arm youngster who wants a 
place to start in HI . try the Tiny Piglet for 
$3.79; for a contest winning glider with 
dethermali/er. try the Thermal Piglet at 
$5.29; and here’s another contest winner 
railed the Merlin 2 that tomes with all 
the goodies including dethermali/er for 
$5.29.

Send a 20-cent postage stamp to 
Campbell’s Custom Kits. P.O. Box 5996. 
Lake W orth. FL 33461, and they will send 
you the* latest catalog. That’s the best 
way of making sure that you aren't 
missing out on some of the best kits 
around.

★ ★ ★
Soaring types will be interested in the 

new Pow’rtow winc h offered by Davey 
Systems Corporation. One Wood Lane.

Pacer’s new Z-7 Debonder.

Malvern. PA 19355. <215) 644-0692. This 
new winch has all of the same featuresof 
the Pow’rwineh. which it replaces, 
including the* same· price.

So how is it new. you ask? The answer 
is found when vou examine the new 
motor. Davey Systems has decided to 
replace the· Pow’rwineh’s motor with a 
mue h larger, and more powerful 12-volt 
motor. This new motor is capable of 
launching the larger cross c ountrv ships

Continued on page 100

Pacer's Zap Lock thread locking compound.
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Ρ. Ο. Box 2699 
Laguna Hills. CA 92653

NOSTALGIA
During the past years. I’ve received a 

variety of inquiries about .15 displace
ment engines. Quite a few of them have 
concerned the Cox .15 engines that 
were produced during the general lime 
frame of about 1961 through 1966. So. 
without any further ado. here’s a brief 
synopsis of some of the Cox .15 engines 
. . . specifically those that were com
monly referred to as Tee Dee .15s. Please 
note that there were two other earlier 
Cox .15 engines, namely, the Sportsman 
and Olympic 15swhic h were introduced 
during 1959. Hopefully. I'll be able to 
devote an entire future column to these 
two distinctive* engines.

For the present, the Tee Dee .15 was 
presented at the 1961 trade shows. The 
Cox Thimble-Drome product brochure 
for that year actually announced four 
new front rotary valve engines: the Tee 
Dee .010. Tee Dee .020. Tee Dee .049. 
and the Tee Dee .15. In retrospect, that 
obviously was a great vear for Cox. If you 
have a penchant for economics, the first 
Tee Dee .15 listed for $12.98.

So much for the monev bit. How 
about the distinctive features of the so- 
called Tee Dee 15s? Well, basically, 
there were three series of the engine* 
The first one. as interred above, was 
introduced during 1961. It was simply 
called a Tee Dee .15. and it is shown in 
the first photograph.

It's most appropriate at this point to 
thank Dale Kirn for the use* erf his Cerx 
engines for the* accompanying photo
graphs Dale* also provided Cox bro
chures anel personal background 
information.

To continue, the* first Tee* Dee .15 
engine hael a ball-sere ke*l pistern anel 
connecting rerd. anel rather shallow 
bypasses whir h nevertheless were con
toured qerite well. Actually, there were 
three milling euts per bypass; similar ter 
the geometry we all are* familiar with on 
the Tee Dee .049 engines. Fxternallv. the

distinguishing feature of this engine is 
the relatively narrerw cylinder diameter 
below the fins. This will be most erbvious 
as you compare this first photograph 
with the next two.

In 1962. the Cerx .15 Special was 
intrcrduced. Merdelers often referre*el ter 
it as a Tee Dee .15 Spec ial even therugh 
the "Tee Dee" was not part erf the official 
nomene lature. With only a eursory 
glance, it seems quite like the first Tee* 
Dee .15. However, look closely at the* 
second phertograph. The cylinder dia
meter below the cooling fins isobviouslv 
larger. This change enabled Cerx ter do 
two things: (1| increase performance by 
inc reasing transfer c ross sectional area: 
and (2) decrease manufacturing opera
tions by using only a single milling cut 
for each transfer port. Alscr notable was a 
c hange ter a 50 degree upper angle 
transfer c utter. This directed the inc erm- 
ing fuel/air mixture more toward the 
upper portiern erf the combustion cham
ber than the* crriginal Tec* Dec* .15 trans
fers. It improved cylinder sc avenging.

The Cox .15 Special was continued for 
another two years. However, there were 
subtle changes. The initial .15 Specials 
had a ball-socket jerint eernneeting rerd. 
Later versions had a stamped, err 
blanked, aluminum rerd and wrist pin 
Further, some erf the first ball-socket 
group had an aluminum bushing in the* 
lower end erf the* rod together with a 
lubrication hole. To further muddv the 
waters, some erf the stamped rerds were 
press fitted onto the wrist pin. Spacers 
on ear h side of the rerd kept the wrist pin 
in position within the* pistern. This con
figuration was scrcrn discarded in faverr of 
a free floating wrist pin that was retained 
in place bv a rather unique holding 
spring, grooved wrist pin. and spacer 
arrangement, fo my knowledge, this is 
the crnlv instance erf the use* erf such a 
system. All other manufacturers erf .15 
engines have used either the familiar 
c lips or pads at the* end of the* vsiist pin.

The Cox Tee Dee .15 was originally intro- Cox .15 Special differed from the Tee Dee by
duced in 1961. its wider cylinder base. Explanation in text.

This is the latest Rossi engine: an .81 designed 
especially for Byron ducted fan models.

In 1962. Cox alscr in troduced the* 
Medallion .15. This wassimilartothe Tee 
Dee. but it was really a sport engine, 
whereas the Tee Dee and Special were 
competition engines.

The .15 Specials with their minor 
modifications continued through 1964. 
In 1965. Cox introduced the Mark II 
Special .15. This engine was significantly 
different than previcrus ,15s. There was 
only erne exhaust perrt (on the left side) 
and there were three transfer ports. Two 
mirrerr ports angled frerm the bottom left 
side of the crankcase, upwards, and 
terwards the right side of the c vlinder In 
between, there was an additicrnal trans
fer perrt. Tcrday. we call it a boost perrt 
Interestingly enough, the* Cerx th ird 
transfer opened beferre. err led. the 
crpening of the mirror side transfers. 
Today the acc epted engineering prac - 
tie e seems to be just the opposite.

Ancrther unique feature erf the Mark II 
was that the initiatiern of the threads erf 
both the crankcase and the* cylinder 
were exac tly controlled. This was neces
sary ler ensure that the single exhaust 
always pointed in the same direction. 
Fxternally, this engine was differentiated 
frerm the first Special, not only by the 
single* exhaust, but alscr by having a gold 
anodi/ed crankcase. Our third photo
graph shows a Mark II engine Unfor
tunately. the difference between the

Continued on page 78
IT

The Cox Mark It Special .15 featured a single 
exhaust port and gold anodized crankcase.
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Tony Naccarato flies the 23-1/2 ounce, R/C 1/4-scale, electric 
powered Farman Moustique he and his mother Addie constructed.

Larry Jolly demonstrates the Ishimasa electric powered R/C heli
copter. It will also fly much longer using grounded car battery.

WORLD
By BILL NORTHROP
PHOTOS BY BILL FORREY

H jp j ^  +
PASADENA

Preparing rubber powered R/C ship, Addie Naccarato on the win- Charlie and Bill Cannon. Their radios used in all of the indoor,
der. A totally new sight for many spectators, F /F  or R/C! electric powered models demonstrated.

Granger Williams, in the Williams Bros, booth. 
For a surprise, see John Pond's column!

Lois and Frank Milo, representing Pacer Tech
nology and Resources . . .  Zap, to you!

Wally Warner, the really running radial man. 
The nine is ready!
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Cliff Rausin and Alberto Dona, Condor Hobbies, importers of the 
Ishimasa electric powered helicopter.

Bart Fury, of Robart (get it?), who is also central states supplier/ 
warehouser of Pacer Products.

The Kraft gang (I to r): Jack Albrecht, Ray Forbes, Gordon Bou- 
dewyn, and Dan Lutz, Bridi designed Vagabond in front.

House of Balsa's Don Dombrowski and Joe Dzankiewicz. HOB's the 
west coast Pacer distributor.

•  The first major model trade show of 
the 1983 season, the Pasadena,California 
IMS (International Modeler Show), took 
place on January 8and 9, at the Pasadena 
Center, which is located just one block 
south of Colorado Boulevard, the path 
of the world famous Rose Parade, which 
was seen on television just one week 
prior.

Any doubts about the sp irit and 
optimism toward 1983 of both the model 
industry and the modelers themselves 
could be confidently put to rest after 
witnessing the turnout for this show. The 
number of exhibitors increased by

exactly 20% over last year, and there was 
an 14% increase in spectators. The signs 
of optimism could just be the reaction to 
a new year; cleaning the slate, turning 
over a new leaf, etc., but on the other 
hand, this nation’s economy seems to 
pivot on the automobile industry, and 
the current upturn in auto sales could 
indicate a loosening trend in spending.

Whatever the explanation, the show 
was definitely bigger and better this 
year. The turnout of new models for the 
static com petition might also be an 
indicator. Having year-round flying 
weather, southwestern modelers don’t

really have a "building season” , and 
therefore, new models appear more or 
less at a slow and random rate through
out the year. However, the large crop of 
new models that showed up in Pasadena 
could be the result of modelers staying 
home more, rather than spending 
money on traveling, vacationing, eating 
out, going to shows, etc. In past years, 
out of about 40 categories of static 
competition, as many as 15 trophies 
went unclaimed. This year,all43trophies 
were awarded, and at least five new 
categories will be added next year.

Another increase in activity was cen-

Dennis Otsuka and Mike Costello, on hand to answer questions 
about Hobby Shack's various lines of Japanese imports.

Suzanna and Bob Boucher of Astro Flight. Silent flight is right; 
first it was sailplanes, and now electric power.
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AMA's Vince Mankowski, and Dist. X VP 
Jim Scarborough awarding Distinguished and 
Superior Service plaques to Mike Gilbertson 
for his outstanding efforts in securing new 
R/C frequencies.

Tony Avak, past IMS Blimp contest winner, 
collapses this whole model into a shoebox for 
transport! Travelled from east coast to fly . . .  
and visit relatives.

Carl Goldberg and the "thing", during early 
stages of construction. Curved legs demon
strate ease of laminating with Jet cyanoacry
late glue.

Hazel Sig-Hester with the popular new Kobra, 
designed by Klaude MkKuHough, who skipped 
'c' in the alphabet.

Darlene Lind certainly makes anything pro
duced by Eldon J. Lind Co. much more appeal
ing. New hinge slot digger is great!

Bill McCooley. of Northeast Engineering, 
Bridgeport, Conn., really enjoyed his first IMS 
show. Will be back again for sure.

tered around the Swap Shop. Un
doubtedly, the addition of a MECA 
(Model Engine Collectors Association) 
"Collectogether” on Saturday evening, 
was partly responsible for the larger 
attendance. "Red”  Carlough, a profes
sional swap meet organizer, and a very 
active MECA member, operates the IMS

Swap Shop. Tentative plans for next year 
include a new location adjoining the 
exhibit hall, that will provide a con
venient separate entrance, near lots of 
parking area, where swappers can un
load and set up their merchandise 
entirely away from the exhibitors’ load
ing area. It is likely that the MECA

Region 1 and 2 collectogether will be 
held in the same area as the Swap Shop 
and during regular show hours, which 
should spur even more buying, selling, 
and swapping activity. And don’t be too 
surprised if an auction doesn’t find its 
way into the schedule!

The live indoor flying demonstrations

Lloyd Taylor and Chris Comley, of L. R. Taylor & Co. His elec
tronic devices will be described in Eloy Marez's column.

Bert Smith and Elmer Good, Good Development, with cross-linked 
polyethylene floats. Five-cylinder O.S. 60 four-cycle radial.
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Rich Bauer and Dean Copeland are surrounded by fantastic Byron 
Originals aircraft. Window light fooled meter.

Johnie Casburn, Jim Neal, and Super Lucky Fly, from Fort Worth. 
Texas. Product review coming.

Dave Robertson, California Model Imports, surrounds himself with 
nice company; Nancye Valencia (left) and Sandra Robertson.

John Gorham and Mike Sutton, Gorham Model Products. They 
built a Cricket during the Sunday show, and donated it to raffle!

Roland Boucher, Nancy Boucher's chief helper at Leisure Elec
tronics. Don't knock it till you've tried it!

Sid and Estelle Cole, recently arrived U.S. agents for Roy Lever's 
Powermax company in England.

Cliff Raussin and Alberto Dona of Expor- 
tations/Condor Hobbies will be busy 
filling orders for this machine. I know for 
sure of one order they have!

This brings us to another type of 
demonstration that will not be con
tinued in the future . .. outdoor, gas- 
powered helicopters. Although ihere is 
enough space on the Pasadena Center 
park grounds to fly a helicopter, and in 
fact, Larry Jolly even flew his Electricus 
(electric powered sailplane featured in 
our March '83 issue), from this site on 
Friday afternoon during exhibitor setup 
lime, it is not a safe place to fly with 
hundreds of spectators in attendance.

have been a unique and exclusive 
feature of the IMS show since it came to 
Pasadena, and will continue to be a part 
of the show in the future. Somechanges 
are planned, however. Tentative plans 
call for shortened show periods, from 30 
to 45 minutes down to 10 to 15 minutes, 
but having three shows on Saturday, and 
two shows on Sunday. As those who 
have attended know, spectator traffic 
has to v irtua lly come to a standstill 
during the flying demonstrations, and 
too long a show period can become 
inconvenient and somewhat annoying. 
Even so, many exhibitors admit that they 
enjoy having a short "breather”  from

the continuous barrage of spectator 
inquiries (which ain’t all bad, y’unner- 
stand!).

Perhaps the most exciting new indoor 
demonstration this year was the electric 
powered helicopter. About the size of 
the Gorham .19 to.25 powered Cricket, 
the electric chopper, by Ishimasa of 
Japan, will presently fly for about 2-1/2 
to 3 minutes on a charge. However, an 
"umbilical”  cord about 25 feet long is 
also available, permitting you to fly for as 
much as an hour, semi-tethered to an 
automobile battery. The electrochopper 
was ably demonstrated by Larry Jolly, in 
both power modes, and we’re sure that
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Belinda Northrop solos an electric powered Boeing P-26 "Peashooter" This slot car racing, 1 /32 size, has never left the scene. Lee Stokley
as Addie Naccarato keeps a close eye on things. ran this display. A very popular exhibit.

exhibitors having something to do with 
R/C sailplanes will be found elsewhere 
in this issue, so we’ll briefly fill you in on 
the rest.

How about starting things off with a 
flying saucer! ? From Klagenfurt, Austria, 
Hanno Prettner's home town, this 
saucer is basically a foam ring three feet 
in diameter with a center portion sus
pended from wires and mounting a .60 
size engine with conventional propeller, 
oointine straieht u d ! Remember the

DuBro 505 helicopter? Anyway, we 
brought one from the show, and will 
give you a more detailed report later.

Suggestion . . . buy, beg, borrow, or 
steal the big colorful poster from Pacer 
Technology, called ‘‘Z-Hints from Zap 
Man” . On it are just 18 thought-pro
voking hints on how to use the various 
cyanoacrylate glues and related prod
ucts from Pacer: Plasti-Zap, CA + Zap-A- 
Cap, Zap/Ca, Slo-Zap CA-, Zap Lock, 
Zip Kicker. Z-7 Debonder. Z Maenum.

and Z-Ends. It’s Z greatest! Oh . . . tell 
Frank Milo we sent ya.

At the show. Pacer was flanked by two 
of its regional warehousing and sales 
offices, Robart (Central) and House of 
Balsa (West). Next to IHOB was Ralph 
“ RAM”  Warner, the electronic devices 
man. His new items will be covered in 
Eloy Marez’s column next month. Just 
be careful about accepting collect UPS

Continued on page 97

Ted and Janice Dodd, TEJA, representing CMB Motori, Italy, in the 
USA. They came down from Bakersfield.

Truman Berkland. new president of DaCa Products Inc. Dave and 
Caren Lift no longer involved.

— — « « M i l ·

a r in a T  PRODUCTION 
RUNNING MODEL V8 ENGINE

Dave Shuck, Dean Brown, and Dan Morrow, came to tell all about 
Delta Mfg's racing cars.

Gary Conley, 
shelf engines.

like Wally Warner, of Technopower, is not making 
They run well and operate vehicles!
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By BILL GILCHRIST . . . Here is a two-inch-to-the-foot scale electric powered biplane that is sure to 
turn heads at the flying field. The Franklin Sport qualifies as a S.E.A.M. Golden Age Scale aircraft, too!

•  The Franklin Sport was a small sport 
biplane manufactured by Franklin Air
craft Corporation of Franklin, Penn
sylvania during the years 1930 and 1931. 
Seventeen of the Franklin airplanes 
were manufactured. I suspect that the 
depression of that era prevented a larger 
production. At least this certainly was 
the case with a number of other manu
facturers. Twelve of the seventeen 
airplanes were the Sport “ A”  type, our 
subject model.

Full-scale construction was very typi
cal for its time. The fuselage and tail 
feathers were welded 1025 SAE steel 
tubing. Wing construction was built-up 
ribs and solid Sitka spruce spars. The 
22 X10 X 4 Goodyear airwheels provided 
the shock absorbing. The aircraft was 
powered by a Velie M-5 engine of 55/70 
hp. As I understand the history of that 
time the Velie engine assembly opera
tion was closely associated with, if not 
part of, the Mono Aircraft Corp. of 
Moline, Illinois, manufacturers of the

The Franklin Sport "A " at the local farm model airport. Lettering in 
cirde on this side was not completed . . .  Author sez "One's enuff!"

My radio control modeling has been 
involved with several biplanes. This goes 
back to the days of galloping ghost 
proportional. It is not at all surprising 
that my entry into the field of electric 
fligh t would involve a biplane. The 
reference material used for this effort 
was published in Model Airplane News, 
April 1963. The drawings and informa
tion were the work of Richard Anderson. 
My plans and information are from his 
efforts. I have preserved it through 
several moves always with the intention 
of using it someday. This also points up 
my strong love for things scale. This one 
just had to be built when I had the time.

The model was designed with sport 
scale in mind. However, for those who 
might desire something more precise, 
the airframe construction is as scale as 
possible considering the difference 
between full-scale and the model. All 
dimensions are as accurate as they could 
be made. The only liberty taken with any 
outline is enlargement of the stabilizer

The Franklin as it appeared in the September "Electric Power" 
colu mn of M odel Builder.

monocoupe.
The full-scale Franklin Sport upper 

wingspan was 26 feet and the lower 
wingspan was 24 feet. The wing chord 
was four feet which resulted in a wing 
area of 185 square feet. Full-scale cruis
ing speed is listed at 85 mph and landing 
speed at 30 mph. At 2 inches per foot 
scale (1/6-scale) this works out to an 
upper wingspan of 52 inches, a lower 
wingspan of 48 inches and a chord of 8 
inches. The wing area is 740 square 
inches or 5.14 square feet.

Sport " A ”  N10147 started out as 
NC10419 and carried serial No. 8. The 
original color scheme was orange wings 
and a black fuselage. N10147 was re
stored prior to 1963 and at that time was 
owned and flown by Robert L. Morris of 
Springfield, Ohio. The plane modeled 
here is the restored aircraft. The color 
scheme is horizontal flying surfaces in 
white along with the movable rudder. 
The fuselage and fin are Loening yellow 
with black trim as shown.
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Step 1, rigging proceedure: template positions center section of top 
wing while holes in end ribs receive spar extensions of wing panels.

This view of the upper and lower right wings shows spar extensions 
required in the top wing and locator tongues required in bottom.

one rib spacing on each side of ihe 
fuselage. (You would have neverguessed 
it, if I hadn't told you.) The scale outline 
is shown, but I would strongly advise 
against its use for geared down electric 
power. My experience has shown that a 
small stabilizer just isn’t worth the 
trouble it can cause. It is possible to fly a 
model with a scale stabilizer, but it isn't 
something associated with pleasure. It 
can result in continual damage to the 
model's undercarriage. Geared down 
electrics tend to fly nearer to scale 
speeds, and therefore do better with a 
slightly enlarged stabilizer.

The following design ideas helped put 
this ship together. First, the wing struc
ture was made as light as practical, and 
the strength was provided by the biplane 
rigging. This means that all rigging wires 
and struts are functional, and the plane 
cannot be flown without them. This 
applies also to the stabilizer/rudder 
brace wires.

Second, the balsa sheeting used to 
simulate the fuselage front cowling also 
supplies the strength to support the ply 
bulkhead on which the motor and speed 
reducer are mounted.

Third, instead of sheet doublers to 
provide fuselage strength, ply gussets 
are used at critical joints in the fuselage 
framework. Another concept that came 
out of this project was the attachment of 
the stabilizer with small screws and blind 
nuts (T nuts) in order to provide for

adjustment. Once the rigging is in place, 
it is not easy to make changes in the 
biplane's wing incidences. This allows 
adjustment at the stabilizer for best 
flight trim.

The model was designed for. and test 
flown with, what is now called the Astro 
15 standard flight system. In the mean
time, Astro Flight, Inc. has been devel
oping a 15XL with more power, more 
dura lion, and about four ounces heavier. 
Best flight trim with the new system may 
require some small adjustments. These 
are to be covered later.

Another way to go would be to run a 
Leisure LT50 motor with a three-to-one

gear reducer (Part No. 6003), and power 
it with a seven (or eight) cell Sanyopack. 
In this case the prop you will need is an 
11 X 7. This will give you a lighter system 
with a slightly slower speed range.

Because an electric powered model 
has the larger portion of its weight in the 
flight system (motor, batteries, and 
speed reducer) it is customary to fly 
them as a three-channel ship, without 
ailerons. This model takes this all in 
stride. As with all three-channel ships, 
large corrections on the final approach 
are not recommended.

I have one request before we go into 
some of the building details. Most of us

Step 3, rigging proceedure: one pound bags of shot are used to stretch out the landing wires and 
straightedges are used to adjust wing incidence from root to tip.

Step 2, rigging proceedure: an L-shaped template (87 degrees) is used Step 4. rigging proceedure: upper wing spar extensions slide into the
to adjust landing wire length for 3 degrees dihedral. Note shot bags. space between the center section's spars.
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Fuselage hatch holds the rear landing gear wire in place on the 
bottom of fuselage. Metal tabs will hold front L.G. wire in place.

r·'«  LI
\  i :j

Forward bulkheads are held in place by 1/8 x 3/8 balsa sticks glued 
to fuselage framework. Full-scale thrust line duplicated here.

who build models for radio control have 
a habit of adding extra reinforcement, 
extra doublers, and extra glue to existing 
design plans. Please don’i launch your
self into a big redesign and reinforce
ment program. The results of your effort 
are sure to be a model that is too heavy 
to fly well. The design as shown has held 
up well through all the hard landings 
and hard bumps of getting both the 
prototype and the scale model into 
flyable trim. The use of the 1/8 square 
spruce as longerons and wing spars is a 
direct result of the prototype testing.

A word about gluing. The use of 
cyanocrylate glue is recommended. I 
find myself framing the structure with 
the cyanocrylate and then reinforcing 
with Titebond after it is off the board. I 
don't always trust the closeness of all my 
joints to be the best for cyanocrylate. 
The use of excessive glue is not recom
mended. One application of Titebond 
on one side of the joint is as strong as will

be required. Titebond is a must when 
gluing the 1/8 square spruce. It isa good 
idea to apply enough Titebond to the 
fuselage gussets to have a good fillet 
between the 1/8 square stock and the 
ply gusset.

(II you haven't given Satellite City's 
new Hot Shot a try, you absolutely 
should. Super T and Hot Shot will give 
you the fastest, cleanest, neatest fillets 
you ever wanted to see. and they are 
every bit as strong as the Titebond fillets 
mentioned above, wrf)
LAMINATED BOWS

There are two types of laminated bows 
called for on the plans. The wing tips and 
the bow for the upper wing center 
section are to be made from 1/32 aircraft 
ply cut into 3/16 wide strips. The strips 
should be cut across the grain of the ply 
for maximum flexibility. The bows for 
the stabilizer and rudder are made from 
strips of 1/32 sheet balsa. These strips 
should be cut parallel to the grain and

This photo shows how the horizontal stab is secured with four 2-56 screws and blind nuts. This 
technique allows for decalage adjustments during flight tests. Fill with block when trimmed.

the balsa should be as hard as can be 
obtained. As soon as Titebond is applied 
to the balsa strips they become flexible 
enough to conform to the necessary 
curve. One-thirty-second balsa sheet 
cut cross-grain does not produce a 
laminate stiff enough to make a good 
structure. If your1/32sheet is softer than 
you would like, one laminate of 1/32 
ply in the group will stiffen the bow. If in 
the past you have made satisfactory 
bows out of strips of 1/16 balsa, go ahead 
and use your method. I started with the 
1/32 sheet and have not tried other 
thicknesses.

I have had good results with forms 
made from 1/4 ply, and also from any 
kind of composition board. To make the 
wing tip bows, a workable procedure is 
to cut out a half circle out of the ply with 
a diameter equal to the inside diameter 
of the bow. Cut out another piece from 
this board to equal the outside diameter 
of the bow. Now, cover the edges of the 
forms that will be exposed to the glue 
with wax paper. To make the laminated 
bow, apply Titebond to the surface of 
the strip ply and form them around the 
half circle. Press the outside diameter 
piece around the outside of the bow and 
squeeze the laminate into shape. It may 
be easier to cut the outside diameter 
piece in halves and press the halves into 
place. The forms can be nailed or 
clamped to the work table to hold them 
while the glue dries (overnight). Exces
sive pressure is not necessary. 
FUSELAGE CONSTRUCTION

Fuselage construction is started by 
building two sides directly on the plans. 
These need to be done carefully as they 
are the basis for the rest of the model. If 
you usually build the second fuselage 
side on top of the first, do so, as they 
need to be identical. Next, glue on the 
1/8 and 1/16 ply gussets to the inside of 
each fuselage side (use Titebond). Left 
and right fuselage sides are required. 
When the gussets are dry, the 2-56 blind 
nuts (T nuts) can be located. Drill 1/8 
diameter holes and use epoxy or model 
airplane cement to hold them in place 
and prevent their turning. The edges of 
the 1/8 ply gussets at the cabane strut 
area need to have their upper edges
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Installation details for the Astro Flight 15 motor with 10/15 speed reducer. Holes in forward 
bulkheads allow cooling air to flow through to battery. A 12v blower is used while charging.

Shows scale motor cylinders, hatch, receiver 
and power switch and charge jack locations.

sanded at an angle to provide clearance 
for the cockpit covering. Now, set up the 
fuselage sides and glue in the cross 
braces and fuselage bulkheads. Take 
time to check and recheck that the 
structure is straight and true. The vertical 
fin should not be glued in place at this 
time. I would advise finishing the stabi
lizer and covering its framework before 
putting the stabilizer in place, and then 
afterwards gluing vertical fin in place. 
The holding screws can be left out until 
the fuselage and vertical fin are covered 
for convenience in working around the 
stabilizer.

A convenient way to install the fuse
lage front end is to glue 1/8 x 3/8 balsa 
sticks as shown inside the fuselage 
framework with their center line at the 
full-scale thrust line. When the glue is 
dry, mount the forward fuselage bulk
heads using the 1/8 x 3/8 cut out at each 
side of the bulkheads. The larger of the 
bulkheads is the motor mount so it 
should be square and true with the rest 
of the structure.

It is very handy to make the wiring 
installation before the fuselage is cov
ered and the front is sheeted. There will 
be sufficient lead length with the flight 
batteries to allow for movement at final 
assembly to put the C.G. at the desired 
position. If the wiring is done before 
covering, the wire lengths can be held at 
a minimum. Short leads help reduce that 
unwanted weight build up as the model 
is being assembled.
WING CONSTRUCTION

The wing construction is pretty con
ventional. The trailing edge should be 
raised up 1/32 at the rear edge to 
provide the correct airfoil shape. For the 
lower wing sections, it makes things 
easier if the position of the slot is marked 
on the second rib (Rib 2). The tongue 
can be installed through the slot and 
glued into the position using the mark as 
a guide. Be sure to install the 1/16 ply 
ribs (Rib 1) in each wing section, the 
seventh rib from the root. The ply rib is a 
vital part of the strength provided by the

rigging. The 1/16 ply ribs are also re
quired for the outside ribs at the upper 
wing center section.

The least enjoyable task of building 
this model is cutting the holes through 
the ply ribs between the spars of the 
center section. This should be done 
before the 1/8 sheet balsa webs are 
glued in place. The webs provide the 
sides while the spars provide the top and 
bottom of a box to accept the upper 
wing spar extensions. Glue the basic 
structure well before cutting the holes. 
Work carefully with an X-acto saw, drill, 
and file. If the joints crack in the process, 
glue them back carefully and let them 
dry before finishing the job. When the 
holes are completed, the webs can be 
glued in place. The resulting box cavity 
should be cleaned of extra glue before 
the structure dries. The spar extensions

should fit inside the resulting box with 
very little filing and fitting.
WING RIGGING AND WING STRUTS

On the plans are decimal dimensions 
beside each cabane strut and each 
interplane strut. These are the calculated 
dimensions from center to center of the 
wing hardware holes or to the blind nut 
locations in the fuselage. These should 
be used only as a guide. The final lengths 
must be those that produce a straight 
and true biplane structure. The cabane 
struts can be made up as shown. Their 
sheet metal ends can be adjusted by 
soldering to the required length, if 
necessary.

Temporary interplane struts from soft 
wire should be made up to the plan 
dimensions.

Continued on page 95

Profile view of Franklin Sport "A " reveals dummy motor and cowl details. White lettering was 
made from thin white plastic sheet which was cut to shape and glued on with RC-56.
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1. Bob Martin, of the model company that bears his name, poses with an array of his R/C sailplanes at the recent IMS show in Pasadena, Calif.

R/c SOARING
By BILL FORREY

•  On January 14,1983, the world soaring 
community lost a generous and good 
friend. Lee Renaud, the man behind the 
Aquila, Olympic, Sagitta. and Questor 
families of gliders manufactured by 
Airtronics, died of a stroke after a short 
stay in a hospital with diabetes compli
cations. As of this writing, I have no 
further knowledge pertaining to his 
family or business.

I didn’t know Lee very well. I had met 
him several times both on the flying field 
in various contests from California to 
Illinois, and socially at club meetings, 
personal interviews, and parties. That

PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR

may seem like a lot of contact, bul it 
really wasn’t. I don't suppose there is 
more than two hours of conversation 
with Lee in the whole lo t . . .  I wish there 
could have been more. I feel a great 
sense of loss and tragedy, as I'm sure 
anyone who knew him does.

Good-bye. Lee . . . we'll miss you. 
NATIONAL SOARING SOCIETY

The NSS is recognized as the official 
voice of R/C soaring in the IJnited States 
by the Academy of Model Aeronautics. 
The NSS is a fine organization with 
competent officers and a bi-monthly 
newsletter/magazine. the Sailplane. The

NSS organizes a yearly Soar-In contest 
and an excellence award program that 
recognizes top pilots in the country. 
Dues are cheap (only $10!!!) considering 
what you are getting . . . the magazine 
alone is worth that much. And finally, if 
you have any idea of how the AMA 
works when it needs information re
garding R/C soaring, you know that the 
NSS is where it turns first . . .  so stand up 
and be counted, join the NSS!

NSS. c/o Doug Dorton, 3058 Bernina 
Dr., Salt Lake City. UT 84118.
GLIDERS GALORE AT THE IMS

If you were present at the sixth annual 
International Modeler Show in Pasa
dena. California last January, you were 
treated to a staggering number of soar
ing aircraft. If you missed the show, the 
best that I can do for you is tell you about 
it. and let you see some of the gliders 
through the lens of my camera. It's no 
substitute for actually being there, as

2. Top Flite's Scott Christensen holds the Metrick two-meter. 3. Jim Benson of Aircraft Spruce and Specialty Co. with catalog.

5. Mark Rebeck of California Slope Designs with the Savage.4. Bob Stiff of Hobby Horn holds the Sensoar two-meter glider.
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6. Consolidated Models representatives. Ellis Chee and Joe Zimmerman. 7. US F3B Team booth. Adam Peltz, Dave Peltz, and Mike Reagan.

you are well aware, but it will have to 
suffice until next year when, hopefully, 
you can make plans to be there per
sonally.

Bob Martin RC Models had one of the 
most eye-catching booths at the show to 
highlight his line of slope and thermal 
gliders. Photo No. 1 displays five of the 
six gliders that Bob Martin carries in his 
lineup. From le ft to right are: the 
Coyote, an acrobatic, 72-inch, slope 
glider which features plywood skinned, 
foam core wings, and an unbreakable 
Dura-lene plastic fuselage: the SR-7 
which is another fast, aerobatic slope 
glider of 54-inch span also featuring an 
unbreakable Dura-lene fuselage and

foam core wings: next is the world 
famous Hawk (a.k.a. Hobie Hawk) which 
is now back into production and hardly 
needs a description here; the Gryphon 
flying wing is making a strong comeback 
after a radical restyling and airfo il 
modification which has improved its 
light air performance, a new Dura-lene 
fuselage makes the Super Gryphon even 
faster to build than before; finally, the 
Katie II (far right) is Bob Martin’s ' ‘tran
sition” aircraft or aileron trainer for 
slope flying, featuring, you guessed it, a 
Dura-lene fuselage for the crash land
ings that occasionally happen to inex
perienced pilots (gee. I know some 
"experts" who could use unbreakable

fuselages, myself included!).
Photo No. 2 shows Scott Christensen 

(a.k.a. LSF "Numero Uno") holding the 
stand, which is holding the sailplane, 
that Scott designed. The Metrick is a 
tw o-m eter soaring machine that is 
docile enough for the novice, yet offers 
competition pilots some outstanding 
flight characteristics. The Metrick fea
tures an all-moving, mid-fin stabilizer, a 
strong D-tube, modified Eppler 205 wing 
which is capable of handling the club's 
12 volt w inch, and a th ird channel, 
spoiler/releaseable tow hook system as 
an option. For more details, I will refer 
you to Willie Richards’ product review 
in the January '83 Model Builder (page

8. Two Worlds International's Soarcraft Mini-Merlin. Ken Wardrip. 9. Charlotte Jolly and the Pantera. Larry Jolly Model Products.

11. Larry Hargrave with the Hargrave Enterprises Jaguar 2-Meter.10. Craft Air's new Freedom glider with designer. Jack Caldwell.
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14. Robert Webb poses with his canard glider, the Ahiru, or duck in Japanese. Robert placed 
third in best original design glider competition. Note the small F /F  model on the table.

Mike Reagan poses with the two-meter that he 
plans to fly at the 4th 2MWC this June 11, 12.

12. Alex (the F3B "K id") poses with Larry 
Jolly and the Meteor, a LJMP model.

20) .

Photo No. 3 is the intermediate to 
advanced scratch bu ilde r’s paradise 
booth, or if you prefer. Aircraft Spruce 
and Specialty Co. If you need foam, 
fiberglass, kevlar, dynel, carbon fiber 
tow or cloth, aircraft aluminum or steel 
tubing or bar stock, acetate plastic 
sheets for molding canopies in your 
oven, contact cement, Safe-T-Poxy, 
phenolic sheet for bellcranks and con
trol horns that will not break . . . the list 
goes on and on! Did I forget to mention 
spruce? Write for the Model Builder’s 
Edition of the AS&S catalog at 201 W. 
Truslow Ave., Box 424, Fullerton, CA 
92632, it's FREE!

Photo No. 4 depicts Bob Stiff holding 
the Sensoar glider, one of literally 
thousands of items which he carries in 
his mail order catalog of 65 pages (8-1/2 
X 11). If you are in the market for a

13. Roger Wildman of Hi Johnson Model Products and American Eagle II unlimited class ship.

practica l, econom ica l, two-m eter 
thermal, slope, or 05 electric powered 
glider, don’t pass this one by . .. it ’sonly 
$16 for a machine cut and sanded kit, 
incredible! Write to Hobby Horn, P.O. 
Box 2212, Westminster, CA 92683 and get 
the catalog and the glider. There is no 
price printed on the cover of the cata
log.so there is a good chance it ’s free for 
the asking.

Photo No. 5 shows the underexposed 
(sorry ’bout that) face of Mark Rebeck 
and the properly exposed sailplane, the 
Savage. Mark had an excellent videotape 
playing at the front of his California 
Slope Designs (not DESIN, Mr. Sign 
Maker) booth which rather graphically 
displayed both his aerobatic flying skills 
and the aerobatic capabilities of the 
Savage. The Savage is a 70-inch span 
aileron slope ship with built-up (not 
foam) wings, machine cut balsa and 
plywood parts, full-size, rolled plans 
with instruction booklet, and complete 
hardware . . . all this for only $54.95. Also 
very prominently located within Mark's 
booth was a fiberglass version of the 
Savage fuselage which is available for a 
very reasonable $35 (length from nose to 
rear tip of the fin is43 in., weight is6oz.).

Photo No. 6 shows a couple of gliders 
and a couple of glider salesmen. Ellis 
Chee and Joe Zimmerman hold the 
Deadbeat II slope aerobatic glider, a 62- 
inch span, 496 sq. in.. V-tailed, two- 
channel model designed by Dale 
Winder. In the background is the Hust
ler, another aerobatic slope design with 
swept wings, conventional tail, a span of 
58 inches and an area of 470 squares . . . 
for two-channel control, also designed 
by Dale Winder. Write to Consolidated 
Models, P.O. Box 5661. Buena Park, CA 
90622, or call (714) 761-2196 for prices 
and details.

Photo No. 7 is the United States FAI/ 
F3B Team booth manned (when this shot 
was taken) by (left to right): Adam Peltz, 
Dave Peltz, and Mike Reagan. The white 
airplane in the background is a Tai-Tai 
belonging to Gary Ittner. and the gray 
(gold, actually) and black airplane is 
Dick Odle’s RO-16, both sailplanes saw 
action in the U.S. Team Selection Finals 
in Joliet, Illinois last summer. Alex Bower 
flew another Tai-Tai at the finals which 
differed from the one you see here by its 
airfoil, an MB (that’s Mike Bame, not 
Model Builder) 253515 airfoil. One of 
the signs under the Tai-Tai reads, 
"W orld’s fastest F3B sailplane!”  with an 
explanation of the claim below the bold
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The solution to the FAI winch mess? This is one of five identical, Mike Bame, of MB airfoil infamy, poses with the two-meter that he
standardized winches for the 4th Two Meter World Cup. See text. thinks is "just right" for the World Cup meet this June.

headline. Alex turned in a sizzling 20.0 
second speed run in the finals (the 
fastest official speed run ever) in the 150- 
meter. four lap course with an average 
speed of over 77 miles per hour!

Also visible in the photo is the banned 
(boo. hiss. . .) "Gorilla”  winch which 
consistently propelled the Tai-Tai 200 or 
more feet higher than its rivals in the 
contest. See what all the fuss was about 
later in this column.

Please help support your F3B team this 
month (and next. . .) by purchasing 
decals (S3), pins ($5). and patches ($6) 
from the team manager. Dick Odle (c/o 
Spectrum, 5775 Los Angeles Ave., Suite 
210, Simi Valley, CA 93063). Believe me.

EVERY DONATION HELPS, no matter 
how large or small, but the most impor
tant thing is that everyone who is in any 
way involved in R/C soaring in the 
United States makes an effort to show 
the world what a great country we have, 
and what a unified group of enthusiasts 
we are. The team logo (I’m sorry I don't 
yet have a picture of it) looks strongly 
like the seal of the President of the 
United States . . .  VERY CLASSY! Get one 
of each, and wear them proudly!

In case you are wondering why it is 
important to support the team, it might 
interest you to know that the AMA, as 
generous as it is, cannot afford to send as 
many people to England as is absolutely

necessary to compete effectively. We 
pay, through our F3B team selection 
participant fees and AMA soaring 
budget, for the transportation to the 
host country (and to the flying site) for 
the three contestants, one team assistant, 
and the team manager, period, nobody 
else. Food and shelter expenses are also 
taken care of for these five people, but 
that is all. folks. Equipment expenses, 
transportation expenses (other than 
shuttle service to the field), expenses 
encountered during team practices, 
expenses incurred getting to the airport 
(LAX in this case, but it could have been

Continued on page 89
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Theoretical glide polars with pitching moment 
and lift vs. angle of attack graphs for Eppler 
178 and 205 airfoils (for comparison).
Data from Model-Technik-Berater 1, 
Eppler-Profile.
Eppler 178 coordinates (T.E. to L.E. to T.E.):
X: 100.0 99.68 98.72 97.16 95.01 92.33
Y: 0.000 0.019 0.086 0.218 0.428 0.725

X: 85.55 77.27 67.97 58.18 48.38 38.84
Y: 1.580 2.730 4.066 5.413 6.483 7.035
X: 29.80 21.46 14.15 8.166 5.745 3.731
Y: 6.982 6.407 5.442 4.182 3.473 2.732

X: 2.143 0.985 0.263 0.000 0.302 1.190
Y: 1.978 1.233 0.543 -0 .021-0.473-0.879  
X: 2.598 4.524 6.953 9.870 13.25 21.25 
Y: -1.224 -1.499 -1.701 -1.831 -1.898 -1.869

X: 30.62 40.93 51.71 62.44 72.61 81.72 
Y: -1.680 -1.400 -1.088 -0.788 -0.529 -0.328

X: 89.35 95.11 97.19 98.72 99.68 100.0 
Y: -0.187 -0.092 -0.049 -0.014 -0.001 0.000
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Ed Glenn holds his rotor-craft invention (seen here without the tail Another of Ed Glenn's projects was this working replica of a
rotor) which he believes could be scaled to full-size vehicle. Wright Whirlwind radial engine. Over 10 hp produced.

Ed Glenn -INVENTOR
By GEORGE SIPOSS . . .  Ed Glenn is one of those rare individuals whom you wish everyone could 

know, his ideas are always stimulating and challenging, his life is always busy and full . . .  a real dynamo!

•  What do you do when an inventor 
shows you a really wild idea of his, 
something that has never been done 
before? You lend to disbelieve him . . . 
unless his record is so good that it leaves 
no doubts in your mind.

When I first met Ed Glenn, a 78-year- 
old Newport Beach, California inventor. 
I never thought that I would be exposed 
to so many interesting ideas. He told me 
about some automatic machines that he 
designed and made, fantastic flying 
machines, boats, engines, ice boats, etc. 
Then I saw his shop where he made 
working prototypes of all these inven
tions. Then I found out that he was the 
president of a company that manu
factured hardware for space ships 
(NASA)  and o t h e r  spe c i a l i z e d  
machinery. I learned to trust Ed and 
everything he said.

There are very few real craftsmen left

Closeup shot of the Whirlwind replica shows 
distributor and rocker arm details.

in this world, and Ed must be one of the 
few. He was educated in Aeronautical 
Engineering at Curtiss University and 
Lane Institute of Technology in Chicago. 
His thesis at the end of his apprentice 
year was a working replica of a Wright 
Whirlwind radial engine. It took him 
almost two years to finish it in 1922. This 
engine is still in excellent condition 
ready to be fired up.

Ed’s masterpiece is a nine-cylinder 
radial engine, with one-inch bore and 
one-inch stroke, as near as he can 
remember it (the cylinders have not 
been disassembled for a long time). It 
has a centrifugal sand-cast sump which 
supports the components. The rocker 
arms of the valves are drop-forged and 
have adjustments on them. He used the 
smallest spark plugs he could find, they 
are 11 mm Bosch.

The oil is contained in a half-pint can

Bosch 11 mm spark plugs were used. Note 
collector ring and rocker arm details.

from where it is pumped up into the dry- 
lubricated sump by a gear pump. The 
average oil pressure is 8 psi. The gage 
can indicate up to 10 psi. Regular gaso
line is contained in a 1-1/2-pint tank. A 
small hand pump supplies air pressure to 
force the gas into the float controlled 
carburetor. Ed says that the engine will 
run almost an hour on one tank.

Ignition is by a battery and points, by 
means of a regular car ignition coil. A 
toggle switch is used to stop the engine.

The length of the engine is 14 inches, 
diameter at the very outside is 13 inches. 
The weight, without battery is approxi
mately 11 lbs.

An adjustable pitch metal prop of 30- 
inch diameter is mounted on the main 
shaft. When revved up to approximately 
2800 rpm, Ed believes that the engine 
puts out over 10 hp. Once he had the 
engine mounted on a 16-foot skiff with 8 
passengers in it. The engine started with 
two swings and powered the skiff at a 
respectable speed.

As a craftsman, Ed would like to see his 
engine displayed in a museum. If some-

Front view of the Whirlwind replica. Ignition 
coil was automotive type. Metal prop.
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Rear view of the Wright radial reveals fuel 
system details. Note carb air horn at cylinder.

Ed Glenn's beloved thesis project is a work of art to the mechanically minded. This engine 
took almost two years to complete back in 1922. Still runs!

one wanted lo “ give it a good home’ ’ he 
would sell it for approximately $3000.

Having seen the intricate detail and 
workmanship that was put in to this 
engine. I believed every word of Ed’s 
story from there on.

Another of his pet projects is a heli
copter design which snows a great deal 
of thought. Twoslow-rotatingsix-bladed 
props are used as "wings’’ to provide lift. 
The prop's extreme tips are connected 
to a metal circle which has tiny scoops 
formed in it and runs on ball bearings. 
Thus, no center shaft is employed. Drive 
is provided by the exhaust gases of the 
engine being directed against thescoops 
in a turbine-like fashion.

A third six-bladed fan in the tail aids in 
the initial vertical take off and is even
tually rotated to a horizontal position to 
provide forward thrust. Control is pro
vided by d ifferentia lly  d irecting the 
driving gases against each main rotor. 
This allows “ aileron” control as well as 
pitch control at low speeds. At high 
speeds the regular fin and elevator take 
over.

In order to reduce the weight of the

plane, Ed had to develop hollow alu
minum balls. As the main rotors ride on 
balls, any weight saved in a ball is 
multiplied by the number of balls. In a 
full-size ship this can be a saving of 75 
percent and hence more payload is 
possible. So what does an inventor do to 
develop hollow balls? Ed Glenn in 
vented a machining process which 
makes hollow metal spheres automati
cally. The U.S. patent office awarded two 
patents for his process and the hollow 
balls are used in aircraft loading plat
forms, ball bearings, and as heat shield 
float-blankets.

As he has dim inished strength to 
work on his projects, Ed would like to 
have hobbyists pick up his idea for the 
rotor-craft and develop it into radio 
controlled models. Eventually, perhaps 
a company might be interested in pro
ducing full-size planes based on this 
concept. Design projections predict a 
plane that will seat six, climb at 2900 
ft/m in, and cruise at 350 mph with a 
160 hp engine.

If you are interested in cooperating 
with Ed, please send a self addressed.

stamped envelope, and a description of 
your facilities/experience to: Mr. Ed
ward Glenn. 2300Laurel Place. Newport 
Beach. CA 92663. If you measure up to 
his standards, you might be in for a 
mind-boggling experience! ·

Another Glenn invention . . . hollow ball 
bearings for the rotor-craft's main blades.

In transition from vertical to horizontal mode, 
tail rotor gradually tilts from vertical axis ori
entation to horizontal axis orientation thus 
providing forward thrust.

Pilot controls power flow to main rotors by throttle. Differential power feed is linked to conventional roll axis controls. During vertical ascent, 
tail rotor contributes to lift and controls pitch. Forward flight allows normal elevator and rudder controls to become effective.
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Addie Naccarato of T&A Hobby Lobby in Burbank, CA, designed and built these two beautiful little control line electric airplanes affectionately 
called "Little Stars". Details of these models are included in the text below. If you were at the IMS show this year, you probably saw one fly!

£ELECTRIC POWER<
By MITCH POLING

•  The Sociely of Electric Ai rcraf t  
Modelers was organized about a year 
ago with the purpose of promoting all 
forms of electric powered aircraft. I 
joined then, and waited a while for the 
first newsletter. It was worth the wait: 
ten pages of topics ranging from wiring 
diagrams to rules proposals. The second 
newsletter, which arrived just a few 
weeks ago. is even better with articles on 
charging, lists of hobby stores that carry 
electrics, and contest news. The news
letter is quarterly, and it alone is well 
worth the $10 annual dues to join SEAM.

Electric fliers really do need an or
ganization, both for communication 
and a sense of direction. If you are 
interested, send a self-addressed and 
stamped envelope to SEAM. 11632 Fla

mingo Dr.. Garden Grove. CA 92644. 
This will get you a sample newsletter, 
well worth the effort of a SASE. Any
how, on to some of the items. ..

Rule making is a pain, mostly because 
you will never satisfy anybody,so you try 
to set it up so it is as simple as possible 
and leaves everyone equally dissatisfied! 
The fact is we need rules so we can have 
contests, and I’ll have to admit, contests 
do provide the spur for development, 
and for inspiration. So.SEAM hastackled 
this nest of hornets with a couple of 
competition class proposals. These are 
Sportsman 2-Meter R/C Sailplane, and 
Golden Age R/C Sport Scale. I'll just list 
the rules here. SEAM welcomes input.so 
if you have some comments, send them 
to SEAM.

SPORTSMAN 2-METER R/C SAILPLANE
This class is to encourage new people 

to join in electric competition, and is 
intended to be a simple and inexpen
sive beginner's class. The basic rules are: 
maximum wingspan, two meters; con
trols, rudder, elevator, and motor; no 
cobalt motors; three pole armatures 
only; the motors must have been pro
duced in quantities of 500 or more; 
direct drive; maximum prop 7 x 4  with 
no modifications: only six-cell sub-C 
battery packs or eight-cell 600 mah (or 
less) battery packs allowed.

This really comes down to using 
simple, direct drive sailplanes with stock 
05 systems and props, which is definitely 
the easiest and the best way for be
ginners to go.

Tony Naccarato poses with the Little Stars. Models are 035 electric This is how an Astro 020 is installed in a Guillows plane . . . simple
powered, and are capable of the full AMA stunt pattern. bolt-on technique . . . nothing fancy! Model is Boeing Peashooter.
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Charles Hampton poses with his Ishimasa helicopter which is twin Mitch Poling puts the MRP hydroplane through its paces. Model is
05 powered, and carries eight sub-C cells. KRC meet, Hatfield, PA. fully on the step, not plowing. Balance should be 2 in. behind step.

There is no question lhal you can gel 
more performance from cobalt motors 
and gear drives with folding props, in 
fact, you can double the climb, and 
there is a place for that type of sailplane 
too. In fact, in my next column. I will talk 
about that type of system. There should 
be. and will be, I’m sure, another class 
for the expert with "all out" equipment.

The Golden Age R/C Sport Scale class 
looks like a winner to me. This would be 
(or 1929 to 1941 civilian aircraft. These 
are a natural for electric, the light wing 
loading allows them to fly slowly, and 
most of them are so stable that you could 
teach beginners to fly with them. They 
are also ideal for gear or belt driven 
props, so they would make a good class 
for those wishing to try prop speed 
reduction. If you power them with an 
Astro 15 or larger, they can take off from 
mowed grass, which adds to the realism. 
The Astro Flight kit of the Porterfield is 
an excellent example, it flys slowly and 
realistically, and can take off from grass.

The Leisure Electronics second annual 
Grand Championship w ill have this 
event, on Sunday, February 27. at Mile 
Square Park. Fountain Valley,California. 
The only requirements in the rules are: 
not over 10foot span norover 10pounds 
ready to fly: judging w ill be done 
according to AMA Sport Scale rules. This 
should be a fun event; I wish I had the 
time to build a plane for it.

I fly a full-size Taylorcraft on floats, the 
same one, in fact .that Walt Mooney drew 
plans for which Model Builder sells, 
good old Kurtzer 95871 (MB Plan No 
8723, Taylorcraft, 24-inch span $7.50; or 
MB Plan No. 579-O.T.. 1/4-Scale Taylor
craft. 9-foot span. $12.00). What an ideal 
subject it would make! Well, someday, 
when I get my book on electrics done, 
finished, and kicked out the door! The 
full-size plane is a delight to fly, stable, 
yet responsive. I can trim it so that all I 
have to do is sit as a passenger and enjoy 
the scenery . . .  a lot like flying my R/C 
“ old timers” : yet. when I want to do a

gentle turn. I can do it with one finger on 
the wheel (it does have a wheel, not a 
stick).

There’s nothing like taking off from 
Lake Union in Seattle on a clear winter 
day and flying south toward Olympia, 
and looking at the snow covered Cas
cades to the east, the Olympic mountain 
range to the west, and three huge 
volcanos bulking in the south, Rainier, 
Hood, and St. Helens (yes, the one that 
blew up). But, I disgress, that’s what 
Golden Age Scale will do to you! Def
initely a good event!

Another item in the SEAM newsletter 
is a list of hobby dealers that carry 
electric items, two of these I just visited 
recently. T&A Models, in Burbank. Cali
fornia (213-842-5062) sells just about 
anything you can think of in electrics. 
Their stock is really impressive, and Tony 
and Addie Naccarato are without ques
tion two of the most knowledgeable 
electric modelers I have met. They ship

mail order (UPS), in fact, I just ordered a 
Miss America (Midway Models.020size) 
from them. If you ever get the change to 
go to their store, do so, it is quite an 
experience!

Addie is almost always building some
thing, the day I was there it was a 
Gui Hows scale P-26 Boeing "Peashooter ” 
for 020 electric U-control. Tony and 
Addie, along with the Black Sheep 
Squadron club, have really gotten into 
electric U-control, and they are always 
a feature at the IMS show. They even do 
carrier landings inside the exhibition 
building on a carrier deck they built! 
Flying is done on 20 foot. .008 steel lines 
(from Sig). with either the Astro020FF or 
the RC unit. I had wondered how the 
motor was installed, as I had never seen 
one of their U-control planes disassem
bled, and since Addie was building one, 
this was the opportunity. The photo

Continued on page 79

TWO POLE DOUBLE

Here is the corrected  charging circuit that replaces the circuit that appeared in the January'83 
"Electric Power" column.
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Team Sweden as they appeared at the end of last year's FAI Scale competition in Reno.

•  Fifty is a terrible age. (Actually it’s 51, 
but who’s really counting.) There was a 
time when a stick made a perfectly 
acceptable rifle  for the battles and 
safaris of youth. From old wheels, a 
board, a handful of nails, and imagina
tion was produced a vehicle capable of 
surging beyond all bounds of human 
thought. Hours upon hours were spent 
stretching mental bounds in flights of 
fancy. But that was years ago, and things 
have changed. Now the games require 
realistic accoutrements that retire the 
imagination to a shelf. The snap to
gether, bigger than life items that feed 
our lives shadow the flashing screen and 
munching men.

It's interesting to note the changes 
that have developed in our hobby in 
recent years. The 50 and over crowd 
recall the age of modeling which brought 
the modeler’s full powers of ingenuity to 
bear on solving problems. They were 
slow times when glue took overnight to 
dry. "Vacuum formed,”  "fiberglassed,”  
"extruded,”  and "ARF”  may have been 
in the dictionary or heard from the 
neighbor's dog, but they weren’t model
ing terms. And here we are, in 1983, a 
"chip” world unable, or more likely, 
unwilling to return to the simpler times.

I am not certain I really want it to, but 
there seems to be evidence that many 
do. Most assuredly, it is great to have 
equipment that is complex and depend
able. It’s heaven not to have to jiggle 
those switches on a reed transmitter that 
weren’t simultaneous, proportional, or 
very reliable for that matter. Why, those

were the days in which you were lucky 
to get it to fly, let alone worry about 
whether it looked like a real airplane.

Now when you cruise through the 
magazines and look at the ads and 
articles, there are models of enormous 
complexity (not to mention cost). Kits of 
$200, $300, $700 with machined gizzmos 
and fiberglassed what's-its containing all 
the details in “ living realism.”  A choice 
of “ ultimate”  machines parade before 
your very eyes, each just as "ultimate” as 
the one to follow, thereby coining a new 
definition for an old word. When we 
finish our "ultimate”  kit, we find the 
"ultimate”  radio, engine, retracts, and 
paint (whoops! that’s not "ultimate”  . . . 
that’s “ perfect"). Gosh guys and gals, 
aren’t we getting a but carried away?

Enough of the spoof! I really have no 
hang up with the state of our art. What 
the industry has done for the hobby is 
fantastic. They have provided us with 
exceptional equipment which is really 
quite free of the “ junk”  quality items 
found in so many other areas of our 
lives. This speaks well for those who are 
concerned with the care and feeding of 
our ego trips. But isn’t it really-hard to 
wow the guys nowadays. It’s hard for all 
of us to be a Bill Kinsey with a night
marish mechanical masterpiece, push- 
pull Dornier, or a Tom Cook with a super 
successful two fan model (when most of 
us can’t keep one going for a whole 
flight), or a Steve Sauger that can make a 
little tiny things look so-o-o real and 
nonmodelish.

One must really admire the determi

Sweden's K jell-Ake reaches for an elusive, 
taunting mirage in the Reno desert.

nation, skill, and ingenuity of persons of 
their ilk. I for one salute you gentlemen 
and all those who exercise the Edison- 
like qualities of pioneering. They sub
scribe to the theory that one never fails 
. .. one only succeeds on a limited basis. 
As Edison probably could have sug
gested, long about the 50th time that his 
light bulb didn’t work, “ I haven't failed. I 
know of 50 things that are eliminated 
because they won’t work.”
FAI SCALE TEAM SELECTION, 1983

The dates are firm, the place is set, and 
the team selection for the FAI Scale 
Team for 1984 is on its way. NASA, 
through the AMA, developed the con
test for August 12 through 14 at E.P. 
“ Tom” Sawyer State Park in Louisville, 
Kentucky. The local support for the 
contest will be provided by the Southern 
Indiana R/C Modelers, the same group 
that has presented the excellent Mint 
Julep meet for a number of years. The 
judges are being selected from experi
enced FAI and AMA personnel around 
the country.

The event will select both the control 
line and R/C teams using only FAI rules 
and specifications. There are, as of this 
writing, some questions as to which FAI 
rules will be used; those which have 
been in effect, or the newly developed 
set which basically eliminate precision. 
In any event, whatever rules will be used 
will be published soon.

The new set of rules, if they are used in 
Paris 1984, involve a hands-off tech
nique of judging. The models are judged 
from three meters and one meter, but 
are not measured. If this system will be 
used in 1984, we will be selecting only 
three members for R/C with two alter
nates rather than the present three 
precision and three standoff for R/C, 
and three for control line. At the very 
earliest date possible that a final deter
mination concerning the rules can be 
made, they will be published.

Continued on page 76
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1. Smiling Gordon Walker (Jim's nephew) came to the Walker Fun-Fly 
with an original Fireball on floats.

2. M. Rodney Russel (left) with his 1939 replica Fireball in company 
with Eugene Kleiner holding a Jim Walker-owned Fireball.

pm  m m
By JOHN POND

•  In the fall of 1981, this writer received 
an invitation from Frank Macy, the spark 
plug behind the American Junior His
torical Project, to attend the first Fireball 
Fun Fly held in Portland. This writer did 
attend, was tremendously impressed at 
the gargantuan effort by Frank Macy, 
and reported the fun in “ Plug Sparks.”

There was just too much going on in 
1982 for this writer to attend the Second 
Fireball Fun-Fly held on October 10 at 
the Jim Walker Memorial Field. Our 
thanks to Frank Macy for many good 
photos and a good reporting job on the 
hi-jinks.

As Frank reports, the Fun Fly was 
everything it was supposed to be: a 
sunny day with some strong winds at 
times, lots of spectators and plenty of 
flying. There were about 20 Fireballs, six 
American Junior whip powered control 
models, five Firebaby variations and a 
beautiful static display area for other 
early control line models.

Photo No. 1 shows what we mean. This 
shot was taken before the area in the 
background was filled up. This Fireball is 
an “ original” , meaning that it is the 
original form as first produced in 1940. 
Later models featured closed canopies 
instead of the earlier cockpit model 
somewhat resembling a Howard "Pete". 
The model has been put on floats (one of

Jim’s favorite variations), painted “ fire
ball red”  with black and white trim. 
Floats, of course, being Edo type, are 
silver.

All in all, 50 models showed up. Some 
of the modelers flew their newly built 
replica Fireballs for the first time. What a 
thrill for them! As can be seen in Photo 
No. 2, M. Rodney Russell is shown on 
the left holding his new 1939 Replica 
Fireball (which heflewattheevent),and 
Eugene Kleiner is seen displaying a 
Fireball originally owned by Jim Walker. 
This model really scoots, being powered 
by a Bunch Tiger. As a matter of interest, 
Kleiner was responsible for the design of 
the Fireball wing with instructions from 
Jim. Kleiner also did all of the Fireball 
assembly instruction sheets accompany
ing the plans. He has also inked and

5. Jim Walker's beloved family (left to right): 
Walker, and Valerie (daughter).

Joan (daughter) Marilyn (daughter), Mrs. Dora

3. This scaled up Fireball is the next plan project for Frank Macy. 4. Pat Webb was the official emcee for the Walker Fun-Fly.
The 6 /4  A-J Fireball will be designed for R/C. See text for details.
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6. Best of the Show award was given to Terry Miller by Maxine 
Walker (right). Dora Walker holds the Golden Fireball Trophy.

7. SAM 35 staged this beautiful display of old timers at the First 
National Exhibit in the Shefford Hall. Shefford, England.

signed the plans for the new A-] “ Fun- 
Pak”  as being marketed by Macy.

All Fireballs were real replicas; all 
balsa as per the original, and scratch 
built from theoriginal plan. Actually,the 
emphasis appeared to be on different 
types of Fireballs, as Frank says there 
was every variation you could think of.

Gordon Walker, Jim’s nephew, gave a 
demonstration flight of the whip pow
ered P-39 original without the bamboo 
pole. The eight-foot fishing rod he 
employed worked just great! Terry 
Miller, of Roseburg, flew a twinengined 
(two .049s) Firebaby that gave a very 
startling performance.

As can be seen in Photo No. 3, Frank 
Macy displays what he calls his Six- 
Quarter Fireball, which is actually a 
1-1/2-scale Fireball. (Get it? 6/4 = 3/2 = 
1-1/2). Frank also reports he is also 
developing a radio control version with 
ailerons. Plans should be available 
around February or March from Frank 
Macy, 5200 S.E. Jennings Ave., No. 11, 
Milwaukie, OR 97222. If you can’t wait, 
call him at (503) 653-7436.

There had to be someone to keep the 
fun going, so we are printing Photo No. 4 
to show Pat Webb, the Master of Cere
monies, doing his thing on the micro
phone. This traveling announcer was 
able to cover all phases of the activities 
going on in the park. Not content with 
that, Pat got off his buggy and proceeded 
to do some flying of his own. Then to get 
everyone in the fun, he started teaching 
young people, beginners, etc., how to 
fly a Fireball! Don’t know who had more 
fun, Pat or the crowd!

Naturally, with all these Fireballs, the

Walker family had to be properly hon
ored. Photo No. 5 shows the Jim Walker 
family (left to right): Joan Walker Ander
son, Marilyn Walker Portwood, Dora 
Walker, and Valerie Walker Alexander. 
Jim would be proud of his girls!

Also honored were many former A-J 
employees who came out to witness the 
fun. With such a generation of interest, it 
goes without saying, other control line 
models were encouraged to be brought 
out. One of the old beauties was Wayne 
Spear’s Boxcar with a McCoy 60 ignition, 
which was brought out to fly demonstra
tions, but that old crudded-up tank kept 
Wayne grounded. For his efforts, Wayne 
won the specially prepared “ Smash Hit 
of (he Day’’ trophy. Everyone who 
participated received a special trophy 
for this event. Nothing like encouraging 
the boys!

Talking in that same theme. Photo No. 
6 shows Terry M ille r with a plaque 
presented by Maxine Walker. On the 
left is Dora Walker with a “ Golden 
Fireball Award” for the “ Best of the 
Show” . This little Fireball is one-fourth 
the size of the original, covered with 23K 
gold leaf, and mounted on a suitable 
hardwood base.

For all this,Terry MillerwrotetoFrank 
saying, “ The Fireball Fun-Fly was marve
lous, as well as gangs of fun. Comrade
ship was better than any event I have 
attended. Everyone was so helpful and 
supportive.”  Terry continues, “ I’d love 
to try the multiple plane thing (three 
Fireballs at once) someday, or the 
famous Walker Sabre Dance . . .  I’ve 
never seen these done, but then I had 
never flown a Fireball either before this

event. Flying the two Fireballs and 
shooting touch-and-goes in that fierce 
wind was probably a bigger thrill for me 
than for most of the spectators who did 
not understand or appreciate what was 
going on in my head as well as out at the 
end of the 60-foot lines."

Macy also says w ith such interest 
generated, there are actually enough 
modelers to renew the charter for the 
old Aeroliners Club, a control line group 
active in the '60s and early 70s.

Frank Macv says more exciting things

10. Richard Greer produced this scaled Ethy, 
a Dick Schumacher design. K & B 35 power.

a Joe Humphries built this 1930s Joe Ott compressed air design and 
powered it with three plastic soda pop bottles! We've seen it all, now.

9. Here's an in-flight shot of a Frank Zaic New Yorker IV built and 
flown by SAM 35 Chairman, Ray Albans.
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11. Probably the first Valkyrie seen in South Africa is pictured here 
with its builder, Len Edelstein. Looks like original construction, too!

12. Ben Boxall, South Africa, gasses up his Draftee, a real rare one 
powered by a P.A.W. 19 diesel.

are ahead with his idea of marketing the 
"A-J Fun-Pak” . The American Junior kits 
will be done on a limited edition basis 
because the whole thing is still a small 
operation compared to the orig inal 
Walker plant, and will only be a part- 
time job. Kits will be as authentic as 
quality will allow.

Each production run will feature its 
own A-J Fun-Pak as a series: Fireball A-J 
Fun-Pak, Sky-Diver A-J Fun-Pak, Inter
ceptor A-J Fun-Pak, etc. Eventually, the 
line will contain all of the outstanding 
designs produced by Walker.

Frank Macy is going to be busier than 
a one armed paper hanger if he is to get 
all of the following lined up: 1) Fireball, 
2) Sky Diver, 3) Interceptor, 4) Ceiling 
Walker, 5) “ 74” Fighter, and 6) FJornet.

In addition to that, Macy has been 
responsible for an extensive exhibit in 
the Oregon Historical Society Museum 
showing all the memorabilia of the 
American Junior aircraft. In addition, 
the Museum of Flight in Seattle will also 
feature artifacts from Jim W alker’s 
estate.

Last but not least, the book)im Walker: 
Fireball in the Sky is now completely 
written covering the time period from 
1905 to 1933. This biography has turned 
out to be a monumental task. Ask Frank 
if Jim was ever busy!
ENGINE OF THE MONTH

This month’s subject is the 1940 ver-

14. Bob Nolan with with his Coovert Berryloid 
Winner at Jacksonville. Dennymite power.

13. Don Brimmer inspects a small collection of old timers built by the new SAM 46 Chapter 
members. Clockwise: Playboy, Bombshell, So Long, and Coovert Berryloid.
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15. Bill Baker and George Perryman pose with Melissa Groebe (two thorns and a rosel while 
showing off their converted old timer biplane rubber models.

16. Yes maw! This twin pusher tlies! John 
Pond at Mead Missile Base, 1982 Nats.

tary back-up material. In recent years, it 
began to look good again, as a giant 
sport scale model (lightweight, of 
course) for the Technopower radial.

Now, at last, we’re back to square one, 
and the orig inal “ someday”  comes 
closer, as I turned the full size plan 
project over to Al Patterson. The original 
magazine plan was in six plates, with 
many components drawn full size. Only 
the fuselage and wing had to be en
larged.

The original model employed a motor 
stick, still popular in the mid-’30s but 
rapidly disappearing. Unless you ’re 
a super-purist for duplicating the origi
nal, we’d suggest going to 3/32 square 
spruce or 1/8 square balsa for the main 
fuselage structure and mounting a rear 
peg to hold the rubber motor. Inciden
tally, the original model must have been 
real light, as only four strands of 3/16 flat 
were recommended for power.

The original model was covered with 
tissue, in military colors: blue for the 
fuselage, and all the rest in yellow. The 
text called for balancing the model 1/3 
of the wing chord back from the leading 
edge.

Don’t wait 46 years to build yours! ·

sion of the Madewell motor as produced 
by the Madewell Mfg. Co., 2901 E. 7th 
St., Oakland, California. We are in 
debted to Bill Simpson, who kindly 
loaned us a complete engine to copy. 
Matter of interest, this engine was 
originally in the Dave Brodsky collection.

Not too many old timers are aware of 
this motor manufacturing interest in the 
San Francisco Bay Area, as the large 
companies in the southern portion of 
California such as Ohlsson, Cyclone, 
etc., took up most of the publicity. Be it 
as it may, there was also a hot bed of 
engine manufacturers in the northern 
portion consisting of Madewell, Keener, 
Vivell, Brown, and a host of small manu
facturers. We didn't mention Hornet 
motors as this is considered central 
California.

The motor illustrated this month is a 
follow-on to the original which featured 
a displacement of .147 cu. in. compared 
to the 1940 version at .140. This was made 
possible by reducing the stroke from 
19/32 to 9/16. making it a “ square’’ 
engine with a bore of 9/16 in. For its 
weight of four ounces, this Class A 
engine enjoyed a rating of 1/8 hp.

With an original price of $17.50, the 
advertisement in the January 1940 issue 
of Model Airplane News proudly an
nounced the new Madewell version at 
$12.50. As their slogan went, “ If it’s a 
Madewell, it’s well made” , was certainly 
an improvement over the first model.

Among the features the Madewell 
people pointed out in their advertise
ment was the new enclosed timer, the 
option of radial or beam mounting, 
transparent tank, and a fabricated steel 
cylinder wherein it was claimed there 
were no trick covers to come loose and 
leak.

A Smith coil designed to run on 1.5 
volts was claimed as an exclusive for 
Madewell motors. Other features, as 
designed by Jack Keener, were alumi
num from permanent molds. Piston and 
cylinder were cast iron lapped to fit after 
the bypass intake and exhaust manifolds 
were brazed onto the steel cylinder. A

final cut on the bore was then made 
assuring a perfectly round bore free 
from welding distortion. The aluminum 
head was fitted to the cylinder with only 
three screws. To go this one better, the

Continued on page 79

BELLANCA
AIRCRUISER

OLD TIMER Model of the Month
Designed by: Joseph Kovel
Drawn by: Al Patterson
Text by: Bill Northrop

•  How many times have you heard 
someone say, “ I’m gonna build that 
model one of these days.”  Well, this 
writer has been harboring that thought 
about Joe Kovel’s Bellanca Aircruiser 
ever since it first appeared almost 46 
years ago, in the July 1937 issue of Model 
Airplane News. Back then, it was too 
complicated a project for this 15-year- 
old, who had only been modeling a few 
years and was still carving solid models 
and building simple, 10-cent Megow 
kits.

In later years, the model was still 
appealing to me, but now with the idea 
of enlarging it for free flight gas scale. 
The next time around, the mid-’60s, I 
thought about R/C scale, but I was 
unable to find the necessary documen
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Electronics Comer
By ELOY MAREZ

NEW AND OLD FREQUENCIES
It will be rather old news by the time 

you read this, though it is new at the time 
that it is being written. We are pre
senting it as a sort of reminder as there is 
always a certain percentage who don't 
get the word, and then too, we can’t let 
such an important event go by without 
some mention.

The word is, of course, that finally, 
after months and years of effort on the 
part of a lot of dedicated individuals, we 
are no longer second class citizens in the 
world of R/C . . . our government has 
granted us just about everything we 
asked for in the way of new R/C fre
quencies and regulations.

The whole program has been exten
sively covered in the pages of Model 
Aviation: the February 1983 issue in
cluded a complete and easily under
stood explanation of the new frequen
cies and the frequency control system. If 
you haven’t seen it, borrow a copy and 
study it. Additional copies of the chart 
are offered by the AMA, and it certainly 
seems like a good thing to have hanging 
on the wall of the hobby shop and on the 
club bulletin board.

The whole thing in a nutshell, is that as 
of Jan. 1,1983, now, you airplane fliers 
have a total of 18 frequencies, which we 
are now supposed to start referring to as 
“ channels” . They are:
FREQUENCY CHANNEL C O LO R S
72.030 . . . . ...12 . . . . . Brown/Red
72.080 .. . . . White/Brown
72.160 .. . .. White/Blue
72.240 .. . . . White/Red
72.320 .. . .. White/Purple
72.400 . . . .. White/Orange
72.550 .. . .38 .. . . Orange/Cray
72.590 . . 40 ... .. Yellow/Black
72.630 .. . ...42 . . . .. Yellow/Red
72.670 .. . . . . .  44 .. . .. Yellow/Yellow
72.710 . .. 46 ... .. Yellow/Blue
72.750 ... 48 ... .. Yellow/Cray

+

Phototachometer adapter enables frequency 
counter to indicate rpm. See text for part I.D.

72.790 .. . ....50  .. . . .  Green/Black
72.830 .. . ....52  .. . . .  Green/Red
72.870 . . . . . . .  54 .. .. .Green/Yellow
72.910 ... . . . .  56 . . .. .Green/Blue
72.960 ... . . .  White/Yellow
75.640 ...

Note that there are no channel num
bers assigned to the old frequencies, 
which will eventually phase out, ac
cording to the overall plan. But don’t 
panic, you have until January 1988 
before you have to change. However, it 
is recommended that those of you flying 
on 75.640 change to one of the 72 fre
quencies, uhh, I mean channels, as soon 
as possible, as 75mHz is now to be the 
exclusive domain of surface (cars & 
boats) models.

In addition to the 27 mHz channels, 
which are not affected by the new rules, 
and the shared 72 mHz frequencies 
(72.160, 72.320 and 72.960), R/C car and 
boat operation may now be done on:

FREQUENCY CHANN EL C O LO R S
75.430 . .. . ...62 . . . .. Blue/Red
75.470 . . . 64 . . . .. Blue/Yellow
75.510 ... 66 . . . .. Blue/Blue
75.550 ... ...68 .. . .. Blue/Gray
75.590 ...  70 .. . . . Purple/Black
75.670 . . . . . . .  74 ... . . Purple/Yellow
75.710 . .. .. .  76 ... .. Purple/Blue
75.750 . . . . .. .  78 ... . . Purple/Gray
75.790 . . . ... 80 ... . .Gray/Biack
75.830 . . . . . . .82 . . . . . Gray/Red
75.870 . . . ., . . .  84 . . . . Gray/Yellow

There is bound to be some confusion 
down at the flying field before we all get 
used to the new system. Keep in mind 
that similar systems are in use in other 
countries which had many more fre
quencies than we have for years, and it 
works. But most important, keep in 
mind that no one at the field is as 
interested in keeping your channel clear 
when you are in theairas youshould be. 
So fo llow  the established frequency

control system if one is in effect where 
you fly. and if not, find out who else 
shares your channel, and always sing out 
loud and clear before you turn on.

There is yet another important piece 
of legislature pending, which might 
even have taken place by the time you 
are reading this. This one would eli
minate the need for individual R/C 
licenses of any sort, on the 27,72-75, and 
now license free low power 49 mHz 
bands. It is expected that the AMA may 
attempt some sort of transmitter regis
tration, at least for those who intend to 
enter AMA sanctioned competitions, 
but there is no word on that at this date.

IMPORTANT! Note that the above 
reads 27. 72-75 and 49 mHz are license 
free. The Six-Meter, 53 mHz band will 
still require an Amateur Radio Station 
License of Technician Class or higher.

As for converting existing equipment, 
most of the manufacturers and im 
porters have announced a relatively low 
priced conversion for their previously 
sold systems. Check their ads, or contact 
them directly for details on how you too 
may enjoy and benefit from one of our 
new R/C channels.
TACHOMETER CALIBRATOR

A couple of weeks ago we were in a 
flying field discussion about engines and 
engine RPM, and as I always do in these 
cases, I asked what kind of tachometer 
was being used, as I don’t believe that 
you can accurately read rpm on a meter 
that reads 0-25,000 revs on a 1-1/2 inch 
scale. This lead to some discussion about 
why tachs give different values and how 
one can recalibrate or check the calibra
tion of his.

To review, most tachs are calibrated 
by being aimed at an incandescent light, 
and adjusted to read usually 1800 or 
3600, as multiples of the 60 Hertz (cycles) 
at which the light is driven and at which 
rate it is blinking, thoughthehumaneye 
can not see it doing so. This is fine at that 
rate, but by the time you are reading 20K 
or so, the calibration error, along with 
the reading, has been multiplied at least 
six times. Not good, and the reason for 
the variation in readings of different 
tachs on the high ends.

Obviously what we need is a light

Dual rate and servo reversing circuit for Futaba FP-T4L transmitter. This modification was 
submitted by David Burwell of San Jose, California.
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Here is a schematic drawing of Floyd Carter's electric motor control circuit, the actual PC 
board of which appears below.

blinking at a higher rate, and of course 
an accurate way of calibrating the light. I 
really can’t help there, though I am sure 
that one would have to go to a strobe to 
insure the light would turn off before 
the next pulse came along, something 
that a filament lamp probably would not 
do. Tieing the strobe circuit to a crystal 
driven oscillator would give us the 
necessary accuracy, at least at one given 
point, which if it was, say, at 20 thou
sand, would give us greater accuracy at 
the high end where it is important, than 
the 60Hz calibration point does. Any
way, this is all theory on my part; if 
you’ve got it all worked out and would 
share it, we would appreciate it.

I do have a workable method of 
calibration though, which does require 
a frequency counter, but it is a common 
piece of electronic test equipment these 
days, and one can usually be borrowed 
for the ten minutes it’ll take to calibrate a 
tachometer.

The enclosed circuit is used to drive 
the counter, you may recognize it as 
similar to the front end of most optical 
type tachometers. For parts, use a Radio 
Shack 276-130 for the phototransistor, 
276-2009 for the other transistor, and 
10K, 1/4 or 1/2-watt for R. The battery is 
a nine-volter.

In use, the adapter is similar to your 
optical tach. However, to prevent a 
possible error from incandescent light 
interference, use it either with daylight, 
or with a direct current light source, 
better known as a flashlight! To convert 
the counter’s reading to rpm, use the 
fo llow ing formula; rpm equals fre 
quency in Hertz times 60, divided by the 
number of reflections per revolution.

To calibrate another tach to the 
adapter, you’ll need an engine’s rpm 
with the adapter/counter, then adjust 
the tach’s reading to coincide. You may 
want to do this calibration a little more 
conveniently than having to run an 
engine in which case you can use an

electric motor as a signal source. By 
inserting a low value pot in series with 
the power source, you can vary the 
speed to calibrate the tach at any desired 
point, and if you have trouble finding a 
motor that’ll turn high enough, simply 
add more blades to the prop. Actually, a 
real prop is not required, a simple strip 
of metal, with no pitch, acting only as a 
light reflector or interruptor is all that is 
necessary.
ELECTRIC SWITCH O.M.T.

I had a letter from Floyd ” Capacitive 
Discharge Ignition System”  Carter, of 
Sunnyvale. CA. who wrote:
"Dear Eloy.

" I congratulate WCN for promoting 
‘Electronics Corner'. Not since the old 
'Grid Leaks' have we electronics 'freaks' 
had a forum for the exchange of new 
ideas.

"In the lanuary 7983 MB. you pre
sented Mr. Mueller's switch for elec
trics. I presume it works, I didn't built it 
or closely analyze it. But it parallels some 
work I did recently. I approached the 
task by requiring a very precise switch
ing threshold point : I wanted the circuit

to switch ON/OEF at exactly 7.5 milli
seconds (the center of the throttle stick 
of my transmitter). I designed my circuit 
around the Signetics NE 544. as used in 
many of today’s servos. The internal 
reference one-shot is set to 7.5 milli
seconds by the trim pot. R3. The input 
from the receiver, then, varies from 7.0 
to 2.0 milliseconds, as the result of 
throttle stick movement. But the very 
center of stick movement is the switch 
point. (In operation, you bang the stick 
from top to bottom, but there is no 
adjustment and no indecision about if it 
will work every lime, or not).

"The NE 544 compares the input pulse 
(a positive-going pulse) with its internal 
one-shot. If the input is greater than the 
reference (in this case. 7.5 milliseconds), 
the output at pin 9 is positive, and that 
causes Q7 to turn on and pull in K7. An 
input less than 7.5 milliseconds causes 
pin 9 to be zero volts, and Q7 is off and 
the relay is not energized.

"QT and K7 are both operated by the 
m otor battery, since K7 requires a 
constant 740 ma. We don't want that to 
drain the receiver battery pack. The 
flight pack powers the 1C. however, 
which doesn't require more than the 
idle current of a normal servo.

"KT is a Bosch unit which is rated to 30 
Amps. I got this unit from Bosch, but I 
later discovered this is also used on the 
VW Rabbit. (I don't have the VW part 
number, but it is the same device en
closed in a plastic box and fitted with 
plug-in lugs. Perhaps a little research will 
make this unit available from VW 
dealers.) Also note that the NC contact 
of K7 is used to short out the flight 
motor. This is useful in getting the 
propeller to stop horizontally to prevent 
possible breakage. The way this is done 
is to wait until the plane is close enough 
for you to see the prop. If it is not 
horizontal, blip the motor control a bit. 
OFF motor will cause the flight motor to 
stop instantly due to the braking action 
of the shorted armature. Hopefully, you 
will get it horizontal before the model 
lands. It takes a bit of luck, and practice.

Floyd, I certainly appreciate you 
sharing the results of your work on the

COMPONENTS LIST
SYMBOL VALUE/DESCRIPT ION
(+) +4.8 volts from receiver battery pack
(-) -4 .8  volts from receiver battery pack
IN input signal
C1 2.2 uf capacitor
C2 .22 uf capacitor
C3 .1 uf capacitor
R2 22K ohm resistor
C4 .1 uf capacitor

Signetics NE 544 integrated circuit 
R1 470K ohm resistor
R3 5K ohm resistor
Q1 NPN transistor
R4 270 ohm resistor
CR 1,2,3 1N 4004 diode
F1 24 Ga. wire
K1 Bosch relay (No. 0-332-206-106)

Motor control printed circuit board reproduced actual size.
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"Μγ daddy says cross-controlling is easy . . . ya just close your eyes J. W. Jones, Dallas, demonstrates an unusual aircraft restraint system
. .  . like this!" Adam Alman, 2-1/2 year-old son of BIG Bird Alman. with his much modified Nosen Champ. BIG Bird is Quadra powered.

TRASH BARRELS:
THE (W)RIGHT TRADITION

Tradition . . .  is a leather flying jacket, 
goggles, helmet, and a six foot long 
white silk scarf flapping in the prop
wash. ..

Tradition is also a trash barrel at the 
flying field.

Y’see, after Wilbur and Orville had 
flown four times on that historic day at 
Kittyhawk, a severe gust of wind over
turned and wrecked their wooden flyer. 
So, grumping something fierce, they 
stuffed the broken pieces and torn 
fabric into BIG barrels and shipped them 
back to their cycle shop in Dayton . . . 
and so began a revered and time

v

The normally banal barrel is a focal point at 
flying fields. This barrel, more banal than 
most is at the Mt. Ranier RC Club site.

honored custom.
This explains why flying fields the 

world over, however Spartan and aus
tere they may be, always have, at the 
very least, a very prominent trash barrel. 
Now it so happens that folks flying the 
(ugh) "smaller stuff’’ have grossly over
used and prostituted this most honored 
of traditions; however, we know that, 
in truth, Barrel Stuffing was originated as 
a BIG Bird Happening and therefore 
comes very close to being an unwritten 
religious precept. (Strange rumors 
abound that the quality of flying at some 
of the Western Washington fields issuch 
that their barrels have remained virginal 
and unsullied.)

From the wilds of Texas comes D. L. 
Grammont's diamond 'foiled "BIG Quickie." 
Wife Ethel holds the 84 in.flying machine.

We, as airmen, share a certain kinship 
with the Wright Brothers, but a select 
few of us have even closer ties to those 
giants of yesteryear. These special few 
have been "chosen”  to pay homage to 
those pioneers and founders of our most 
cherished tradition. Each group of BIG 
Bird Lovers usually has one, or if they’re 
really blessed, two of these most es
teemed pilots in their midst; and these 
are the inveterate barrel stuffers, those 
who have, through dedication, turned a 
labor of love into a fine and highly 
respected art.

Most deserving of honorable mention 
amongst these "chosen”  are the relative 
newcomers, who furiously make up in 
quantity what they presently lack in 
expertise.

On the other hand, the more experi
enced, in their crafty but subtle manner, 
can and do finesse themselves by neatly 
planting two (or more) of their own 
birds within the same hour.

Our deepest respect and admiration 
is, of course, showered upon the real 
"Eagles”  .. . those who have mastered 
the epitome of trash barrel stuffing: 
simultaneous quality and quantity.

With deep expectations, we the "un
chosen.”  rub shoulders w ith these

BIG Bird pilots looking for more power for 
their airplanes will welcome this new 50cc ver
sion of the Quadra. What, no six-bolt hub?
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barrel stuffing paragons, daring to hope 
that eventually, their lust for tradition 
will also become our own consuming 
obsession.
THE THREE STOOGES???

I’d hate to think of the damage they’d 
do in a pit area . .. or anywhere else on a 
flying field for that matter. No, The 
Three Stooges would be too much! But 
one BIG Bird Stooge, now that’s a 
different story. ..

Would you believe that the same kind 
of engineering skill, foresight, and 
expertise that gave you the BIG Bird 
Balancer (BIG Birds, October ’82), now 
offers another technological marvel: 
behold the BIG Bird Stooge (BBS). This 
magnificent example of man’s ability to 
surmount all obstacles was the result of a 
short, but pregnant skull-session with 
Tacoma’s Bruce Edwards. To be perfectly 
honest, Bruce had the basic stooge all 
done; however, I did my part by adding 
the sophistication and superb technical 
details so necessary to a project like this 
. . . and although I did none of the actual 
work, I expended a lot of energy super
vising. Bruce and I worked so well 
together that we’re seriously thinking of 
also collaborating on something I've 
dreamed of for years: the Schnuerle 
Ported Windsock. In fact I’ve already 
promised Ye Okie Editor an exclusive on 
the upcoming Windsock construction 
article.

BINOCULAR  
BOLT FOR

DOUBLE DRILLED  
HOLES

Custom made bolts for BIG Birds.

From what I've seen, most BIG Bird 
ilots have enough smarts to use a 
elper during engine start-up, which 

makes that part of the to ta l fly ing  
sequence a whole lot safer (there's far 
less chance that a right arm is gonna end 
up looking like a sliced bologna). But, 
even w ith another person holding, 
you’re still not out of the woods. You 
may, at times, have to rely on someone 
who’s not too familiar with BIG Birds, 
and he might very well jump, or flinch, 
and let go when that two to three cubic 
inch brute coughs and roars to life. This 
BBS would be a terrific safety back-up 
for both pilot and helper, insuring peace 
of mind for both individuals.

And then there are those who always 
crank up without any hold-down help 
whatsoever. These people are MAD! 
Somewhere, somehow, they’ve ac
quired a death wish. Hopefully, their 
refusal to accept help is lim ited to 
people only .. . so a stooge might find its 
way into their list of necessary tools. By 
building and using a BBS they’re gonna 
cut down those terrible odds and will 
probably be around to fly a lot more BIG

Birds.
Anyone who can build a flyable air

plane can certainly put a stooge to
gether; it’s a basic and simple project. In 
order to accommodate different diam
eter wheels, either or both 2 x 4  wheel 
chocks can be made adjustable by 
slotting the half-inch ply base and using 
wing nuts with long bolts for locking the 
chocks in place. If you’re going to stick 
with smaller wheels (4 to 4-1/2-inch 
diameter), 2 x 3 or even 1 x 2  chocks 
could be used. Bruce hassix-inch wheels 
on his Canadian Fleet and built the 
stooge accordingly, feeling that 2 x 4  
chocks gave him more of asafetymargin.

I’d recommend using either bungee 
or nylon rope for securing the tailwheel, 
although I know a lot of you guys will 
probably resort to the ol’ No. 64 gum- 
mies just because they're handy. If you 
do, please use at least two fresh bands to 
start with, and inspect them often. And 
you might want to install two or more 
pair of eye bolt hold-downs spaced 
three to four inches apart so your stooge

Continued on page 70
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Two Circus Hobbies helicopter kits, the Baron 50 (bottom) and the 
Custom Baron (top), are pictured here. Note black side frames of CB.

Marty Barry of Circus Hobbies, Las Vegas, holds the Baron 20 
helicopter with collective pitch for the author's camera.

•  Last fall I had the opportunity to visit 
Circus Hobbies, which bases its opera
tion at 3132 South Highland Dr.. Las 
Vegas, Nevada.

Marty Barry is the President of Circus 
Hobbies. I had met Marty previously al 
the trade shows, and told him that some 
day I ’d try to stop over and take a 
"factory tour". Needless to say, I wasn't 
disappointed. It’s always so much fun to 
go through a helicopter warehouse! 
(My wife figured she had better come 
along to control the spending. . .)

One of the other primary reasons for 
the visit was the chance to sort out the 
varieties of Circus’ Kalt Helicopters. You 
see, in past issues I haven’t yet correctly 
identified a Circus helicopter. The last

case in point, I called the Baron 50 a 
Custom Baron. Sure, they look nearly 
the same, but they are different ships. 
With a little luck I’m going to try to 
explain to you the Circus line and the 
extra accessories that are available. The 
prices I quote are current at this time of 
writing.

The smallest (and I believe most 
popular) ship in the Circus line is the 
Baron 20. Designed for .19-.25 displace
ment engines, it is very cute, with a rotor 
span of only 43 inches. The latest “ hot 
combi nation” for the Baron 20 is fitting it 
with the relatively new O.S. Max .28 
engine. The .28 is a s ligh tly  larger 
displacement engine fitted into the O.S. 
.25 case. More power at the same size

and weight. The Baron 20’s performance 
is most impressive with this engine.

The smallest Baron is slightly unusual 
in that it is a collective pitch helicopter 
with a "Hiller only” control head. Most 
small ships are fixed pitch and Hiller 
only. Other larger ships are collective, 
usually with Hiller and Bell mixing to the 
head.

This is where the Baron 20 options 
come into play. You may buy a Bell- 
Hiller mixer to add on to a standard 
Baron 20. What this gives you is a small 
helicopter that incorporates not only 
collective pitch, but a Bell-Hiller head. 
The mixer itself sells for $9.59. but you 
have to have an articulated follower to 
make it work. The follower goes for

Bell-Hiller mixer installed on the Baron 20. 
Black follower visible below mixer on shaft.

A closeup view of the Baron 20 reveals the five servos that control the chopper: collective servo 
is at far left, throttle servo is bottom center, tail rotor is middle, and top two are cyclic pitch.
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This very neat, high quality gadget is a Kalt pitch gauge which can 
measure from -9 to +18 degrees on clockwise rotating heads.

The two helicopter heads you see here are the Kalt K-1SB (top), 
and the Blackhead II (bottom). See text for details.

$10.59. So for a little over $20.00, the 
Baron can have a Rell-Hiller head. One 
photo shows the Baron 20 fitted with the 
mixer and follower, the other photo 
shows the mixer and follower assemblies 
as they come out of the bag.

Also available for the Baron 20 is an 
autorolation assembly. The autorotation 
unit is $24.79, which must be fitted to a 
different main shaft. The different shaft 
is $5.59. Slightly over $30.00 for a com
plete autorotation retrofit. The spare 
plastic gears are also different, depend
ing on whether or not you have auto
rotation. The standard gear is $5.19, and 
the autorotation gear is $5.59. Make sure 
you specify which gear you want when 
you order spares. . .

Next comes the Baron 40, with a 47- 
inch diameter rotor and designed for 
.40-.50 engines. This is the simplest 
helicopter that Circus carries. It is fixed 
pitch with a Hiller only head. It sells for 
$179.95.

The largest “ series" of helicopters in 
the Kalt-Circus line is the Baron 50. Here 
is where it gets tricky to sort out what 
goes where, and when. The 50 series has 
the Baron 50, Baron 50A, and a Baron 
50C. They all look like the Baron 20 
shown in the photos, except they’re

larger, with 56 to 57-inch diameter 
rotors. The first thing to throw you is that 
while the ships are “ 50’s” , they are all 
.60-powered helicopters. Circus does 
carry mounts for the O.S. 50 FSR-H 
engine, but they are extra. The standard 
kits all come with mounts for .60’s. Let's 
look at the straight Baron 50 first.

The Baron 50 is essentially a large 
Baron 20, or vice-versa. It sells for 
$262.95. It has collective pitch and a 
Hiller-only head (K-1SB). Just as the 20. 
there is a Bell-Hiller mixer available at 
extra cost. The mixer. KB5A07, goes for 
$34.39; and the follower, KB5404 for 
$10.75. This mixer is slightly different 
from the Baron 20. It includes adjustable 
balls so you can vary the ratio of Bell vs. 
Hiller mixing, and the whole mixer unit 
is ball bearing supported instead of 
using simple bushings.

The standard Baron 50 does not come 
with autorotation, but the autorotation 
unit can be purchased separately when 
you are ready for autos . . . KB5A06 at 
$49.59. The Baron 50 does not need a 
main shaft retrofit with the addition of 
an autorotation clutch.

Now the Baron 50 A, priced at $288.95, 
is the same thing as the Baron 50 except 
that it comes with autorotation and a tail

Complete Bell-Hiller mixer and articulated 
follower (black piece at bottom) convert the 
Baron 20 to a Bell-Hiller head.

boom support as standard. The same 
Bell-Hiller mixer for the Baron 50 will 
convert the 50A to a full Bell-Hiller 
head.

From the top of the Baron line comes 
the 50C or Custom Baron. Actually there 
are two Customs, one with the K-1SB 
head at $367.95, and one w ith  the 
Blackhead II at $461.95. The rotor heads 
are the only difference in these two 
ships, (see photo).

Before we look at each rotor head, I 
want to clarify that now (January ’83) 
both Customs come with the “ standard” 
mixer, KB5A07. So the helicopters come 
to you with a Bell-Hiller set-up. How
ever, by the time you read this the 
Customs will be upgraded by using the 
“ C”  mixer, or Mark III as it is inter
changeably called. This mixing system 
w ill include as standard: an in -line  
swashplate (all balls on the same plane, 
a-la Kavan), the follower, mixer, pitch 
control link, and new one piece links to 
connect the short distances between the 
swashplate and mixers. The Custom kit 
prices are estimated to be 25 to 30 dollars 
higher than I have quoted above with 
the new “ C" mixer standard.

If you should desire the new Mark III 
system with in-line swashplate as an 
update kit, it will cost $74.95,and iseasily 
installed to the Baron 50, 50A, or older 
Custom Baron series helicopters.

These paragraphs remind me to 
emphasize the significant difference 
between a Kavan JetRanger head and

Continued on page 75

“ Aw shucks, Marty . .  . ya got lots more of 
these things back in the warehouse, can't ya 
look the other way for a minute?"

Kalt transmission unit as used on Kalt scale Circus Hobbies JR Apollo radio used in 
helicopters. The fiberglass fuselage will secure author's helicopters. See text, 
to this unit during final assembly.
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The author's latest project to carry the Duplex Receiver System is this beautiful. Great Planes 1/4-scale Cosmic Wind. Extensive test flights 
were successfully performed using the Duplex System on smaller, less precious aircraft.

DUřLiX R/C Receivers
By ELOY MAREZ . . .  If the longevity of your favorite R/C model is a concern of yours, then you 
should pay attention to what MODEL BUILDER'S "Electronics Corner" columnist has to say.

•  I am going to take away your excuse! 
The excuse that it is always the radio’s 
fault . . , airplanes are never crashed for 
mechanical or aerodynamic reasons, or 
horrors, because of pilot error. It is 
always the poor radio’s fault.

Well, unless you are ready to admit 
that your next crash was caused by a 
hinge pulling out, a sticky-taped servo 
coming unstuck, a 98.9 percent balance 
point, or that you allowed a total loss of 
airspeed, altitude, and ideas to occur 
simultaneously, you really won’t want to 
read this, or to apply the ideas to be 
presented.

No, unfortunately, we have not come 
up with a 100 percent trouble free radio 
system. True, they are wonders of relia
bility, more so considering the environ
ment in which they operate, but still, 
now and then, we still hear the "I ain’t 
got it! ’’ followed by a dull, sickening 
“ thunk” . What wewill present toyou isa 
type of fail-safe back-up radio system, 
one that will allow safe maneuvering 
and landing of your R/C model in the 
event of a partial radio system failure. 
The odds of a complete failure in this 
case are infinitesimally small. We can 
accomplish this with presently available

equipment at some additional cost, true, 
but how much is a present day scale or 
competition aircraft worth? We will do 
this wonderful thing by installing dual 
airborne systems; two separate receiv
ing systems, both operated by the same 
transmitter in the normal manner.

Afterseriously reviewing most crashes, 
we find that by far, the greatest per
centage of equipment failure is with the 
airborne components. Initially, they are 
built using the same techniques and

This cluster of servos actuates all tail surfaces. Clockwise from upper left are: pull-pull rudder C.B. Associates new Servo Doubler which cou-
servo, left elevator servo, and right elevator servo. Novak NES-2s used in this installation. pies the output of two servos to a single rod.
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Schematic diagram of the Duplex Receiver System as described in the text. Loss of either 
system permits safe landing with remaining system.

quality as the transmitters, but there are 
some readily understandable reasons 
for their higher mortality rate. They are 
subject to much more vibration and 
shock, more improper installation, 
servos are allowed to be mechanically 
stalled, control surfaces flutter, plugs are 
removed by yanking on the wires, and so 
on, and on, and on. Very seldom do we 
hear of a case in which the transmitter 
was at fault. So, to increase the chances 
for longer survival of your flying ma
chine, we should look at some way to 
reduce airborne equipment failures.

We can borrow a page from full-size 
aircraft practice in which many impor
tant electronic and mechanical systems 
will have a back-up, and often a back-up 
for the back-up! I have managed to 
accomplish this with a back-up airborne 
system of sorts. For some time now, 
years actually, I have been flying R/C 
airplanes in which I have installed two 
receiving and power systems, and while 
not exactly double the number ofservos, 
at least two additional ones are required 
Now, the systems share absolutely noth
ing . . .  not battery, not switch harness, 
not antenna . . . nothing. They are 
complete and operational in themselves.

I split the control hookups: one system 
will operate one aileron and half of the 
elevator, the other one will work the 
other aileron and elevator. As a throttle 
failure is not likely to be fatal, I have not 
included it in this scheme, it is simply 
operated by either system.

As all of the planes I have flown in this 
manner are low wingers in which the 
ailerons are the most effective yaw/roll 
control surface, I have also operated the 
rudder singly, in a normal way. In a high 
winger, with a rudder equally or more 
effective than ailerons, it would be wise 
to include it in the dual installation.

The idea is that in the event of one 
airborne receiving system failing, the 
other one w ill remain in operation, 
leaving you with enough contro l to 
maneuver and land. If you ever have a 
simultaneous airborne failure, some
body up there hates you, you’d best take 
up stamp collecting.

Now, this is not just theory! My first 
such equipped model carried yet one 
more servo aloft . . .  to operate a micro 
switch with which I could turn off one of 
the receivers, in this case, the one that 
worked one aileron and one half of the 
elevator, called No. 2 receiver. The

Two aileron servos are required in the Duplex 
System. Both servos rotate in same direction.

throttle and rudder remained live at all 
times, along with one aileron and the 
other half of the elevator. My first flight 
tests consisted of simply turning off the 
No. 2 receiver with all of the control in 
neutral. The effects was similar to that of 
going to low rate on the transmitter: full 
aileron deflection rolls were twice as 
long, loops were twice as large. I then 
started turning off the No. 2 set with 
increasing amounts of control deflec
tion left in, until I got to full deflection (a 
full stick roll, for example). With the 
aileron then turned off in that position, 
roll can be neutralized, and the airplane 
recovered back to straight and level, by 
holding the stick full over in the opposite 
direction. You can only turn one way, of 
course, by releasing stick pressure in the 
proper direction . . .  an odd way to fly, 
yes, but you can get back on the ground 
in one piece. By moving the trim all the

Continued on paqe 85

Control surface hardware is identical to normal 
configuration. Elevators are independent.

Maximum reliability in electronic hardware is 
important . . . Kraft KP-7C Mk III used here.

One method of actuating independent eleva
tors. See text for alternate method.
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Octura Models is currently distributing this new Koyosho Corporation monoplane outboard called the Santa Monica. The Santa Monica is 
powered by the new Jackson 38 outboard also manufactured by Koyosho. More details in text.

R/C POWER
By JERRY DUNLAP

BOATS
ELECTRIFYING NEWS FROM 
OCTURA MODELS

That lead was used on the latest 
product brochure from Octura Models. 
I thought it was a rather catchy method 
to inform folks that the company that 
has provided modei boaters w ith 
quality hardware, propellers, and boat 
kits is now the United States distributor 
for Koyosho Corporation model boats 
and electric outboard motors. A Japa
nese model manufacturing firm, Koyo
sho Corporation is one of the world’s 
largest producers of model aircraft and 
boats.

The Jackson Outboard from Koyosho 
is rather scale-like in appearance, and is 
available with either a Mabuchi RS 380 
or RS 540 motor. The "Jackson 38" 
develops 10,000 rpm (unloaded) and the 
"5 4 " series w ill provide 12,000 rpm 
(unloaded). These figures are based on 
using a 7.2-volt battery pack like those 
used for the 1/12-scale electric cars. The 
weight of the "38" is 7-1/2 ounces while

the more powerful “ 54”  tips thescales at 
10-1/2 ounces. Twenty-six dollars and 
ninety-five cents is the price of the 
Jackson 38 and the Jackson 54 is only 
$3.00 more.

The Santa Monica monoplane hull 
and the Casablanca tunnel hull are the 
Koyosho boats available from Octura for 
use with the Jackson Outboard. The 
Casablanca was featured on the cover of 
our December 1982 Model Builder. I 
don’t know if Eloy Marez used that boat 
with the radio system he describes in 
that issue. It may be that Eloy plans to do 
something in a future issue telling about 
the Casablanca. This particular Koyosho 
boat was intended for twin motor instal
la tion . and has a certain "z o o m y " 
appearance to it. Made from ABS plastic, 
it is 25 inches in length, weighs a bit over 
three pounds, and is supposed to be 
capable of speeds around 15 mph with 
two Jackson 54s on the transom. I can’t 
actually verify the speed as I haven’t 
seen the boat run.

The boat that I do know something 
about is the 22-inch, all foam Santa 
Monica. This boat, along with both a 
"38”  and a "54”  Jackson Outboard were 
supplied for this review.

Before getting into the actual review, 
let me mention a couple of features of 
both boats. The kits are pretty complete 
with about the only things needed to 
run them being the acquisition of a two- 
channel radio system, and a battery 
system for the outboard. Among the 
items included in the kits are a speed 
contro l (the Santa Monica has two 
speeds forward and one reverse), a 
hardware package, wires, decals, and an 
instruction booklet. The Santa Monica 
comes with a single Jackson 38, and is 
priced at $66.50. For $115.75, the Casa
blanca is available with twin Jackson 54s. 
Remember, the radio system and battery 
pack for the motor or motors is not 
included. It seems to me that a six-cell 
fast charge battery pack costs some
where around $50. For quick charging, 
the resistance wire charging method is 
the least expensive.

There really isn't a great deal to tell 
about the installation of the outboard 
motor, speed control, radio system, and 
battery. The Santa M onica’s center 
section is sufficiently wide to accom
modate all the above mentioned items 
except for the outboard motor, and 
everyone knows that goes on the 
transom.

To mount the speed control, I glued 
wooden strips along the foam mounting 
rail because I felt that the screws would 
hold better in wood than in the foam. It 
was necessary to cut away some of the 
transom area to allow the rudder linkage 
to connect the rudder servo to the 
motor. A piece of 1/8-inch plywood was 
glued to the motor mount pad on the 
transom to provide a more solid material

The Santa Monica monoplane hull electric powered boat is very maneuverable. It exhibits good 
handling and slower speeds that are perfect for beginners.
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For proper balance, the six-cell battery pack should be positioned in the forward compartment. Metal Concepts' new high performance car- 
Receiver and its battery, servos, and speed control are amidships. buretor (OPS 65) for carbs with .390 bores.

when using screws to affix the outboard 
to the transom.

In order to provide a more secure 
method for holding the cowling in 
place, I developed a simple method of 
keying the front end of the cowl in 
place, and using flat, snap links at the 
transom, to hold the cowl down at the 
back. There is another method shown in 
the instruction manual, and it probably 
works adequately, I just felt that a more 
secure method was needed. This is not 
to imply that the radio equipment is 
waterproof. Such is definitely not the 
case. However, if theservos are mounted 
up off the bottom of the boat, and if the 
battery pack for the receiver, and the 
receiver itself are wrapped in plastic 
baggies, there shouldn’t be any major 
problems.

I believe there is a definite problem 
with this boat that needs some attention. 
My concern is that the foam is easily 
dented, and great care must be taken 
when handling the boat. During the in
stallation of the radio equipment and 
motor, I managed to put some dents and 
dings in the foam hull.

Knowing the rough handling my boats 
generally receive, I knew I’d have to do 
something to protect the foam from

abuse. My experience with covering 
model airplanes made from foam gave 
me the idea of covering the hull with 
some leftover Coverite, as that is pretty 
tough stuff. However, after getting 
started with the Coverite, I found out 
that I had to be really careful because 
the amount of heat needed to apply the 
material could cause the foam to melt. It 
would be my recommendation that a 
covering material requiring low applica
tion temperature be used to cover the 
hull. It certainly is possible to run the 
boat without covering the hull, and if 
one is careful, the foam w on’t get 
dented.

For the person who is accustomed to 
running gas or glow powered model 
boats, the speeds of these electric 
outboards is not going to cause a rapid 
c lim b in one ’s pulse rate. I w ould 
estimate that the Santa Monica with the 
Jackson 38 is capable of somewhere near 
10 mph, and with the "54”  series prob
ably close to 12 or 13 mph. There is a 
noticeable difference in speed between 
the two motors along with a noticeably 
shorter running period when using the 
larger motor. My personal feeling is that 
for the extra $3.00, the “ 54”  is a good buy, 
because it does provide more power.

I’m sure Octura Models would be w ill
ing to sell the Santa Monica with a "54” 
series motor.

When I switched from the Jackson 38 
to the Jackson 54, it was necessary to shim 
the larger motor under the transom 
slightly to prevent the boat from bounc
ing. This is easily accomplished by 
wedging something like a washer be
tween the motor plate and the transom. 
The extra weight of the "54" motor 
probably had something to do with the 
need to adjust the prop angle. The Santa 
Monica with the "54” motor had runs 
between three and four minutes before 
draining the battery to the point of slow 
boat speed.

The Santa Monica proved to be a very 
maneuverable boat which could be 
turned both left and right equally well. 
The boat banks into turns and is ideal for 
the person just learning how to control a 
radio controlled boat. My son brought 
along one of his friends when we first 
took the Santa Monica out to run. and 
the young man had a great time running 
the boat. A note of caution should be 
mentioned about running the boat in 
reverse. Because the Santa Monica has a

Continued on page 84

Another running shot of the Santa Monica from Octura Models. Top speed with the Jackson 38 is about ten miles per hour . . . not that fast by 
gas engine standards, but a lot cheaper to run!
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One of Dirty Racing Team's old indoor oval track cars with a Dodge/BoLink body. Text has details of unusual front bumper.

R/C AUTO NEWS = r D
•  In case you aren't aware of it. I work as 
a sales rep for a company dealing in 
hobby and toy merchandise. As you can 
imagine, the Christmas season can be 
very hectic for me .. . This year was even 
crazier than usual,so much so that I had 
completely forgotten about getting 
ready to write this month's column. No 
problems really, I can always find some
thing to write about.

As taking and printing pic tures each 
month is part of getting ready to do a 
column, there aren't any around. So. 
lake a look at those heading this column 
to see what RC cars were like a few years 
ago. First up is the MRP Class B gas car in 
1/12 scale. This particular car was my 
very first RC car a number of years ago. 
at that time it was the hot tip: looks 
pretty funky today, doesn’t it? Power 
was a Cox TD 049. tricky to keep running

although they could be massaged into 
pretty fair reliability. But you had to 
know all the tricks, and you had to be 
patient. When they ran they were very 
fast, much faster than even the hottest 
1 12 electric cars of today. Uh, not fast as 
in quick through the twisties, fast as in 
blasting down a straightaway. These c ars 
would not corner worth beans com
pared to any contemporary electric. 
However, with a power to weight ratio 
that was quite good, with the short 
wheelbase that these cars had, with no 
thought of using diffs.and with handling 
characteristics that were suspect even 
back (ben. they could be a very interest
ing handful coming out of corners!

Actually, "interesting" wasn't exactly 
the word for the situation, it wasn't 
unusual at all to see cars spin out halfway 
down a long straight. The power they

had kept the back end very loose, and a 
careless wiggle on the steering wheel 
would hook the car right into the wall!

The car pictured is fitted with a JoMac 
brick type radio, which was standard 
issue for both Class B and Class A cars. 
This car was later updated with a fast-fill 
tank and 'glass chassis pan. I drug it 
along to a Nationals race at Rattey's 
where instead of winning Amateur class. 
I crashed my brains out in the 100-lap 
main event, ending up third or fourth. 
Bob Welch was then convinced to use 
the car in Expert class, which he won 
easily.

Say, that is something I had almost 
forgotten about, those long main events 
in 1/12 Gas. Yes. they really were 100 
lappers, and not on a short track either: 
if anyth ing, the tracks used at the 
Nationals were longer than is presently 
the norm in 1/12. So a 100-lap race with 
lap times in the 18 to 20 second range 
took a good half hour to complete . . . 
so maybe those cars weren’t quite as 
unreliable as is remembered. At that 
particular Nationals this car was very 
reliable, it did die a couple times in my 
main, but I was stuffing it into immov
able boards at some good speed. In 
Bob's main event it ran perfectly from 
start to finish, all we had to do wasput in 
some more fuel every once in a while.

Next is the MRP electric car, which, as 
you should easily be able to see, is not 
much more than a conversion of their 
gas car. I don’t recall when this picture 
was taken, but by this time JoMac had 
made over their brick radio some with 
an electronic speed control in place of 
the throttle servo. At the time, this car 
was just fine; we still didn't know that

The way it used to be . .  . Here's an MRP gas powered 1/12 car that was typically very fast in 
the straights, squirrelly in the turns, and loose coming out of the turns.
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A few dated items can be seen on this early Delta Super J: hard 
tank, suspended battery pack, rear-mounted can muffler, slow servos.

Underneath the old Dodge/BoLink body hid this tank-like rendition 
of an RC12E. Bumper-mounted aircraft wheels allowed wall-riding.

much about making the cars handle, but 
everything is relative, and this was a 
relatively decent handling car, plus it 
was tough as nails. Release of Asso
ciated’s RC12E quickly made this type of 
car obsolete. The more observant 
among you will notice there are two 
main gears on the rear axle assembly. If 
you don’t know why, you are definitely a 
new guy to this hobby. . .

The number "45”  stock car pictured 
is a piece thai I used for a month or so in 
an indoor oval track series of races we 
had a few years ago. It was real t rash ’em. 
bang ’em type racing, for a clue as to 
what those round things sticking out 
from the front corners of the body are, 
skip to the photo of the naked (and 
hardly recognizable) Associated RC12E. 
Sure enough, those are wheels. Don's 
Rat Race wheels from Cl flying, attached 
to the huge bumper. Celling bumped 
into the walls was a common thing in 
these races, the wheels let the car ride 
the wall without getting stuffed inter it. 
Yes. it is a dumb idea now. hardly 
brilliant even back then, but it did work!

Check that oversize radio Iray. it was 
whittled out of Kydex and sized to just fit 
inside the body shell. The car was a 
rolling tank, but did win its share of 
races on the oval.

Finally, a kinda old-timey picture of a 
1/8 gas car. this is a Delta Super ) with 
which the Dirty Racing Team still actively 
campaigns, although the rear mount, 
muffler, flat slide carb. hard lank, and 
S-27 servos are now history.
OFF-ROAD RACING

I have had a few requests for coverage 
of off-road cars and equipment, plus 
more than a few letters just wanting to 
know how to get started in off-road. So. 
it seems time to address the situation, 
even if some of you won’t care for what I 
have to say about off-road.

First. I don’t race off-road. We do have 
a couple of MRC/Tamiya kits, one built 
and operational, the oiner still in the 
box. The runner is used for roosting 
around in the back yard and that’s about 
it. However, I have been to a couple of 
off-road races here locally, so am not a

complete stranger to the activity. First 
impression of the cars, even the modi
fied numbers, is that they are really slow.
I suppose a guy off the street sees them 
as kinda fast, but then he hasn't seen a 
honkin' 1/8 road car, or even a current 
1/12 road car.

The cars are really heavy. Every time I 
mention this weight thing to an off-road 
guy he replies that the car has to be 
heavy to handle properly. C'mon, 
people, that just can't be! OK, maybe 
today's off-road cars do in fact handle 
better, or are just more controllable, 
when weighted down, but piling on 
more weight simply can’t be the ulti
mate answer to the problem of getting 
an off-road car fitted with handles. The 
chassis has to be the key here, it seems to 
me that the off-road guys add more cells 
and hotter motors until the car turns into 
an evil handling machine, and then they 
add on a bunch of weight, if not as 
outright ballast then as nerf bars, roll

cars, double shocks, and so on until 
there is enough extra weight to get them 
right back to the power to weight ratio 
they had before all the extra batteries 
and the hopped up motors were added. 
Then an even hotter motor comes along, 
the chassis is again over powered, and 
the cycle starts over again.

Hey, we used to have a similar situa
tion in 1/8 gas, the chassis, at least a few 
of them, simply could not handle much 
power. Drop in a killer motor and the 
chassis would twist and shake all over 
the track, it took an excellent racer to be 
able to herd the things around the track 
in good time. Yet you could lake that 
same car, fit it with a mild motor, and it 
would instantly turn into a pussy cat that 
was easy to drive. Not only easy to drive, 
but quicker as in quick to get back to the 
finish line, not quick as in ripping down 
the straights.

Continued on page 83

MRP's first 1/12 electric . .  . Basically, it was a 1/12 gas car converted to electric. The result 
was a car that ran well, but slower.
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"The beginning of every action is a thought"

•  Year-end time again, as this column is 
being composed, and the above quo
tation, found in a Chinese fortune 
cookie, reminded us to pause and 
reflect upon the passage of another 365 
days. Each year seems somehow shorter 
than the preceeding one. We never 
manage to finish nearly as many projects 
as were planned, but perhaps we do 
enjoy those that were completed a bit 
more than heretofore.

And certainly we appreciate the model 
flying sessions more than ever! lust 
being among model building friends is a 
privilege; if the weather is nice too, what 
more could anyone ask of life?

Our reader support has been most 
rewarding, as it has always been. Never 
has there been a shortage of things 
about which to write, and we are per
petually supplied with photographs at a 
greater rate than they can be employed. 
Apologies are in order for the delay in 
publishing some of them, but we do try 
to achieve some sort of meaningful 
balance, involving subject matter, geo
graphical mix, and image quality.

Bill Northrop and his staff have also 
been 100% supportive, for which we are 
most grateful. Yes, it has been another 
good year for being a model builder, 
and we eagarly look forward to the next! 
AERODYNAMICS, BY GEORGE!

“ In this wonderful world of foam and 
fiberglass, and ready-lo-fly  models, 
aerodynamics is becoming a Inst art. This 
is a pity, because aerodynamics has been 
very INSTRUMENTAL in making air

planes fly. Which is why we have terms 
like PIANO wire, elevator HORN, BEI.L- 
crank. wing CHORD. SCALE effect, to 
mention too many. Take airfoils for 
example. Where would we be without 
them? Flat plates are OK, but they have 
their limitations. . . (the gravy keeps 
running off the edge)."

The preceding was abstracted from 
Almost All You Would Rather Not Know 
About Aerodynamics, by San Diego

Scale Staffel member George Harris. 
FLAPPERS, ANYONE?

Charlie Sotich reports a new inter
national model ornithopter contest. The 
event will be of the postal type, in which 
duration times will be sent in rather than 
the actual models. Rules are simple and 
limitations are few. Briefly, the sup
porting area shall not exceed 1,000 
square centimeters; the sum of the areas 
of any fixed supporting surfaces must 
not exceed one-half the area of the 
flapping surfaces, and power is limited 
to rubber strands. There are no weight 
restrictions.

Cash prizes of $40 for 1st and $25 for 
2nd will be awarded, with additional 
prizes if the number of entrants and 
performances warrant. And NO entry 
fee is required! Complete entry details 
are available from: David W. Erbach, 
1738 St. Mary's Road, #702, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba R2N 1G8, CANADA. (For a 
change, more flap from a contestant is 
encouraged! wen)
AND SPEAKING OF ORNITHOPTERS

Model Builder's indoor columnist, 
Ken Johnson, has hit the jackpot in the 
publicity department. Stories about Ken 
and his model flappers have appeared 
in the Los Angeles Times as well as 
other newspapers in various parts of the 
country. Additionally, Ken has been 
interviewed for radio and television.

Continued on page 73

This 1908 Etrich I, by Carlo Godet, is a Telco C02 powered model of incredible structural 
detail. Shadows of the many wing warp wires are visible on the wing skins.

Frank Allen III shot this picture of a beautiful DH2 built by Bob 
Greenaway. Model spans 18 inches, powered by Brown Jr CO2 .

Ichiro Yamada took this photo of Jiro Sugimoto's winning Japanese 
indoor Peanut Dornier Komet. Time: 76 sec. Weight: 2.8 gms.
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Jim K nudson of Oklahoma City mugs Dave "V TO " Lindstrum’s camera at the 1982 Nats. The 
model that Jim holds is his "Midi-Pearl".

F R E E  FLIGH T
By BOB STALICK

•  The Nostalgia Event has seemed to me 
to be just the ticket for us free flighters 
who have trouble forgetting the "good 
old days." Maybe that’s why I like it so 
much. I don't have to mess around with 
those batteries, coils, and condensers 
that give me so much grief in Old Timer, 
yet I can build models that look a little 
like Old Timers and fly them in an event 
. . . with my old glow engines. Nostalgia 
is in . .. especially as the average age of 
most of us inches toward tne half- 
century mark (or beyond).

So, this month, it's Nostalgia Month.

Aaron Markos, a member of the Chicago Aero- 
nuts, placed first in 1/2A Junior event at '82 
Nats. Model is a "Cultured (Mini-) Pearl."

RUSS HANSEN’S T-BIRD,
APRIL THREE-VIEW

For an out of the ordinary Nostalgia 
1/2A, try this month's three-view, the 
T-Bird. Russ Hansen, the designer, said, 
"We moved to Chicago in 7953, and 
soon became very friendly with Gerry 
Ritz. A year later, Gerry brought Ossie 
Czepa here to work in his furniture 
factory. This was a fun lime as the models 
were all that concerned us . . .  a lot of 
ideas and a lot of things were tried. At an 
FAI meet in 1954, we met a young fellow 
from South Bend, Indiana by the name 
of jack Greene who had a high thrust 
line model with an unusual configura
tion . . . the rudder was on the bottom, a 
la the Spacer. Other high thrust models 
had very little, if any, spiral stability, and 
these were designs with the rudder on 
the top. Greene sent me a set of plans. 
With an Oliver Tigre, it was a real hot

Melanie Stanford (Texas), 1982 Nats Sullivan 
Award, holds her first place Junior .020 pay- 
load model, "Mighty Mouse." Linstrum pic.

flying model. It won many contests for 
me.

"We went to Galesburg in 1955 (or 
the FAI trials, and at the end of the 
second round we were leading. How
ever, a thunderstorm came through, and 
we put the third flight in a big downer. 
You might get a chuckle out of the fact 
that we were the first ones to VTO. 
When I made my flights, there would be 
eight or nine guys on their hands and 
knees making sure that I had the three 
points down on the takeoff. At this point 
Ritz and I combined features and came 
up with some of our high thrust designs, 
namely the T-Bird and the Hot Head. 
These were essentially the same except 
for stabilizers. From our experience with

Jim Walston of Atlanta, Georgia gives his WG-1 Class C model a pre-flight examination. WG-1 
("Wild Gooser") is a Lucky Lindy type: trim with rudders. Linstrum pic.
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the original models we found thai we 
did not have as good a glide as low thrust 
models, hut much better power patterns 
that were easier to adjust. The begin
nings of the 1/2A T-Bird evolved from 
these designs. A number of features 
which we think were a first were the now 
called “ Starduster”  type fuselage con
struction, the rudder on the bottom, and 
we VTO'd.

" The 1/2A in its last form as kitted by 
Midwest, if built light, was a fast climber, 
but glided fair. With an Atwood Wasp, it 
was a good flying combo. With a 'timer 
tank’ you could eliminate the 3/4 oz. for 
a timer, and it could be built to weigh 5 
oz. However, with a Thermal Hopper, it 
would do some beautiful snap rolls, 
because it was lacking in rudder area.

"I still have the original. The covering 
is in bad shape, but I may rebuild it to 
havesomefunataNostalgoacontest. . 
Russ Hansen, as quoted in the "CIA 
Informer.”

By the by. )ohn Pond’s Old Time Plan 
Service has copies of the T-Bird plans 
available in full size. Drop him a line and 
some $$$, and get to work building one 
for this summer.
MYSTERY MODEL FOR APRIL

For the first time in a long time, the 
Mystery Model is a “ newer” design than 
the three-view. This one is a high thruster 
with the rudder on the top. I have always 
liked its lines, and I even ordered the 
plans once upon a time, but I got a little 
scared by the undercambered wing and 
stab . .. G-610B in both instances. One 
of our WMC club members bu ilt a 
number of the A size of this ship . . .  14 
ounces powered by a hot T.D. 15, and 
won A gas at the 1963 Nats at Los 
Alamitos. Anyhow, this one is the 1/2A 
version, complete with upthrust. Name 
it, and you can claim a one year sub
scription to Model Builder. Send your 
entry to Bill Northrop first and you are a 
winner.

Rudy Kluiber, Lakewood, Ohio, was 
first to name the August ‘82 Mystery 
Model as Ken Pruitt's "Holy Mackeral. ”  
Andas sometimes happens, the designer 
himself was heard from. "I just had to 
drop a few lines. I doubt if anyone but 
Dennis Phillips and myself would still 
recognize that old bird. It (lew in 1/2A 
(with Atwood Wasp), A (with Arden. 19), 
B-C (with Torp .29-32), and C-D (At
wood .49-,51), and even had a few spin
offs like "Holy Smoke", “ Holy Toledo", 
and "Holy Terror". Now, 30 years later, 
I'm still modeling, but now 12 inches to

the foot, restoring antiques and building 
WW-I replicas. Current project is a 
Sopwilh Pup, about 75% completed.”

September’s Mystery Model was 
Reino Hyvarinen’s "Sans Egal" (without 
equal). A top Finnish A/2 model for 
several years in the ’5Os, it was published 
in the April 1959 issue of Aeromodeller. 
The earliest postmarked correct answer 
came from Bill Park, of Charlotte, North 
Carolina.

Ed Turner, of Fort Worth, Texas, was 
first to correctly identify the November 
Mystery Model as the "Nor'Wester", a 
Wakefield design by Bob Duffield, and 
published in the October 1966 issue of 
the NFFS Digest.

December's Mystery M odel really 
stirred up a flurry of responses, which 
was all the more surprising as it was not a 
competition model.Called the “ Execu
tive", the twin )etex powered model was 
reprinted in the 1952 Air Trails Annual. 
Appropriately for a two-engine model, 
two correct answers tied for first place, 
and so subscriptions go to Ronald Bales, 
of Salem, Oregon, and Don Hambly, of 
Mount Hope, Ontario, Canada. Almost 
every answering modeler commented 
about the d ifficu lty  in getting two 
engines working simultaneously, and 
also lamented the fact that jetex power

units are no longer being manufactured.
They did it to us again! Tom Winter, of 

Lincoln, Nebraska, and Eugene jensen, 
of Gresham, Oregon, tied with the first 
correct answers to the january Mystery 
Model, the late Tom Hutchinson's 
" Egghead"  A/1 Nordic. The plans, 
drawn by Dotty Conover, appeared in 
the Sig Air-Modeler, March-April 1967 
issue. Another modeler was half right in 
his answer. He called it the “ Soarhead"!
DARNED G O O D  AIRFOIL: NACA 6406

The thinner brother to last month’s 
DGA, the 6406 has the same charac
teristics, but offers a faster climb. It is 
especially well suited to lighter weight 
models . . . Coupe and A-1 come to 
mind as good applications. Good glide 
characteristics are expected with this 
series, and the 6406 should not dis
appoint. It also passes the Eppler test, 
which Tom Hutchinson stressed in his 
article on airfoil quality.
MORE NOSTALGIA:
PROPOSED RULES CHANGES

The San Valeers were the originators 
of the Nostalgia event and proposed the 
first set of rules in January, 1979. Now, 
after three years of use, the rules have 
had a good test. So, recently, the San 
Valeers have proposed some modifica-

DARNED GOOD AIRFO IL -  N.A.C.A. 6409

STATION 0 1.25 2.5 5 7.5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

UPPER 0 1.45 2.16 3.32 4.24 5.06 6.39 7.42 a i 6 8.64 8.9 8.48 7.64 6.35 4.66 2.58 0.06

LOWER. 0 -0.52 0.55 -0.36 0.06 0.28 0.97 1.61 2.16 2.64 3.1 3.14 3.05 2.66 2.02 1.11 0.06
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Jim O'Reilly of Wichita, Kansas checks dethermalizer on his Billy Chennault of Fort Worth. Texas poses for another Linstrum
"O’Reilly's Wake" at the '82 Nats. George Perryman times. photo . . . this time the model is a tiny "Super Mini Pearl."

tions to -those rules. The fo llow ing 
summarizes the changes and the ra
tionale behind those changes:
1) ELIGIBLE DESIGNS

Now reads: "Any free flight design 
published or kitted either in the United 
States or Foreign country national maga
zines or kit manufacturers recognized 
from December 31, 1942 through 
December, 1956."
Rational for the Change

Why not begin Nostalgia eligibility 
from the end of the Old Timer period 
. . . namely. December, 1942 in order to 
eliminate the orphan models and the 
gap in the rules that presently exists?
2) ELIGIBLE DESIGNS. ADDITION 

Add: "Also those designs that were
flown by the designer or other persons 
having access to the original design

Don Zipoy launches his "Crispy Critter", a 
nostalgia-ish semi-original design. Wings and 
stab from Gipper Cargo. Tom Hutchinson pic.

details during the period December 31, 
1942 through December, 1956. These 
eligible designs shall meet the construc
tion requirements stated in the Nostalgia 
rules under the paragraph ‘Modifica
tions’.”
Rationale lor Change

Many good designs existed, but were 
never published. The problem is. "How 
do you administer this change?”  The 
answer is the same as that arrived at by 
the SAM fathers: permit documenta
tion to authenticate the date of design. 
Such designs can be authenticated, and 
then published as officially recognized 
Nostalgia models. The Contest Director 
can decide, on the field, when such 
occasions arise. The experience at the 
contest field has been that modelers 
have not tried to pull any "fast ones.”  
That’s why the event is a fun event.
3) ENGINE RUN

Change the Nostalgia rules in the 
paragraph, "Official Flight,”  to read: 
Exception to the six minute maximum 
will be in the 1/2A Class where the max 
shall be five minutes. The same excep
tion shall apply to fly-off flights.”  
Rationale for Change

Some of the older 1/2A designs were 
so small, that the six minute maximum 
caused the models to go OOS in a 
thermal. Changing the max for small 
models will keep them in sight for the 
max (we hope) and should save more 
models from being lost.
4) POWER

Change the eligible engines to in
clude the Cox .15 (non-Schnuerle). 
Rationale for Change

This change compensates for an over
sight in the original drafting of the rules. 
Cox actually produced tnree contest 
type ,15s. The original Cox Olympic BB 
15. the Tee Dee and Cox .15, and the 
final version, the Cox 15 Mk.ll Special. 
The latter can be distinguished by its 
gold anodized finish. The Mk II is easily 
the most powerful of the whole set of 
Cox .15 non-Schnuerle engines.
FINAL COMMENTS 
ABOUT NOSTALGIA

One of the nicer features about this 
event, in my opinion, is that the rules are 
purposefully loose. They are based on

the intent of the event. . .  to relive those 
golden days of yesteryear in the free 
flight field. These proposed changes are 
easily done, and intended to keep the 
event w ith in  its regular in tent. Our 
experience here in the Northwest is that 
the event is flown with the same kind of 
joie d ’vivre as Old Timer. It’s as it should 
be with all events, I think.
IN CLOSING, SOME HUMOR 
FROM OUR CANADIAN FRIENDS 

As the contest season looks us straight 
in the face. Ken Chamberlain of the

Continued on parte 102

Chuck Markos keeps an eye on the sky for his 
next thermal. Model is an OHLG with Tomy 
timer V IT . Linstrum pic at '82 Nats.
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Bob Andrews captured four indoor models flying near the ceiling of the West Baden atrium in 
this photo. Plastic covers keep models out of the "dish" . . . once author was a "dish" retriever.

By KEN JOHNSON

WHAT DOES WEST BADEN MEAN?
In indoor modeling, we are all held 

together with a bond of common in
terest. We appreciate the effort a fellow 
modeler puts into his airplane. The work 
we put into cementing a bunch of little 
sticks together, covering them with a 
flimsy material, stringing the whole 
thing with thread or wire, and making 
this into a beautiful flying machine. 
Because this whole process is so much of 
an effort, a chore, a labor of love, we 
admire each model that is put into the 
air.

Once each year, many of us gather, in 
a place near the center of the country to 
enjoy our efforts, and to share our 
common bond with each other. A lot of 
effort goes into the planes we bring to 
this meet. Every bit of work is rewarded a 
hundred fold, by the flight times, the 
scale scores, the records we set and most 
of all by the communion we share with 
each other. All the evenings and week
ends in construction, the planning, the 
anticipation enroute to the Mecca of 
indoor modeling are all to bear fruit in 
June of 1983.

We come from the south, the north, 
and from every other direction and 
descend on the little city of West Baden, 
Indiana. It makes me wonder what we 
did before someone discovered this 
beautiful building in the Hoosier state. I 
suppose we all did our own thing, in our 
own little corner of the world. We went 
to the Nationals and met some of the 
fellow enthusiasts in the world of in
door. Surely, there was not the variety of 
events that are flown at West Baden. At

the Nats, one had to stay in a nearby city 
or on a military base or in a camper, and 
then get up each day and drive a dis
tance to the flying site. Then there is 
West Baden, where the flyers can stay 
right in the building and eat there as 
well. The flying is non-stop and you fly as 
long as you can stand.

Most probably, after the '83 WB 
weeklong gathering, the circle will be 
broken. The North wood Institute people 
are selling the building. Who knows 
what w ill happen to this historical 
landmark? This may well be our last 
gathering at the atrium. Where do we go 
from here? There are no other buildings 
of this size centrally located to all. None

"Things are looking up . .  . since I started 
flying indoor!"

with sleeping and eating accommoda
tions. None with the perfect circular 
shape and dead air.

Well, you have one more chance to 
enjoy the atmosphere of a week of 
indoor flying with the best in the coun
try. I hope you decide to come and join 
us this last time. You will not be dis
appointed in what you see and experi
ence. Whether you fly mic, paper dura
tion. autogiros, ornithopters, helicop
ters, hand launch gliders, Boston, or 
Manhattan cabin, any of the scale or 
Peanut scale events, etc., this three ring 
circus has it all. Come and “ Put up with 
the IN crowd" at the atrium in West 
Baden. Indiana. See you there.
PAPER WING SOCKETS

Are you using paper tube sockets on 
your duration models? They are not so 
hard to make. Start with a four-inch 
length of music wire. File the burr off 
both ends. In fact, file a slight taper at

One of the many Penny plane entries at the Taft indoor meet in 1982. The models may be 
plastic covered because of the extreme humidity in this building. Johnson photo.
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Here's a beautiful Bostonian built by Hurst Bowers. It's called the 
"Boston Robin". Photo by Tom Schmitt.

Doc Martin's Peanut Mitsubishi Navy Type 10 Torpedo Bomber. The 
weight of model is 9 grams; it has flown 40 sec. ROG. Andrews pic.

each end. The tubes are made from red 
Japanese tissue. Dope one side of a two- 
inch length of tissue with a wide brush, 
and roll the tissue around the steel rod 
while the dope is still wet. Continue to 
spin the tissue between the thumb and 
forefinger until the dope begins to dry. 
At this point, try to slide the paper tube 
along the steel rod so that it does not 
cement itself to the rod. After several 
minutes, slide the paper tube off the end 
of the steel rod being careful not to 
collapse the tube. About three to four 
wraps of the tissue is about right. The 
tube may be cut into quarter-inch 
lengths while still on the steel rod. 
Simply run a razor blade around the 
tissue until it is severed. This prevents 
the tissue tube from being crushed 
while cutting it into sections.

To insert the tube into the motor stick, 
cut a 1/16-inch diameter hole into the 
top of the motor stick at the point where 
the wing will set. Before you cut the 
holes in the stick, determine the correct 
wing position along the stick. Locate the 
balance point of the model by first 
cementing the stab and fin to the motor 
stick. Attach the propeller to the stick, 
and hang a rubber motor (about one-

inch longer than the distance between 
the front and rear hooks) in position on 
the stick. Slide the stick back and forth 
on your finger until it balances hori
zontally. Mark this spot. Figure that this 
is 60 percent of the wing cord. In other 
words, mount thecenterof thewingjust 
forward of this mark.

After measuring where the leading 
and trailing edges of the wing will be, 
drill the 1/16-inch holes in the top of the 
stick. Put a drop of cement on one end 
of the precut tube socket and insert the 
tube down into the hole in the stick. 
Check the alignment to vertical on the 
tube and run a thin bead of cement 
around the tube where it sets into the 
top of the motor stick. Repeat the same 
procedure with the other tube socket.

The wing posts should be sanded to a 
round cross section before attaching 
them to the wing. To do this, fold a small 
square of medium sandpaper and spin 
the wing post wood back and forth until 
it is round. Taper one end of the wing 
post slightly so that it will slide down into 
the paper socket easily without crushing 
the delicate socket.
ANOTHER INDOOR SUPPLY SOURCE

California’s Mike Mulligan got into

the model supply business sometime 
ago. He took over O ldtim er Model 
Supply from Jim Noonan. Recently, I 
asked Mike for a list of the materials he 
carries that would be useful to the 
indoor builder. In my continuing search 
for more suppliers for indoor, and for 
lower prices for the economy minded 
builder (especially the youngsters who 
are buying supplies on an allowance), I 
offer this sampling from Mike's catalog; 
Rubber-Filate in 2 and 3 mm sizes 
Pirelli in 1, 2. 3, 4. 5 and 6 mm sizes 
FAI in 1/16 and 3/32 in. sizes 
Rubber lube
Plastic props in 3-1/4, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in. 

diameters
An endless supply of balsa wheels for 

indoor scale
Teflon washers (604 per doz.) and 

brass washers (40c per doz.) sizes 
down to .020, .030, and .040 hole sizes 

Piano wire in .010, .012, and .016 
diameter (6 ft. coil, 304)

Absolite covering (transparent type 
that’s 25% lighter than Microlite) 
13-1/2 in. X 36 in., $2.50 

Condenser paper, light weight (.000275) 
$2.00, and super light weight (.00020) 
$3.00. Rolls are 15 in x 10 ft.

Millard Wells of Florida Keys holds his beautiful Weirdo Class P-38 
at 1982 West Baden meet. Flies 38 seconds. Linstrum photo.

Ken Johnsons indoor "field box" for the care and transportation of 
fragile ornithopters and other indoor models. See text for details.
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Los Angeles modeler, Scott Rubke, built this Peanut Douglas Sky- Ah yes, the all too familiar judging table. These D.C. models are
raider using various parts from a Monogram plastic kit. Rubke photo. Grant Carson's Pilatus and Dave Ree's Blackburn.

The lightest Japanese tissue sold today 
Imperial tissue (once called Superfine 

tissue) lighter than Japanese tissue,
18 in. X 24 in. sheets are 85c 
Mike's emphasis is on lower prices 

and good variety in model supplies. 
Write to: M ike M ulligan ’s O ldtim er 
Models, P.O. Box 913, Westminster, CA 
92683.

My intent is not to favor one supplier 
over another, but to make my readers 
aware of what is available in materials.

The other two major suppliers in 
indoor are: Micro-X Products, Inc., P.O. 
Box 1063-A, Lorain, OH 44055. (Your 
editor designed the logo for Micro-X 
many years ago, as well as a line of super
light indoor kits, which are now re
designed.) And Indoor Model Supply, 
Box C, Garberville, CA 95400. Indoor 
Model Supply touches a soft spot in my 
heart by having the only Ornithopter kit 
produced in the U.S.

Also available are indoor kits from 
Japan. These can be ordered from T&A 
Hobby Lobby, 3512 Victory Blvd., Bur
bank, CA 91505. They include: several 
small duration types, two larger duration 
types (including M icro film ), and an 
Ornithopter kit.

Repeating the information on that 
super indoor book by Ron Williams, I’ve 
had several requests for a source on this 
book. The title is, Building and Flying 
Indoor Model Airplanes. The price is 
$13.95, and it is available from the above 
mentioned Indoor Model Supply. Also 
write IMS for Lew Gitlow’s book Indoor 
Model Airplanes: forty-six pages and 
one hundred illustrations for $3.95. A 
must book for Peanut builders is Bill 
Hannan's book. Peanut Power, eighty 
pages for $7.95 from IMS.

O U T TO LAUNCH
I am constantly aware of how many 

people are unable to launch an indoor 
model into it’s correct flying speed.

Recently, your editor was a guest on 
an early morning TV show, here in Los 
Angeles. I was asked to bring many types 
of models, including prop models and 
ornithopters. This low budget show did 
not tape and edit the material. That is, 
everything that was shot, was used. We 
preselected about five models to fly on 
camera. The conversation was unre

hearsed. When the filming started, the 
hostess asked several questions, and 
then insisted on launching my Microlite 
ROG model. . . herself. I described how 
to hold the fully wound model and how 
togently push the plane away on launch. 
With the camera rolling, she threw the 
model across the room like you would 
throw a dart. I was agast! The wheels 
broke off, the wings collapsed, and the 
prop came apart in mid-air. I held back 
the four letter words, and we finished 
the ten-minute segment.

Many modelers launch their airplanes 
so softly that they stall and drop, or so fast 
that the wings peel off. The only way to 
learn the correct launch speed is by 
practice and feel. Watch the speed at 
which the model cruises and try to 
match this when you launch. It is not 
wise to push your plane on an ROG. A 
push can cause it to ground loop, or can 
crush the landing gear if you are pushing 
down and forward. Make sure the wings 
are level and the fuselage is horizontal as 
you release. Push the airplane away in a 
straight line and not in an arc around 
your body. Begin the model’s flight with 
a good launch, and the flight will be a 
much better one.

GENERAL PURPOSE INDOOR BOXES
Over the years, I’ve seen many beau

tiful indoor duration box designs: ones 
that separate in the middle, ones that 
have see-through sides, and ones that 
have slide-out wing platforms. Some 
have storage and supply areas built in 
them . . . What about the fliers who just 
need “ boxes” ?

For scale, hand launch, Peanut, Boston 
cabin, etc., I have mentioned using 
blanket storage boxes from K-Mart and 
Newberry’s. I have suggested going 
to tropical fish stores for those foam 
shipping boxes that are used to transport 
fish. Now, I would like to offer a few tips 
on making simple, large cardboard 
boxes. I like a box about 12 inches high. 
Twenty-two by thirty inches is a good 
size. A trip to the rear of your local 
mattress, furniture, appliance, or motor
cycle store should net you at least one 
large dimension cardboard box. Re
frigerator or mattress boxes are the best.

Cut the boxes into large sheets. You 
will need a long straightedge and a yard 
stick. An artist's T-square is very useful 
also. Using the strightedge, cut one side 
nice and straight. Measure the two big 
sides with the yard stick. Using the T-

Roger Laudati and son put some winds into their 1911 Cessna scale model. The original was a 
design by Henry Struck; very stable flier. Photo taken at D.C. Maxecutors.
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square on the edge that's already cut, 
draw a pencil line to mark off the sides of 
each face of the box. Remember that 
you need two sides that are 22 in. x 30 in., 
two at 12 in. x 22 in., and two at 12 in x 
30 in. After all the sides are cut, you will 
use one-inch wide masking tape to 
assemble the box. Tape one of the 12x30 
sides to the 22 x 30 bottom using the tape 
only on the outside of the box. Next, 
tape one of the 12 x 22 ends onto the two 
pieces already assembled. Tape the 
remaining side and front onto the rest, 
and you should have a five-sided box 
with no top. Do not put the top on yet.

Now, you will need several eight-foot 
lengths of quarter-round from the hard
ware store. Choose 1/2 or 3/4-inch wide 
wood. These are cut and cemented 
(using white glue) on the inside corners 
of the box. Make sure the quarter- 
rounds are held tightly in place while 
drying. Tape the top piece on the back 
edge only, inside and out. Cut two

strips of cardboard 3 in. x 22 in. and one 
strip 3 in. x 30 in. to form an outside flap 
on the lid of the box. Tape these in place 
(on the outside) to the top of the box. 
The side flaps should be cut to a 45 
degree angle at the back. See sketch. 
Do not put any quarter-rounds in the lid 
of the box.

This kind of box is very lightweight 
and strong. The flaps on the top are to 
keep the lid from falling down inside the 
box, crushing the models inside, and to 
keep the wind from blowing into the 
box while it is being carried outside. I 
have used boxes of this type for 15 years 
with nodamage. Eventually,thetops will 
begin to sag a little, but you can live with 
that. Good luck, if you decide to build 
some of these. You may want to try 
several sizes to accommodate different 
sizes of models.
COVERING WITH MICROLITE

At our last flying session, Andy Faykin 
came out with a new pennyplane

covered with Microlite. He described 
covering with the plastic material as 
though it were microfilm. He puts the 
Microlite or Absolite on a frame and 
attaches the wing or tail with dope or 
rubber cement. Then, he trims the film 
away from the frame with a chemical 
called Methylene Chloride. This liquid is 
painted on the film with a small artist’s 
brush, which simply dissolves it. A call to 
your local chemical supply store should 
locate this chemical.

Dihedral breaks are a problem when 
covering with this film. Some modelers 
are covering the wing flat, and adding 
the dihedral breaks after the wing is 
covered. Another method is to build the 
wing in sections, and after covering, 
simply cement the w ing sections 
together.

Write suggestions and questions to 
Ken Johnson, 16052 Tulsa St.. Granada 
Hills, CA 91344. P.S. Please send photos 
for the column. ·

This month's model plan was designed for the Blacksheep Club of Burbank, CA for a session featuring ornithopters and autogiros. It can be built 
as a bi- or mono-flapper as shown on the plans. This is a simple, solid stick model for beginners to "get their feet wet" in flapper building.
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The Douglas 0-38 scale views on these two pages are typical of the highly accurate and detailed 
64  drawings produced by Peter Westburg. This aircraft, and 36 others have been carefully research

ed and drawn by Peter, and are now offered in full-size, 28 x 40 inch sheets, taking from one to
MODEL BUILDER

(see next page)
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FREE FL IG HT SCALE
By FERNANDO RAMOS

•  Let's start this month with a what’s 
new department. Classic Scale Models is 
coming back. I had a telephone call from 
Gene Thomas, and by popular demand, 
he has had to reconsider his retirement 
from producing these fine kits. How
ever, I believe he will offer these kits by 
mail order only. I’ll keep you posted as 
to when his kits will be available once 
again.

Paul Plecan has come out with a series 
of plans for mostly scale rubber models 
that will knock your socks off! He has a 
series of five packets, of which, I believe, 
three are finished. The last packet had 
the Schneider Racer MACCHI, with the 
contra rotating props, and the ARADO 
76. Both beautifully done. The five plan 
packet is $17.50 postpaid, and the last 
two will be sent as Paul finishes them. 
Certainly Paul’s work doesn’t need any 
explanation, as I feel that he is one of the 
premier draftsmen around.

For further information write to: Paul 
Plegan, 3723 Polk St., Riverside, CA 
92505.

Mike Mulligan’s Old Timer Models 
has just received authentic, black Japa- 
nese tissue. The cost is 40c a sheet. This 
color hasn’t been available for a long 
time, and will be good news to scale 
modelers. Black tissue is usually used for 
registration numbers and letters.

The other day at Lake Elsinore, Jim 
Schocley was flying a CO2 model of the 
French homebuilt design, the JodeL The 
model was sporting a set of Trexler air 
wheels, but these didn’t look like the 
regular air wheels that Trexler makes. 
Jim had cleverly modified them to look 
more like real aircraft wheels and tires. 
That is, they no longer had the "balloon 
tire" look to them. Check the sketches 
to see how the wheels can be easily 
modified. However, I want to add a 
couple of my own ideas to this neat 
modification.

The first step is to remove the tire 
from the hub, very carefully. Tearing the 
thin rubber is quite possible and should 
be avoided. Once the hubs have been 
cut and narrowed, slip a wire or brass 
tube into the hub halves to align them. 
Push the two halves together and check 
to see w hether they bu tt together 
evenly. If not, sand carefully until the cut 
ends are square with each other. These 
should be glued together using epoxy. 
(Don't forget to remove the wire or brass 
tubing before the epoxy hardens or it 
will become a permanent part of the 
hub. wrf) When dry, sand both ends of 
the hub until they are perfectly flat. The 
hubs look OK as they are if you are using 
them on Old Timer models, but do not 
look right on scale models. Next, drill 
one end of the hub using a large diam
eter drill (see drawing). The drill size 
varies with the size of the wheel being 
modified. The hole need only be deep 
enough so that the retaining washer is 
not visible from the outside. A brass tube 
with the inside diameter the same size as 
the axle wire used is inserted into the 
hub. Aluminum tubing might be lighter 
in weight, but aluminum should not be 
used as a bearing surface because it galls.

The tire is now replaced on the hub. 
When inflated, it will be much narrower, 
looking more like the real thing. Before 
mounting the wheel and tire perma
nently on the model, a couple of discs 
cut from balsa and acetate are recom
mended. The two balsa discs are used on 
the inner side of the wheels to represent 
brake drums. The size and thickness will 
depend of course, on the size of the 
wheel. This balsa disc should be painted 
an aluminum color. The other two discs 
cut from acetate fit on the outside of the 
wheel, literally a hub cap. If you really 
want to get fancy, take some white glue 
and a pin or needle, and make five little 
glue drops equidistant around the disc's

edge. When dry, paint the discs accord
ing to your color scheme. The glue 
drops will represent screw heads. Ob
viously, do not make them too big!

Warps! I suppose that warps in a 
model’s wings and tail appear to be a 
way of life. All of us, at one time or 
another, have lost a model in a crash due 
to an inconspicuous twist in the flying 
surfaces. What is the best way to prevent 
them and to correct them once the 
model is finished? I’m sure there are as 
many ways to do this as there are wise 
tales, but I’ll give you my approach to 
the problem.

Warped wings, undoubtedly, create 
the biggest problem for modelers, and 
should be avoided. On very slow flying 
models a warp or two does seem to 
affect stability, but the same cannot be 
said for a model which zips through the 
air. This includes rubber models. There 
is a tremendous amount of acceleration 
created by a tightly wound motor. A 
warp here could spell disaster for the 
model.

I feel that warping can be prevented 
right at the building board, but first, I 
must digress for another minute. It has 
taken me years to convince myself that I 
should build in washout on all wings 
regardless if scale or not. I simply like to 
look at nice, flat wings. However, ex
perience has finally taught me that I 
should build washout on all wings from 
here on. Washout, for those of you fairly 
new to modeling, is having the wing tips 
"warped" up at the trailing edge as 
viewed either from the side or front. This 
helps the stability of a model con
siderably.

When building in washout, I don’t 
measure in degrees. I make one long 
triangular wedge that starts at the root 
and goes the length of the wing to the 
last rib before the wing tip. The height of 
the wedge is only 1/8-inch at the tip. This 
wedge is placed under the wing’s trail
ing edge. It is left there until the wing's 
structure is completed. There is a slight 
pain on doing it this way, since the

Continued on page 69
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Peter West burg’s

SCALE VIEWS

SUPER-ACCURATE AIRCRAFT DRAWINGS. USE FOR SCALE DOCUMENTATION  
AND/OR FOR DEVELOPING MODEL CONSTRUCTION PLANS. ALL DRAWINGS ARE 

28 X 40 INCHES BORDER- TO-BORDER, AND ARE SCALED AS LISTED BELOW.

1/24th scale: V4" = 1 ft. Shts $ Czech Avia B-534 2 8 Waco ATO Taperwing 2 8
Douglas 0-35/B-7 1 4 Davis D-1K 2 8

$Douglas XO-36-XB-7 1 4 Douglas 0-25C 3 12 1/10 scale: 1.2" = 1 ft. Shts
Douglas 0-31A/0-31B 3 12 Berliner/Joyce P-16 4 16

1/12th scale: 1" = 1 ft. Douglas 0-38/0-38B 2 8 Curtiss BFC-2 Goshawk 4 16
Boeing F4B-4/-3 4 16 Douglas 0-43A 3 12 Curtiss F9C-2 Sparrowhawk 4 16
Boeing P-12E 3 12 Douglas 0-31C/Y10-43 3 12 Curtiss P-6E Hawk 4 16
Curtiss A-8 Shrike 3 12 Douglas 0-46A 3 12 Fiat CR-32 3 12
Curtiss Gulfhawk IA 2 8 Fokker D-17 3 12 Great Lakes Trainer 4 16
Curtiss N2C-2 Fledgling 4 16 General Western Meteor 1 4 Hawker Fury Mk I 4 16
Curtiss 0-1B/A-3 Falcon 3 12 Grumman F2F-1 3 12 Hawker High Speed Fury 3 12
Curtiss P-1B Hawk 3 12 Grumman F3F-2 3 12 Hawker Persian Fury 3 12
Curtiss XP/YP-23 3 12 Stearman 4E Mailplane 2 8 Monocoupe 90A 2 8
Curtiss SBC-4 Helldiver 4 16 Travel Air 2000 2 8 Swedish Sparmann P-1 2 8

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
Price includes 3rd or 4th Class mail. For Airmail or or U.S. funds on Overseas orders. Postage paid for
First Class in U.S., add 25% of total order. For Over- APO and FPO orders. Master Card or VISA accepted,
seas Airmail (includes Canada and Mexico), add 50% Include card number, expiration dale, and signature, 
of total order. Remit by International Money Order Minimum order. $4.oo

CALIFO RNIA  RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX
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Boat Modelers:
Take a look- -v Æ f\\ 
K&B is still out in front!

Start your’83 boating season with a K&B Marine engine 
(K&B Marine engines hold more records than all other 
brands of marine engines combined) and you, too, can be 
“out in front". In both Outboard or Inboard you have the 
choice of a 3.5cc or a 7.5cc engine. Their performance 
puts them in a class by themselves.

Both K&B outboards are tough, water cooled, competi
tion engines and feature: the K&B Carburetor plus Pressure 
System: K&B’s Quintuple Porting; Flywheel designed for 
cup electric starting; Underwater Pick-up; Propeller Shaft 
Assembly, redesigned for ease of replacement of drive 
cable or shaft assembly; and Longer Skeg, for increased 
stability.

Special features to make the Outboards more powerful 
and durable are: Con Rod —  machined from high tensile

strength aluminum stock, bushed both ends; Heavier Wall 
Sleeve —  brass alloy minimizes distortion; Honed Piston 
—  honed after grinding for perfect roundness; K&B’s own 
Super Bearing —  will withstand 30,000 r.p.m. plus.

Both of the K&B inboards are powerful, rugged, and 
dependable. Easy to start. Precision machined U-Joint 
Nut fits most existing ball drives. They feature: ABC 
combo; Con Rod machined from high tensile strength 
aluminum stock, bushed both ends; New Rotor Disc (7.5cc 
only); Rotatable Case —  permits changing exhaust from 
forward to aft; Beefed-up Crankcase; K&B’s Quintuple 
Porting.

Special features include: Heavier Wall Sleeve; Honed 
Piston; and K&B’s own Super Bearing —  the same as the 
outboards, (see above)

K&B 3.5cc (.21)

K&B 7.5cc |.45| 
R/C INBOARD MARINE 

RACING ENGINE
The replacement for the 

popular K&B 6.5cc. It has 
broken most of the old 

6.5cc records.

K&B 3.5cc (.21)
OUTBOARD ENGINE
The 3.5cc was our first 
venture into outboard engines. 
With continous improvements 
it has maintained its great 
popularity over the years.

M a r i n ě

INBOARD ENGINE
Designed specifically as a marine engine. The 
undisputed champion of Class "A" model boat 
competition.

K&B 7.5cc (.45) 
OUTBOARD ENGINE

Big brother to the K&B 
3.5cc Outboard. Includes 
all the features of the 

3.5cc plus built-in 
silencer and K&B's ail 

metal carburetor.

“ Take a lo o k "  a n d  y o u ’l l  see  w hy K&B M arine  eng in es  
are o u t in  fro n t . . . t h e  lea de rs  in th e ir  f ie ld  fo r  o ve r seven years.

On the ground, 
on the water, and  

in  the a ir K&B continues to be 
“ The Choice o f C ham p ions"!

KSlB manufacturing
1 2 1 5 2  W O O D R U F F  A V E „  D O W N E Y ,  C A  9 0 2 4 1
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The FOX BICYCLE MOTOR
The Finest Possible 

G ift fo r Your Boy

Safer and Cheaper 
than a Moped or 
Minibike
*  The Fox Bicycle Motor is 

unlike any other ever 
produced.

*  It operates like a motorcycle 
with all controls on the
handlebars.

*  It performs better than other 
bicycle motors or mopeds.

*  It outlasts other bicycle 
motors many times over.

*  Starts by pedaling.
*  Uses same fuel as your chain 

saw or 2 cycle lawnmower
*  Fits almost all 2 0 ", 2 4 ", 

2 6 " and 2 7 " bicycles.
*  Kit is complete with all 

controls and brackets. 
Nothing more to buy.

When a boy wants a 
moped, but he's not 
ready for the streets — 
yet — this is the ideal 
compromise! Attaches 
easily to the bike he 
already knows how to 
ride, costs a lot less than 
a moped or mini-bike, and 
it's so simple he can 
learn to take care of it 
himself!

For grown-ups, too! A 
Fox Powered Bicycle 
provides 30 mph 
transportation, yet is light 
enough to be carried. 
Great for RV use or going 
to work. No parking 
problem...just carry it 
inside with you!

Retail Price

$159.95
Order direct 

from the factory:

MANUFACTURING CO.

5305 TOWSON AVE FORT SMITH. ARK. 72901 
Our Hol Hne: (SOI) 64S-1SS6

F F Scale . . . Continued from page 66

tra iling edge is propped  up off the 
building board, spaces have to be used 
under each rib so they are even with the 
trailing edge. However, I prefer to build 
the wing first, then place the long 
triangular wedge under the tra iling 
edge. This is followed by a complete 
dousing of Windex spray of the entire 
wing panel. The wing is then left to dry 
for several days. This is the stage that. I 
believe, helps to eliminate warping. 
Stresses are inherently bu ilt into a 
structure, and as they “ work” , warps can 
result. There is just enough ammonia in 
Windex to help eliminate these stresses.
I haven’t done any scientific research on 
this, but I do know that it works!

Another aid in preventing wing warp
ing is the use of small multi-spars. This is 
ideal for rubber models. Two or more 
1/16 square balsa spars are used and 
placed near the leading edge of the 
wing. This helps to keep the wing flat 
after covering. So often a light wing 
structure will form an upward curve 
from the root to the tip. This really is 
annoying, but can be eliminated by 
using the aforementioned spars on the 
wing.

Another area where warping can 
become a problem is after covering, 
water shrinking, and doping. First, I 
cover all of my structures using thinned- 
out white glue. When a wing has been

covered, I use alcohol in an airbrush to 
“ water”  shrink the tissue. If the wing is a 
one piece wing, I only spray one-half of 
it, and immediately pin it down on the 
workbench. This should be done with 
spacers so that air can circulate on the 
underside. Also, the washout wedge is 
put into place. This is left to dry thor
oughly. Then the other half of the wing 
is done similarly. I do exactly the same 
thing when doping. Incidentally, I use 
nontautening nitrate dope, available 
where finishes for real aircraft are sold. 
This dope is already plasticized, so the 
addition of TOP or other plasticizers is 
not necessary.

Tail surfaces should be covered using 
the wood frame covered with tissue. I’ve 
mentioned this procedure several times 
already, so I w on ’t elaborate here. 
Therefore, if you follow some of these 
procedures, you should have warps 
under control.

What do you do when a warp does 
crop up after covering? For years I’ve 
read about steaming out warps, and for 
years those warps have persisted. The 
best way. I feel, is to use dry heat, like an 
electric heater. This has worked quite 
satisfactorily for me. Naturally, great 
care has to be taken anytime you bring 
anything as flammable as nitrate dope in 
front of a source of heat! The procedure 
is the same as for steaming. Hold the 
surface so that the warp has been 
removed, and hold it in front of the heat. 
When you remove it from the heat it 
should maintain that position. If not.

PROSPECTIVE
DEALERS!!

S m ilin g  F o x  B lc y c lm  M o to r»  ju » t  m a y  bm th e  
m o s t  p r o f i t a b le  I te m  a n d  m n d u r ln g  v e n tu re  to  
com m  to  y o u r  m h o p ...b m ca u m m :

1. Close to 10% of your area population are 
prospects.

2. Our Junior Salesman Program brings pre-sold 
buyers to your shop.

3. You are virtually competition-tree. No other 
bicycle motor is even remotely comparable in 
ease of operation, performance, simplicity or 
cost.

4. We do not require a fancy facility, and very 
little  investment is involved.

W H A T  IS  R E Q U IR E D  IS :
1 . Lots of hustle.
2. A personality that kids like.
3. A place of business w ithin a mile of one or 

more elemenlary or junior high schools.
4. A promise to give our sales campaign an 

honest effort.
5. A capability of servicing 2 cycle motors.
If you are approved, and you give our program an 
honest try we GUARANTEE success. If sales don't 
take off for you within 60 days, we w ill buy back your 
stock.
If you think this may be for you. please call or write 
us for complete details. Our phone number is 
501-646-1656.

ATTENTION,

MANUFACTURING CO.
5305 TOWSON AVE. FORT SMITH. ARK 72901

twist it a bit more in the opposite 
direction of the warp, but not so much as 
to warp the surface in the opposite 
direction. In my opinion, this is the best 
and easiest way to remove unwanted 
warps.

I’ve always said that scale modelers are 
a clever bunch, and Ron Schneider is no 
exception. I know that there are many 
scale modelers who like to build fun- 
type scale models (not for contests) and 
power them with .020 engines. The 
question may arise, how can you consis
tently shut off the engine after say 10 or 
15 seconds? Ron has shown me a simple 
but effective way of doing this. All of 
you, I'm sure, know that the intake of 
the Cox PeeWee is at the back of the 
engine. Should this be restricted, the 
engine will not run. So what Ron does, is 
hook up some fuel line tubing onto 
the intake, then squeeze it off by usinga 
Tatone flood off timer. This way you can 
set the timer for any length of motor run.

Ron does this by removing the little 
screen covering the intake, and solder
ing onto the intake a piece of brass 
tubing, which just slips over the flange. 
For some, this little job may be too much 
of a hassle. I would simply glue the 
tubing on using Hot Stuff Super T. If you 
find that the outside diameter of the 
tubing is too large to accommodate the 
fuel tubing, use a series of telescoping 
tubes until you end up with the correct
o.d. tube. The timer can be inconspicu
ously placed on the belly of the model. 
Clever eh?
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Competition-Proven
OCTURA

X-SERIES 
PROPELLERS
X-tra Speed!...X-tra Performance!

FOR PERFORMANCE YOU'LL BE PROUD O F . . .
These, as all Octura Propellers, meet the most exact
ing requirements. Available now in beryllium copper. 
Fit 3/16" shaft. Check your local progressive hobby
shop.

3 5 OUTRIGGER

A «1 oo f°r 
» "d p,iC'  

cal list to:

OCTURA MODELS. INC

.75 DEEP VEE 

7.5 OUTRIGGER

X 4 4 0 /3
X 4 4 2 **
X445
X447
X450
X 45 2 **
X455
X 4 5 5 /3
X457
X460
X462
X 465**

"X467

RECOMMENDED
APPLICATIONS

7.5 OUTBOARD

65 SCALE HYDRO 
65 DEEP VEE

65 OUTRIGGER 
90 DEEP VEE

7 3 ‘ Indicates 3-Bladed Ptopellet

“SINCE 195499
• 7351 N. Hamlin Ave · Skokie, IL 60076

I’ve never used thissystem before, but 
it looks as though I will have to give it a 
try. I’ve always used a syringe and placed 
a measured amount of fuel in. This 
works okay, but too often if the engine 
doesn’t start right off, you add a bit more 
fuel. Next thing you know the model is 
off for a long, powered flight! ·

Big Birds . . . .  Continued from page 41

can be used with virtually any size 
biggie.

Whether flying off of a hard surface, 
or a grass strip, most everyone will have 
an area soft enough to sink the six-inch 
hold-down nails/spikes into. If, how
ever, you’ve got nothing but a B-l-C 
expanse of concrete, then pound those 
spikes into the inevitable cracks . . .  or 
use rocks or weights of some kind .. . 
but do anchor that stooge so it can’t 
move or slip.

For those who can barely get their BIG 
Bird into that small car, but desire the 
safety of a stooge, here’s an idea: make 
both chocks removable/adjustable and 
cut and hinge the base in the m iddle.. . 
keeping it locked open by installing 
barrel bolts at each end of the hinge line.

As mentioned earlier, this is just a 
basic idea for a stooge, and most cer
tainly can be improved upon and/or 
modified to suit individual needs. Please 
remember that we are involved in an 
inherently dangerous hobby/sport, and

it makes sense to cut the odds down as 
much as possible even before you 
service that BIG Bird. A good preflight 
and postflight should be a part of your 
regimen, and a BIG Bird Stooge, com
plete with fire extinguisher, is the best 
way I know to help establish a safe, no 
nonsense engine starting procedure. 
WHAT’S BEST, DIESEL OR IGNITION?

Danged if I know how to answer that 
frequent question. There’s a lot of 
interest in converting those big glow 
engines, but I have no definitive answer 
for anyone, mainly because I enjoy using 
both diesel and ignition. As with most 
everything, it’s strictly a personal choice 
based on your particular “ druthers”  .. . 
and needs.

Both types of conversions allow you to 
swing a much larger than normal prop 
with efficiency and far less chance of 
overheating, thanks to their ability to 
develop good torque at lower revs than 
a glow engine. So, either of these would 
be great for that 12 to 14-pound bipe, 
puddlejumper, or old-tim er. . .  but not 
for a sport/pattern type bird that needs 
more get-up-and-go. When you’re 
underpowered and/or overweight, 
your only salvation lies in more cubic 
inches; however, keep a sharp eye on 
that wing loading, 'cause if your craft is 
really obese, those extra cubes will turn 
her into a guided missile that's gonna 
takeoff, fly and crash all at point nine 
Mach. There’ll be no room for error 
because of an extremely narrow speed

envelope, so the resulting high stall 
speed will make sudden snaps and high 
speed stalls the order of the day.

I like the diesel setup because it ’s so 
simple: no battery to charge or to 
forget; no extra switch to worry about; 
and no extra components to install. Not 
only will a well adjusted diesel yield 
much the same great economy as an 
ignition unit, but it has the edge on 
being able to swing an even larger prop 
. .. which makes it sound great, too. The 
diesel conversion itself costs less (for 
most engines) than going the ignition 
route, and I happen to find the smell of 
diesel fuel less objectionable than the 
smell of glow fuel.

I’ve also got a number of solid reasons 
for liking the ignition conversion: the 
C & H Electronics prototype unit I’ve 
been flying with for almost a year has 
given faultless performance; it’s simple 
to install and adjust; it allows a larger 
than normal prop to be used efficiently; 
the seven ounces of battery and elec
tronics are no problem in a BIG Bird as 
far as space goes, and help with balanc
ing since the vast majority of us always 
seem to need more weight in the nose; 
although it does cost a bit more than a 
diesel conversion, the 5:1 gasoline/ 
Klotz Oil mix costs much less than diesel 
fuel and is easier to come b y . . .  and this 
conversion also makes the engine sound 
very realistic.

I've found out one thing for sure: 
neither conversion is going to make a 
sick engine run better. In order to 
realize optimum performance for both 
diesel and ignition, your engine must be 
in good shape . . .  or else you're throw
ing your money away. It's much like 
buying a proven competition design and 
expecting that new bird toautomatically 
make you a better flier; in this case, it 
can’t and won’t happen unless you are 
willing to put the time and practice 
needed into sharpening your skills...

In regard to fuel: you can lower your 
diesel fuel bill by buying the stuff by the 
case (four gallons) from Bob Davis (Davis 
Diesel Development, Box 141, Milford, 
CT 06460) and save 25 percent. I en
countered no problems using year-old 
diesel fuel that was tightly capped. Since 
I have more control over mixing ignition 
fuel (Klotz Oil is usually available at cycle 
shops), I prefer to mix enough for a 
week’s flying; I feel better flying with 
fresh gasoline-based fuel.

Both conversions start with ease: a few 
chokes, and without having to adjust or 
change any settings, first flip starts are 
almost always the rule. After trying to 
determine the difference in vibration 
levels, I’ve come to the conclusion that 
my engines run at the same l-o-w vibra
tion level, whether glow, diesel or 
ignition. And radio interference is not a 
problem area either. . .  being absolutely 
no sweat with a diesel, and coming 
nowhere near the horror stories at
tributed to ignition add-ons. I’ve found 
that at least one inch separation be
tween ignition components (especially 
the battery) and the radio battery are all
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SUPERMANTIS from American R/C
A REAL MOVER . . .

C A TC H  O N E . . .  IF YO U  C A N !

Why monkey around with anything else 
when you can have the best?

Thousands have thrilled to the excitement Mantis and 
Supermantis provide. The very latest technology 

coupled with proven design gets you in the air 
and keeps you flying. In-house manu

facturing & quick delivery of American made  
parts and accessories means you won’t be waiting 
for promised overseas shipments. We process all 
orders promptly and efficiently . . .  with courtesy!

Supermantis -  Get Your Hands On One!

Supermantis -  $249.00 
Mantis -  $199.00 

Collective Pitch Mod. -  $85.00
‘ Prices subject to change without notice

Send $4 for Main Plan 
And Additional Information.£T* ™ A m e rica n  ____

R/C Helicopters.Inc. ( 619)  744-7533
635-11 Norm Twin Oaks Valley Road · San Marcos. CA 92069

that’s needed. In any BIG Bird, space 
should not be one of your problems.

There’s only one complaint that I have 
about both types of conversions: I’m still 
stuck with that stupid single nut to hold 
the prop on with, so there’s no way to 
track prop tips on those 16 and 18-inch 
diameter props . .. which is a good way 
to induce vibration.

Here’s the address for C & H Elec
tronics, Inc.: P.O. Box 1732, Riverton, 
WY 82501. And for you Tartan Twin and 
Gemini Twin owners, the new systems 
designed for your engines are available 
now. ..
WHAT IS A BIG BIRD?

That’s one helluva good question, and 
I get it thrown at me often. To some of 
us, it can only be 25 pounds of airplane 
powered by a gas engine with lotsa 
displacement. To others, it means a 12 to 
14-pound puddlejumper type with a 
diesel or ignition converted 60 or 90 up 
front.

Now none of this applies to barely- 
turned-teenager Eric Mulford, of Dun- 
nellon, Florida. Like so many youngsters 
his age, Eric operates on a very restricted 
budget and is more than happy to call 
Craft Air's "Butterfly II”  his BIG Bird. He 
wanted to try something BIG, and since 
he already had a Max .10, the Butterfly 
was an obvious choice. And until he’s 
able to afford bigger engines and more 
expensive kits, Eric will be sticking with 
this type of BIG Bird. The important 
thing is that he's enjoying himself . . .

and getting to be a better and safer pilot.
Quite a bit older, and in much better 

financial shape is D.L. Grammont of 
Irving, Texas. He’s been flying for a 
number of years, has quite a few planes 
and radios, and likes to “ roll my own.”  
The “ Big Quickie”  shown with his wife, 
Ethel, wno is also an active flier, is his first 
BIG Bird and he’s been having a ball with 
it. To make this orig inal easier and 
quicker to build, D.L. used the same 
symmetrical, diamond shaped airfoil 
he’s been flying on a .40-size ship.

“ All our local experts to ld me it 
wouldn’t fly well, if at all, but I’ve been 
proving them wrong for years,”  D.L. 
pointed out. "That 12-1/2 percent dia
mond 'foil section worked so well on my 
smaller b ird, I cou ldn ’t see why it 
wouldn’t do at least that well on an 84- 
inch wing.”

Can’t fault his reasoning, and the 
proof is in the pudding; the BIG shoulder 
wing monoplane has proven to be a 
capable flying machine. The OS .90 and 
14 X 6 prop do a nice job of pulling this 
12-pound Quickie through maneuvers, 
and its 23-1/2 oz./sq. ft. wing loading 
allows for mighty s-l-o-w and easy 
landings. (D.L. has a thing for EK radios, 
and can usually be seen flying this, and 
other assorted airplanes, with a red 
transmitter in his hand. Being an inve
terate horse trader, he can hardly resist 
any offer to get involved, and keeps 
adding to his EK collection; for all I know 
he may already have the best assortment

of EK relics in the country...)
What’s my point in all of this? Only 

that you should enjoy yourself, and not 
worry about the size of your engine, or 
even what kind of fuel it burns. In fact I 
wouldn't sweat the wingspan, either. 
IMAA’s recommended minimum of 80 
inches for a monoplane is exactly that 
. . .  a recommendation. As far as I'm 
concerned, anything over six feet quali
fies as a BIG Bird, no matter what it has 
or hasn’t got for power. Have fun . . .  but 
FLY SAFELY.
BAKING SODA FOR SALE

Anticipating doing a lot of building 
using a lot of Hot Stuff, I recently 
stocked up on baking soda (six boxes 
worth ’cause the price was righ t. .  . and 
besides, my wife does bake once in a 
while) . .. which I'm now prepared to 
almost give away at a fantastic price.

No, there’s nothing wrong with the 
baking soda; the problem is I just got 
through trying out Satellite City’s new 
Hot Shot cyanoacrylate accelerator and 
found out it ’s an amazing product. I 
purposefully tested it on two old and 
pitchy pieces of pine . . .  pieces so old 
that even mucho baking soda couldn’t 
effect a truly strong bond. Yet a one 
second spritz of Hot Shot on the bond 
area really fused those pieces together 
. . .  and I do mean fused. For closed 
bond areas, Bob and Bill Hunter recom
mend that you lightly spray Hot Shot on 
one part just before  bonding; then 
apply Super T to the other s ide.. .and fit
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“Whaťs New at Wilshire?”
---------------2000  m m ------------------ [ -

D-2020

-1 0 7 0  m m  -

Molded foam wings w/spar 
inserted — just cover with 
supplied silkspan and brush 
on thinned white glue — a 
strong, tough surface!
• Specs: 2 channel · 2 meter
• Wt. 35 oz. . Wing Area 560.5 
sq. In. · Wing loading 8.99 oz. 
German/English Instructions

w i ls h i r e  m o d e l  c e n t e r
3006 Wilshire Blvd. · Santa Monica, CA ·
90403 · Phone (213) 828-9362 

RC S a ilp lan e  and  E le c tr ic  P ow er sp ec ia lis ts  fo r  the  U.S.A.

I  C arre ra  f
I $ 9 9 95

Almost ready to fly 2-meter 
sailplane for slope or 
thermal, great flyer, and tough 
— good trainer too!

f  BROWN CO-2 ENGINES ΐ Λ
LOWER PRICES and NEW ENGINES j j  

NEW! CAMPUS BEE -  $24.95 Λ Κ —
A-23 PEANUT $34 95 MJ TWIN $49.95 J I
SODA CHARGER $8 95 CYRO DYNE CHARGER $7 95 U

COMPLETE CATALOG $1.00

Peck-Polymers
BOX 2498 MB________ LA MESA. CA 92041 J

together for a guaranteed permanent 
joint.

This stuff not only eliminates the need 
for baking soda and micro-balloons, 
which saves some weight and a lot of 
sanding, but it doesn't foam the cyano 
. . .  and good, strong fillets can be made 
in just a couple of seconds. According to 
Bob Hunter, "Hot Shot makes anything 
bond to anything,”  and after testing it on 
those old pieces of pine. I’m a believer...

Although I haven’t used any of Pacer’s 
Zip Kicker, I hear that it, also, does a 
great job of forcing an immediate cure 
on any of the super glues. Can’t see as 
how anyone will be able to build with
out having a spray bottle of accelerator 
on their glue shelf.
THE NEW Q50

That’s what Quadra calls their new 
50cc engine, which according to the 
press release, is officially on the market. 
A few guys I know have been flying with 
some prototypes, and all of them liked 
the engine. To be sure there were some 
random unfavorable comments (re
member that these were early proto
types), but for the most part the engine 
was well received. Also, six new dis
tributors, in addition to US Quadra, will 
be named. "TML feels this new distribu
tion system w ill improve service to 
modelers by better geographic repre
sentation."

As you can see from the picture, it’s a 
dandy new Quad; but why, asthey were 
going to the trouble of making a hub 
assembly, didn’t they make it the uni
versally accepted six bolt hub, instead of

continuing this stupid love affair with a 
single bolt hub?
CUSTOM MADE BOLTS FOR BIG BIRDS

Because of their size and weight, and 
because fidelity to scale has become 
such an obsession with so many, differ
ent and special tools and equipment 
have come to being. Often, what seems 
to work well for a small, glow powered 
birdie just doesn’t hack it for a BIG Bird, 
and we find ourselves teetering on the 
edge of absolute and total destruction.

Sooooo, here are some custom made 
BIG Bird bolts (see drawings) that are 
guaranteed to help keep things together 
longer and to generally take the strain 
out of having to get down to the nitty- 
gritty every time a hole is drilled or 
threads are tapped.
IMAA FESTIVAL

This Third Annual Fly-In Festival will 
be a full four day affair, from Thursday, 
August 18 to Sunday, August 21 . .. and 
it's going to be held at Ida Grove, Iowa, 
thanks once again to Byron Godberson. 
I'll have IMAA Festival brochures to 
send, so write and ask for one. These 
brochures are real grabbers, and are 
going to have you hooked before you’re 
even halfway through!

Some of the folks who attended last 
year’s festival came away unhappy 
because they felt the small amount of 
flying they did get in, no way justified 
the trip to Ida Grove . . .  and someone 
even used the word "cheated.”  Guys, 
this really isn’t a fly-in . . .  but in every 
sense is a FESTIVAL. If all you want to do 
is fly, you’re gonna be much happier 
staying home and racking up that stick 
time. If, however, you want to celebrate 
the great big world of BIG Birds and have 
on helluva good time doing it (and still 
manage a few flights or so), then write 
for the brochure; but don’t delay, ’cause 
with the number of people expected, 
preregistration is gonna be the only way

to go to get in ) . . . and August is not too 
many months away.
SOME N O -N O ’S

This is for you guys who are new to 
BIG Birds, and for others who can’t seem 
to break old habits and want to continue 
building everything the same way:

1) D O N ’T USE THOSE PLASTIC 
SERVO TRAYS. Throw them out! They’re 
not safe for use in a BIG airplane. Use 1/8 
or 3/16 ply plates anchored to spruce 
rails.

2) DON’T FORGET TO BALANCE 
YOUR PROPS, because in spite of what 
you've heard, very few new props will 
balance perfectly on a High Point Bal
ancer . . . and all it takes is an out of 
balance prop to really start tearing your 
bird apart.

3) DON’T FORGET TO USE AT LEAST 
A 1000 mah or 1200 mah BATTERY PACK 
WITH THE AIRBORNE SYSTEM. A 500 
mah (standard) pack will not deliver any 
more than a third of the airtime that a 
1200 mah pack w il l . . .  if that much, and 
the less perfect your control systems are. 
the faster that battery is gonna be 
drained.

4) DON’T FORGET THAT YOUR 
STANDARD CHARGER WILL NOT BE 
ABLE TO CHARGE HEAVY-DUTY BAT
TERY PACKS PROPERLY. Most of these 
chargers are set for a 50 ma charge, so 
the "normal”  16 hour charge will barely 
charge a heavy-duty pack halfway. Your 
gonna need a charger that puts out 
between 100 to 150 ma; otherwise you'll 
have to leave that standard charger on 
for at least 40 hours to top off that 1200 
mah pack . .. which isn’t practical.

5) DON'TFORGETTOTRACKTHOSE 
PROP TIPS, USING THE SIX-BOLT HUB. 
You can easily nullify all the good things 
your balanced flywheel and prop are 
doing. ..

6) DON’T FORGET TO USE FRESH 
FUEL. A stale mix can easily cause rough 
running, which translates into vibes. Mix 
only as much as you’re probably going 
to use for the coming week's flying. It’s 
not that much bother, and it ’ll make for 
better and safer flying . . .  ’cause your 
engine will put out more power.

7) DON’T FORGET TO CLEAN THAT 
SPARK PLUG EVERY FEW HOURS. Build
up on the electrodes will most probably 
cause radio "funnies,”  if not worse .. . 
and who needs that?

8) DON’T FORGET TO BALANCE 
THAT BIG BIRD BEFORE LEAVING 
YOUR WORKSHOP. A windy flying field 
is no place to attempt something as vital 
as balancing; it just can't be done.
TIP OF THE M ONTH

Here's one of the commandments of 
BIG Bird Building; "Beat To F it.. . Paint 
To Hide!"

Al Alman, 2713 Alderbrook Court, N., 
Puyallup, WA 98373. I appreciate the 
input, guys . . .  but please do keep it up. 
And let’s hear about what’s going on, 
and what’s about to go o n . .. like fly-ins 
and such. FLY SAFELY, Al. ·
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More recently, Ken has been gaining 
media attention for his Gustave White- 
head pioneer aircraft model activities, 
and we shall have more to say on this 
subject in a future Hangar.
PRESERVE YOUR PIRELLI!

From Indoor News and Views, edited 
by Bud Tenny: "I recently received a 
letter from Fernando Migani in Italy. His 
news is that Pirelli rubber strip will no 
longer (be) produced. So, unless you are 
a bit sneaky, your present hoard is all 
you are likely to have!”
HOW 3-VIEWS GET THAT WAY

Scale modelers are frequently frus
trated by inaccuracies found in most, if 
not all “ scale" drawings. How could so 
many discrepancies creep in? Well, 
here’s what someone had to say on that 
subject in the British Flight magazine: 
“ For the preparation of Flight's three- 
view drawings, the aircraft companies 
concerned would supply original blue
prints, which we usually rearranged, 
inked over, cut up, blanked off, whited 
out, or otherwise ‘processed’ to suit our 
particular purposes." So now you know! 
Quoted by H.F. King in his book Sopwith 
Aircraft Ί912-Ί920.
PROJECT DESTINY

Cliff McBaine reports on a fascinating 
planned flight intended to complete the 
mysteriously interrupted 1937 voyage of 
Amelia Earhart. Miss Grace McGuire 
expects to fly a 1935 Lockheed 10E 
Electra, very similar to Amelia's, from 
New Guinea to Howland Island, Hono
lu lu, Oakland, and finally, M iami. 
Florida.

On her journey, Miss McGuire in
tends to carry (as did Amelia) special 
philatelic covers. Each cover will be 
cancelled at every stop along the route, 
and w ill become valued co llec to r’s 
items. Advance orders are being soli
cited now at $25 for regular covers or $28 
for autographed covers. If for any reason 
the flight does not take place by July of 
1983, all money will be refunded. Grace 
McGuire, Project Destiny, 4518 Raleigh 
Ave. *202, Alexandria. VA 22304. 
POLITICS, ANYONE?

"Everything we do is political in some 
way, I th ink. Even making a Peanut 
model rather than an R/C pylon racer 
has implications on economic, socio
logical, and ecological levels (probably 
psychological as well).”  Bill Warner. 
ICARUS

One of our favorite columns appears 
monthly in the fine British magazine 
Scale Models. Entitled "Icarus," it fea
tures musings about the modeling 
scene, and although oriented primarily 
toward plastics, often has relevance to 
all forms of scale model building. W it
ness this extract: “ Reports and photos 
filtering back from the 1982 SBAC show 
at Farnborough all confirm  the sur
prising fact that the paintwork on the B1 
(bomber) was scruffy. Added to that the 
noticeable brushmarks on the under
sides of the ‘Rio Vulcan' and you might 
be forgiven for thinking that standards

Hannan........ Continued from page 52
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HINGES
SMALL NYLON HINGES
Easy to install, precision molded, 
nylon hinges are flash Iree. Each 
locked together and checked for 
smoothness at the factory. Ideal 
smaller airplanes. Six holes in ea 
side give DU-BRO hinges 
holding power.
Cat. No. 118 (6 per pkg.) $1.00
Cat. No. 119 (15 per pkg.) $1.95

STANDARD NYLON HINGES
Also easy to install with the DU-8R0 

Kwik-Hinge Slotter or a knife blade. 
They are as strong, smooth and safe 

as the smaller hinges.

Cat. No. 116 (6 per pkg.) $1.10 
Cat. No. 117 (15 per pkg.) $2.49

HEAVY DUTY V* scale HINGES
Built to take heavy loads, DU-BRO 
heavy duty hinges are % " wide by 
:1 3/8" long and .040 thick. They 
use a 3/64" dia. cotter pin for max. 
convenience and strength.
Cat. No. 257 (15 per pkg.) $3.75

o o o 
o o o

o o o 
o o o

KWIK-HINGE SLOTTER

FOR LARGE 
AND 

SMALL 
HINGES

Three hardened steel, black oxided blades 
fit neatly in your No. 2 X-ACTO® knife handle 
and work in conjunction with our alignment 
jig that features three interchangeable snap 
on guides. For precise hinge installations. 
Cat. No. 216 Complete set $1.95

E-Z CONNECTORS
SNAP ON OR PEEN-0N 
C o n n e c to rs , E sp e c ia lly  
made to hold tigh t on 
any size control arm. These 
new snap ons can safely be 
used over and over again.
A Washer is provided for a 
permanent installation.
Cat. No. 121 $.98 (pkg of 2)

DU-BRO KWIK-LINKS &
NICKEL PLATED SOLDER LINKS
Tried and true spring steel 
Kwik-Links are ideal for any 
control linkage Nickel plated 
solder links will not corrode 
and make an attractive and 
easy to solder connector for 
servo or horn.
Steel-Cat. No. 109 (2) $.75
Solder-Cat. No. 112 (2 with 2 link 
guards) $.69

NYLON KWIK-LINKS AND MINI-KWIK-LINKS
Made for self threading, these 
"sure-lock" links for any throttle 
hookup. The Mini-Links are only 
% " long.
Standard-Cat. No. 122 (2)$.39
Mini-Cat. No. 228 (2) $.39

PLATED STEEL T-PINS

Strong smooth and sharp in three 
popular sizes. 100 pins per package.

1 " Cat. No. 252 $1.50 
1 % " Cat. No. 253 $1.75 
1 % " Cat. No. 254 $2.00

DU*BRO
PRODUCTS INC.

« m

DU»BR0 “SNAP-ON"
BALL LINKS
Bolt on links, threaded links or 
links with rivit shafts take care of 
any misalignment. Tough nylon link 
snaps on and holds tight. Excellent 
for offset steering, throttle and 
servo hookups. (5  piece set)
Cat. No. 180 (Bolt On) $.85 Set
Cat. No. 181 (Threaded) $.85 Set ^ ^
Cat. No. 182 (Rivit) $.85 Set

f  HEAVY DUTY 4-40
BALL LINK

Shown actual size, this new hefty, 
ball link is perfect tor any V< scale 
application. Four piece set includes 
a new, heavy duty nylon socket.

For those who prefer socket head bolts. 11 
Includes 4 each of Bolts, Flat Washers. Lock
Washers and Blind Nuts plus one Allen 
Wrench. 17 piece set. Two sizes. High 
strength steel.
Cat. No. 129 (4-40 x 1)-$1.10 (4) 
Cat. No. 130 (6-32 x 1)-$1.10 (4)

480 Bonner Road 
Wauconda, Illinois 60084
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H I C  S Y S T E M S

1
SUPER-MICRORadio ControlWORLD’S

SMALLEST SERVO, Rx & COMPLETE R /C  SYSTEM
4  X  3 1 / 3 2
s w i t h  most 

O  Rx (4  C H  .

5 U P E R -M IC R O  S e rvo ,  .4 7  oz 
X 1 - 3 / 3 2 " ,  15 oz  . -  i n . tK/íT 
a l l  p o s i t i v e  p u h e  de^bd e f^v -^  
m a x 7 / 8  9 / 1 6 " ,  w e ig h t  . 5 4  o z .

‘̂ p Q H r u s e s  la rger  M I N I  R x) .  F l i f e  
i n p a t ib l e  w i t h  Tx o f  most o th e r  makes.

SYSTEMS F L r £ £ P / % K S

$ 2  0  2 . 12 .°9 oz .
T Š 3 . 5 0  í 3 . 3 9  oz . i  

. 9 5  2 1 6 . 9 5  i 3 . 88 o z .)

3 0 8 . 9 5  2 1 9 . 9 5  1 4 . I 6 o z .)

•SERVO $ 3 4 . 9 5  M I C R O  RX $ 8 1 . 9 5  4 c H . i
M ic r o  or D e a n 's  p lu g ;  others S 2 .5 0  e x t r a .

S H I P P I N G :  Systems $ 6 . 5 0 ;  F l i r e  Packs S 4 . 5 0 ;  Servos ,Rx $ 3 . 0 0 .
C a l i f ,  add Sales T a x .  2 0 %  depos it  on C . O  .D  . ' s . B rochure  75c 
in  U . S . ,  $ 2 . 0 0  F o re ig n .  C AS H  D I S C O U N T  PRICES S H O W N .

13400 26 Saficoy Street North Hollywood. Calif 91605 Phone (213) 764-1488

of painting are declining rapidly. As one 
friend said to me, ‘If I put a B1 into a 
(model) competition painted that badly 
it would be laughed out of sight!’ 

“ Now, no doubt, the B1 will turn out 
to have been painted in temporary dis
tempers, and certainly the Vulcan 
underside was a rush job, so it might be 
argued that these aircraft are the excep
tions. Is that really so, or is it just that we 
modellers like to think of the real things 
as fitting  into the various styles of 
painting that we use on our models?” 
DAVID DIELS DESIGNS 

Builders of stick and tissue models 
should be aware of the comprehensive 
variety of plans offered by David Diels, 
P.O. Box 101. Woodville. OH 43469. 
Peanuts include the FW Stosser, Brew
ster SBN-1, Northrop Pioneer, Boeing 
P-26, Lockheed O rion. Vultee Van
guard. Morane-Saulnier A-1, and more. 
Larger designs, approximately 18 inch 
span, are intended for rubber power 
but might also be adaptable to C02. 
These include the Vought V-143, Brew
ster Buccaneer, Lavochbkin LA-5FN/ 
LA-7, Macchi Folgore, and Curtiss SBC4, 
plus the Vultee Vanguard. Prices are 
reasonable, ranging from $1.25 to $3.25, 
including instruction sheets along with 
the construction drawings.

David also does custom designs for 
those who may have a particular aircraft 
type in mind that is not currently avail
able. A stamped, pre addressed en
velope will bring you the complete list, 
and we’d appreciate you telling 'em 
Model Builder sent you.
THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY

Ed Lockhart favored us with these 
modeling laws which he probably bor
rowed from unimpeachable sources: 

“ The more kits you buy the fewer you 
will manage to complete. Kits are espe
cially difficult to store, because they 
expand beyond the space available, 
making you feel guilty about not con

structing them!”
“ Reference material requires more 

storage space than you have, and it is 
seldom possible to retrieve what you are 
searching for regardless of your filing 
system."
SMAE JUBILEE

)ohn Blagg sent us a copy of the 
Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers 
anniversary program. The SMAE is the 
outgrowth of an early group originally 
known as “ The Kite Flying Association of 
the United Kingdom", which in turn 
became the “ Model Aeroplane and Kite 
Flying Association of Great Britain” , 
circa 1910! We found the anniversary 
program sprinkled with delightful com
mentary relating to the entire aero- 
modeling spectrum, from which we’ve 
abstracted these few snippets: “ Why on 
earth do people want to be bothered 
with free flight rubber powered scale 
models when with apparently very little 
extra effort they can equip themselves 
with a set of radio gear, put an engine in 
the model, and have full control over 
the m odel’s fligh t. It seems to be a 
contradiction in terms and it has been 
suggested on more than one occasion 
that these free flight rubber scale folk 
are a little potty, to say the least! It is 
generally recognized that this is the 
hardest branch of the hobby in which to 
get your model to fly, so why bother? 
Surely the prize has got to be the joy 
experienced when your latest master
piece is gently circling overhead on a 
still, warm summer evening.

” . . .Ah! you might say, this is all very 
well, but any model without an ade
quate fuel supply can't stay up for very 
long. But you would have missed the 
point; that the model flies at all provides 
a lot of satisfaction, but if it looks realistic 
and stays airborne for around 30seconds, 
our joy knows no bounds.”  Barrie 
Hotham.

And this about O ld-Timers: “ The

fascination of vintage build ing and 
flying stems from a combination of three 
elements: the sheer variety and beauty 
of the models themselves; the challenge 
of their often elaborate construction; 
and the unique comradeship on the 
flying field itself.”  Peter Michel.

From Eric Coates (who has flown all 
facets of scale): "Notwithstanding all the 
recent developments in R/C models, 
F/F and C/L models are still produced, 
although naturally not in the same 
profusion as in the years prior to intro
duction of R/C flying. Rubber F/F scale 
models have seen a considerable revival 
in recent years, however, particularly in 
the smaller sizes suitable for indoor 
flying. This, no doubt, is natural reaction 
against the high technology of today’s 
sophisticated R/C model.”

We thought this observation from 
D.S. Goodwin, Chairman of the SMAE 
especially apt: “ Model flying is a world 
wide occupation . . . there is probably 
no country in the world where there is 
not a group of model flying enthusiasts 
such as ourselves, and of course, world 
championship events are held each 
year. It is at these events where one can 
meet model flyers from other countries 
and share techniques and socialize . . . 
rarely do the political barriers erected by 
various governments interfere with the 
undoubted friendship that is imme
diately founded when a common in
terest is shown.”
SMILIN' JACK

One of the best-known aviation theme 
comic strips was Smilin’ Jack. Who could 
forget the realistically drawn aircraft, 
“ Fat-Stuff”  w ith his button-eating 
chicken, the faceless “ Downwind” , and 
all those gorgeous “ lil de-icer" girls? 
What ever became of that strip? Well, it 
was retired during 1973, after some 40 
years of publication. Artist Zack Mosley 
is, however, very much in action, mar
keting a series of retrospectives, in
cluding Hot Rock Clide (featuring 1938- 
1939 episodes) priced at $5.95 plus $2.20 
first class postage; Brave Coward Zack 
(the artist’s autobiography, price un
known), and De-icers Galore, priced at 
$7.95 plus $2.20 first class postage.

Zack also offers some original Sunday 
pages in sizes 25 x 17 inches and 19 x 13 
inches, and a price list is available for the 
asking. We ordered the De-icers Galore. 
and were pleased to receive an auto
graphed copy. Reprinted with the per
mission of Tribune Company Syndicate 
Inc., De-icers features a Grumman 
Goose looking remarkably like the one 
in the current TV series “ Tales of the 
Gold Monkey," on the front cover, and 
dozens of classic aircraft in the comic 
strips themselves, from 1934 through 
1942. A few examples, selected at ran
dom: Boeing P-26. Aeronca C-3, Stinson 
Reliant, SPAD, Lockheed 12, Blériot, 
Waco C-6, Campbell Swallow-tail pusher 
and the Percival Mew Gull. Some of 
these were intended to be pasted on 
cardboard “ for your Smilin’ lack air
port” . It is quite interesting to note the 
gradual changes in art style through the 
years, which happened so gradually that
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ANOTHER MODELER-DESIGNED ACCESSORY FROM. . .

MODEL ENGINE 
FUEL LINE

(4 ft.)

HEAT SHRINK 
TUBING

(1/16” dia.)

WING SADDLE 
FOAM TAPE

Special formulated high grade 
black neoprene tubing for all glow, 
gas and oil, and diesel fuels.
Part No. 200-249 $1.49

Ideal sleeving for plugs and con
nectors. Shrinkable by using your 
soldering iron or cigarette lighter.
Part No. 200-250 $ .98

Pressure sensitive adhesive on one 
side (1/16” X 4’). Easy to apply. 
Makes neat looking wing to 
fuselage fit. Can also be used to 
seal access hatches, cowlings, etc. 
Part No. 200-251 $1.59

Kraft Systems ·  450. W. California Ave., Vista, CA 92083 ·  Division of Carlisle Corporation

NOW FEATURED AT YOUR LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD KRAFT DEALER

most readers were probably not aware.
In line with the fictional hero aircraft 

mentioned in this column some time 
ago, we understand that John R. Walker 
is working up a flying Smilin’ Jack 
Stratoplane model, which may soon 
appear in Model Builder. Meanwhile, 
why not invest in a bit of aviation comic 
art nostalgia from: Zack Mosley, Studio 
Drawer 375, Stuart, FL 33495.
SIGN-OFF

Thanks to John J. Brown for this 
inspiring passage from the 1910 book 
Model Balloons and Flying Machines: 
"Should success not be attained at the 
first attempt, more adjustment will be 
required; either the propeller blades are 
not properly set, or the elevator is at a 
wrong angle . . .  in fact, something is 
wrong somewhere. Do not be dis
couraged; persevere; make an altera
tion here and an alteration there, and we 
have no fear but success will finally 
reward the experimenter, who will find 
that patience and perseverance per
form wonders . . . "  ·

Choppers. . . .  Continued from page 43

Schluter Heli-Boy head vs. the Kalt 
heads. The JR and Heli-Boy heads 
achieve Bell-Hiller mixing in the heads. 
By contrast the Kalt heads achieve the 
additional Bell system by the addition of 
the mixers on the main shaft as de
scribed throughout this article. I was 
confused for quite a while over this

point because I thought the K-1SB and 
Blackhead II ro tor heads were Bell- 
Hiller to start with (everything done in 
the head . . .). As it turns out all Kalt 
heads are Hiller to start with, it’s just that 
some kits come with the Bell mixers 
standard and some don’t.

The K-1SB is a nicely cast rotor head. 
In some respects it reminds me of the 
improved version of the Kavan head, 
except the mixer arms are reversed. On 
the Kavan head the mixers pivot near the 
center of the H iller seesaw and the 
mixers stick out. The K-1SB head has it’s 
mixers pivoting at the ends of the Hiller 
seesaw with arms pointing inward. This 
is nearly identical to the Bill Youmans 
modification to the Kavan head years 
ago, when he reversed the Kavan arms 
to change the Bell-Hiller ratio. (See 
"Chopper Chatter”  in the November 
’82, December '82, and January ’83 issues 
of Model Builder for full Bell-Hiller ratio 
information.) The K-1SB head also uses 
bushings to support the flybar and mixer 
arms, and the head rig id ity  can be 
adjusted if you wish by adding washers 
(not included) to the sides of the rubber 
damper in the center of the seesaw. This 
compresses the damper, g iving a 
"tighter”  head.

The other Baron 50C head is the 
Blackhead II. This is a completely 
machined rotor head with ball bearings 
in the seesaw, mixer arms, and blade 
holders. It also has variable head rigidity 
by adjusting a screw on the bottom of 
the seesaw. In short, it is a very high

quality piece of equipment. The Black
head II is available separately at $179.95. 
Naturally. I would suggest it to only the 
accomplished helicopter pilot who (1) 
could appreciate the fine workmanship 
and (2) not crash it!

As far as the Custom Baron itself goes, 
it comes with autorotation standard, and 
a black anodized frame. This is the 
easiest way to tell the Custom Baron 
from the Baron 50 and 50A. just look at 
the frame color. The Custom has a 
machined white main drive gear instead 
of a black molded one. The cooling 
shroud comes in two pieces. Essentially 
you can remove the top of the cooling 
shroud to see the carburetor opening as 
you set up the linkages. The Custom also 
has metal bellcranks (instead of plastic 
on the 50 and 50A), and a higher quality 
“ four way”  clutch comes standard. The 
four way clutch is a $44.00 option for the 
Baron 50 or 50A. Lighter, white "stunt” 
paddles are standard for the Hiller flybar 
system. The pitch control plate for the 
tail rotor comes with ball bearings for 
smoothness and added support. The 
plate is nice because it includes a "quick 
adjust”  feature. Simply loosen one 
locknut and slide the plate in or out; 
then snug up the locknut and fly. There 
are no set screws and wheel collars to 
fiddle with.

The tail rotor speed is 20 percent faster 
over the 50 and 50A, and the high speed 
tail rotor uses wooden blades (The 50 
and 50A use plastic tail rotor blades). The 
increased tail rotor speed is technically
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Iť s  W h a ť s  U p F ro n t!

PUT AN H.B. ENGINE UP FRONT!

H.B. 61 P D.P.*
•Perry Directional Porting

TOP PERFORMANCE on F.A.I. FUEL!
H.B. Engines offer a full line of model engines, a complete 

choice of accessories and replacement parts.
Write lor FREE COLOR CATALOG

Hh b -e n g in e s
MtdtnWGimnr

BAVARIAN PRECISION PRODUCTS CO. · P O  B o * β D apt C N ew C anaan. C o n n e c ticu t 06840

"FLEX-OFF"
FLEXIBLE METAL EXHAUST TUBING

a LIGHT WEIGHT GALVANIZED STEEL 
■ EASILY GENT, WILL MOLO IP’S SHAPE 
• FUEL moor-NOT effected IT MOT 
EXHAUST Oft MOT FUELS 

a WOftH DftIVE CLAMP INCLUDED 
•WEIGHS ONLY SLIGHTLY MOKE THAN 
RUBBER Oft PLASTIC TUBlMC

-SIZES TO FIT MOST HUFFLEAS- 
Mo. I06F0 1/2" dla.x 12" 5.75 
Mo. 107F0 5/8" dla.x 12" 6.00 
Mo. 108F0 3/V* dla.x 12" 6.25 
Mo. I03F0 7/8" dla.x 12" 6.50

TATONE PRODUCTS CORP.
1 2 0 9  G e n e v a  A v e . S a n  F r a n c is c o .  C a .9 4 1 1 2  

4 1 5 - 3 3 4 ·7 1 8 9

called “ acceleration drive”  by Kalt. To 
finish off the special features and make 
landings soft, the tubu la r (not flat 
a lum inum ) land ing  gear is Lord 
mounted to the fuselage.

Circus offers five scale ships from Kalt. 
A Huey Cobra. (etRanger, Hughes 500. 
Bell 222, and the Ecureil, Europe’s 
version of the French A-Star, as it is 
known in the U.S. All scale ships are .60- 
powered with collective and autorota
tion standard. They can be fitted with 
any Kalt collective pitch rotor head as 
desired. The fuselages are made of 
fiberglass, which bolt to a base trans
mission plate as shown in the photo.

One of the handiest accessories Circus 
offers is the Kalt pitch gage, which goes 
for $11.95. It has adjustable thumb 
screws which allow you to set or mea
sure pitch from -9 to +18 degrees. This is 
on a clockwise rotating head. When I 
used the gage on my Jet Ranger (counter 
clockwise head) I found that it goes from 
-18 to +9 degrees. So don’t expect it to

go to +18 when used on a different rotor 
rotation helicopter. Other than that 
hint. I've found it to be a very useful and 
accurate aid when I set up my ships.

★ ★ ★
Since last fall when I received the 

American R/C Super-Mantis with the 
Circus Apollo radio. I’ve had the chance 
to fly the Apollo in other helicopters, 
too. In particular, I flew the Apollo in the 
Stunt Homer at the Grand Canyon.

The more I fly it the more I like the 
gimbals in the transmitter. They are 
tensioned just right; not toostiffand not 
too soft. Most important, they center 
very well. The only problem I’ve had 
with the transmitter has been a bad 
collective trim pot. Circus replaced it 
free of charge as I brought my trans
mitter along on the “ factory tour".

The servos have given me noproblems 
at all. The gear train is probably the best 
feature. They are indeed slop-free as 
advertised. All servos will move on the 
third “ click" of trim. This is not bad 
considering there are 29 clicks total in a 
trim lever. I should mention that I am 
using the “ sport”  servos, NES-L501. The 
“ competition” servos are series 4,001, 
8,001, etc. I have not had a chance to fly 
with these servos yet. so I can't say how 
they compare to the 501s that I have 
been flying. I can say that I have been 
pleased with the link from the stick, to 
the servos, to the rotor head, that the 501 
servos provide.

Of particular interest is the reliability 
or solidness of any new radio. The 
Apollo seems to be about average in this 
respect, in that it will tolerate some 
receiver antenna placements and not 
others. Once the correct antenna loca
tion has been found the radio will be 
quite solid.

For a few examples: I initially installed

the radio in the Stunt Homer with the 
receiver antenna exiting the bottom of 
the canopy and then strung out to the 
tail skid. The antenna touched the 
landing gear as it went rearward. With 
this arrangement the radio would glitch 
in a hover.. . not enough to really affect 
control, but enough to make me un
comfortable. Letting the antenna dangle 
directly down from the bottom of the 
canopy solved the glitches.

Generally, in helicopters, the best 
receiver reliability has been had by just 
letting the antenna dangle, as above. 
The only problem is that it gets stepped 
on, and tries to wrap itself around the 
skids. . . (Most long-time R/Cers agree 
that the most glitch-free antenna posi
tion is perpendicular to the aircraft . . . 
pointing up, or pointing down, wen)

To try another way, I ran the antenna 
directly out the side of the canopy and 
back to the tail skid. This worked fine, 
and I have used this arrangement since 
that time.

One quirk that I ran into was a tem
porary “ freeze" for a second or two 
while I was flying w ith the antenna 
dangling. I was about to send the radio 
in to get it retuned when a good friend 
of mine suggested that it might be 
interaction between my quartz watch 
and the transmitter! It was at that time 
that I moved back to L.A., so I never had 
the opportunity to try flying in the same 
location without the watch.

Since then I have flown without the 
watch, and the “ freeze” has not re
occured. Now was I flying in a bad spot 
at the Canyon, or was it the watch? I have 
to do some more trial and error testing 
on this one before I draw any conclu
sions. Radio experts out there (Eloy 
Marez. . .). could the watch affect the 
transmitter? I’d appreciate any feedback 
one way or the other.

That about does it for this month. I 
hope I have clarified the line of heli
copters that Circus Hobbies offers. And 
if you’re experiencing any glitches with 
your radio, take off your quartz watch 
and see if there is any difference in 
performance! See you next month. . .

(Omigod! I can see every flier at the 
field wearing a hand-wound watch or 
not knowing what time it is! wen) ·

Scale.............Continued from page 32

The entry fee at present is set at $50 
with half of this being used for contest 
administration and awards (plaques and 
certificates), and half being placed in the 
AMA Scale Team Fund for use in 1984. In 
addition, NASA is soliciting individual 
and industry help as well as making 
available a commemorative 1984 team 
patch. Patch sales in past years have 
added a healthy sum to team fund 
coffers.

Hopefully, you will make plans to be 
at this event in 1983. This is also an 
excellent opportunity for you to com
pete rather than merely spectate. If the 
new rules apply, there is a wealth of 
models out there in “ Scale Land”  that
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SUPER MINI-BOY VIDEO
MINIATURE AIRCRAFT SUPPLY BRINGS YOU 

ANOTHER HELICOPTER FIRST.
Professionally produced video takes you into our 

workshop to professionally build, set up, and flight trim 
your mini-boy. Includes step by step buildins, parts iden
tification, mechanical and operational walk throush, 
radio installation, balancing, bench setup, operational 
flight trimming and even aerobatics!

This video is even better than having someone else 
build your Mini-Boy for you!

Video is produced by Mike Mas, National Helicopter 
Champion.

ORDER YOUR VIDEO NOW — $49.95 Plus Shipping Available — January, 1983 — BETA and VHS

WE CAN SUPPLY ALL OF YOUR HELICOPTER NEEDS AT UNBEATABLE PRICESI
•  Engines ·  World's Strongest Epoxy Glues ·  Training Stands
•  Radios ·  Mini-Boy Competition Pack ·  Wide-Landing Gear
• Mufflers ·  Training Aids ·  Float Kits
• Custom Carburetors ·  Video and Cassettes ·  Helicopter Tools
• Gyros
• Competitor - Symetrical Main and Tail-Roter Blades. Specially Designed to Eliminate Those "Jumpy Jerks.”
• Cricket - Building, Setup, and Flying Video by Mike Mas. — $49.95 Plus Shipping.

MOVE UP TO SCHLUTER
See Your Dealer Or Call:
MINIATURE AIRCRAFT SUPPLY
2594 North Orange Blossom Trail Orlando, FL 32804 · Phone (305) 422-1531

aren’t quite the all precision style, but 
are really super standoff variety and can 
easily stand a one-meter scrutiny by the 
judges. Read the FAI section in your 
AMA rule book carefully, and watch for 
the recent changes.
SOME LITTLE HINTS

Some of these items may have ap
peared in this column or others over the 
year, but they probably have become 
lost in the shuffle.

1) Do you eventually rub through the 
paint over the rivets on your model, and 
don't want to? That's no problem on the 
weathered job, but you may want to 
keep the paint on the rivets on some 
models. Try mixing a little powdered 
tempra paint of the right shade in 
whatever you are using for rivet material. 
With the color going all the way through, 
you've eliminated the problem. An
other solution is using RC-56 by Wilhold. 
This glue dries clear and the painted 
surface below shows through. It won’t 
necessarily stand up under super close 
inspection, but (ain’t bad from a meter 
or so.

2) Got a drag brake or dive brake to 
duplicate and afraid the air pressure will 
be too much for the servo to hold in 
place without straining? just zip out to 
your handy dandy hobby shop and latch 
on to a 1/2A retract gear system. The 
little, light plastic jobby won't add much 
weight, but it moves to a locked down 
position with little servo effort, and will

stay put while the servo rests. You can 
take it a step beyond and use an air 
cylinder to do the pushing, then you 
need only a little, bitsy servo to move the 
valve.

3) Double strut landing gear can 
create wheel attachment problems. One 
reasonably successful method consists 
of using two commercially available 
axles that fit the 5/32 wire struts. Cut the 
axle length of each to 1/2 of the total 
strut width. Slip a piece of brass tubing 
over the axle after cutting it to the strut 
width. Short pieces of larger tubing can 
be cut to use as spacers to keep the 
wheel centered. You'll have to drill out 
the wheel. Severe side loads can spring 
the assembly apart, but then that’s not 
necessarily all bad since it might save 
some internal structure.
OTHER BITS AND PIECES

The Nats at Westover AFB in Massa
chusetts will feature some new “ fea
tures”  this year! A super effort will be 
put forth to include noncompetitive 
events such as seminars and workshops. 
These will be designed to fit into the 
weekly program of the Nats. At this time, 
NASA is committed to providing at least 
two. We intend to make these real, 
working events that include as much 
sharing as possible. Hopefully, we can 
include a three-view swap shop. Start 
looking through your stock, and stack 
them up . .. ready for the last week in 
July. Here's a chance for all scalers (FF, 
CL, RC) to get together.

The Underwoods receive a number of

notes and cards from our scale friends 
around the world. This is one of the 
many pluses that result from being a part 
of the international modeling fraternity. 
I’d like to share a letter with you from 
Kjell-Ake (Shell-a-ke) Elofsson of Swe
den. It gives you an idea of the great 
times that competitors share when they 
travel abroad.
Dear Friends!

I here send some pictures from us as 
we promised.

After the competition in Reno we 
stayed another five weeks in USA. We 
did go by car to California, Mexico, back 
to California again and followed the 
Colorado River north and “ happened”  
to come to Las Vegas. As I learned how 
to handle a slot-machine in Reno, I left 
Las Vegas with a profit of $40. From there 
we did go into Utah and then to Grand 
Canyon, which was a remarkable experi
ence and I have not seen anything like 
that anywhere. (We were there when it 
was moon-darkness.) Some days later 
we came to Phoenix, Arizona, where we 
le ft the car and took an a irline r to 
Memphis.

In Memphis we picked up another car 
and followed the Mississippi River south 
to New Orleans, where we spent some 
days. Later on we came to Florida, where 
we did do nothing else but bath, sun and 
like that. The only exception from that 
was flying ΡΤ-Ί7 in Vero Beach.

Unfortunately we had to leave the 
USA at the end of )uly after a wonderful 
trip. We left from Miami the 23/7 and
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Flex-I-Grit
Flex- l-Gri t :  A tough ,  

new sanding fi lm bonded 
to polyester. Won't crack, 
peel, c log ,  sc ra tch  o r  
b re a k - d o w n .  Can  be 
used w et or  dry. Re- 
useable.  O u t las ts  o rd i 
nary sandpaper. A sso r t 
ed g r i ts  ava i lab le  in g a r 
net, a lum inum  oxide and 
sil icon carbide. Send 25 
cents fo r  cata log and 
pr ice  lis t. K & S E n g i
neering,  6 9 1 7  W. 59 th  
St. ,  C h ic a g o ,  I l l in o is  
60638. Telephone: 3 1 2 /  
5 8 6 -8503 .

was back in Sweden again the day after. 
After a week's rest, I had to start working 
again the first week in August.

The best regards to you 
from Kjell-Ake

This is one really great gentleman. 
His quiet exterior belies a super sense of 
humor which is often impish, but never 
cutting. The picture in this column 
shows a staged picture of Kjell-Ake 
during the Reno com petition. One 
afternoon during the flying, I saw the 
en tire  Swedish team and group of 
supporters way out at the edge of the 
aircraft apron, quite some distance away 
from the flying area.

Being a basically curious soul, I mo- 
pedaled my way out there to find out 
what was up. As you can see, it was 
“ what was down.”  Kjell-Ake pretending 
to crawl from the desert to find some 
suitable libation in order to survive! We 
all laughed at his very realistic acting.

As we parted this soul-rending scene, 
I paused and suggested, over my shoul
der, that someone be posted to watch 
out for the rattlesnakes often found in

"desert”  areas. Strangely, the photo 
session finished up quickly. In the 
Swedish team photo, Kjell-Ake is third 
from the right in the front row.

To conclude this month, I have in
cluded a nice letter from Norm Rosen- 
stock concerningthe“ lmpression Scale" 
concept that I mentioned a few months 
back. It contains some interesting 
thoughts that you may want to file away 
for future reference.
Dear Bob,

I am writing to you in response to your 
comment in your column of the January 
7983 issue of M B  about the judging of 
scale models. Your comment struck a 
familiar cord, as I also have had thoughts 
along similar lines.

Perhaps you may remember me. At 
the 1980 Nats I had that 1/4-scale WACO. 
You were then flying your D.H. 88, 
which I admired so much. It broke my 
heart when you lost it.

Since then I have taken a more serious 
attitude about scale modeling. At the 
present time I am engaged in the pro
duction of Giant Scale plans, you may

have seen my ads in the magazines. 
Since meeting you at the '80 Nats I have 
been reading your column regularly, 
and have enjoyed it very much. How
ever, your comments on scale judging, 
finally prodded me to write you.

My thoughts on scale judging were: 
Make the distance that models are 
judged from proportional to the size of 
the model. After all, a 1/4-scale Heath 
Bullet is only 54 inches in wingspan and a 
1 /20th-scale Hughes Spruce Goose 
would span 16 feet! On flight scoring, I 
think that the present system is a hold
over from pattern flying. We have to 
divest ourselves from the pattern flyer's 
mentality, think of scale in terms of the 
“ Grand Illusion," and look at the flight 
portion of the judging from that per
spective.

I thought that the flight of a scale 
model should be viewed as choreog
raphy, depicting a flight typical of that 
particular aircraft. Thescoring,! thought, 
might be arrived at by using a multiply
ing factor .1 thru .9. 1.0 would be a 
perfect score. For example: a static score 
of 94 (out of a possible 100) would get a 
flight score multiplication factor of .9 
and would end up with a score of 84.6 
. . . A flight score of 1.0 would give a final 
score equal to the static score. There
fore. no score would exceed 100.

The present system permits a superb 
pattern flier to enter scale with a medio
cre aircraft and win over a builder who 
perhaps spent 500 to 1000 hours devel
oping a magnificent scale model. The 
scale builder has spent his t ime building, 
instead of flying at every opportunity 
and honing his flying skills. The pattern 
flier has his event, and I feel that the 
scale builder needs an event that reflects 
his efforts.

Well, I've run out of nickels, so I’ll get 
off my soap box.

Very truly yours.
Norm Rosenstock ·

Fuel Lines . . .  Continued from  page 11

gold anodized case and the natural 
aluminum cases of the first two photo
graphs is not especially obvious. Guys, 
you’ll just have to take my word for it.

GOON — 193~ 
TEXACO /ANTIQ UE

—7 5 "

FEATHER MERCHANT 
1939-1941

$31.95
A - 46" /  $21 .50* 

CLASS C - 72" /  $27 .95* 
R /C  ASSIST /  $36.95*

PRICE OF KIT INCLUDES: PLANS, RIBS, WING AND TAIL TIPS. 
PLYWOOD, BALSA SHEET AND STRIPWOOD, MUSIC WIRE. NO 

CEMENT, LIQUIDS. COVERING OR HARDWARE.
*Plus S h ip p in g  a nd Sales Tax. w h e re  applicable.

LEHMBERG ENTERPRISES 
2646 Bolker Drive 

Port Hueneme, CA 93041  
(805) 984 -6639
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KjOVAh 4 CHANNEL
ELECTRONICS AIRBORNE

•  6 C H A N N E L  R ECEIVER*
A « w p nn •  4 M ID G E T  SERVOS (N E S -1 A )$1 /  h 00 •  5 0 0  MAH SQ. B A T T  (SANYO)1 1 u •  AILERON EXTE N S IO N

•  M IN I  S W IT C H  H A R N E S S

Futaba/compatible plugs
•SPECIFY FREQUENCY Matches all modern TX
Add $2.50 UPS Plug-in crystal incl.
Calif, residents, add 6%
Allow 3-4 weeks for checks
Send 9Vi x 11% SASE for NOVAK ELECTRONICS 2709-C Orange Ave.

free brochure Santa Ana, CA 92707, (714) 549-3741

Sadly, the era of the Cox competition 
.15s did not last nearly as long as that of 
the Tee Dee .049s and .051s, which are 
still the premier engines in their dis
placement categories. TheCox ,15swere 
overtaken by the Super Tigre .15s, which 
were later eclipsed by the Rossi .15. 
Today, there are a lot of great .15s 
available: the Nelson, Rossi,and OPS,to 
name a few. Nevertheless, many model
ers will always fondly recall the three 
Cox .15s they remember as Tee Dees.

As an aside, if you'd like more infor
mation on any Cox engine, just drop 
me a post card about your interests. If 
reader response is quite positive, then 
very specific details and photographs 
can be provided in future columns. 
Sincerely, how about letting me know 
your interests.

So much for nostalgia.. .
THE PRESENT STATE OF THE ART

What follows is certainly not the 
complete picture about recent engine 
introductions. It is only one. The fourth 
photograph shows it . .. the new Rossi 
.81 that has been specifically designed 
for the various Byron jet aircraft models. 
The photograph is a bit impressive. The 
engine in hand is most impressive. I’m 
sure you’ll hear a lot about this one in 
the near future. Just remember that you 
heard about it first in Model Builder. Not 
just this issue, but also the one of 
November 1982 when the development 
of the .81 was reported.

Guys, take care.. .  ·  * I

Electric........  Continued from page 31

shows how it is done, very simple.
What it all boils down to is following 

the directions in the Guillows kit for 
installing a glow motor, just substitute 
the electric motor. Addie was using a 
belt drive (3:1) Astro 020 so that she 
could use a large prop to clear the cowl 
on the P-26. Most of the models are 
direct drive, but this one has a huge 
cowl. As you can see, the kit is built 
stock, as is. Addie even covers it in tissue. 
The result is very good looking. A well 
built Guillows kit is to be taken seriously!
I keep thinking that these should fly very 
well with miniature R/C. such as the 
Cannon micro digital radio.

Tony and Addie have also started to 
use larger units in U-control. The photos 
show their stunters with the Astro 035. 
These are larger than the Guillows kits, 
about 30-inch span and 14 ounces. They 
are very good looking, and I sure wish 
Addie would make up some plans! They 
are made of balsa and tissue, fly on 26 to 
35 foot .008 steel lines, and will do the 
fu ll AMA stunt pattern. Addie, the 
designer and builder, calls them the 
"Little Star” . They look capable of star 
performance. These were flown at the 
IMS show, so those who were there had 
a chance to see electrics doing the stunt 
pattern. Neat!

The other hobby store I visited was 
Wilshire Model Center (213-828-9362), 
run by Hans and Maddy Weiss. This was

really interesting, as they carry all the 
German electric products, but I will save 
that for the next column, and give you 
more details then.

There are a few back items that I have 
to cover from previous columns, first, a 
boo-boo! The circuit that I ran in the 
January issue for charging a 16-cell pack 
from a Leisure Electronics digital charger 
had an error. Murphy strikes again! 
Bruce Klees, the designer of the circuit, 
sent me the correction, which appears 
here. The result of the boo-boo was that 
half the pack would not be charged, 
which would show up very fast when 
you tried to fly! Whoops!

I also said I would run a photo of 
Charles Hampton and his helicopter, 
then I forgot to do it! So, here is the 
photo. I understand that it tipped on 
takeoff, so the flight was only a few 
seconds long . . .  oh well. I’ll probably 
put mine on floats so that if (or when) it 
tips over, the damage will be minimal 
other than a dunking.

Finally, one more item . . .  I men
tioned that I had heard that you could 
use color negatives to do black and 
white prints in a column a couple of 
months back. Since then. I did a product 
review on the MRP electric hydro. Gary 
Kyes at MRP handed me a bunch of 
color negatives and said, “ Try it in black 
and white.”  I did, and it works! It turns 
out that Gary has been doing it that way 
for years!

All the photos for this column are 
from color negatives. If you have color 
photos, send me your color negatives, 
and I will do the black and white prints 
and return the negatives. That saves you 
the expense of doing the prints yourself, 
and the magazine gets the benefit of 
your photos.

For the photographers among you. I 
use grade F (glossy) Kodak Polycontrast 
RC paper (experiment with the filters for 
correct contrast), and Dektol (1:3 dilu
tion) for developing. Thanks Gary, for

the help.
As you can also see from the photos of 

the hydro, it moves! With an 05 motor 
and seven cells, it is doing close to 20 
mph. I found out that balance is critical 
for proper planing. The boat must be 
balanced two inches to the rear of the 
step. If it is nose heavy, it will plow, and 
you just won’t get the performance. 
Thanks again, Gary, for pointing that out 
to me too! If you are interested in 
hydros, contact MRP. 12702-D NE 124th 
St., Kirkland. WA 98033. (206) 823-8000.

Till next time, enjoy the wonderful 
variety in electrics! ·

Plug Sparks . . Continued from page 36

cylinder was attached to the crankcase 
with only two screws. Certainly didn’t 
take much work to disassemble this 
motor!

Like all small motors in 1940 that were 
made in small lots, it didn’t take Ohlsson 
very long to run all the rest off the 
market with his new Ohlsson 19. Only 
the Bantam as produced by Ben Shere- 
shaw was competitive (in many cases 
considered superior).
SKY CHARGER REVISITED

Every so often, much to this writer’s 
pleasure, someone takes the time to 
comment on the series of engines being 
featured by this column.

Last year, Robert Washburn of 25204 
45th Ave. South, Kent, WA 98031, wrote 
to say that if he had known that a column 
was going to be done on the Sky Charger, 
he coulcfhave added some color.

Bob recalls that while scratching 
around for definitive information on the 
Sky Charger, he received a four-sheet set 
of engineering drawings on this particu
lar engine. The date on the drawings is 
August 22. 1936, with the only name on 
them that of the draftsman J.D. Jones. 
However, from a machining and engine 
building standpoint, the drawings are
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Yea, the DRIVER PANEL provides complete 
control to light all glow plugs, single or twin 
in one neat package ( no tangled wires ). And 
you can count on the proven "DRIVER ACTION 
to get you going tast I 

“ 100% Solid State Circuitry
( ru n e  c o o l  A  e f f i c ie n t  -  b a t t e r y  la a t  A  la a t )

-  Hot plugs, even on weak bat.
( a  f a n t a s t i c  f e a t u r e  u n m a tc h e d  b y  o t h e r s )

-  Large high quality meter
( t e l l s  e x a c t  c o n d i t i o n  o f  y o u r  g lo w  p lu g  )

-  On Off & Fuel pump Switches
( p r a c t i c a l  c o n v e n ie n c e  w h e r e  i t  c o u n t s  )
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203 333 1717

■ K ·
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I
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__DRIVER PANEL (s) Assembled at $50-00 each.

Please P rin t Address Clearly

POSTPAID 
Add $2.00 for C.O.D.

Ct. Res. add sales tax.
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Address,

C ity State- .Z ip ,

■X
I
I
I
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N o r th e a s t  E n g in e e r in g
P .o . Box 6 2 0 1 F , B ridgeport, Ct. 0 6 6 0 6

not complete.
Regardless, Washburn has embarked 

on the process of manufacturing a 
limited quantity of Sky Charger repro
ductions. This is, of course, with the 
express permission of Bob Veir. succes
sor (along w ith Frank) to Reginald 
Denny Industries.

In his search for additional informa
tion , Robert contacted Larry Boyer, who 
had one of the few Sky Chargers in 
existence. However, very little info was 
elicited as Larry had sold the motor to 
someone who in turn traded it to some
one else. Bob was unable to get photos 
taken of this particular engine.

Bob then built a foundry utilizing Ed

Kelly’s son, Jim, an apprentice pattern 
maker, to make up a new crankcase 
attern. Then the fun started. Wash- 
urn’s experience as a foundryman was 

nil. This turned out to be a more difficult 
and exasperating project than learning 
to machine. To date, only five successful 
castings have been made!

Bob reports the distinct difference 
between the drawings he has and those 
produced in Model Builder are the nine 
machined and tapered cooling fins 
extending out 3/16 in. beyond the 
cylinder bypass lobe in the cylinder. Fins 
are 1-1/2 in. diameter. The cylinder 
heads are different in that his drawing 
has one tapered cooling fin machined

DAVIS DIESEL DEVELOPMENT ASKS:
----------------------D I D  Y O U  K N O W ? -----------------------

An O.S. 90. when Dieselized, turns an 18x8 prop at 6,500 rpm 
A Fox Eagle III .60, when Dieselized. turns a 16x6 prop at 7,500 rpm and provides 
spectacular performance in a 15 pound Aeronca C-3
A Nosen Mr. Mulligan on Tartan glow gave good performance; on the same engine 
Dieselized it was spectacular in performance on a 20x6 prop 
Anv Davis Dieselized engine will give you;

Quiet scale-like sound 
Low vibration

No radio interference Use of safe fuel, not explosive 
Dramatic power-to- Super economy. 2 min./ounce 
weight ratio____________  typical

•  No special tools required—installs in minutes
TRY THE NEW POWER EQUATION; THE DAVIS DIESEL HEAD PLUS YOUR 
SCHNEURLE ENGINE = IMPROVED PERFORMANCE AND ECONOMY1 CONVER
SION KITS AVAILABLE FOR MOST .020 to .90 SCHNEURLE-PORTED ENGINES. 
Send $1.00 and a self-addressed stamped envelope for information. Refunded 
against first purchase. 2 0 3 -8 7 7 -1 6 7 0
Davis Diesel Development Box 141 Milford. C T  06460________ after 7 p.m. E .S .T.
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on the head giving a total as shown in the 
Pond drawing.

Other minor differences appear in the 
timer bracket which seems to clamp 
around the steel extension of the main 
shaft journal. The drawings do not 
contain lines that would indicate a 
clamp arrangement and no clamping 
screw is detailed. However, Bob says he 
will make his engine with a clamp.

In conclusion. Bob says he derives 
great joy from machining model en
gines. His excitement is magnified by 
these research efforts on an engine. 
Furthermore, he enjoys exchanging 
information with other interested per
sons. More different ways to have fun! 
30 YEARS AGO. . .

Seeing that this column is headed up 
by the Walker Memorial Meet, why not 
write up Jim Walker? After all, Frank 
Macy has provided this columnist with 
some excellent material. Why improvise 
when you can plagiarize. Haw!

Any old timer worth his salt, regard
less of whether he ever flew control line 
or not, knows of Jim Walker, the fore
most promoter of control line flying. 
What most people don’t know is that he 
was born Nevilles E Walker on April 29, 
1905 (incidentally, the E was just an 
initial), in Tuolumne. California.

When he was five years old, the 
Walker family moved to Portland, Ore
gon where Jim made this city his home 
for the rest of his life.

Aviation always fascinated Jim. Even at 
an early age he was building and flying 
model aircraft, often constructing them 
for his neighborhood buddies. It was 
only natural for him to gravitate to flying 
real aircraft. However, a very stern 
mother put the kibosh on this idea of 
being a pilot.

Being a free soul, Jim surreptitiously 
built and flew a few full-size gliders. 
Came the day he crashed, mother found 
out, and Jim was permanently grounded.

W ith his interest in aviation still 
undeterred, Jim decided to go into 
model airplanes as a manufacturer. In 
1925, he formed a partnership with his 
brother, Bill, as Junior Models. This was 
later changed to Junior Aircraft. Jim 
couldn’t have hit the market at a better 
time as "Lucky Lindy” , Charles Lind
berg, successfully flew the Atlantic solo 
in 1927. This set o ff a trem endous 
aviation craze which benefited the tyro 
company immensely.

A year of many events in Jim’s life was 
1929. He married his childhood sweet
heart, Dora Williams. Then with his wife 
and brother, Bill, they were able to 
obtain financial backing leading to the 
formation of the American Junior Air
craft firm. The final major event was the 
advent of the Great Depression. What a 
time to get married and start a business! 
(Records show that one out of four small 
businesses failed in that unfortunate 
era.)

Depression or no depression, the 
American Junior Aircraft grew, increas
ing to the point where it was commonly 
called the "Model Airplane Capitol of 
the World” . With his A-J Interceptors,
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Ceiling Walkers, and folding wing cata
pult gliders, Jim was easily able to tap the 
department store trade . . .  in short, the 
toy industry, which could be extremely 
lucrative as was proven by Joe Ott.

Jim had a lot of ideas that he was 
constantly marketing. Not all were 
aviation oriented as he invented a light 
meter fo r photography (still in use 
today), modern potato chip packaging, 
and some ideas like the "balsa-ply”  
which failed. The latter idea consisted of 
a giant peeler type lathe which was to 
peel logs of balsa into veneer to form 
balsa-ply. Biggest problem was keeping 
the knives sharp as balsa is notorious for 
dulling the sharpest of tools. Another 
idea that died because of expensive 
tooling.

In 1940, Jim Walker hit it big with his 
Fireball, a partial pre-fab of a control line 
model designed around the popular 
Ohlsson 23. Again Jim’s tim ing was 
fantastic, as in two short years or less, 
America found itself embroiled in WWII. 
The immediate effect of this was to 
drastically curtail all free flight flying and 
reduce altitudes models were permitted 
to attain.

Control line flying was a natural 
substitute, as flying sites wereavailableat 
the nearest park, school yard, or open 
space. During those war years, control 
line continued to grow. Nobody in their 
right mind would have guessed just how 
great control line flying would become 
in popularity.

When the war had ended, the dike of 
reserve cash broke and control line 
flying became the craze. No longer did a 
contest sponsor have to try to attract the 
public to the outlying areas, airports, 
etc., when he could simply use the 
dozens of good parks to be found in any 
municipality.

Prizes like a full-size Piper Cub were 
given away to the lucky modelers who 
were prepared for this unexpected 
deluge of control line flying. Like all 
fads, control line finally subsided to the 
point where it has been universally 
accepted as a form of com petition 
flying.

With his idea of steam forming sheet 
balsa for fuselages, wings, etc., paying 
off in the form of A-J Pursuits, A-J 
Racers, etc., Jim acquired some time to 
travel around the country attending the 
Nationals, Plymouth meets, and other 
large contests where he would demon
strate how to fly Fireballs (three at a 
time!), gliders, and his popular Ceiling 
Walkers.

Radio also claimed Walker’s interest 
in the early stages. With his most enter
taining radio control lawn mower (which 
was used to chase spectators much to 
the amusement of the onlookers) a 
standard demonstration feature, there 
was no holding Jim back in R/C compe
tition. A look at the results of the early 
1945-50 Nats results show Walker always 
in the top three. Walker also had some 
ideas about radio, inventing a sounding 
system for control of a glider.

Frank Macy, who is writing the book

BEECHCRAFT SKIPPER: Quarter-Scale. 
90” wingspan. 1,200 sq. in. area, .90 or 
larger engines. Plans, $18.50 
O th e r  plans:
BEECHCRAFT BARON MODEL 58: 2 V  Scale 85 
wmgspan-1000 sq in (3) 3 x6 sheets $15 00 
Beechcraft Fin Insignia $2 00 
BEECHCRAFT BONANZA A36: 2 *  Scale-86 
wingspan-1300 sq m (3 )3x6 ’ ? sheels S17 50 
A d d  $ 2 .0 0  postage In s ide  U .S. &  Canada 
In c lu d e  $ 2 .0 0  fo r  p la n  ro lle d  In tu b e  
Overseas o rde rs  add  $ 1 0 .0 0  postage 
A la b a m a  res iden ts  a dd  6%  sales tax

BUD C A D D E LL
1525 Badham Dr.. Dept M. Birmingham. AL 35216 

205 822-4312
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Fireball in the Sky, a history of Jim 
Walker, estimates there must have been 
over 232million American Junior Models 
produced! This was over a period of 30 
years of experimenting, perfecting, and 
producing quality products.

Alas, the Head Timer in the Sky turned 
Jim's card in on March 12, 1958. Walker 
passed away at the tender age of 53. No 
question about it, we have missed his 
tremendous promotional talent!

An interesting sidenote turned up in 
Frank Macy’s letter mentioning some 
spinoffs occurring at American Junior. A 
recent interview with a nameless A-J 
employee reveals that the Pacific Coast
er as designed by Joe Weathers was 
produced in kit form by A-J. Only 74 kits, 
according to records, were produced.

This Pacific Coaster kit was something 
this writer has been unable to pin down 
until this time. With so few kits pro
duced, it was quite difficult to even 
ascertain if the Weathers Pacific Coaster 
was ever kitted. Learn something new 
every day!
SAM SALLIES 
SAM 35:

With the te rrific  amount of drive 
generated by Dave Baker, Alex Imrie, 
Ray Albans, and a host of other modelers 
dedicated to old timers, it is small 
wonder this particular segment of mod
eling is sweeping England like wildfire.

One of the most enterprising things 
that SAM 35 is coming out with fbesides 
their great SAM 35 newsletter) is the

NO TIME TO BUILD?
TRY OUR OLD TIME" F/F-R/C AIRCRAFT 

FULLY ASSEMBLED COMPONENTS

“KLOUD KING”

IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS & EXPERTS 
72" Span -  29 to .40 Engine Sue (Less Wheels)

2-3 Channel Operation, or F/F 
Ouahty Built Components of Balsa. Spruce & Ply 

Formed Spring Steel Landing Goar/Tail Wheel Assembly 
FULLY FRAMED -  UNCOVERED $149.95

Aik) S8 00 Sh*ppmg Manrk.ng
NEWI NOW IN KIT FORM WITH
FUSELAGE SIDES PRE BUILT $89.95

This is a fuB kit · AB components or*<ut 
Add S3 00 ShppmpiHiMstk.rie

All Λ /C Shipped U P S  Not# UTAH  R£$>D€NTS
BEEHIVE R/C MODEL AIRCRAFT CO ADD  Ä  SALSS TAX
BOX 744. LAYTON. UT 44041 O««*· ■*> m.'fad

SAM 35 Yearbook with 250 to 300 pages 
of goodies in a book format about the 
size of the Zaic Yearbooks. To top it off, 
this publication will feature a three- 
color hard cover! Articles in the book 
will include those by C.E. Bowden, R.H. 
Warring, Reg Parkam, Bob Copland, 
Mike Beach, Mike Kemp, ad infinitum. 
All facets of old timers are covered! 
Price will be 2.50 pounds or roughly $5 in 
U.S. dollars. Order from Dave Baker, 22 
Ellington Rd., Muswell H ill, London 
N10, England.

Those fellows visiting England would 
do well to call Dave at 01-883-9013. He 
has been of immeasurable help to 
fellows looking for a little fellowship in 
this hobby game.

Baker also reports SAM 35 put on a 
very successful First National O/T Model 
Exhibition at Shefford. If you don’t think 
there wasn't a real turnout, look at Photo 
No. 7 showing only a segment of the 
display. If you look hard enough, you 
can find just about every popular old 
timer represented.

In that same time, there were an 
interesting number of displays. Photo 
No. 8 is one that shows a compressed air 
tank out of plastic "T izem ”  bottles. 
Looks like Jack Humphries (builder) has 
gone Bert Pond one better. Bert had 
made quite a stir by making compressed 
air tanks out of aluminum beercans. The 
model, incidentally, is a 1930 Joe Ott 
C.A. design that appeared in the book 
written by Joe Ott in 1932.
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SOUTHERN PRO RETRACTS

SERVO

ACTUATED

FOR

RELIABILITY

Formerly:

PRO-LINE

and
SOUTHERN R/C

" I F  THE RADIO WORKS THE LANDING GEAR WORKS.
IF  THE RAD IO  DO ESN T  WORK. I T  DOESN'T M A TT E R "

SEE YOUR DEALER OR DISTRIBUTOR

DAVE BROWN PRODUCTS
4560 LAYHIGH RD.. HAM ILTON. OHIO 45013 Ph. (513) 738-1576

The Old Warden Bash sponsored by 
Aeromodeller suffered from high winds 
with a resulting low amount of entrants. 
However, the fo llow ing brave souls 
placed:
A. Danny Sheelds Twin Pusher Trophy 

(12 entrants)
1. Bob Walden
2. John Meaney

B. Rupert Memorial Trophy (Jackdaw) 
1. Don Knight

C. Chobham Trophy 
(Mass Launch Wakefield)
1. Peter Michel (Isis)

D. Junior Achilles (K.K.) (Under 16)
1. Dave Hardwick
2. Master Kemp
3. Gavin Welch

Photo No. 9 shows Chairman, SAM 35, 
Ray Alban's New Yorker as designed by 
Frank Zaic in full flight. Rubber models 
are extremely popular in England.
SAM 29:

We are indebted to “ Bo”  Buice for 
some excellent photos taken at the last 
Planesmen meet. Picked out as a good 
example of what SAM 29 is doing is 
Photo No. 10, depicting Richard Greer 
of Fort Worth holding a scaled up 
"Ethy” , a design by Richard Schumacher 
that appeared in the 1938 Zaic Yearbook. 
Powered by a K&B 35 and covered with 
orange silk, Dick has got himself a fine 
flyer for Class C.
AFRICA ROARS:

The above title is no joke as Jack 
Abbot of 223 General Hartzog Rd., 
Vereeniging, South Africa 1930, reports 
the club has had to expand the number 
of annual old timer meets to six!

Probably the best shot to arrive at this 
columnist’s desk is Photo No. 11 show
ing Len Edelstein displaying (with all due 
pride) his Valkyrie. Jack thinks this is a 
first in South Africa. Talk about your 
California fields, this photo could pass 
for Taft if it weren’t for the high grass.

Another Photo (No. 12) by Jack Abbot 
is of a fellow club member, Ben Boxall, 
with a rarely seen “ Draftee” . This design 
appeared in late 1941 Flying Aces just 
about the time the U.S. went to war. The 
long moment arm is an attractive feature 
of this model for long, smooth glides. 
Ben powered this model with an English 
P.A.W. 19 diesel.
SAM 46:

This is the latest SAM chapter to be 
formed in the north Florida area. Bob 
Nolan is quite enthusiastic about the fun 
reporting that 20 members were the 
nucleus. At every contest the members 
are out to try and get new converts.

Biggest problem sez Bob, is that they 
are spread so thin over the state. The last 
two contests were held at Jacksonville 
and the club's own field at Springhill 
(about 40 miles from Dunedin). So far 
the contests draw 10 to 15 entrants.

This is fine for openers, but Nolan 
feels the Old Timer contest scheduled 
for Melbourne, Florida in March or 
April should bring out a goodly amount 
of contestants.

Photo No. 13, showing Don Brimmer, 
certainly indicates there is no lack of 
enthusiasm in this new chapter. Seen in 
the picture is an Ohlsson powered 
Buzzard Bombshell, Super Cyclone 
powered Playboy Sr., an Ohlsson 23 
powered So Long, and a Dennymite 
powered Coovert Berryloid Finish Win
ner. This shot was taken at Jacksonville 
during the May meet.

Of course we couldn’t leave out the 
spark plug, Bob Nolan, as seen in Photo 
No. 14 with his Harold Coovert Berry
loid Finish Winner at Jacksonville. Might 
also mention we didn’t have space for 
another member, Tony Naples, as Nolan 
sent a group of photos.
SAM 82:

Another fairly new club, SAM Houston 
Chapter 82 informs this w riter they

started with 13 members. In less than six 
months, they have grown to 21 active 
fliers.

The October 31 meet in Pasadena, 
Texas, was a bit low in attendance, 
reflective of the windy day and season’s 
end. Jim Horner reports, at present, 
there are more members than models 
but there will be plenty of time before 
spring to get new ones built.

Burt Streigler reports the Houston 
R/C club has already locked up two 1983 
dates for Old Timer contests. SAM 82 
will assist in the running of these spring 
and fall meets.

Also, of interest is the news that the 
San Antonio group is planning more 
contests. Looks like a banner year for 
O/T flying in Texas!
SAM 39:

We have been remiss in reporting 
activities of SAM 39 and we have no 
excuses. We have been receiving their 
newsletter quite regularly, but unfortu
nately only a few photos. Note must be 
made of their successful contest at Plum 
Brook on November 7. As President Jack 
Ross says, “ The best way to sum up this 
contest is to say the temperatures were 
mild (sunny day), wind was marginal 
(horrendous), and the fliers were brave 
(crazy). All in all,a goodturnoutshowed, 
although not everyone flew. Surprising
ly. in spite of the wind, there were no 
major damages to airplanes. The worst 
hazard was the burrs collecting in our 
pants as a result of chasing downwind 
models unable to penetrate to the 
landing area.”

Results show Ralph Turner winning 
Class A-B, Art White copping Class C 
Ignition, Jack Ross taking Class C Glow, 
Antique, and Texaco events. Whew! 
Also noted were the "chickens”  (wise 
men) whose numbers totaled eight (no- 
shows). Next year will be better, men! 
RUBBER DAZE

With such good FAI rubber available, 
there has been a terrific stampede to the 
rubber events, both locally and at the 
Nationals. Bill Baker of Norman, Okla
homa sent a couple of shots taken at the 
recent AMA Nationals, Lincoln, Ne
braska.

Photo No. 15 is a horrible example of 
what could happen to you if you want to 
win bad enough. In theshotof Bill Baker 
(left) and George Perryman (right) the 
reader will note they used old-timers to 
compete against the modern boys in the 
Biplane Rubber Event. Baker reports the 
old timers fly better than ever with the 
extra wing. Baker used a standard Korda 
Wakefield using an 020 Replica Brook
lyn Dodger wing (long story, doesn’t 
want to talk about it, haw!), while 
George Perryman effectively enhanced 
his California Champ with a wing of his 
own design. They both flew just super!

Young lady in the middle is “ Miss 
Biplane” alias Melissa Groebe, daughter 
of Lou Groebe. She is a good modeler, 
winning two firsts in Pennyplane and 
P-30! Maybe some of the talent will rub 
off, fellows!

Baker also sent in Photo No. 16 show-
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FRANCIS S M ITH ’S SHIP YARD
BOX M 8 N O R W O O D . PA. 19074

(AS FEATURED IN  MODEL B U ILD E R  M A G A ZIN E )

95’ PATROL BOAT
4 8 ”  L O N G  10.5"  B E A M  P r i c e  $ 2 5 0 . 0 0

85 'HARBOR TUG
3 6 "  L O N G  10 .5"  B E A M  P r i c e  $ 2 2 5 . 0 0

All mood kits saun from aircraft quality birch plyuood, spruce and first-grade balsa...one piece 
plyuood Keel, plyuood Bulkheads, plyuood Main, middle and Bottom Decks. ..All plyuood Super
structure.. .HARBOR TUG: Balsa planked; PATROL BOAT: Plyuood sheeted...Portholes, Stanchions, 
Guard Rails, Rudders, Tiller Arms, Skegs, Struts, Stuffing Boxes, Drive Shafts, Propellers and 
Fittings are furnished...All Deck harduare is pre-cut, ready to assemble from detailed drauings. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, SEND SASE INCLUDES SHIPPING U.S.A.

ing Pond with his four-year-old twin 
pusher he has been carting around to 
the various SAM Champs. Shades of Erie 
Moorhead! Thisyear.the old man finally 
flew it, getting th ird  place with an 
untried model. Gettum next year!
THE WRAP-UP

Received a most disconcerting letter 
from Frank Fisher, 14718 “ O ’’ Circle, 
Omaha, NE 68137, wherein the Oma- 
hawks R/C club are being sued for a 
financial settlement resulting from our 
equipment generating and dissemi
nating a high frequency noise. When 
you consider the site is over a half-mile 
from the plaintiff and the club’s noise 
abatement program is much stricter 
than AMA standards, this is no time to 
laugh. Some lawyer has possibly found 
another pot of gold at the expense of 
someone’s hobby.

The Omahawks have spent well over 
$3,000 in court costs already. They need 
help! This could affect you! If you have a 
couple of dollars to spare, send them to 
Frank. Every little bit helps! ·

R/C Auto . . . .  Continued from page 49

Today, most all 1/8 cars can handle 
good amounts of horsepower. My first 
experience of racing with a 1/8 car that 
could take all the power I could feed it 
was with a Delta Super). Now. both the 
Delta Eagle and the Associated RC500 
(both suspension cars) can transfer all

the power the strongest 21s can put out 
straight to the track and be easy to drive 
to boot. This is the way I see off-road 
racing having to go: development of 
chassis that can take wild amounts of 
power, yet remain light and durable. 
And don’t tell me that the off-road cars 
have to be heavy to survive the pound
ing they take. At least don't do so until 
you see the tremendous punishment 
both the RC500 and the Eagle can take 
without shedding parts.

The other concern I have about off
road is that it is changing so quickly. 
Trick this, trick that, big buck wowies. 
When I build a race car, I like to think 
that after a little fine tuning it will be a 
competitive piece for a season at the 
least. I have never had a race car that was 
competitive for less than a full season: in 
most cases they are competitive for a 
couple of seasons of racing. With the 
off-road cars it seems like it takes an 
awful lot of new stuff to stay current and 
running strong. When it comes right 
down to it. I suppose I am a little  
concerned that off-road is potentially a 
fad thing that will price itself out of 
existence. I sure hope not. but I seethe 
potential for a serious problem, and the 
place to attack this problem is with the 
off-road rules. At this time the rules are. 
in my estimation, terrible. Uh. possibly 
that is worded too strongly as parts of the 
rules are OK. but there are sections that 
promote obsolescence and rising racing 
costs.

As for a bright spot in the off-road 
scene. I am looking for Associated to 
introduce some sanity into the proceed
ing with an off-road car designed from 
scratch for the sole purpose of covering 
rough ground in thesmoothest.quickest 
way possible. At this time they have 
prototypes out and racing: by the time 
this article hits the stands, many of you 
will have seen pre-production examples 
at a trade show.

I have absolutely no idea how well the 
Associated car works, there is even a 
remote chance it will be a load, but if 
they can do in off-road what they did in 
1/12 road racing with the RC12E. we can 
all have access to a competitive car right 
out of the box, one that has already been 
developed to a high state of tune, and 
needs only-minor detailing before going 
racing. And if that happens, look out. 
I'm going off-road!
NEXT M ONTH

I promise to have an article on the new 
Delta Super Phaser. I still haven't com
pleted my own (waiting for a Novak road 
pack to install) but word is out that the 
car is hot.
AND AFTER TH A T.. .

I have an interesting (well. I think it 
will be) couple of articles coming up. all 
having to do with what I will probably 
call the Leftover Special. Seems that 
Associated has quite an assortment of 
what are leftover spares for their RC100 
and RC200 cars. Rather than watch this 
stuff gather dust on the shelves, they
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VL-102
ELECTRIC

PROPULSION
SYSTEM

Send 
50C for 
complete 
illustrated 
CATALOG FAST

CHARGE
CONSISTENT

PERFORMANCE

QUIET OPERATION -  permits Hying most anywhere-
clty parks, front yards, etc
LIGHT WEIGHT -  0z. - but powerful enough lor
models weighing up to 10 oz
INSTANT STARTING -  no priming, no continuous
flipping of prop to s tart
MORE EFFICIENT -  lower rpm - lower running cost. 
CLEANER -  no fuel to mess up your plane,

1 PRODUCTS
7871 ALABAMA AVENUE . #16
CANQGA PARK . CALIF 8130A

have put together a kit called the RC150. 
and it is designed as a pure club racer. 
Nothing fancy or exotic, just a solid car 
for weekend racing.

The great thing about this kit is the 
price, only $75.00 for a basic kit less 
engine, radio, and body! If you want a 
motor to go with it, spring for $100.00. 
and they will kick in with a Veco 19 that 
has a heatsink head but no carb. Order 
yours with the m otor. . . don’t race with 
it, instead sell it to an RC guy that flies 
airplanes, even without a carb it is worth 
more than $25.00

Cot a little off-track there, but Asso
ciated is sending an RC150 to the DRT, 
and the plan is to build it up with stuff 
that is leftover from some of our older 
race cars, the same kind of equipment 
that you ought to be able to pick up used 
from racers in your area. I'll show you 
how to get into 1/8 racing for not much 
money at all if you can just shop around 
a little.
SHORT SHOT

In the test of the Associated RC500. I 
really dumped on the stock shocks 
supplied in the kit. but now theoptional 
shocks are available, and they look very 
good. Excellent machining is evident on 
all pieces, they are easy to assemble, and 
they are properly designed with the 
shock piston operating in pure oil 
instead of an air/oil mix as in many 
others.

I have assembled a set of four of these 
shocks, and just as soon as possible I plan 
to take the RC500 out for a practice

SCALE -1/5 STAND-OFF SCALE 
WINGSPAN-94* ENG.-2.1 to 4.2 cu.m, 

t  50 SQ. FT. ROLLED PLANS (2 SHEETS) 
I  (NO SPECIAL COWL) $30 “  P.P. U.S.A. 

Send Check or Money Order to:
C.J. WASSERMAN

13640 S. WALL LAKE DELTON. Ml 49046

C.J.M. PLANS
session. The car is now running on a set 
of Delta shocks, and it works very well. 
We'll pul in a few runs with the car as
is. then switch to the new Associated 
shocks for a direct comparison. For now. 
I suspect that if you are using Delta 
shocks on an RC500 it would be a good 
idea to let somebody else spring for the 
$60.00 asking price for a set of four new 
shocks before tossing a very good set of 
used shocks. However, if your RC500 is 
still running around on stock shocks, rip 
those camels off the car and install these 
new numbers . . . You probably won't 
believe the difference! ·

Peanut.......... Continued from  page 53

Madison Ave.. New York, NY 10022. This 
is a historical book covering most of the 
famous planes and pilots, and has nice 
color sideviews of the airplanes covered 
plus smaller scale views of the other two 
aspects of the aircraft.

A great book for color schemes, 
(accurate and dated) with three-, four-, 
or five-views of all the important WWII 
airplanes is Aircraft of World War Two. 
by Bill Gunston, published by Crescent 
Books, a Division of Crown Publishers, 
Inc.. One Park Avenue, New York, NY 
10016. This book will give you all the 
color and configuration detail you could 
desire if famous WW-II airplanes are 
your bag.

A book that has superb three-views of 
a specialized group of airplanes is The 
Aircraft of the Swiss Air Force Since 1914. 
by Jakob Urech, drawings by Emil Hun- 
ziker. translated by Leo Kaufmann and 
Roland H in ch liffe , published and 
printed in 1975 by Verlag Th. Gut and 
Co.. CH-8712 Stafa ZH. Both the Air
force Museum in Dayton. Ohio and the 
National Aerospace Museum in Wash
ington D.C. handle this book in their 
sales area.

Another nice source of specialized 
three-views is The Speed Seekers, by 
Thomas G. Foxworth published by 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., New York. 
This book is a good source of three- 
views and photos of racing and record 
setting airplanes for the years from 1919 
to 1926.

There are a lot of sources for three- 
views available besides those mentioned

above. The Observer's Book of Aircraft. 
by William Green is a nice source that is 
published every year by Frederick 
Warne & Co. Ltd.. London, England. It 
has most of the new. important aircraft. 
It is a small book and the three-views are 
also small, but it provides a lot of new 
subjects for the scale enthusiast at 
relatively low cost.

Model builders who are dyed-in-the- 
wool scale fanatics will not be satisfied 
with a single source, but a single three- 
view should be enough documentation 
for all but national or international 
contests.

This is especially true in view of the 
fact that airplanes are seldom if ever 
built exactly like the first three-view 
drawn, and three-views are seldom if 
ever brought up to date by aircraft 
companies or home builders. This was 
forcefully brought to my attention by a 
visit with Bill Hannan recently. He had a 
new design taking shape on his drawing 
board, a batch of photos of the air
plane, and at least five three-views. All of 
the three-views had errors, and not a 
single three-view or photo showed the 
air inlets at the front of the cowl. Well, 
c'est la guerre and model building isstill 
fun. ·

R/C Boats . . . .  Continued from  page 47

low transom, water will enter the center 
radio compartment when the boat is run 
in reverse.

There is one aspect of scale model 
electric boats that the Jackson Outboard 
could certainly provide a new direc
tion. Why not scale outboard cabin 
cruisers? There are numerous oppor
tunities to model full-size boats in the 
eighteen to twenty foot range that use 
outboard motors for power. When a 
cabin cruiser design, it would be pos
sible to employ a larger battery source 
like a gel cell battery. This would allow 
for longer engine runs. The cabin cruiser 
design would also allow for use of the 
reverse capability of the motor because 
the transom would be sufficiently high 
to allow the boat to be maneuvered in 
reverse without having water wash over 
the stern. There certainly are many 
possibilities for use of the Jackson 
Outboard in scale model boating 
activities.
ANOTHER NEW ITEM FROM OCTURA

Taking note of the success that some 
model boaters have experienced using a 
reworked X-445 propeller on their 3.5 
outboard tunnel boats. Octura Models 
now has available an X-442 that will fit 
the K&B 3.5 Outboard w ithout any 
modifications. I have recently tried the 
X-442 on my 3.5 tunnel and found it to 
work equally as well as the reworked 
X-445. This X-442 prop is still quite a large 
prop for the 3.5 outboard, and to get 
optimum performance from the prop, it 
may be necessary to run the engine 
higher on the transom. I found that by 
removing about 1/16 inch from the 
trailing edge of this prop, my engine 
would keep up its rpm better through
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the corners. The X-442 should prove to 
be an excellent propeller for the 3.5 
outboard.
NOW YOU CAN “ UNSTUFF” IT

Golden West Fuels, Inc.. P.O. Box 
6400, Woodland Hills, CA 91365, pro
vided me with a sample of their Ultra 
Super Solvent for use in removing 
unwanted bonds or messes made with 
any of the cyanoacrylate adhesives. The 
substance comes in a two fluid ounce 
plastic bottle and is non-toxic.

I’ve had an opportunity to try out 
Ultra Super Solvent and it really works 
great. While putting together a plastic 
model car. my son Paul managed to get 
some Hot Stuff on our kitchen table. As 
per the directions. USS was applied and 
allowed to sit for a minute. A cloth was 
then used to wipe off the Hot Stuff. The 
wife was happy, even though the Hot 
Stuff really wasn’t noticeable. I also used 
the material to help in the removal of a 
sponson strip which I had Hot Stuffed on 
my 3.5 tunnel. USS was applied to an 
exposed edge and allowed to soak. 
After a minute, I slid my knife blade 
between the two pieces and gently 
began lifting thestrip and applying more 
USS as the piece came loose. Using this 
process, the strip was removed from the 
sponson without any damage to thestrip 
or the sponson bottom. Neat stuff to 
have around the workshop if you’re into 
instant glues.
HIGH PERFORMANCE CARB 
FOR .65 ENGINES

One of my racing buddies, Gary Jen- 
sen, decided there had to be a better 
carburetor for his OPS 65 . . .  so he 
developed one himself. Although Gary 
may not be known by many folks outside 
of the Northwest, he is one of the most 
respected model boat racers in this 
region. In fact, we usually give Gary a bad 
time because his son, David, is often the 
recipient of more model boating acco
lades than Gary.

Gary's company, Metal Concepts. 
Inc., produces a variety of items made 
from different metals for commercial 
use in business and industry. With this 
type of production capability, making a 
high performance carburetor for model 
boating application wasn’t all that d iffi
cult. The carb body is heat treated 
aircraft alloy aluminum made to fit an 
OPS 65. and it can be sleeved to other 
sizes. The barrel is brass with a .390 bore. 
The carb is designed so that control 
linkage can be taken off either the left or 
right side. The fuel intake may also be 
rotated 360 degrees to fit d ifferent 
requirements.

This carb has been successfully tested 
under race conditions for the past racing 
season and Gary believes it is superior ro 
the stock carburetor. Metal Concepts. 
Inc. has a guarantee you can't argue 
with. If you're not satisfied you get your 
money back. Of course, you also have to 
give back the carb.

To purchase this carb. send $39.95 plus 
$2.50 for mailing and handling to Metal 
Concepts, Inc., 10635 N.E. 123, Kirkland. 
WA 98033. Residents in Washington 
need to add six percent for sales tax.

Johnnie Casburn's

Super Lucky Fly II

Super Lucky Fly II fo r .45 to .65

L IS T ...$ 109.95 SPECIAL___$ 89.95

Little  Super Lucky Fly II fo r .35  to .45

LIST...S 99.95 SPECIAL ....$  84.95 
Prices Subject to  Change W ithout Notice.

•  "Ready-Built" fuselage
•  Pre-finished wing ready to 

join
•  Wing covered w ith 1/64" 

plywood
•  Easy to build /  Easy to fly
•  Excellent Plans

•  Lots of Hardware and 
Accessories

Johnnie Casburn Manufacturing Co.
5821 E Roseaaie. Fort Worth. IX 76112 
Day 817/451 1570- Night 817/572 1452

While you’re at it. include an extra dollar 
and ask for their list of model boating 
hardware. MCI has a line of high quality 
running hardware for Sport 40 and R/C 
Unlimited applications.
ANOTHER VIEW ON SKILL LEVEL 
GROUPING FOR MODEL BOATING

Ed Ryalen of Coral Springs, Florida 
had some things to say regarding com
ments made a number of issues back 
about separation of experts and be
ginners at national boating events.

"/ recently read your article in the 
October issue of Model Builder. My 
partner. Louis Pinasco. and myself at
tended the I.M.P.B.A. Internals in Or
lando. Florida this past August. The 
problem of having novice race drivers 
(such as myself) competing with experi
enced competitors was extremely ob
vious. It made for some very unbalanced 
and unfair races.

"The experienced drivers were really 
the ones who were handicapped as 
many of the accidents were caused by 
inexperienced boat handlers. I also 
believe that many of our less experi
enced boaters refrain from entering 
both local and national events as they 
are uncomfortable competing with the 
superstars.

’’/ heartily concur with your thinking 
about the need for an advancement 
system. Our new I.M.P.B.A. president. 
Cus lohnson. is a close friend, and I 
in tend to recommend to him club 
legislation aimed at achieving this goal. I 
believe this could be one of the strong
est single steps towards furthering the 
development of our hobby/sport."

Thanks Ed for sharing your thoughts 
on this topic. I've certainly discovered 
there is interest on both sides of this 
issue. I wish you success in your efforts 
with I.M.P.B.A.

Jerry Dunlap. 119 Crestwood Dr. S.W.. 
Tacoma. WA 98498. ·

Duplex......... Continued from  page 45

way in the direction opposite the locked 
aileron turn, you are back to being able 
to turn in both directions, though 
naturally, more so in one than in the 
other. If you have a dual rate equipped 
transmitter, you would want to be in

RUBBER STRIP
FAI RUBBER. Made in U.S.A.

SIZES. 1/4". 3 /16 ". 1/8", 3 /32 ".
1/16", by 1mm th ick (. 042 ").
BOXED 16 ounces o f  rubber per box. 
PRICE: $ 1 2 5 0  per box. ppd  in U.S.A.

PIRELLI 3mm o n ly : $ 1 8 .0 0 ppd

KSB TIMERS
FUEL SHUTOFF 
30 SEC. $11.95 
6 MIN. DT

$11.95

SEND 5 (k F O R  1982/83 CATALOG

8%
,KSB~ an sm,_ -mi..·.

F. A . I .  M o d e l  S u p p l y

“ high" at this time.
The same applies for the elevator. A 

fully deflected and locked half elevator 
can be overcome with full stick move
ment in the opposite direction, with 
similar effects of both the main control 
stick and the trim as described for the 
ailerons.

The final proof was to turn off both 
aileron and elevator at full deflection. 
Again, the stick was cranked completely 
over which brought the airplane back to 
straight and level. Admittedly, this is 
awkward flying, with a different control 
technique being required, but a safe 
landing is not beyond the skill of any 
reasonably experienced R/C pilot.

The additional cost mentioned con
sists of the priciy of another receiver 
(naturally, it must be tuned to the 
transmitter with which it is to be used), a 
battery pack, switch harness, and two or 
three extra servos. This can add con
siderably to the total price of any R/C 
project, but I don’t advocate this system 
for your average Sunday flying airplane, 
though it should be a consideration for 
any scale or large airplane in which 
you’ve already got a substantial time and 
money investment. Think of the extra 
equipment as insurance.

In addition, there is a bonus of sorts 
. . . which will have a bearing in some 
applications. That being the fact that you 
use two servos on the main flight con-
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trols, already common practice in large 
airplanes anyway, so that the actual 
additional cost is only that of a receiver 
and battery.

My latest project to be so equipped is 
a Great Planes Quarter-Scale “ Cosmic 
Wind” , as shown in the photos. This 
airplane represents a fair amount of 
bucks, and an unbelievable mount of 
sanding time alone, not to mention all of 
the other hours involved in its construc
tion. Someday, it will go, as all airplanes 
do, but I don 't want it to be over 
something preventable. Before the 
in itia l fligh t, and periodically after, 
everything is checked, and double 
checked, and only when everything is A- 
OK do we take to the air.

Everything in the Cosmic Wind was 
chosen with an eye to longevity,starting 
with the transmitter. The Kraft KP-7C 
used has long ago established itself as a 
reliable design, the MKIII version used is 
the latest one, featuring servo reversing, 
dual rates, a roll button, and a dual 
battery voltage/RF output meter which I 
really like. The batteries have been well

tested, and a considerable amount of 
flying, all trouble free, was done with a 
test airplane before the Cosmic Wind 
was put in the air under its control. This 
transmitter hasalways worked flawlessly;
I have developed a lot of faith in it.

For airborne equipment, I chose 
Novak Electronics components, with the 
NES-2, the larger Novak servos. I have 
done a tremendous amount of flying 
with Novak equipment since the incep
tion of this company, and have learned 
to trust and respect its products. But 
again, nothing was left to chance, all of 
the components were subject to many 
air hours, with the companion KP-7C, in 
other more expendable airplanes prior 
to their installation in the Cosmic Wind.

I have not tested all existing receivers 
in this application; there is a possibility 
of interference from one to the other 
when they are operated in close physical 
proximity such as this. This extraneous 
coupling can easily be detected with a 
scope, but for the nontechnician with
out one, a perfectly workable method 
exists. Set up a test range using one 
receiver with one servo and establish a 
maximum antenna-down or antenna
less distance. Then place another re- 
ceiver/servo in about the same relative 
position as it will go into in the airplane, 
turn it on, and again check the range. 
There should be little, if any, reduction 
in distance.

The position of the receiver antenna 
w ill have some effect on this; they 
should be separated as much as possible. 
Install the receivers, with as much 
distance as possible between them, so 
that the antenna exit the fuselage on 
opposite sides, if you have a skinny 
fuselage, then go to opposite tips of the 
horizontal stabilizer. In fatter fuselages, 
they can be installed completely in
ternally. In my Cosmic Wind, they run in 
plastic tubes along opposite sides of the

fuselage. Back in the tail cone, where 
they would meet if allowed to travel 
along the sides, one goes to the bottom, 
the other to the top. As previously 
mentioned, make a one system range 
check, then a comparison check with 
both systems operating after final instal
lation in the aircraft.

Still, with an eye towards maximum 
possible reliability in everything elec
tronic, I am using SR batteries to power 
the airborne systems. These are relative
ly new arrivals in the R/C field. They are 
advertised as aerospace quality Ni-Cds, 
and are endowed with a lot of qualities 
desirable for R/C use. I have flown and 
tested SRs extensively, and am com
pletely convinced of their high quality. 
A definite and easily understood plus in 
the ir favor is the fact that they are 
capable of consistently higher output 
capacity than other cells of the same size 
and weight. This is a bonus anytime, but 
certainly an important consideration in 
all large aircraft with their higher servo 
current consumption. They have some 
definite mechanical advantages over 
standard Ni-Cds as they are claimed not 
to develop a cell memory, and to hold 
their charge better in the interim period 
between charge and use. I have installed 
two SR-900 flat packs in the Cosmic 
Wind; they've performed flawlessly, and 
have become a most important part of 
the electronic package.

Obviously, it takes two switches. How 
you mount them will depend on the 
type furnished with your system, and the 
accessory hardware available for them. 
Rather than have two knots or levers 
sticking out of the airplane, I mounted 
the two in tandem, with a connecting 
wire link between them, and a single 
push-pull wire coming out of the fuse
lage side. Neat, and not gaudy . . .  how
ever, the choice is yours.

Here is a hint for the mounting of 
switches in these larger aircraft. If the 
switch is mounted internally, with a wire 
pushrod to actuate it, keep the wire 
short and mount the switch close to the 
fuselage side. There have been cases of 
crashes caused by radios going dead in 
the air, which were found with turned 
o ff switches amongst the rubble. I 
believe that if the wire is long enough, it 
can set up enough vibration at certain 
engine speeds to actuate the switch. This 
is one theory that I am not going to test; 
it’s best to have an airplane in one piece 
than to prove I’m correct.

Now, as to tying the flight controls to 
the servos. Nothing new or exotic here! 
The throttle and rudder connection in 
the Cosmic Wind are normal: a flex 
cable for the former, and pull-pull nylon 
covered steel cable (Prather Products) 
for the latter. The difference is in the 
ailerons and elevators. The ailerons are 
actually standard torque tube and push- 
rod arrangements, however, you will 
need two servos that rotate in the same 
direction. The elevator gets a slighly 
different treatment as there are two 
ways to go. I am using a two piece 
elevator, two horns, two pushrods, and
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of course, two servos. This does require 
servos whose travel is identical through
out their entire travel range, which has 
not been a problem with the Novaks I 
have used. However, a local friend who 
has also flown this dual system did 
mention that he had problems matching 
acceptable servos with his d ifferent 
brand system. There is also another 
point which has been mentioned to me 
as undesirable associated with a two 
piece elevator such as this. And that is 
the rolling effect that will occur in some 
cases with only one side of the elevator 
moving. True, and it is noticeable to a 
slight degree on the test airplane at high 
angles of climb with a good head of 
steam built up, but I don’t consider it a 
problem, as the idea at the time of radio 
failure is not to fly the new turnaround 
pattern, but to get back on the ground 
safely.

Both problems of the two piece eleva
tor and the rolling effect disappear, 
along with one horn and one pushrod, 
with the installation of a new device 
from C.B. Associates. It is called a "Servo 
D oubler” , a small, lightweight unit 
made especially to couple the output of 
two servos, with a single pushrod then 
going to the control surface. The device 
does not require perfectly matched 
servos either, and w ill continue to 
operate with only one, in the event of 
the loss of one servo in any position. It 
can be used with the dual system as 
described here, or simply to join two 
servos driven from a single receiver 
output to obtain more power or added 
reliability.

My reason for not applying the dual 
servo idea to the rudder in the Cosmic 
Wind is that this airplane, as with most 
low wingers, is more effected by the 
ailerons than by the rudder. However, 
with a high wingerthisisnotalwaystrue, 
the rudder will often have more effect 
than the ailerons, and if the rudder were 
to lock at full movement, it might render 
the model uncontrollable. The C.B. 
Associates Servo Doubler would be a 
must for a dual servo driven rudder, 
otherwise you'd have to resort to split
ting the rudder either in half by area, or 
vertically, having each side move out
wards only for control. Don’t bother; 
use a Servo Doubler.

Installation of the rest of the radio 
gear is normal. .. follow the instructions 
provided by its maker. Charge, check 
once more to see that left is left, up is up, 
etc., check the range again, and enjoy 
. .. secure in the knowledge that the 
most common R/C equipment fault, an 
airborne system failure, is not going to 
cause rekitting of your latest effort. ·

Electronics . . . Continued from  page 39

pulse control switch for electrics. There 
were a number of letters in response to 
the Mueller circuit, so we know there is 
interest in such items amongst our 
readers. Yours is a slightly d ifferent 
approach so we are presenting it also

0 ^  JOHN POND ^  
Old Time Plan Service

The largest selection of plans in the world at the most 
reasonable prices. Each list $1.00

All 4 for $3.00
No. 13 OLD TIMER F/F GAS
No. 13 OLD TIMER RUBBER/TOW LINE
No. 13 OLD TIMER FLYING SCALE A through K
No. 13 OLD TIMER FLYING SCALE L through Z
New plans prices effective Nov., 1982 - Nov., 1983 

P. O. Box 3215 
San Jose, Calif. 95156 

Phone (4081 292-3382
(see diagram) for those who that find it 
more suitable for their particular needs.

The only thing that I might add, for 
those who have never done so, is that the 
electronics parts houses carry complete 
kits, from material to chemicals, plus 
instructions, for making printed circuit 
boards. Of course the circuit can also be 
wired on a perf board, with slightly 
larger results. And also, the NE-544 servo 
1C is available both from Ace R/C and 
Royal Electronics.

In reading your opening paragraph, 
Floyd, I had to reflect a moment back to 
the "Mac 5”  days, and trying out the 
latest circuits and ideas from "G rid  
Leaks” . I also wondered how many of 
the present generation of solid-state 
electronics technicians will read it and 
think, "Hmm, I wonder what’s a grid?” 
And how many will think "What’s a 
WCN?”
ELECTRONIC SWITCH RELAY

I had a letter from David Shook, 
Brighton, who is apparently taking 
advantage of his building season to work 
on some electronic projects. He in
quired about the type of relay to use in 
Fritz Mueller’s Electronic Switch circuit 
in our January issue.

Well David, I would say that any 5 to 6 
volt DC relay with points adequate to 
handle the switched voltage and current 
would work. Fritz gives us only one 
rating, 1 amp at 125 VAC for the contacts, 
for the Radio Shack relay that he used. In 
looking over the available relays in the 
catalog. I would guess that he used a 275- 
215 relay. However, the 1983 catalog lists 
a couple of new relays which should 
work, and which have some features 
worth considering. The No. 275-240 is 
the smallest, has a 5 volt coil and the 
same contact rating that Fritz specified. 
A slightly larger one, also 5 volts, with a 
better contact rating, is No. 275-243. The 
latter is the most attractive, current wise, 
as it’s coil only needs 72 mA, compared 
with 90 for the -240, and 100 for the -215.

An even more attractive relay, from 
the standpoint of it’s current consump
tion, is No. 275-004. It is OK on the 
contact ratings, and is stated to have a 
typical current drain of only 12 mA, at 6 
to 9 volts. Though it’ll probably pull a 
few more mils at 5 volts, and might

W in g  S p a n -  - 7 8 ) "
W in g  A r e a - -5 6 «  S q "

·/ '  j v s n / v t  

The SENSOAR glider
A  H O B B Y  H O R N  E x c lu s iv e !  · A  H O B B Y  H O R N  K i t !  
T h e  S E N S O A R  G l id e r  k i t  is  a  h ig h  q u a l i t y  k i t  w i t h  
M a c h in e  c u t  l  s a n d e d  p a r t s .  S e le c t  q u a l i t y  b a ls a  
a n d  s p r u c e .  D e ta i le d  p la n s ,  a n d  w r i t t e n  in s t r u c t io n s .  
F o r  T H E R M A L  o r  S L O P E  o r  05 E L E C T R IC  P O W E R .

VALUE PRICED a t $ 1 6 .0 0

P l  IV S e m i - K i t s  Combined w ith  fu ll stnpwood  
and plan. (Now tncl. Wire. Wtndow. etc. M at.) 
(Note: These may be purchased jus I as semi- 
k its . o r  w ith  plans- -w rite  o r  call fo r  p rices .)

1936 Buccaneer-84--SSI; 1938 Clipper MK l-72"~$39
1937 Dallaire Spts’er- 108"-S6l. 1940 Ranger-4«-- $27
1939 M ercury-72"--$56; 193S Miss America-84"— $59 
1941 Playboy Jr.-S4"--S29; 1941 Playboy Sr-80"-$46
1938 Power House-84" — $43; 1940 Sailplane-78"-- $74
1940 So Long-50"—$28; 1938 Trenton Terror-72"-$32
1939 Zipper-54"—$48: 1939 Korda Wakefield-44” - $17139 Zippei
~qjpwvf r r  UÓDEL CO Sem'i-kils dombineJ w’stnp

1936 Flying Quaker-84"-S49; 1937Quaker Flash-«r$38
1937 Lon ft Cabln-78"-$42. 1937 A ir Chief-βΓ ---$40

S T R U C K 'S  1 9 4 0  74" Span. 835 Sq. in .

new ruler SEMI-KIT (Plan In c l.)  533.00 
Combo (Fu ll) K it-  ------- 563.00

SCALE PLANS and
S 50 HEINKEL HE-100D.

DRAWINGS
62“ . .60s 510.00

$2.00 PP/ 1st Class 
A copy w ill be sent 

free--whon requcatcd- 
w ith nn o rder.________

SHIPPING AND HANDLING: 
Up to $8.00 add $1.50.
$8.01 to $20.00 add $2.25. 
$20.01 to $45.00 add $3.00. 
$45.01 to $70.00 add $3.50. 
and over $70.00 add $4.00. 
CA Addressees add 6% tax. 
Send MO. V lsn/M C (*+Exp.) 
o r Check (allow up to 30 

-  days fo r chock clearance.) 
fi COD-Exact Charges ♦ $1.50 
Γ Hdl. (Cash O n lv ) [A ll UPS] * I

HOBBY HORN 
••hobby specialties·* 

15173 Moran Street ( B 1 
P.O. Box 2212 

Westminster. Ca 92683 
(71«) 893 8311 
(71«) 895 1203

require a slight adjustment of the spring 
tension (just like in the old days, guys!), 
but it should operate reliably on 5 volts.

Good luck David, be sure and pass 
along the results of your experiments 
with us.
FUTUBA DUAL RATE & SERVO REVERSE

I want to share with you a very nice 
letter from Mr. David Burwell, of San 
Jose, CA:

“ The circuit you printed in the January 
issue of Model Builder looks like it 
might solve the problem I ’ve had with 
my helicopter, that of blowing the glow 
plug out at idle, with this I can turn on 
an onboard starter and glow plug ener
gizer, really trick.
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...Sullivan for the
Sure, Safe Start

Stop putting up with hard starting engines. Start 
looking into famous Sullivan Hi-Tork Starters for 
fast, sure starts — every time.

You can choose from 2/5 to 1 hp., 12 to 24 volts, 
and torques from 230 in./oz. Every engine start is 
fast and sure, whether it’s fo r airplanes, heli
copters, boats or cars.

Each Sullivan starter has bu ilt-in  safety features, 
such as a hand guard that helps keep your hand 
from slipping into the propeller, and an offset 
safety switch behind a flat plate that prevents 
accidental starts or rolling over when the starter is 
at rest. A thick, rubberized plastic electrical cord 
provides optimum conduction and long service 
life.

We're so confident you'll prefer our starters to 
anyone else's. that we back them with a two-year 
guaranty against defects in workmanship.

It’s time to put Sullivan “ power" to work. Get 
your Sullivan starter now  for years of safe, trouble- 
free starts.

See you r  dealer today, or write  fo r  comple te  
catalog.

WARNING to all Modelers: Do Not Fly Near 
Overhead Power Lines

P R O D U C T S  1 North Haven Street, Ρ.Ο. Box 5166, Baltimore, MD 21224 ·  (301) 735-3500

CONTACT!

“ This is something you might have 
seen before, but I thought I ’d send it 
anyway. Now, not having the money for 
a 'trick' radio, one with all the bells and 
whistles, I've tried to add as many of the 
’tr ick ' features to my stock Futuba 
FP-T4L transmitter. The circuit below is 
perfect for Futuba transmitters, others I 
don't know.

“ To trim the dual rate, throw the on- 
off switch to on, then turn the 5K rate 
pot from stop to stop, watching the 
servo for change in trim. If there is some, 
turn the 10K trim pot slightly in one 
direction, turn the rate pot and wait for 
a change in trim. If it gets worse, turn the 
trim pot in the opposite direction, until 
you can turn the rate pot from stop to 
stop without any change in trim. This 
dual rate circuit should give about 10 
percent of normal to 100percent normal 
throw.

“ After installation, some adjustment 
of the control pot may be required to 
keep the servo from moving when 
switching the reverse back and forth. 
This is accomplished by breaking loose 
the pot from its mounting and rotating it 
slightly, then throwing the switch, turn 
the pot, then switch, until there is no 
change in trim  when throw ing the 
switch. Then reattach the control pot 
using a soldering iron.

“ As far as the dual rate goes, this is the 
best I've found.

“ But. being as I'm  involved with 
helicopters, the one add-on I'd really 
like to find is a mixer circuit or tail rotor 
comp. This circuit would increase the

pitch on the tail rotor as the throttle is 
increased, but would not have any effect 
on the throttle when the tail rotor is 
changed.

“ I hope you can help me, as I'm pretty 
much as far along as I can get without 
some sort of tail rotor comp, and with
out spending the money on a new radio, 
I'd rather buy a Kraft Gyro."

Well David, as a fellow tinkerer, I can 
well imagine the grin of satisfaction, well 
deserved, I might add, when, after that 
pot tweaking and switch throwing, you 
get the desired results. And whether 
something is old or new is relative. I 
always remind myself that the many 
things about the hobby that we experi
enced modelers take for granted are a 
complete mystery to the guy who just 
got interested last weekend. Thanks for 
sharing, I’m sure there will be many 
FP-T4L owners out there who will also 
thank you. I’m not familiar with that 
transmitter’s circuitry, and I can’t tell 
either, if your mods will work with other 
radios or not. If anyone tries, hopefully 
they will let us know.

About the mixer. I do have a couple of 
suggestions. Or, more accurately, a 
couple of leads. One is RCM for April 
1976, in which Jim Oddino discusses 
such things, and includes a not too 
complicated circuit with which to ac
complish them. Then, in the December 
1978 issue of the same magazine, a more 
detailed do-it-yourse lf article by a 
gentleman named Kukolich appears, 
based on the information in the first 
reference. I have an idea too. David, that

the Ace Silver Seven and the Futuba 
encoder might have some similiarities, 
in which case the M ixer O ption, as 
furnished for the Ace transmitter, could 
probably be adapted. It is worth inves- 
tigating.

If you can stand the weight and room, 
it might be easier to do the necessary 
mixing at the receiver. In this case, I can 
recommend two outboard mixers. One 
is available from Jomar Products, 2028 
Knightsbridge Dr.. Cincinnati, Ohio; the 
other is the “ Christy Mixer” , from Ace 
R/C, whose address is found elsewhere 
in their ad. Both of them have the 
feature you describe; mixing in one 
channel, independent or individual 
control with the other. The Ace unit 
might be more desireable for your 
apparent likes, as you can build it up 
from a kit,and can do so with thetypeof 
mixing you desire, and it does have a 
controllable mix ratio.

Slightly off the subject. I have one 
more suggestion for you. If you don't 
already have one, get yourself a Digital 
Pulse Meter, such as the original one 
available from Royal Electronics, or 
Ace’s “ Datamaster” , which also includes 
a servo drive circuit. This handy-dandy 
measures and displays pulse length, and 
this servo center or movement, on a 
digital display, in milliseconds. It is 
invaluable for establishing the centers 
and shifts of which you speak, normal 
servo travel, and for setting the amount 
of travel in low rate. Try it. I know you'll 
like it. ·
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ace high M  IK DD
For the person who wants to get 

his feet wet in R/C assist gliding, 
the Ace High MK II is ideal.

This all time favorite has been up
dated to a 2 channel, trainer/sport 
model. The fuselage is die cut pop1 
ply, and goes together in minutes 
with cyanoacrylate adhesives and 
Cyano-Set. The polyhedral foam 
wings are pre-cut and only require 
gluing on the trailing edge. Lots 
of room for your favorite radio 
system.

50L202- Ace High MK II. Kit $21.50

Span: 69"
Length: 34"
Weight: 3014 oz.
Power: .049 - .051 engines 
Functions: 2 channel

BOX 511D. H IGGINSVILLE, MO 64037 (8161 584-7121

iiend $2.00 for our complete 
catalog. All Ace Products are 
available at your dealer, if you 
must order direct, add $1.00 
handling fee.

Soaring.......... Continued from page 27

San Francisco if it was cheaper),and the 
inev itab le  "un fo reseen expenses" 
(which will probably be in the hundreds 
of dollars per individual, my guess) . .. 
there jusl ain’t no mun, hun! So do what 
you can (I am) to help out. We have the 
best team ever this time, and in the past 
we’ve taken two of the three individual 
world championship trophies (Skip 
Miller in 1979, Dwight Holley in 1981), 
so let's make it a team championship as 
well as an individual championship this 
time!

All of which brings us to . . .  Photo 
No. 8 Two Worlds International has 
taken over the old (but good) Soarcraft 
line of products including the Diamant, 
Centurion II, Magnum 12, Glasflugel 
604, Libelle, and the almost brand new 
Mini-Merlin (pictured). Ken Wardrip 
holds the sleek Mini-Merlin for you to 
see its aerodynamically “ clean” and very 
skinny fiberglass fuselage. The M-M has 
very successfully competed in F3B and 
multi-task (a la Two Meter World Cup) 
competitions. It also makes one heck of 
a good slope ship as its modified Eppler 
374 a irfo il section allows a fantastic 
range of speed and efficiency for poor 
lift conditions or high winds. The M-M 
features: foam core wings which are 
predrilled for ballast tubes (included), 
epoxy-glass fuselage, two-channel hard
ware (aileron and elevator, but you 
could modify with CAR or separate

rudder), preshaped balsa and ply parts, 
and the whole two meter ship weighs 
only 40 ounces ready-to-fiy! Write to 
Two Worlds International, 20 Galli Dr., 
Novato, CA 94947, or call (415) 883-1245 
for more info.

Photo No. 9 is of last month’s cover 
girl. Char Jolly holding Larry and Jim 
Jolly’s latest sailplane design, the Pan
tera. The Pantera (one of seven kits 
available from Larry Jolly Model Prod
ucts), is a 100-inch, multi-task sailplane 
designed for AMA thermal duration and 
club-level F3B contest flying. It is an 
excellent flying machine (I have flown it 
many times), and one of my all-time 
favorites. The kit features: machine cut 
Eppler 205 ribs (not die cut), full hard

ware. highest quality balsa and spruce, 
and a very sleek, molded epoxy-glass 
fuselage.

Also visible in the background of 
Photo No. 9 is the Meteor, a 127-inch 
span, unlimited class sailplane. It fea
tures a very sexy-looking fiberglass 
fuselage as well as the same high quality 
machine cut ribs (Eppler 205 from root 
to poly break, then transitions to Eppler 
178 at the tip), and everything else you 
are going to need to put this beauty 
together except adhesive and covering 
materials. L/D hasn't been tested yet, 
but the manufacturer claims far better 
than 20 to one, which is very credible.

Other products in the LJMP lineup 
include: last month’s feature construc-

Eliminates G LITCH  problems associated with long servo leads.

S T O P

EMS
k(C **O M C  VOO«l

Eliminates need lor voltage robbing chokes and other devices with
leads over 15" long _____
Modern CMOS IC technology *
Uses less than 0.5 milliamps at 4 8 volts 
Power lines are capacitor tillered 
Available in 4 versions with connector installed:

$10.95- Single Channel, single servo drive (Single) GS-1
512.95- Single Channel, two servo drive (Wye) GS-1 Y
514.95- Two Channel, two independent servo drive (Twin) GS-2
S17.95 - Two Channel, two servos per channel drive (Twin Wyej GS-2Y

•  Overall lead length is approximately 6“ to 8"
•  Modeler must furnish own longer extensions as required______

S1.00 Shipping and Handling on Pre-Paid orders, add 
6% for California residents. Mastercharge and Visa.

(714) 637-2161

Specify Radio 

6175 PALO ALTO DR., ANAHEIM, CALIF. 92807
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OVER 50 CONSECUTIVE STARTS WITHOUT RECHARGING
INTRODUCING THE
N IS T ARTER -

PAT PE NO INC
A new ano com pletely revolutionary concept of 
pow er for glow plugs in model cars, boats, air
planes. helicopters, anything using the 1.5 vt. 
S tandard  plug for glow engines Rechargable. 
(up to  1000 times) Fits in your pocket. Works 
sideways or inverted. Fits through cowlings. Uses 
Head Lock ™ plug adapter. Stays on the plug, 

not in the propeller Incl. charger £ instructions 
90 day guarantee. After that, if anything fails 
(normal usage) we will repa ir o r rep lace  it for 
only se. fo r up to  one (1) fu ll year!! SEE YOUR 
DEALER OR CALL US · BANK CARDS OK. COD 
OK. YOU PAY SHIPPING

$21.95
See Your Dealer

13506 Glendundee Dr. 
Herndon, VA 22071

S E R V I C E (703) 435-5805

tion article, the Electricus (MB plan No. 
3831), the Electralite (93-inch, V-tailed 
electric sailplane for 05 to 075 motors), 
the Icarus (AMA two-meter champ), the 
Whistler (42-inch span 05 electric sport- 
plane), the Interceptor (Carl Goldberg- 
Old Timer rendition enlarged to 69-inch 
span), and the SULA Bird (a 100-inch, 
rugged sailplane trainer designed for 
the Soaring Union of Los Angeles as a 
club fun plane and one-design contest 
glider). Whew! Anything else you need 
to know? Contact Larry Jolly, 5501 W. 
Como, Santa Ana, CA 92703.

Next we have Photo No. 10 and Jack 
Caldwell holding the Freedom slope 
glider (RCM, October 1982) which is 
being manufactured by Craft-Air, 20115 
Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
Craft-Air also has the Viking (Mks I and 
II), Windrifter, SD-100, Golden Eagle, 
and the Sailaire in its lineup . . .  all 
sailplanes that are well-known on the 
contest circuits and in clubs across the 
country. The Freedom is a highly aero
batic, lightweight, 74-inch slope ship 
capable of inverted flight, inside and 
outside loops, snap rolls, vertical figure 
eights, and more. Unique among kit 
slope soarers is the dive brake (visible on 
trailing edge of wing) for glide path 
control. Check it out at your local hobby 
shop.

Photo No. 11 features Larry Hargrave 
of Hargrave Enterprises and his Jaguar 
2M slope and thermal ship. The Jaguar is 
a pseudo-military looking swept wing 
machine with a V-tail configuration,

Dura-lene fuselage, clear plastic canopy, 
foam core, balsa sheeted wings, and 
precision cut balsa tail group. The Jaguar 
2M also comes as a 69-inch slope glider 
(simply called the Jaguar) which has a tail 
group that is very similar to a Phantom jet 
fighter in that it has slight anhedral in the 
stabilizer. Both the Jaguar 2M and the 
Jaguar are being marketed by Bob 
Martin RC Models.

Photo No. 12 is a graphic top view of 
Larry Jolly’s Meteor which is being held 
on a wing tip by Larry himself with the 
"F3B Kid” acting as a supervisor (Alex 
Bower). Larry was recently elected the 
FAI/F3B District Ten Representative, 
and the Meteor is Larry’s unlimited class 
national championship design (how’s 
that for two unrelated facts?). See Photo 
No. 9 details for a description of the 
Meteor.

Photo No. 13 is a picture of part of the 
Hi Johnson M odel Products booth 
highlighting the American Eagle II 
unlimited class thermal and cross-coun
try ship, and Roger Wildman, Hi John
son rep. If you are into sailplanes and 
R/C soaring (and I have to assume that 
you are), you are eventually going to 
need something that this company 
manufactures. What might those prod
ucts be, you ask? Here’s a very partial 
list: foam wing cores (custom ordered or 
from stock); ASA plastic fuselages (five 
varieties); inexpensive wingskin mate
rials; wing rods; bellcranks; supertape 
(adhesive for foam core wingskins that is 
instant and weighs next to nothing);

arrowshafts and trimloks; molded cano
pies; and a catalog that is like an ency
clopedia of model construction with Hi 
Johnson products. Write to Hi Johnson 
Model Products, 11015 Glenoaks Blvd., 
Pacoima, CA 91331, (213) 899-4312. Send 
in $2 for their 40-page catalog . . . it ’s 
worth is hundredfold your investment.

The last IMS photo we have for you is 
No. 14. Robert Webb poses with his 
"Ahiru”  (Japanese for duck), the third 
place R/C Sailplane, Original Design 
winner. This is not a kit, and Robert is not 
a manufacturer. In fact, he is a transpor
tation vehicle designer by profession 
with an impressive portfolio of designs 
that he has dreamed up .. . Disney or 
Lucas should “ discover”  this guy!

The Ahiru was something he threw 
together to test some basic canard flying 
characteristics before moving on to his 
final design, a 100-inch aileron wing 
canard sailplane which he hopes to 
publish in a magazine soon (possibly this 
magazine, if it is successful). Yes, this 
Ahiru does fly well, and Bob had photos 
on display of it zipping around in the 
m ineral-rich air over Pomona, Cali
fornia. If that wing looks familiar to you, 
it should, it is actually a House of Balsa 2S 
wing (100-inch version of the 2X2) with 
flow fences and/or vertical fins added to 
the polyhedral break, which are hard or 
impossible to see because one is knife- 
edge to the camera and one is behind 
Bob’s back. This was the best picture of 
Robert, so I ran this one instead of 
another one which was a little better of 
the airplane. Note the small F/F canard 
glider on the table next to the Ahiru. 
Burt Rutan, are you listening?

Now that I have you in the habit of 
flipping back and forth between the 
pages of this magazine looking at the 
photos, I have two more that I would like 
to call your attention to: Photo No. 15 
and No. 16. Mike Reagan is a very good, 
nay, excellent multi-task glider pilot, 
who. when he is not getting shot down, 
gives everyone a run for their money in 
the various contest circuits by virtue of 
his aforementioned skills. Well sir. he’s 
gonna do it to whoever flies against him 
this June at the Two Meter World Cup in 
Modesto, California if they aren’t pre
pared! What you see here is a very 
strong (read; “ Gorilla-proof” ), sawed- 
off F3B ship that now spans two meters. 
It features the near-famous MB 253515 
section (Tai-Tai section), all-moving 
stab, hatchless Mike Bame Model Prod
ucts 2-Meter Fuselage molded in epoxy
glass, and dual-rate Futaba Gold Series 
tranny. Watch out!

Numero 16 is a (stop drooling, guys!) 
very nice 12-volt winch . . .  if you want to 
fly off this gem, you can! All ya gotta do 
is enter the Two Meter World Cup this 
year (details elsewhere in this column), 
and “ you vill lonch off dis vinch!” It is 
the all new, standardized (yippee!), 
super deluxe, double ball bearing sup
ported, 3-1/2-inch wide takeup drum, 
six-volt starter motor, 12-volt battery, 
anti-backlash/anti-kite deviced winch. 
Don’t you wish you had one?

Photo No. 17 ties in with No. 15 in that
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^  THE BEGIN-AIR TRAINER
ALL HAND CUT AND MACHINED PARTS

VISA

D E S IG N E D BY: Buzz Waltz. Designer of the BIG BIRDY SAIL PLANE

flight.
\ ^cS

\9*
(o9

Wing Span; 54"
Wing Area 540 Sq In.
Weight; 3'^ lbs.
Engine: H.B 25 
No. Channels: 3 or 4 
Flat bottom airfo il fo r easy 

flight.

403 Industr ia l Place 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

325-5494
BEGIN-AIR kit & H.B. .25 Engine combo S81 95 
Plans and rib set only $15.95 p.p 
Plans for float conversion $6.50 p.p.

it is also a picture of an F3B/Two Meter 
World Cup airplane. This one belongs to 
the guy who designed the MB airfoils 
. . . you guessed it. Mike Bame. Mike has 
a small garage type business that he 
works part-time. That business is manu
facturing parts (fuselages, wing cores, 
stab cores) for people who like to design 
their own sailplanes, but don’t have the 
tools or materials to cut foam cores or 
make fuselage molds and lay up parts. 
It’s really a very handy service for the 
guy who wants to get an original design 
in the air fast. Write to Mike Bame 
Model Products, 830 26th St., Santa 
Monica, CA 90403, or call Mike at (213) 
828-1726 for fees and prices.
U.S. F3B TEAM PRACTICE,
AND INVITATIONAL CONTEST

Last December, the U.S. F3B Team 
held an invitational F3B contest at the 
Soaring Union of Los Angeles' field. 
Present were several well-known F3B 
fliers from the Southern California area: 
Don Edberg, Alex Bower, Gary Ittner, 
Mike Reagan, Mike Bame, Angel San
chez, Larry Jolly (CD), Rick Schrameck, 
Casey Goeller, and a few others whose 
names escape me. Conspicuous by his 
absence was the number one guy from 
the U.S. Team, Mark Smith. Nobody 
knew just why he missed practice, but it 
was a big disappointment to all present.

The weather was heavily overcast . . . 
as will be England next summer, more 
than likely, which was an unusual plus 
for Don and Alex. The practice went off

without a hitch, and everyone had fun. 
SAFETY, EXPEDIENCY, 
INTERPRETATION, CONFUSION, 
POLITICS

These are just a few of the words that 
come to mind when I try to sort out all of 
the facts, half-truths, innuendoes, and 
ramifications of all of the recent (early 
January) happenings in the fast-paced 
world of FAI/F3B flying. I find myself in a 
rather delicate position . . .  on the one 
hand, as a reporter, I feel I have the 
responsibility of airing newsworthy 
events . . .  on the other hand, I am a 
fallible human being who is trying to 
piece together a story based almost 
entire ly on the testimony of other 
fa llib le  human beings who are very 
much personally and emotionally in
volved in the issue at hand. The ques
tion becomes, how can I put this tact
fully, truthfully, and hopefully without 
libel under these conditions?

You are probably asking yourself, 
"What is this guy talking about . . . an
other Washington-style screw-up?”  
Well, that depends upon your viewpoint 
(how’s that for being evasive?).

Last December at the C.I.A.M. F3B Sub 
Committee meeting, an emergency 
“ safety”  rule was voted on (and passed) 
lim iting  the physical size of electric 
winch motors, batteries, and take-up 
drums. The origin of this emergency rule 
proposal was the British representative. 
The Brits, as you may know, are hosting 
the 1983 World Soaring Championship

in England (York to be exact). This rule, 
and all of the ramifications of its imple
mentation, as well as the action (or lack 
of action) taken by the U.S. represen
tative at that meeting, are the center of 
the controversy.

What I hope to do here is present four 
different viewpoints from four different 
parties either directly affected by the 
rule changes, or directly involved with 
the system that passed it First, from the 
parties that are directly affected.

Alex Bower qualified for the U.S. 
Soaring Team last summer in Joliet. 
Illinois by virtue of his excellent flying 
skills, and by virtue of a highly refined 
F3B fly ing ‘system”  consisting of a 
launching device and a sailplane almost 
perfectly matched to that device. As a 
result of the new rules, half of this system 
has been outlawed . . . the launching 
device affectionately called “ the Gorilla” 
which Don Edberg was also planning to 
use.

This is not where a competitor in a 
world championship contest wants to be 
seven months prior to the event. Bower 
is now faced with a total redesign of his 
flying equipment from the ground up, 
literally. This is a serious handicap, as 
you can obviously see. However, in spite 
of this, Alex agrees with the ruling in so 
far as the suspected intent of its propo
nents was to somehow limit the available 
power of the winch system for safety’s 
sake. In fact, Alex is very understanding 
and sympathetic of Dan Pruss' position

t h e  new p o w ' r t o w  w i n c h  !  
MORE ZIP & LONGER BATTERY LIFE

$ 3001?
p lu s  s h ip p in g

P ow er fo r  any s iz e  s a i lp la n e  ·  lo w  c u r re n t  
d ra w  ·  a n t i - k i t i n g  & m a n u a l  d ru m  b rakes  
• a d ju s t a b le  s p e e d ·  p a r a c h u t e  · t u r n - a 
r o u n d ·  f o o t  s w i t c h  ·  115 lb. b ra id e d  l in e  
- e n d  use i t  w ith  the B S T R I E V e n  f o r  : 
l a u n c h - a - m i n u t e  f l i g h t s * a n  en d  to  l i n e  
s h a g g in g  d e la y s  and  l i n e  c r o s s in g s  ·  
d ra g  f r e e  o p e r a t i o n  w i t h o u t  t a n g l e s ·  
h e a v y - d u t y  c a b le s  and  c l i p s  « b ra id e d  
30 lb. l i n e  ·  t o w  r ib b o n « h a n d  s w i t c h ·  
l i n e  g u id e s  and  b a l l  bea r ing  s w iv e ls

| h « | i |  OAVEY
I m  *  s y s t e m s

m w  WĚB ^ ■  CORPORATION
O N f WOOD lA N E .M A lV tlN ,P A .I9 3 S S  

(215)644-0692
W r i t e  o r  c a l l  f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n
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Also

TIPO 750 

HIPPO TIPO 

FORMULA 750 

Built by

C.A.P. 21 for F.A.I.
COMPETITIVE A IRFRAM ES FOR THE PATTERN  
ENTHUSIASTS IS OUR BUSINESS.
We now offer a very scale-like C.A.P. 21, designed specif
ically for the new F.A .I. "Turnaround" pattern. Here are 
the design specs:
WING - 925 sq. in., 80 in, span. STAB - 239 sq. in., 29 in. 
span. Construction - Solid foam & balsa. FUSELAGE - 
Balsa/ply/foam, epoxy laminated. Epoxy cowl & wheel- 
pants. Recommended engine - OS Gear Reduction. (No 
'chainsaws' please!) Recommended finish - Monokote 
(except wheelpants & cowl). Flying Weight - ± 9 lbs.
Although performance is the real design criteria, the model 
doubles as an excellent Stand-Off 1/4-scale bird.

DICK HANSON MODELS Please w rite  o r ca ll fo r prices and availability. 
5269 LUCKY CLOVER LANE
M URRAY. UTAH 84107 Phone: (801) 261 1402

Schlueter Free 
Flight Models
3508 Poinsettio Ave 
Manhattan Beach. Ca. 90266

as a major supporter of safety and 
common sense in the area of launching 
devices. He realizes that it is not an easy 
decision to make when voting for the 
limitations means hurting your country’s 
team, possibly seriously, and voting 
against it means going against your basic 
beliefs and public declarations.

Alex's biggest complaint against the 
present rules is the “ weak link” rule, 
which he feels is not a fair, or a safe, 
means of limiting launch system power. 
He feels that the weak link limits the size 
of the sailplane, not the size or the 
power of the winch. A small sailplane 
can accelerate to incredible speeds and 
attain incredible heights without com
ing close to breaking the weak link. Not 
so with the more efficient, larger sail
plane. He would have liked to have seen 
this rule dropped from the books.

Dick Odle is the U.S. Team Manager. 
His job is to see that his team has all of 
the advantages (within the rules) and 
equipment (within the rules) that they 
need to win in England. He tries to make 
sure that all of the logistical, monetary, 
and legal needs of the team are met so 
that the individual members can con
centrate on strategy and flying with, a 
minimum of worries or distractions. 
That’s one tough job!

When the winch limitation rules were 
passed, his job became a lot tougher. 
Now, on top of everything else, he has 
to help find, develop, and most impor
tantly, finance the additional expense of 
replacing the team’s launching equip
ment. He feels that the new rules haven’t 
limited the available power of the winch 
system at all . . .  they’ve simply made 
that power more expensive! And that is 
something that none of us wants.

He also feels that Dan Pruss, as the U.S. 
representative, should have been more 
considerate of the U.S. team when he 
abstained from voting on the issue (in 
this case the same as a yes vote) regard
less of his personal views or political 
aspirations.

Looking at it from Dan’s point of view, 
in the final analysis it made no difference 
at all which way he voted. The British 
were adamant about their position. They 
indicated that whether or not the rules 
proposal was passed, they were going 
to impose the rules anyway. Legally (and 
this is where it turns into a “ what’s the 
intent of the law”  question), they have 
the right to do so. Section 5.3.2.2 of the 
F3B rulebook states: “ LAUNCHING,

Flying Near Airports? Be Careful!
Free Flight or Radio Control fly ing near airports, or in any situa tion which m ight 
involve the possib ility  of models being in the v ic in ity  of full-scale aircraft 
operations, must be avoided—or conducted so as to e lim inate any dangerous 
situations. Models should not be flown in the proxim ity of full-scale aircraft 
operations unless the flyer has someone else w ith him for the sole purpose of 
watching for full-scale a ircraft and supervising the fly ing so as to prevent accident 
possib ilities.

PROTECT YOUR RIGHT TO FLY!

Safe Flying Is No Accident!

GENERAL. . . Unless otherwise speci
fied , all launches w ill be made by 
equipment approved by the organizer 
or contest director. Contest notices shall 
contain a description of launching 
equipment to be available and its gen
eral capabilities.”  Dan points to the 
clause, “ approved by the organizer,”  as 
the loophole that the British were 
intending to use (which, by the way, is 
unprecedented in the history of F3B 
WCs).

However, as the “ Unless otherwise 
specified”  indicates, if this new winch 
limitation rule had been voted down, 
Dick Odle feels that any ruling made 
against the team's “ Gorilla” winch could 
have been protested, and sent to an FAI 
jury because it does not violate any rules 
"otherwise specified,” namely that a 
winch power source shall not exceed 
12v. It doesn’t. So, if frogs had wings 
(they wouldn't have to kick themselves 
in the butt to fly), and if Dan had used 
his influence to sway the voting against 
the new rules proposal, it could have all 
come down to a “ day in court”  on a 
beautiful English field . . . and the team 
might have had more trouble than they 
bargained for.

Finally, we come to the British view
point. IHere I am at a big disadvantage 
because I have had no personal, direct 
communication with the people in 
volved. I havehadsomecorrespondence 
with one individual, Sean Walbank, who 
basically posed the question, “ Where 
will it all end?”  (and supplied a rhetori
cal answer: either total outlawing of 
winches, some kind of limitations, or an 
outright, uncontrolled power race), but 
that’s about the extent of it.

Based on reports from Dan Pruss. the 
British were concerned primarily with 
spectator and participant safety. If you 
ask Dick Odle, David Peltz, or jerry 
Krainock the question, “ Why do you 
think the British did it?” , they mighi tell 
you that they suspect that it was because 
they didn't want anyone with a more 
powerful winch spoiling their home 
field advantage. It has been suggested 
that the rather odd dimensions given as 
the parameters for the winch motor, 
battery, and drum were derived by mea
suring Sean Bannister’s equipment . . .
I personally doubt that this is the case, 
but it could be true, I suppose.

Anyhoo . . . it ’sall a sticky wicket if you 
ask me. I think that the only answer is a 
standardized, host country provided 
winch system as is currently the practice 
with the Two Meter World Cup. Every
one should be notified of the charac
teristics and specifications of the winch 
at least a year in advance of the WCs so 
that the various teams can duplicate and 
practice w ith at least sim ilar if not 
identical equipment, and that the equip
ment should be within a certain cost 
limitation so that it can be afforded by 
every country entered ($400 per unit?).

If anybody out there would care to 
write me concerning the issue of new 
rules in F3B flying, I’d love to hear from 
you. If you disagree with me on any of 
my views on this subject, please let me
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know.
IMPORTANT NOTICE!

I received a note from Ed Slobod 
recently regarding the 1983 Two Meter 
World Cup. It was included with a press 
release and a photograph (reproduced 
here) which I wish to share with you at 
this time. The following is a word-for- 
word reproduction of that press release:

TWO METER WORLD CUP
The Modesto Radio Control Club is 

pleased to announce the Fourth Annual 
Two Meter World Cup. The event will 
take place at Beyer High School, lune 11 
and 12. 1983.

The Two Meter World Cup was started 
in 1979 by the Antelope Valley Soaring 
Association and the San Fernando Valley 
Silent Flyers. The event quickly attracted 
international interest with contestants 
from England. Canada, and New Zea
land attending as well as sailplane flyers 
from Alaska, Florida, New Hampshire, 
and most of the other contiguous states. 
The two-time defending champion is 
Don Edberg, who was sixth at the 1981 
F3B World Championships.

Contest Director Richard Hansen 
states that "The community of Modesto 
is excited by the prospect of hosting the 
Two Meter World Cup and a June date 
should bring excellent weather for the 
competition.’’

Five identical Two Meter World Cup 
winches have been designed and built 
by Buddy Fox of the San Fernando Valley 
Silent Flyers. These winches utilize a six 
volt starter motor with a three and one- 
half inch drum supported between ball 
bearings (see photo). The World Cup 
winches are optimized for two meter 
sailplanes and are approximately ten 
percent more powerful than the winches 
we have been using.

The Two Meter World Cup is con
ducted in a man on man format and for 
this to work properly, all twenty-three 
AMA frequencies will need to be util
ized. Potential entrants are advised that 
they will be required to have more than 
one frequency available to fly on during 
the contest and therefore they should 
plan accordingly. As the contest is 
limited to one hundred entries from the 
United States, the contest organizers 
expect the old seven frequencies to fill 
up quickly. Entry on six meters, or the 
eleven new frequencies, is encouraged. 
Foreign competitors are advised that 
they may use their own radio equipment 
but the organizers make no guarantees 
about frequency interference.

Entry forms will be mailed out May 1, 
1983 and entry will close May 31, 1983. 
Entry forms will be mailed to all previous 
contestants. If you are not on our 
mailing list and wish to receive an entry, 
contact:
Ed Slobod 
9626 Jellico Avenue 
Northridge, California 91325 
(213) 349-4758
Come and join the aces of the duces. 
AIRFOIL OF THE M ONTH: EPPLER 178

Just in case you were wondering what 
the heck the tip section of the Meteor

W  "SERIES 5 0 ” Old Timer R/C
1939 ^  ^

AIR TRAILS 4
SPORTSTER C s $39.95

_a_

1938
POWERHOUSE 

9 $39.95
50" SPAN 380 SQ. IN. 32-38 OZ/

3 CHANNEL, .09 TO 15 POWER
“ SERIES 50” K its  are Full K its w itn  Machine Cut 6 
Sanded Parts. Formed Landing Gear, Partia l R/C 
Hardware, Detailed Full Size Plans, and Prin ted 
Assembly Ins truc tions . 12 o r 3 Ch R/C Gear Reqd. 1

COMING: 5*»" Quaker; 48" F lybaby; ‘•8" Miss America 
4 8 " C le v e l . m t l  V i k i n g ,  SO" C le v e la n d  C l o u d s t e r .

STRUCK'S 1940

NEW RULER
Span. 835 Sq

Partial Kit 
S33.00

.29 to .36 (.90 ) Clow 
"C " or "D" Ign ition

In addition to the Just Released New Ruler, the 
following partia l k its  are also available.
The 1936 FLYING QUAKER (Megow's) 84" $21.50
The 1937 QUAKER FLASH (Megow's) 67"span $17.SO 
The 1937 "LONG" CABIN. 78“ span $20.00
The 1937 AIR CHIEF (Ide a l's ). 61" span $20.00 

Partial k its  are Rib. T ip . and Former k its , m ey 
feature Machine Cut and Sanded Parts. Full Size 
Construction Plans, and bu ild ing  notes. They 
meet SAM FF and R/C requirem ents.

COMING 120" KG 2. 8«l" Miss Deleware; 96" Lanzo RB

Tax
P O Box #9. Midway C ity. Ca 9?655

At your Dealer or 
add $2.00 per order 
fo r UPS. Ca. Res 
add b l  fo r Tax.

»rder J

M

PEANUT SCALE MODELS Kit* $5.95

MUSTANG

~p /  ZERO
PIETENPOL 
PIPER CUB 
ANDRESON 
LACEY M-10

MILES M-10 
ORUINE 
COUGAR 
GIPSY MOTH 
GANAGOBIE

Rubber Powered SPORT MODELS

PRAIRIE BIRO ·  
KIT $5.95

BABY ACE 
ONE NITE 28 
ONE NITE 16 
STHINGLESS 
PECK R.O.G

$6.49
$6.95
$5.95
$4.95
$1.95

B U M P S  CONTROUEO 
11 and 13 FOOT LONG,KITS OR 
READY TO FLY NOW IN THREE 
COLORS GRAY. ORANGE and 
YELLOW. LOW PRICES

HARD TO fIN D ITEMS CATALOG S/.00

Peck-Polymers
BOX 2498 -MB LA MESA. CA 92041.

•ANOTHER G R E A T W IN D E R "

*

IMPROVED
SMOOTHER

List - $64.95 
Plus shipping

JOHN MORRILLS "SIDEWINDER"
Precision Built Heavy Duty Winder! 

Turn Counter k it-  $18.00 
$1.00 FOR CATALOG

JIM CROCKET REPLICAS
P.0 BOX 12600 

FRESNO. CA 93778
(LJMP sailplane) looked like, I'm enclos
ing all the data you could ask for (almost) 
regarding this Eppler airfoil. I've never 
used this airfoil, but I have it on good 
authority that it is a worthwhile subject 
for us to study.

I spoke with )im lolly, the co-designer 
and co-engineer of the Meteor, and 
asked him why he and Larry chose the 
Eppler 178 for the wingtip section. His 
reply was that they were looking for a 
section that would give them thinner 
and lighter wing tips which would 
improve the handling characteristics a 
great deal on the 127-inch span glider by 
reducing mass and drag where it is least 
wanted. He said that they looked at the 
174, 176, 178, 180 airfoil family for the
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section that most nearly matched the 
205’s glide polars. They decided on the 
178 because it was the closest, and 
because it was a flat-bottom airfoil that 
could be easily manufactured and as
sembled by the model builder. The fact 
that its L/D curve was a little flatter, and 
that it seemed to have the same lift 
coefficient as the 205 at higher speeds 
was also a consideration . .. |im said that 
this means that in a turn where the 
outside wingtip is traveling a little faster 
than the rest of the wing, the lift coef
ficient remains the same and roll exag
geration is decreased. The inside wing
tip will not stall or misbehave, as much as 
it might if it were an E-205 all the way to 
the tip. because the stall speed of the 178 
is lower than the 205.

Judging by what Larry says about the
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performance of the Meteor, and by the 
fact that Larry won the Unlimited Class 
Championship at the Nats flying this 
design, it must work pretty darned good. 
Give it a try and let me know how you 
make out. OK?
WHERE TO WRITE

If you would like to air your views, 
share a good idea with other soaring 
enthusiasts, or communicate with me 
regarding this column, write to Bill 
Forrey, P.O. Box 10335, Costa Mesa, CA 
92627 . . . that's the Model Builder 
mailing address, thank you and good 
lift! ·

Templeton . . . Continued from  page50

of bellcrank used.
3) Recess and epoxy a 1/2-inch steel 

flat washer to the underside of the right 
wing panel 1/2-inch from the leading 
edge and 1/2-inch from the wing tip.

4) Glue the line guide to the under
side of the left wing 1/2-inch in from the 
wing tip perpendicular to the line of 
flight as shown on the plan. Use an
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aliphatic resin glue.
ASSEMBLING THE TEMPLETON

1) Glue the body sides flush with the 
top of the lower body, and glue the six 
filler triangles to the lower body. Note 
that all the long edges of the fille r 
triangles face the same direction, and 
that all are flush with the motor mount.

2) Glue the wing to the lower body 
and body side: 3/4-inch back from the 
motor mount, and be sure the wing is 
perpendicular to the lower body.

3) Glue the horizontal stabilizer to 
the rear end of the lower body by 
notching the body top to fit the trailing 
edge of the wing and the horizontal 
stabilizer. Glue in place.

5) Fit and glue the cabin to the lower 
body. Take care to fit the cabin to the 
wing; this can be done by superimpos
ing a trace line on the cabin piece. With 
a felt pen, place a mark on the lower 
edge of the cabin 3/4 inch from the 
front. Place the right wing panel on a flat 
surface, then place the cabin on the flat 
surface aligning the mark with the right 
front edge of the wing tip. Now, mark 
the cabin by tracing the curvature of the 
airfoil. Cut out the partial airfoil shape, 
then fit and glue.

6) Glue the remaining four fille r 
triangles to the body top. Note that two 
triangles are trimmed to fit between the 
wing and the engine mount.

7) Fit and glue rudder. The 1/8-inch 
rudder pieces have an extension on 
their lower rear edge. This extension 
rests on the top of the horizontal stabil

izer near its rear edge and its center line, 
and butts up against the 1/4-inch body 
top providing a greater gluing area for 
strength. The difference in widths pro
vides for rudder offset.
ELEVATOR INSTALLATION

1) Stabilizer hinges are made by 
gluing four pieces of 3/8 in. x 3/4 in. 
nylon cloth to the top side of the 
stabilizer as shown on the plan leaving 
3/8 inch hanging over the trailing edge.

2) Elevator hinges are made by gluing 
four pieces of 3/8 in. x 3/4 in. nylon cloth 
to the top side of the elevator as shown 
on the plan leaving 3/8 inch hanging 
over the leading edge.

3) Turn over the model so that the 
bottom side of the stabilizer isfacing up. 
Likewise, turn over the elevator, and 
bring together the edges with the loose 
ends of hinge material. The hinges are 
brought up through the gap and glued 
to their opposite flying surface.

4) Epoxy the elevator horn and its 
support doubler (made out of 1/8 x 1/8 x 
3/4-inch balsa) to the underside of the 
elevator as shown. A small nylon radio 
control horn can be substituted. 
ENGINE M O UNT AND
LANDING GEAR ASSEMBLY

1) Bend to shape two lengths of 1/16- 
inch music wire as shown on the plans.

2) Cut out four pieces of 1/8-inch ply 
1-1/8 in. X 1-1/2 in.

3) Cut or rout out V-shaped notches 
on two of the four 1/8 plywood pieces to 
a depth of a little better than 1/16 inch. 
(Use a pencil to mark the wire’s position 
on the plywood, then with an Uber 
Skiver, cut along the outline. Use the 
end of a piece of 1/16 music wire to rout 
out the grooves. A little effort makes a 
firm engine mount and landing gear 
support.)

4) Epoxy the landing gear in place by 
sandwiching it between the two 1/8- 
inch plywood engine mounts.

5) Drill four holes aligned with the 
engine mounting holes for the 2-56 
blind nuts.

6) Sand the fron t of the fuselage 
(using a sanding block with medium 
sandpaper) at a slight angle to provide 
right thrust.

7) Install the 2-56 blind nuts behind 
the laminated engine mount. Thisside is 
to be epoxied to the fuselage.

8) Epoxy the engine mount and land
ing gear assembly to the fuselage. 
Caution: do not put any epoxy on the 
blind nuts. The fuselage front may be 
recessed to receive the blind nuts. Use 
rubber bands to hold the assembly in 
place while it cures.
WHEELS

1) Slip the one-inch wheels on the- 
landing gear. Wrap some small, polished 
bell wire around the axle to hold the 
wheel in place, yet allow it to spin freely, 
then solder the wire.
TAIL SKID

1) Make a deep, rectangular-shaped 
hole on the rear underside of the lower 
body to receive the tail skid as shown on 
the plans.

2) Glue the tail skid in place and tap in 
lightly.
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CONTROLS
1) Bend the 1/16-inch music wire 

pushrod as shown. Both ends have an 
1/8-inch Z-bend. At the center of the 
rod make a half-inch V-bend. By open
ing and closing the vee. the length of the 
pushrod can be varied to adjust elevator 
position.

2) Install the pushrod at the elevator 
horn so that the vee bend faces down
ward.

3) Leadouts are made from .025 music 
wire. Leadouts are fastened to the 
bellcrank with an elongated loop which 
is then wrapped around itself as shown. 
The leadouts then pass through the line 
guide and extend past the left wing tip. 
The ends are looped and wrapped as 
shown.

4) With the pushrod attached to the 
bellcrank, install the assembly to the 
wing adding flat washers as necessary to 
insure free operation.
FINISHING

1) Sand the model lightly with fine 
sandpaper taking down any high spots.

2) Apply two coats of sanding sealer 
and sand lightly with a very fine sand
paper.

3) Now paint the model. Paint the 
cabin area white or silver to simulate 
cabin glass. Paint the remainder of the 
model the color of your choice.

Install the engine and run it up to get 
famialiarized with engine operation. 
Cox .049 engines were used extensively; 
other makes of .049 engines have been 
tried. The big advantage of using the 
Cox engine is the ability to interchange 
parts from other Cox variants to get 
improved performance without a major 
rework. For example, by varying cylin
der head gaskets, and installing a low 
compression head, higher rpm can be 
obtained because of the hemispherical 
head effect.

The Templetons are just about ready 
for flight. Out to the flying field we go 
with fuel, lines, propellers, and a bit of 
stroked ego.

Hook up the control lines. But first, 
let’s check a few things out. Is ‘‘up” at 
the handle also "up”  on the elevator? 
Minimum up travel at the elevator is 5/8 
of an inch. Is the elevator streamlined 
with the stabilizer when the handle is in 
the neutral position? Be sure that the 
controls operate smoothly. For 1/2A 
control line models, start with 27 to 30 
feet of dacron line. As the model is tested 
and adjusted, lengthen to 35 to 42 feet 
using steel lines.

Make sure there are no power lines 
nearby, and that the spectators are 
standing well back. Fire up that engine 
but do not lean it out all the way. Have 
your helper hold the model down until 
you give the signal to let the Templeton 
go.

"Now !” and Templeton is off! With a 
little practice, Templeton is airborne in a 
couple feet and speeding away. With 
good fuel and a stock engine. 50 miles 
per hour is a close call, but rework that 
engine by scrambling stock parts, giving 
it a new reed and a new propeller, and 
you are into the 50s or 60s and coming!

SAVE MONEY
with O P S  glow plugs 
They Last Longer!!!

The price of the 
oetsdooerxte

Just as all good things must come to an 
end . . . the engine stops. Have no fear, 
Templeton is in a glide and holding. 
With a little bit more practice you will be 
able to set it down in front of your 
pitman and say, “ Al, fill up that Temple
ton”  . . .  "No way, Jim, it’s my turn to 
fly".
LIST OF MATERIALS 
FOR TW O TEMPLETONS
Qty Description
1 1/4 X 4 X 36 in. medium sheet balsa
1 1/8 X 2 X 36 in. medium sheet balsa
1 1/16 music wire, 36 in. length
2 2 in. bellcranks
2 pairs 1 in. wheels
2 popsicle sticks
1 1/8 plywood. 5 x 6 in.
2 1/2 in. steel washers
1 .025 music wire, 36 in. length
8 screws and blind nuts, 2-56 X 1/2 in. 
1 18 in. fine bell wire ·  * I

Franklin . . . .  Continued from page 23

I have found the following rigging 
procedure to work very well without the 
use of extensive templates and jigs. The 
procedure should be done when the 
airframe is finished and before it is 
covered. After covering, the assembly 
operation should require only slight 
adjustment to obtain a straight and true 
structure.

First, install the upper wing center 
section using a template to position it to 
proper incidence relative to the cockpit
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covering. This is best done before the 
cockpit holes are cut and windshields 
installed. Make the necessary adjust
ments to cabane struts and solder the 
end brackets.

Second, install the lower wings into 
the fuselage slots. Use tape to hold in 
place for the next step. Make up tem
plates to place against the fuselage sides 
and set the lower wings at the required 
three degrees dihedral.

Third, install temporary landing wires 
from the solder lugs “ S” at the front of 
the center section down to the solder 
lugs on the top of the lower wings. 
Stretch the landing wires by placing 
approximately one pound weights on 
each of the lower wings. Bags of shot

Grasshopper

Wingspan 56" 
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Wing Area: 690 sq. in. 
Engine: 19 - .35
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work very well. Adjust the landing wires 
to proper length to produce a three 
degree dihedral angle and constant 
incidence of the wing from root to tip. 
The dihedral can be checked with the 
templates against the fuselage sidesand 
the incidence can be checked from root 
to tip with two straight edges held to the 
bottom of the wing section by rubber 
bands. Sight along the straight edges 
from beyond the wing tip and make 
adjustments to the landing wires until 
the straight edges are parallel.

Fourth, install the upper wings into 
the upper wing center section.

Fifth, install temporary interplane

TARTAN TWIN

struts made from soft wire so that they 
can be adjusted by bending, etc. Using a 
piece of scrap balsa as a measuring 
device, install and adjust the rear inter
plane struts to produce the same dis
tance between the T.E. of upper and 
lower wings on both sides.

Sixth, install temporary front inter
plane struts. Check incidence of upper 
wings on both sides from root to tip, and 
make adjustments to front interplane 
struts as necessary. At this point, just 
measuring the length needed for the 
diagonal interplane struts should be 
sufficient.

Make up interplane assemblies to be 
installed later. I used .012 diameter 
braided control line wire for riggingand 
No. 2 turnbuckles. The turnbuckles are 
somewhat expensive, but do allow small 
adjustments after rigging is completed. 
However, the job can be done without 
them. I use a piece of 1/16 diameter 
a lum inum  tub ing 3/8 inch long to 
secure the ends of the rigging. Install the 
tubing over the wire and then feed the 
wire through the hole in the solder lug 
and back inside the tubing. The rigging 
wire can be adjusted for tightness by 
pulling on the free end and sliding the 
tubing down close to the loop. To 
secure, permanently crush the tubing 
with pliers. In my experience, so far, I 
have not had such a joint come loose 
from bumps, hard landings, etc. If turn
buckles are used, secure them with soft 
wire according to the manufacturer's 
recommendations. They like to unscrew 
themselves at the least excuse.
COVERING

There are several good possibilities. I 
used Fabrikote Lite because it was new at 
that time and simulated full-scale fabric. 
The wings were done in the Fabrikote 
Lite natural white color. The fuselage 
and rudder fin were Fabrikote Lite in the 
yellow color. (White would do as well as 
color dope was applied.) The fuselage 
was given one coat of clear dope, one 
filler coat in the areas that are metal 
cowling on the full-scale, followed by 
one coat of clear and three coats of Sig 
yellow dope. The last coat was thinned 
somewhat. One more application of the 
talcum powder and dope mix used for 
filler would have been an improvement.

BABY CYCLONE

as would one more coat of yellow. My 
use of regular Monokote as trim is easier 
than masking and painting. If you are 
build ing for scale com petition, the 
painting and masking is a must.

Covering the bottom surface of un
dercamber wings seems to be a little 
tricky with any covering material. With 
Fabrikote it is perhaps a little less so. The 
secret seems to be in the amount of 
shrink (heat) applied to the bottom 
surface. Sealing around the edges of the 
wing structure as the material is applied 
to the bottom surface is all the shrink 
necessary. Now seal the material to the 
lower surface of each rib using the 
sealing iron, but be careful to apply 
pressure and heat only at the rib surface. 
This method results in a tight covering 
that conforms to the undercamber 
surface. Too much heat and you could 
end up with a flat bottomed airfoil. 
DUMMY M OTOR AND NOSE COWL 

In order to simulate the Velie M-5 
engine and the nose cowl, I recommend 
a structure built up on a round disc of 
1/16 ply and a pentagon shape made 
from rectangles of 1/16 balsa sheet. The 
pentagon is shown dotted in the front 
view. The cylinder wells are 3/4 x 1 x 3 
balsa blocks glued on the face of the 
pentagon structure. By using a fair 
amount of cutting, trimming, and in
genuity the nose assembly can be made 
to fit the fuselage front and clear the 
motor and speed reducer. The lower 
two cylinders were cut in half to clear 
the motor. When you arrive at thispoint 
in the construction, I would suggest you 
w rite me at Route 1, Oskaloosa, IA 
52577.1 will be glad to share the informa
tion I have for additional source material 
and sketches showing how I built up the 
motor cylinders from balsa sheet and 
manila folder stock. These details are too 
lengthy to be included here.
LANDING GEAR AND HATCH  

The landing gear wire is formed to fit 
into slots (made from ply boxes) in the 
fuselage bottom. The front part of the 
gear (1/8 diameter music wire) can be 
held in place by screws and metal tabs to 
prevent the gear from falling out of the 
slot. The rear part of the gear (3/32 
diameter music wire) fitsintoa slot 1-1/2 
inches to the rear of the lower wing L.E. 
The hatch structure holds this part in 
place. When the hatch is removed, the 
L.G. can be removed if desired. This 
makes access to the wiring, R/C equip
ment and battery a little easier. On my 
first scale model I put the flight system 
fuse in a clip inside the fuselage. If you 
are flying mostly for fun, the fuse should 
be on the outside where it is accessible. 
EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION 

In this model the Astro 15 motor and 
the speed reducer are far enough for
ward to result in a C.G. close to the 
desired location. This means the flight 
battery will ride far enough back in the 
fuselage to allow the wiring harness to 
be installed well ahead of the front 
cockpit. I would suggest that the servos 
be mounted so that they are accessible 
for service through the rear cockpit. I

PROP ADA
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have had good results with the flight 
battery mounted between two rails of 
1/4 X 1/2 balsa. The battery is secured by 
rubber bands (No. 64s) looped over the 
top and held by large screws driven into 
the rails. This arrangement allows for a 
little  movement when hard knocks 
occur and saves other structure. Position 
the flight battery so that the plane 
balances just slightly nose heavy at the 
C.G. position shown.

The Sanyo cells used in the 15XL 
system come in groups of six with their 
cases glued together in a straight line. I 
resoldered the 12 cells into a package 
three cells high and four wide for use 
inside this fuselage. In all my electric 
models I have provided large ventilation 
and weight reducing holes in the front 
bulkheads. Also, I provide air baffles 
inside to direct the air flow during flight 
back past the motor, through the fuse
lage, and endwise through the battery 
pack. Some feel this is not all that 
effective in flight, but I feel it is a must to 
cool down the flight batteries while 
charging in hot weather. I use a blower 
fan placed over the front of the fuselage 
to blow cooling air past the battery pack 
as in flight. It may be less expensive and 
troublesome this way than rotating two 
sets of batteries. In cold weather (45 
degrees Fahrenheit or less) the blower 
fan is not needed.
FLYING

During the test flying of the scale 
model I experienced radio problems in 
the form of “ glitches" while in flight. If 
the plane had not had good stability it 
would not have survived.

Takeoffs are a snap once you get the 
hang of it. The plane usually wants to go 
to the left a little at the start, so you might 
want to anticipate with a little rudder. 
The wing incidence arrangement allows 
the plane to hold out well just above the 
ground on landing. Remember to keep 
the nose down and approach the land
ing with good gliding speed. Biplanes 
seem to want to set themselves up in a 
nose high glide which results in a hard 
bump instead of a soft landing if it is not 
corrected as you enter the lower speed 
air close to the ground.

Flying the ship is a pleasure. This is the 
big reason I stayed with it through 
prototype to scale model. Make the first 
flights with about 3/4-inch rudder throw 
on each side and about 1/2-inch eleva
tor throw each way from neutral. The 
ship should climb out without much 
help at the controls. Be rather gentle at 
first till you get used to the ship. Itsthree 
channel acrobatics are quick enough to 
satisfy most fliers and easy to do.

If you are installing the 15XL system in 
your plane, the upper wing incidence 
should be set at 2-1/2 degrees instead of 
the 3 degrees shown, and the lower wing 
should be set at 1/2 degree instead of 
the 1 degree shown. This amounts to a 
1/16-inch drop at the center section L.E. 
The dimensions for the cabane struts 
should be front: 5.521 inches, center: 
4.939 inches, and rear: 4.934 inches. A 
template to determine the upper wing

incidence should be 4-1/8 inches long, 
3-7/32 inches wide at the front, and 
3-5/32 inches at the rear. The lower wing 
slot should be lowered 1/32 at the 
forward end from the position shown.

I had hoped that my Franklin Sport 
scale project would have brought for
ward more facts about the full-scale 
ship. I would be pleased to hear from 
anyone who knows about its present 
status, ownership, or from anyone who 
has seen it recently. I hope you get as 
much pleasure from building and flying 
this model as I have. ·

R/C World . . . Continued from page 17

packages from this man. They may 
contain a used brick, as ours did!

If you hadn't seen American R/C 
Helicopters' latest ad. you would have 
done a classic double-take when you 
approached the booth . . .  a monstrous 
Atlas Van Lines Unlimited. “ Thunder- 
boat". in two versions, both for Quadra 
power, or equivalent, were the main 
attractions. Hopefully, IMPBA will soon 
consider an official class for these . . .

they should be an impressive sight 
thundering across the local pond!

For the R/C hobbyist who doesn't 
have the know-how or time to build an 
R/C model, we’ve seen nothing better 
than the ready-built models by Pilot, of 
Japan, and marketed in the U.S. by 
Hobby Shack. If you’re an experienced 
builder, and have a somewhat justified 
negative opinion about the quality of 
most factory pre-builts, we don’t blame 
you. However, if you take the time to 
carefully examine one of these Pilot 
models, you’ll discover the exception to 
the rule.

No gathering of modelers such as this 
would be complete without exhibits 
representing some of the many local and 
national organizations involved in d if
ferent categories of modeling. The IMS 
show has always emphasized the fact 
that although sport R/C dominates the 
hobby, there's much to be enjoyed from 
other facets. The San Valeers free flight 
club had a very impressive display of 
contemporary competition free flight 
models, dominated by those huge, awe
inspiring Class D gas monsters. Morrie 
Levanthal was there with a booth full of

76, SNJ, H arvard

Great Lakes Model & Mold Co.

63 3 /8” Span 1' . Scale .60 Engine 
8 ‘ 2-9 lbs.—Ready to Fly

This model has been molded in 
rigid eurathane foam with a 
white epoxy jell coat surface 
that picks up a great amount of 
detail. Fuselage, rings, aileron, 
fin. rudder, stabilizer, elevator, 
& cowl molded and ready for 
assembly, installation of 
equipment and painting. All 
hardware, including scale 
wheels and struts. Many extras.
Suggested L is t:  $285  
Factory D irect: $228

Send SASE for brochure
P O Box 308. Tawas City. M l 48763 

1517)362 6078
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YES-SIR, YES-SIR, THREE BAGS FULL ! 
^  r u β / t t  A  f i / o
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0
h J U m e > E R . o r  tL A A fS -S n /H C .  P a / c£  !

WALT MOONEY now  OFFERS 4 b a GS of PEANUT SCALE PLANS 
a l l  w e l l  TESTED DESIGNS, AT ONLY f S O O  EACH 
EACH BAG FEATURES FOURTEEN PEANUT PLANS,

o n e  o t h e r , p l u s  p h o t o s  a n o  in f o r m a t io n  
SENO t i . o o  FOR COMPLETE LISTING a n o  s a m p l e  Pl a n  t o :

WALT MOONEY, 2 B I2  CARRILLO MESA DR
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA B 2 I2 3  -

ALL NEW!
CUSTOM SCHNEURLE,

COX 009 ENGINES!
Racing & Stunt versions w ith spec ia l 

hard chrome & honing technology. 
Also,

Com plete Inventory o f ind iv idual s tock  
and custom  pa rts  fo r  Cox 

T.D. 020, 049, 051 & 09  engines.
Com petition pa rts  & accessories fo r  
Combat, Free Fit., C /L  & R /C  Racing, 

Speed, S tunt & Team Race.
Exclusive d is tr ibu to r fo r the 
Nelson 15 engine & parts.

For de ta iled  cata log, send 50 cen ts to: 
Kustom  Kraftsm anshlp, Box 2699  

Laguna Hills, CA 92653  
Telephone: (714) 83 0 -5 162

VINTAGE E C FLANS
CONSOLIDATED 

P B Y -5A  "CATALINA”
9  FT . WING SPAN
ALL RIBS 8  FULL FORMERS SHOWN ON PLANS 11 
PLASTIC ENG.COWLS $ 9 .90  PR.
CLEAR GUN BLISTERS $ 6 .6 0  PR

4 LARGE PLAN SHEETS —  Plans $1695 
6  f t . WING SPAN MODEL P B Y -5 A  
ENGINE COWLS f  6 .50  PR. PIqHS $ 12 95 
GUN BUSTERS I  4 .50 PR ADD $ 2Λ 0  POSTAGE

CATALOG-OVER 50 PLANS $100 DEALERS WRITE_____  /»L _____
WORLD WIDE

SID MORGAN
13157 O R M O N D ,B E LLE V ILLE  , M IC H .48III U.SA.

control line models and representing 
the So. Cal. Control Line Association. 
The American Model Yachting Associa
tion showed the latest in national class 
racing yachts. The U.S. FAI Team for 
Class F3B (R/C sailplane) was there to 
raise money for its members and to pass 
on the word about this activity. The 
Society of Antique Modelers (SAM) is 
well represented in Southern California 
by the SCAMPS. SCIFS, and SAM ’49ers. 
And SAM’s own “ Daddy Warbucks” , 
John Pond, is always on hand with his 
O.T. Plans Service. Of course, the grand- 
daddy of them all, the Academy of 
Model Aeronautics, was well repre
sented. On Sunday afternoon, AMA 
President Walt Grigg presented two 
awards to Mike Gilbertson for his supe
rior efforts relating to the obtaining of 
the new R/C frequencies; the Distin
guished Service Award for his testing 
and reviewing of the proposed frequen
cies in 1980 and 1981, and the Superior 
Service Award for his counterproposal 
which helped defeat a proposal by 
another company which was against the 
AMA frequency acquisition.

The relatively new electric powered 
model aircraft hobby was well repre
sented in one continuous row of exhibi
tors. including Astro Flight, Hobby 
Horn, S.E.A.M. (Society of Electric Air
craft Modelers), Larry Jolly Model Prod
ucts, and Leisure Electronics. Of course, 
electric powered models have domi

nated the indoor live demonstrations 
over the past years of the IMS show, but 
this was the first time that industry 
support was so evident.

In the “ infernal combustion” depart
ment, probably the most attention was 
gained by Gary Conley and his fine and 
quiet running V-4 and V-8 engines. He 
had installed the V-4 in an MRC/Tamiya 
pickup truck chassis in order to demon
strate that it was more than just a 
gimmick to look at and/or run on the 
bench. Gary ran the car in the demon
stration area at various times through
out the show . . . minus body. We’ll be 
publishing an article about this setup in 
the near future.

Of course, Wally Warner, of Techno
power, was also running his radials, 
which are so quiet that he could be 
telling you about the new nine-cylinder 
engine, in a normal voice, while stand
ing right next to the running demo 
model.

There’s another radial in town, too. 
This is the huge, three-inch displace
ment, five-cylinder job by Elmer Good. 
Elmer also introduced some beautiful 
seaplane floats made of the same, bullet
proof, cross-linked polyethylene he 
developed for the Hobby Hawk nose 
cone.

The single-cylinder set was also well 
represented, with exhibits by Bavarian 
(HB), R)L, C.B. Associates (Kawasaki), 
Contempo (Magnum), and TE]A Engi

neering (CMB of Italy).
What do you put on engines? Props 

and mufflers. Joe Zingali and family had 
props for any engine available, even for 
some that haven’t been built yet! And 
between John Tatone and Wally McAl
lister, you have no excuse for a noisy 
engine . . .  or a poorly mounted one!

In the airplane kit department, Byron 
Originals certainly has the largest and 
most impressivelineof’glassand molded 
foam model aircraft in the business. No 
matter what is currently available, there’s 
always something just down the line that 
keeps you full of anticipation . . . like 
right now, that beautifu l staggering 
Beechcraft biplane is ready to hatch very 
soon. According to Dean Copeland, it’s 
a smooth, easy flier, yet it has amazing 
aerobatic capabilities . . . more than the 
full-scale model, no doubt.

Johnnie Casburn was a welcome 
newcomer to the show, although he's 
not new in the kit business. His neat, 
foam cored wing with balsa sheet and rib 
caps, is unique in the field, and we’ll be 
testing one soon. Great to see this good 
ole Texas boy visiting the West Coast!

When it comes to kit models made of 
traditional materials . . .  such as wood 
. . .  Top Flite and Sig are the tops. Top 
Flite’s current star is the Hot Kanary, a 
staggerwing sporty forty design that can 
be raced, razzle-dazzled, or just plain 
run around the approach pattern, ac
cording to your mood and/or capabili
ties. Sig’s biggie at the moment is a 
biggie . . . the beautiful J-3 Cub in 
quarter-scale that pretty much tops off 
the hundreds of different J-3 Cub kits 
that have appeared over the years.

The newest kit company to show at 
Pasadena was Buzz Waltz R/C, and we’ll 
give you one second to figure out 
the company owner/operator’s name. 
First model is a quickly built, sensible 
sized, trike-geared trainer, designed 
around the HB .25.

Consolidated Models, of Buena Park, 
California, offers a complete line of kits, 
ranging from high wing trainers, through 
pattern, slope soarers, and fun scale.

Royal Products’ line of scale kits from 
Japan is never-ending, running the 
gamut of World War Two fighters and 
bombers, modern and classic civilian 
aircraft, and offers hundreds of scale 
reference publications for documen
tation.

Two Worlds International is described 
in our Workbench column this month, 
but it offers two extremes . . .  a line of 
Japanese indoor model kits, and R/C 
sailplanes (the former Soarcraft series).

And Powermax,of England.haslanded 
on U.S. shores. This long established 
British kit and accessory firm is estab
lishing warehouse and d istribution 
facilities in the San Diego area. Watch 
for its ads. The U.S. rep, Sidney Cole, is 
also handling a separate line of opera
tional R/C submarines. A few technical 
problems prevented live demonstration 
of the R/C submerging/surfacing sys
tem, but the subs are impressive and 
very much to scale.

Kraft Systems radios and accessories
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MODEL AIRPLANES and the AMERICAN 
BOY Magazine size book (160 pages) of 
1927-34 era. "For me. the book is sheer joy! 
Photos Over 40 Plans. Ten day refund. $9.50 
postpaid. MODEL AERO PUBN.. Box 135. 
Northridge. CA 91328.

USED ENGINES. Atom engine castings. Rite- 
Pitch props. Modelectric coils, stick/tissue 
kits List 30C. T. Crouss, 100 Smyrna St., West 
Springfield. MA 01089.

FREE FLIGHT ONLY! Worldwide service Kits 
for power. A/2. Wakefield. Coupe. Unlimited. 
P-30. OT.. Peanuts. Rossi. Pirelli, timers, 
winders, carbon, etc catalog $2 00 Che1 
Hobbies. 10900 Eastwood Ave , Inglewood, 
CA 90304 U S A

RAS-STICK 19- 40 Fun Flyer, 51" foam wing, 
balsa fuselage Complete kits, $49.95. Send 
money order, we pay UPS Send stamp for 
picture sheet. Dealer inquiries invited. GT 
MODELS. PO Box 869. Rantoul. IL 61866, 
phone (217) 893-4136

WANTED — OLD MODEL ignition engines, 
cars, etc Paying top dollar Bill Simpson. 7413 
Via Lorado Rancho Palos Verdes. CA 90274 
(213) 377-3532

FORSTER IGNITION ENGINES. English & 
Chinese diesels: Parts and Supplies Send 
SASE to M&G ENGINES, PO Box 6026. 
Denver. CO 80206

RAZOR BLADES, single edge industrial first 
quality — extra sharp. 100/$4.25,200/$8.00, 
30 0 /$  1 1 75. 500/S19.25, 1000/S37 50. 
postpaid in U S Cobbie's Gifts. Postbox 2. 
Deal. NJ 07223; (201) 531 -6842

WANTED; Royal Products, SILRON, model 
covering material any size or color Cash or 
trade. Orval Lloyd. 1744 Rosecrest D r . Salt 
Lake City. UT 84108.

FLY IGNITION Convert your Glow engine 
Proven manufactured timer, metal gas tank, 
low cost. Send SASE for further information 
Les Payne. 881 S Josephine, Denver. CO 
80209

FOR SALE Five Orwick 64's, spark ignition 
new in box $2500 00 in group only R B 
McKenna 1620 Artesia Blvd Redondo 
Beach CA 90278

WANTED -  OLD MODEL IGNITION EN
GINES Paying top dollar Don Chapton. 1252 
Bennington. Santa Ana CA (714) 838-5469

SCALE SAILPLANES kits, plans documen
tation and supplies Send $2 for illustrated 
catalogue Archaeopteryx Avion Associates. 
Box 120. Pottstown, PA 19464

SELLING OUT R/C — engines new models 
field box accessories FF — rubber, contest 
wood, winder etc Write for list Chuck Drew 
81 Round Hill Rd Wethersfield. CT 06109

WANTED Sparks ignition model airplane 
motors, parts race cars. Circa 1930-1950 
Russell Stokes. Rl 1 Box 520. Keller TX 
76248

LATEST PEANUT PLAN 191 7 Morane Saul- 
mer A-1 $2 25 postpaid SAE for list David 
Diels. Box 101 Wood ville. OH 43469

FIREBALL1! A magic word a marvelous 
plane. Over 16 years of continuous produc
tion saw many changes Now you can build 
any production version of Jim W alker's 
famous Fireball Accurate plans for all 
versions, plus patterns and instructions Build 
a Fireball on Floats, the Biplane. Speedster, or 
Sportster Send $2.00 and SASE to A-J Fun- 
Pak, P O Box 548. Oregon City. OR 97045 
Specify Fireball information

will be covered by Eloy Marez next 
month. However, some modelers may 
still not be aware of the continually 
increasing line of )oe Bridi-designed 
a ircra ft kits now being o ffe red . At 
present, there are four power models, 
including trainers, sport, and pattern 
aircraft, a two-meter sailplane, and floats 
for 40-size models.

We mentioned helicopters earlier, 
but did not list all of the exhibitors. 
Gorham Model Products, American R/C 
Helicopters, and California Model Im
ports were all repeat exhibitors from 
past IMS shows. This year. M iniature 
Aircraft Supply, of Orlando, Florida,

representing Schluter Helicopters, was 
added to the exhibitor list.

California Model Imports also showed 
an interesting line of foam constructed 
sport and scale rubber powered free 
flight models. These all feature a unique 
geared motor drive unit, which is now 
available separately.

In the accessory area, Aircraft Spruce 
& Specialty Co. has a unique line of tools 
and materials, based on its many yearsof 
supplying full-scale homebuilt enthu
siasts with their needs. The overlap of 
useful items to m odeling  is ra ther 
amazing.

Da Ca Products Inc. was sold by Dave

and Caren Litt, but the model holding 
packs, snow skis, and field boxes are still 
in production, with more items coming.

Eldon Lind, maker of the uniform 
sanding and Extra Hands covering de
vices, has added a handy little tool for 
centering and digging out the slots for 
R/C hinges. It’s so simple, i t ’s hard to 
describe, lust go to the hobby shop, pick 
one up, and see for yourself.

And speaking of hinges, the combina
tion hinge and control actuator called 
the Swingee, by Scan Am, has to be the 
most unique, simple, and fool-proof 
device to come along since the clevis. 
We’ve shown it before. Like they say,
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FULL SIZE PLANS SERVICE
Inc lud ing  re p rin t o f cons truc tion  a rtic le  

( if  any)

No. 4831 FR AN KLIN  SPORT $9.00
Electric powered, 2-inch scale bi

plane for 3-channel radio. Bill Gilchri

No. 4831 FR AN KLIN  SPORT $9.00
Electric powered, 2-inch scale classic bi
plane for 3-channel radio. Bill Gilchrist.

No. 4832 TEM PLETO N  MK II $1.50
Inexpensive 1/2A ukie sport racer. Build 
two from one 1/4x4 sht. James Martin.

No. 483-0.T. B ELLA N C A  CARGO $3.50
Rubber scale cabin Aircruiser from July 
'37 M.A.N., 32" span. By Joseph Kovel.

No. 3831 ELECTR ICUS $5.75
Electric powered two-meter competition 
sailplane, for 05 motors. By Larry Jolly.

No. 3832 CUTLASS II $3.50
Foam-built flying wing R/C glider, based 
on Navy carrier fighter. By Larry Renger.

No. 3833 ARADO Ar 96V $3.00
Rubber scale low wing fighter. Is an ex
cellent flier. 18" span. By Tom Houle.

No. 383-0.T. COLIBRI $4.00
From Sept. '39 M.A.N., a single wheeled, 
twin-finned A gas job by Louis Garami.

No. 2831 REPUBLIC P 43 $11.00
Contest winning, large scale, pre-WW-ll 
fighter. Quadra power. Col. Art Johnson.

No. 2832 BUNKER BO AT $6.00
Scale sea-going fishing trawler, R/C, elec
tric power, 36" LOA. Lashek & Smith.

No. 283 C.P. COM ET MONOPLANE $3.00
A 36" span rubber cabin ship. One of 
Comet's earliest. By founder Bill Bishop.

No. 283-0.T. SHARK P-60 $3.00
Rubber powered version of the famous 
"G-Line" series. 24" span. Vic Stanzel.

No. 1831 U L TR A  Mk IV $5.75
Standard Cl. 3-ch. R/C electric sailplane 
for geared or direct drive. Mike Charles.

No. 1832 FINDRAGGER $3.50
R/C .049 trainer or .10 powered aerobat 
fun ship. Inverted fin. By Bruce Tharpe.

No. 1833 SICKLE $3.50
FAI Combat weapon. Curved wing, with 
cut foam forward section. Steve Fauble.

No. 183-C.P. T A Y L O R C R A F T  $3.00
Capitol Model Aircraft kit plans for 30" 
rubber scale. Shows ribs and bulkheads.

No. 183-0.T. TH ER M ALEER  $6.00
Beautiful streamline Cl. C gas soarer, 76" 
Stinson gull type wing. By Dan Veronica.

No. 12821 G R IFFIN  III $3.75
Mini full-house R/C sport aircraft, only 
28-inch span, .03 power. By Bill Cannon.

Minimum of $5.00 on credit card orders. 
C o m p le te  lis t  o f  o v e r  4 0 0  p la n s , 5 0 y  

NEW ORD ER IN G  INSTRUCTION S

Price includes 3rd or 4th Class mail. For air
mail or First Class (Priority) in U.S., add 
25% of total order. For Overseas Airmail (in
cludes Canada and Mexico), add 50% of to
tal order. Remit by International Moner Or
der or U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank on 
Overseas orders. Postage paid for APO and 
FPO orders. Master Card or VISA accepted. 
Include card number, expiration date, and 
signature.

C A LIFO R N IA  RESIDENTS ADD 6% TA X  
M ODEL BUILDER PLANS SERVICE 

621 West 19th. St., Box 10335 
COSTA MESA, CA 92627 0132

"You gotta see it to believe it ! ”
McDaniel R/C Service, in addition to 

its Ni-Starter, has the only true strobe 
light we’ve seen. Not a hopped up light 
bulb receiving momentary high jolts, 
this is a true xenon strobe tube, and it 
hurts your eyes to watch it directly. A 
handy device fo r la te -in -the -day or 
night time fliers.

It was lucky for Carl and Beth Gold
berg that we d idn’t have a three-day 
show! The monstrosity they built out of 
scrap balsa and ply, using Jet and Super 
let cyanoacrylate glue, was beginning to 
get out of hand!

Granger and Larry Williams, in addi
tion to offering many fine scale model 
accessories, also offer a high quality line 
of plastic scale display models. Many 
flying model builders, who look with 
scorn upon plastic shelf models, would 
have second thoughts if they could get a 
close look at the finely detailed little 
beauties that were displayed in the 
spotless plexiglas showcases.

Also using glass showcases was Peck- 
Polym ers, w ith  its many neat l i t t le  
Peanut Scale models. Peck, the prime 
purveyor of Peanuts (sorry, couldn't 
resist it), also goes to the other extreme, 
with the Pony Blimp, the 12-foot long, 
Goodyear blimp-like model for electric 
power. No, it wasn’t in a showcase . .  . 
but it did make numerous circuits of the 
exhibit hall, showing very precise con
trol of altitude and direction.

Something a little out of the ordinary 
that was on display this year was slot cars. 
No . . . not the tiny little HO size fleas 
that are so unrealistic and toy-like. These 
are big, 1/32-scale cars with steerable 
front ends, very accurate in scale, that 
can be driven with skill, drifting through 
turns and pouring it on down the 
straights. Yes. there’s actually an asso
ciation of 1/32 scale racing enthusiasts.

and many ready-built and kit cars are 
available, as well as slotted track and 
various power and track accessories. 
More info on request.

Delta Mfg. was the only major 1/8 gas 
and 1/10-1/12 electric R/C car manu
facturer present. Delta cars hold many 
titles in national and world competition.

Well, Delta wasn’t truly the only car 
exhibitor. As MRC. though it did not 
send its usual huge display, was on hand 
and showed the latest foam trainer, 
radio systems, and the Tamiya off-road 
R/C vehicles.

To finish out the exhibitors, there was 
RMS Tooling with a very smooth-acting 
16 to 1 ind oo r rubber w inder, and 
W ardlow  M fg ., w hich o ffe red  w ing 
covers to prevent hangar and transpor
tation rasn from affecting your favorite 
model.

As we mentioned earlier, both Eloy 
Marez (electronics and radios) and Bill 
Forrey (R/C gliders) are writing about 
other exhibitors not mentioned herein.

Late Sunday afternoon, the IMS Raffle 
took place. From open ing  tim e on 
Saturday, through about 3:30 Sunday 
afternoon, raffle tickets were sold for a 
huge list of hobby items, all provided by 
exhibitors in attendance. Ticket holders 
did not have to be present to win. but it 
was sure a lot more tun to be able to 
hand a prize to a winner. )ust togiveyou 
an idea, here are some of the prizes 
won: Byron CAP 21 quarter-scale kit, 
Kraft KP5K radio system, Peck-Polymers 
blimp kit. Top Flite Hot Kanary, a com
pleted Gorham Model Products Cricket 
helicopter (built during the show on 
Sunday!), Sig )-3 Cub (Quarter-Scale). 
G-Mark 5-cylinder radial engine from 
Cannon R/C Systems. Hobby Shack 
Aero Sport 4 radio, a round trip flight to 
Hawaii (!), and many others.

Ya better come next year!

W e’d like  to express very special 
thanks to several very helpful individ
uals. W ith o u t th e ir always a ttentive  
assistance and ability to carry out a job, it 
would have been just about impossible 
to get through the weekend. Bill Stro- 
man completely took over the giant task 
o f s ign ing in the static co m p e titio n  
models, correctly spotting them on the 
display platforms, judging and awarding 
trophies and ribbons to all of the cate
gory w inners, and supervising th e ir 
removal from the hall. Only thing is, I 
d idn't win Best Old Timer Rubber Power 
for my Pacific Ace. Gonna have to do 
something about that!

Sheree La Porte was the gal who faith
fully peddled raffle tickets almost single- 
handedly all weekend. Forsorne reason, 
when she’s selling tickets, a lot more are 
sold.

Of course, the Number One Supreme 
Exhalted Go-fer of all is Al Tuttle. Al flew 
back to the mainland from his home on 
the island of Maui, Hawaii, just to work 
at the show, and work he did. "A l Tuttle, 
we need more tables.”  "A l Tuttle, open 
the roll-up door so whatsisname can get 
his whatchamacallit out.”  "A l Tuttle, 
there’s a green Ford blocking the ex
hibitor's entrance.”  It went on and on. 
and Al was always there. Funny thing is. 
he enjoyed every minute of it, and will 
be back again (this was his second show) 
next year. "H e y  A l, get me a beer, 
please?”

Speaking of next year, the dates are 
January 14 and 15, in 1984. Hope we see 
you there! ·

Counter.........Continued from  page 10

more efficiently and with greater speed 
than its predecessor. It’s also capable of 
"zoom ”  launching your favorite multi-
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No. 5781 UPTO N ’S BABY ACE $10.00
Exact R/C quarter-scale model o( popular 
homebuilt parasol, 78" span Bob Upton

No. 91074-0.T. BUHL PUP S6.00
Semi-scale 8 ft. span model published in 
1936 MAN Redrawn bv Phil Bernhardt.

No. 11811 WACO TAPERW ING $17.95
Sensational 1/4-scale R/C model of Bob 
Lyjack's Waco. 2.5-3.5 eng. Larry Scott.

No. 579-0.T. TA Y L O R C R A F T $12.00
Quarter-scale in 1941! Famous 9-foot de
sign kitted by Miniature Aircraft Corp.

No. 10811 H E A TH  PARASOL $7.50
Lightweight quarter-scale for .60 power. 
Span 94", two-piece wing. Bob Kitson.

No. 8781 R/C VELIE MONOCOUPE $9 50
Light-weight 1 4-scale for belt reduction 
electric power. 90" span. Bob 8oucher.

No. 12781 GRUMMAN A G -C A T $12.00 
Mammoth 2-1/2" R/C scale biplane, for 
2 "  engines. Span 7.5'. Floyd Fitzgerald.

No. 2811 LIB ER TY  SPORT $17.75
Mammoth 3-1/4" scale biplane for belt- 
drive 60 on up. Four sheets. Roger Stern.

No. 6781 LOCKHEED P 38L $12.00
R/C Sport Scale, balsa and ply const., a 
trophy winner, big, 8' span. Art Johnson.

No. 3811 DORM OY "B A TH TU B " $15.00
Unusual 1/3-scale R/C (8' span) early ul
tra-light homebuilt, .40-,60. Hank lltzsch.

No. 10771 KRIER K R A FT $10.00
Large R/C sport scale model of famous 
aerobatic bipe, 70" span. By Ray Nugen.

No. 8771 GIPSY M OTH $12.00
Exact quarter-scale (7-1/2 ft. span) R/C 
of famous H.D. bipe. By Bill Northrop.

No. 6811 CURTISS P 40 $10.00
Exact-outline giant/sport R/C scale for 
.90 power. 80" span. By Art Johnson.

No. 6791 CAP 20L-200 $10.00
Fully aerobatic large-scale low winger for 
2 cu. in. or red.-drive engines. Jeff tracy.

No. 3801 LES LONG S "WIMPY" $10.00
Lightweight R/C 1/4-scale homebuilt for 
electric or gas, 94" span. By Le Gray.

No. 7812 BIG PROP CH AR TS $1.50
Charts for determining best engine and 
prop sizes for the "biggies". John Burns.

No. 1176-0.T. LUSCOMBE "50" S5.50
Scale ship from Dec. 40 F.A. Suites O .T 
or R/C Sport Scale. 90" Tom Mounqoy.

S E E  P A G E  100 F O R  O R D E R IN G  IN S T R U C T IO N S .  
C O M P L E T E  MB P L A N S  L I S T  S E N T  W IT H  E A C H  O R D E R .

task sailplane; yei with all of this in
creased power, the new Pow'rtow winch 
motor only draws a maximum of 75 to 80 
amps . . .  about the same as the smaller 
Pow'rwinch motor.

Here are some of the very nice fea
tures of the new Pow’rtow: welded steel 
tow line drum with three-inch diameter 
spool center; F3B-style anti-kite drum 
brake; ball bearing line swivel to pre
vent line twist; 1800 feet of 115 lb. test, 
low-stretch, braided nylon line; para
chute; elevated ball bearing hub turn
around; heavy duty battery cables with 
bolt-on terminals; low profile design for 
easy storage and transportation; 40 lb. 
total weight (less battery, foot switch, 
and turnaround): and low current drain 
motor (25 to 75 amps peak).

This last feature is a real sleeper that 
not everyone will appreciate at first. 
When you compare this with the starter 
motor type winch, you will find that il 
has about 1/3 the current drain on the 
battery. This means that you will get 
three times the numberof launches with 
the same battery using the Pow'rtow as 
you would with a common starter motor 
winch. Why. you could add a Davey 
Systems Retriever to the Pow'rtow and 
still have " ju ice " to spare!

★ ★ ★
From south of ihe equator (and west 

of Hawaii) comes news of two fantastic 
new models manufactured by Southern 
Sailplanes, 31 Queens Parade. Burwood. 
Vic., 3125, Melbourne. Australia.

The T-Bird, an 80-inch (2.03 meter) 
span, two-channel R/C sailplane, is an 
easy to build foam and fiberglass job 
with a modified Eppler 193 airfoil and a 
very strong .375-inch aluminum wing 
joiner. The T-Bird is a multi-task, high 
performance two-meter class sailplane 
that is very popular among Australian 
R/C enthusiasts. The kit features: beau
tifu lly finished, high strength molded 
fiberglass fuselage: accurately cut and 
pre-slotted foam core wings; all balsa 
sheeting necessary as well as strip wood 
and hardware: a fully illustrated and 
com prehensive ins truc tion  book le t; 
and an optional ballast facility in the 
wings which can hold two pounds of 
lead. Price for the T-Bird Kit is $97.50. 
add $5.00 for the ballast option, and 
$7.50 for insured surface postage.

The other sailplane offered by South
ern Sailplanes is the 5LP Ricochet, a 
slightly larger airplane of the same basic 
configuration (except the horizontal 
stabilizer, which is mid-fin). Write to 
Siouthern Sailplanes (Ralph Learmont) 
for prices and specifications on thisone.

Dealer inquiries are invited.
★ ★ ★

Coverite introduces its newest tool: 
the Professional Spray Can Holder. In 
five seconds this handy tool can be 
snapped on to the top of any aerosol can 
converting it to a nifty spray gun format 
. . .  no more messy, tired fingers! Paint
ing is easier, cleaner, faster.

If this handy tool looks good to you. 
you can buy one from your local Coverite 
dealer or order direct from Coverite, 420 
Babylon Road, Horsham, PA 19044, (215) 
672-6720. The list price for the Profes
sional Spray Can Holder is $2.95.

★ ★ ★
Bob Violett Models has introduced a 

series of light weight, super strength 
construction materials that it calls Mag- 
nalite. Magnalite is the product line 
name fo r a variety of pro fessiona lly 
processed balsa, graphite, 'glass, and 
epoxy laminates and rod stock. The 
strength-to-weight ratio of these com
posite materials allows the removal of 20 
percent of the normal airframe weight 
w ith  p roper app lica tion . M agna lite  
materials e lim ina te  heavy hardware 
plywood, and metals, as well as allowing 
the model builder to use the lightest 
balsa in areas that were impossib le 
before.

Magnalite composites are available in 
many stock sizes and are sold direct to 
modelers to keep price to a minimum. A 
brochure describing the many uses and 
applications of these products is avail
able for $1.00. The sampler kit shown in 
the photo contains each of six different 
products and is available (including a 
brochure) for $10.00. Contact Central 
Florida Hobbies. 491 State Road 434. 
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701. for the 
sampler or brochure.

★  ★  ★
H&N Electronics introduces a great
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COVERUP!
Sturdy, high quality, rich dark 
green vinyl-covered binders for 
your valued copies of MODEL 
BUILDER Magazine. Gold let
tering on spine and front cover.

One Binder ............$5.95
Three Binders . . . $15.95 
Five Binders . . . .  $25.95 

(For more than 5, include 
$5.00 for each additional 
binder.)

Shipping: Binders shipped in U.S. 
by UPS only. For one binder, add 
SZ00. For each add itiona l binderi 
add 75c. For binders shipped ou t
side U. S., add S3.50 fo r one bind
er. For each additiona l binder, add 
SI. 50. For A ir  M a il rates overseas, 
please inquire.

PLEASE . All payments must be in U.S. 
funds, drawn on a U.S. bank.

California residents add 6% Sales Tax

MODELS'
BUILDER

621 West Nineteenth St., Box 10335 
Costa Mesa, California 92627-0132

solder flux to the model trade. It’s called 
SUPERSAFE Soft Solder Liquid Flux and it 
is available in a fou r-ounce  bo ttle . 
SUPERSAFE, unlike most flux, contains 
no rosin, zinc, ammonium chloride, or 
o ther strong acids or acid fo rm ing  
substances. In the container, the flux is a 
mild acid which is chemically converted 
into a neutral salt through the heat of 
soldering.

SUPERSAFE is used extensively in the 
aerospace industry fo r all types of 
soldering. By using solid wire solder, 
your work will be much cleaner and free 
from  the usual flu x  bu ild  up. W ork 
clean-up is easy as SUPERSAFE is water 
soluble (no alcohol or solvents neces
sary). Once heated, SUPERSAFE be
comes chemically neutral, non-corro
sive, non-hygroscopic, and electrically

non -conductive . W hether you are 
soldering printed circuit boards, landing 
gear wire, or throttle cables, you will 
find SUPERSAFE makes soldering easier. 
A four ounce bottle is available for $3.95 
at your local Hobby Shop, or send $4.00 
(continental US), or $5.00 (outside the 
continental US), to H&N Electronics, 
10937 Rome Beauty Drive, California 
City, CA 93505. Dealer inquiries invited. 

★ ★ ★
Fliteglas M odels, R.R. 1 Box 392, 

Neoga, IL 62447, has announced some 
major updates on two of its products. 
The Fliteglas P-51D Mustang has a new 
set of plans and a new 12-page booklet 
to  aid in construc tion . Retractable 
landing gear (including tailwheel) is now 
shown on the plans.

The P-51D kit contains a beautiful 
fiberglass fuselage, foam wing and stab 
cores, 3-3/4 inch aluminum spinner, 
landing gear wire, canopy, and scale 
exhaust stacks.

The P-51D is a stand-off scale kit that 
has been on the market since 1968. It has 
won more contests (both pattern and 
scale) than any other scale model on the 
market today. This is the same kit aircraft 
that won the 1978 AMA National Cham
pionship and has won four out of six 
Warbird Races held in the midwest.

The basic kit retails for $121.95, while 
the deluxe kit is $166.95. Order direct 
from Fliteglas or through your dealer.

The other product that Fliteglas has 
updated is its Liquid Masking Film which 
is now available in three sizes: four 
ounce, pint, and quart volumes. Prices 
are $2.95, $7.25, and $11.95 respectively.

Liquid Masking Film is a sprayable 
liquid that is used in place of masking 
tapes for painting trim, numbers, and 
insignias on model airplanes, cars, boats, 
and trains. After applying the liquid and 
allowing it to dry, the film  is cut with a 
sharp knife or razor blade and peeled 
away from the area to be painted. Paint 
runs and masking tape “ bleeds”  are 
eliminated, and complex curves and 
shapes are easily masked.

Liquid Masking Film is available from 
your local hobby shop or directly from 
Fliteglas.

★ ★ ★
Attention R/C car racers, here is a 

product you should know about . . . 
Bavarian Precision Products Co., P.O. 
Box 6, 22 East Avenue, New Canaan, CT 
06840, has announced the availability of 
its new HB .21 Slide Valve Carburetor 
(Model 2953) which is specially designed 
for the HB .21 Schnuerle Car Engine, but 
can also be used on any .21 car engine 
with a carb opening of .49 inch. This 
carburetor was designed to meet the 
demands of competitive car racing. The 
" in lin e " slide valve makes installation a 
snap. The two-speed multi-mix feature 
makes for top performance and easy 
adjustment.

Many other carburetors are available 
from Bavarian Precision Products for 
engines ranging from Picco, to K and B, 
to Webra, to Enya, and Irvine. The best 
thing for you to do is to write to BPP and 
ask for more information.

★ ★ ★
For those model builders who hate to 

dig ou t h inge slots, there  is now a 
product available from Eldon j. Lind 
Company, 2912 Walker Lee, Los Ala- 
mitos, CA 90720, that promises to make a 
life a little easier. That product is called 
the "D igger,”  and it is the simplest thing 
you ever wanted to see . . .  you’ll prob
ably ask yourself, "Now  why didn’t I 
th ink of that?"

The Digger is a small metal tool about 
three inches long with two distinguish
ing features on it (see photo). The first is 
a centering device which tells you where 
to d ig  ou t the slo t, and the second 
device is the actual digging tool, which 
looks like  a m in ia tu re  cowboy boot 
spur. Price is $2.95. ·

Free Flight . . Continued from  page 59

Vancouver, B.C. Free Flighters suggests 
the following predictions for 1983:

Bill Giffen w ill leave a wing of an 
unbeatable model on the sofa when he 
leaves for a contest.

Norm Beattie w ill break two motors in 
his favourite unlimited ship and then fly 
a Sleek Streak to victory in the event.

Chris Beattie w ill withdraw from the 
event, thus allowing his father to win.

Bob H orn idge  w ill th row  a hand- 
launch g lider so hard that he’ ll win 
OHLG in'^n Idaho contest.

Phil Barber w ill let a model go without 
the de te rm a lize r set, and a fter the 
clearing of parts from the crash, w ill 
explain how he was trying for more roll 
in the transition.

Peter Johnson w ill, after much berat
ing from Phil Barber, feed him his A-2 
with no salt.

Greg Davis will add a bellcrank and 
leadouts to his Taube and fly it as a 
combat ship.

Captain Doug Hannay w ill doanother 
header off his Harley Davidson while 
riding sidesaddle and looking at an old 
time rubber ship in a thermal.

Tom Cashman will show us all how to 
convert a Tomy toy into a timer, and 
then lose three models on the same day 
because of timer malfunction.

Steve Helmick w ill show Josh Cham
berlain how to circle tow, and then lose 
to him in the same contest.

Herb Carlson will find out that it is 
harder to chase his son Jeff’s models 
because they fly farther than his.

Earle “ Foggy”  Moorhead will try to 
get his P-20 entered as a Spitfire in a scale 
contest.

Bob Stalick w ill design a new model, 
and won't know what letter to put in 
front of "Q ue ll”  to give it a name.

John Lenderman will be appointed 
Ambassador to Russia for the AMA, and 
wind up preventing World War III.

Al and DeeGrell w ill build and install a 
sign over their home that says, “ M odel
er’s Hostel of the Northwest,”  and then 
find out that they’ve been feeding and 
sleeping 74 transients each year. . .none 
of whom are contestants.

In closing, I should point out that the 
above predictions w ill very likely come
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IN THE BEST CIRCLES,
IT’S fiber skiver

A PRECISION INSTRUMENT 
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING MODELER

Safe, Rear D raw -Bar Clutch  
Precision, Instrum ent-Q uality Materials 
S trong-H old ing Advanced Collet Design 
N o n -R o llin g  Hex Cross-Section 
D e eply Knurled, N on -S lip  G rip  
Lo n g -L ife , Stainless,
Surgical Steel Blades

See your dealer, or order direct. 
Dealer inquiries are invited.
All direct orders sent postpaid in U.S. 
California residents add 6% sales tax.

20

Available in seven satin anodized handle colors: 
silver, blue, red, green, gold, copper, violet. 
Complete set in fitted hardwood case; includes 
uber Skiver, together with two vials containing 
four No. 11, and one each of Nos. 10, 12, 15,
and 2 0 ..........  S i4.95
Individual handles (specify color) $5.95
Vial of 6 blades (No. 10, 11, or 15) $2.10

(No. 12 or 20) $3.30

MODEL BUILDER PRODUCTS
621 West Nineteenth St., Costa Mesa, California 92627



TOLEDO/83
TWENTY-NINTH 

ANNUAL 
RADIO CONTROL 

EXPOSITION
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA 

ONE MAIN STREET 
TOLEDO, OHIO

Reserve A p ril 8 , 9 and 
10, 1983 to attend the 
w orld ’s greatest radio con
trol model show. W e are 
featuring one of the w orld ’s 
largest Swap Shops (no 
dealers), complete refresh
ment centers, the Saturday 
N ight Auction, raffles of 
complete r /c  systems and 
accessories, and acres of 
free parking.

Bring your latest com
pletely finished models to 
display and enter the com
petition for exciting awards. 
Complete r /c  systems w ill 
be presented to first, 
second and th ird  place w in
ners. A new Video Cassette 
Recorder w ill be awarded to 
the lucky w inner of the Best 
of Show. Open to the public 
all three great days.

APRIL 8,9 & 10
FRIDAY 9 am to 6 pm 
SATURDAY 9 am to 6 pm 
SUNDAY 9 am to 4:30 pm

presented by
Weak Signals R/C Club 
P.O. Box 5772 
Toledo, Ohio 43613

true . .  . knowing the folks in the roles as 
I do. I should also point out that in a 
previous issue, I commented on the 
availability of Tomy Robots from Herm 
Newkirk. Herm writes that he has ex
hausted his supply, and all of you who 
have been wanting some will have to 
wait. He is looking for more.

I guess that’s it for March. Have a good 
month and build, build, build. ·

Workbench. . . .  Continued from  page 6 

★  ★  ★
Two Worlds International, 20 Galli Dr., 

Novato, CA 94947, (415) 883-1245, which 
up to now has been known in the 
modeling world for its exquisite line of 
indoor model kits imported from Japan, 
has acquired Soarcraft Products, o rig i
nally founded and manufactured under 
the direction of Hugh Stock, but during 
recent years, in a state of suspension.

For the benefit of latecomers to the 
R/C hobby, Soarcraft was known for its 
high quality line of R/C sailplane kits, 
which includes: M in i-M erlin, a two- 
meter ship with epoxy-glass fuselage, 
ballast tubes, foam wing cores; 10-foot 
span semi-scale Diamant, ’glass Glas- 
fiuge l 604, ’glass fuselage, b u ilt-u p  
surfaces: Libelle. 111-1/2 inch span; 
Magnum 12 is the largest, at 148-inch 
span, with low profile 'glass fuselage, 
and built-up surfaces: and the Cen- 
turian, a 100-inch span, all built-up, for 
the newcomer, but not the usual boxy 
beginner’s design.

In addition to sailplanes, the Soarcraft 
line includes two scale aerobatic ships 
for .60-size engines; the Steen Skybolt, 
which spans 50 inches, and the Spinks 
Akromaster, at 64-inch span. Both ships 
feature fiberglass fuselages, cowls and 
wheel pants, plus many extras.

Contact Two Worlds’ Jimmy Walker 
for further information.

★ ★ ★

Wayne Ulery, designer of the 1/3- 
scale Laser 200 used by many of the 
contestants at the 1982 Las VegasTourna- 
ment of Champions, is now offering 
plans fo r this a ircra ft. The m odel is 
highly aerobatic, however, it is very easy 
to  fly  and makes an exce llen t sport 
project. Unlike the many highly over- 
wing-loaded clunkers that have evolved 
with the coming of large displacement 
model aircraft engines, the Ulery Laser 
200 is designed to weigh between 17 and 
19 pounds, depending on the engine 
used (2.0 to 4.2 cu. in. engines recom
mended). Span is 98-1/4, wing area is 
1615 sq. in.

For further information, or to order a 
set of plans at $20 pos tp a id 'in  the 
continental USA, the address is 2564 Fox 
Hollow Rd., Springfield, OH 45502.

★ ★ ★
A note from Bob Hunter of Satellite 

“ Hot Stuff”  City indicates that a sequel 
to the very popular “ Video Tips#1" is in 
the works. The first tape, of which a 
thousand duplicates were made, has 
been a trem endous b u ild in g  aid to 
modelers all over the world, and its

success has spurred other model com
panies into producing similar public 
relation devices. In addition to their 
informative value, videotapes provide a 
welcome relief to model club officers, 
who are constantly on the lookout for 
interesting programs that w ill increase 
attendance at meetings.

By the way, if you haven’t tried “ Hot 
Shot’ ’ , Satellite C ity ’s cyanoacrylate 
accelerator, you’re really missing the 
best adhesive device since the introduc
tion of cyano glues. Supplied in a pump 
spray bottle, “ Hot Shot”  can be sprayed 
on a join t either before or after applica
tion of thick or thin Hot Stuff, or similar 
products. The adhesive takes off almost 
immediately upon application of Hot 
Shot, and especially if Super-T is used, a 
nice looking, and obviously stronger, 
filleted join t results.

Our first experience with Hot Shot 
came during the repair of a woven cane 
chair. Super-T was applied, parts were 
held together ..  . (wiggle, wiggle) . . . 
and held . . . (wiggle, wiggle) . . . noth
ing. W ithout adding any more Super-T. 
we hit the joint with a light spray of Hot 
Shot, and were lucky that the pieces 
happened to be lined up, because in an 
instant, the stuff locked up solid!
★  LEE RENAUD ★

Just before going to press we were 
notified that Lee Renaud, glider de
signer, kit manufacturer, and co-owner 
of Airtronics, passed away on Friday, 
January 14,1983, after suffering a stroke. 
Memorial services were held on Satur
day, the 15th.

Lee had just completed negotiations, 
and in partnership with Sanwa of Japan, 
had reacquired ownership of Airtronics 
from Leisure Dynamics. It is understood 
that Lee’s wife Barbara and their daugh
ter and sons, Shelley, Tom, Tim, and 
Bob, w ill take over the Airtronics opera
tion. We tender our sympathies to the 
family and wish them well in keeping the 
highly respected Airtronics name in the 
forefront of modeling.
A NEW PROJECT

I may have bitten o ff more than I can 
chew, but the latest p ro ject is the 
attempt to rebuild a grand style player 
p iano. Player pianos, w hich haven’ t 
been manufactured since the early '30s, 
operate on a vacuum system, involving 
miles and miles of tubing and over a 
hundred bellows-type pneumatic acti
vators to operate the piano keys and 
control various expressions and me
chanical switches. First designed long 
before electricity was readily available, 
only the “ later”  models used an electric 
powered vacuum pump in place of the 
more p le n tifu l foo t-peda l pumpers. 
Even then, the electric goes only as faras 
the motor and the on-off switch, every
thing else is vacuum operated!

If there are any player piano fixer 
buffs out there, we’d like to hear from 
you .. . with words of encouragement! 
The piano is a Chickering baby grand, 
and the player is a Model “ A ”  Ampico. 
(Don’t laugh, it was probably built about 
the same year as Henry Ford’s Model 
“ A” !) ·
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TW O PLANES. A TOTAL OF 8V2 LBS 
POWERED BY ONE ENYA .3 5 T V -

COMBINED WEIGHT: 8V2 LBS./TAKEOFF: EFFORTLESS /  POWER: ONE ENYA .35TV /  FLIGHT: PICTURE PERFECT

FLYING TWO PLANES 
WITH ONE ENGINE

To demonstrate the power Enya builds int 
its engines, we tried something that to oui 
knowledge has never been done before. 
We took two identical .40 size trainers. 
Wingspan 52", flying weight 8V2 lbs. We 
rigged a harness to piggyback them. Ther 
we put flight packs and engines in both, 
but we powered up only one of the 
engines·. Only one Enya .35TV was going 
to lift off, fly and land both planes. The 
second engine was installed for added 
weight only.
We throttled back on the stick and 
watched as the pair taxied effortlessly anc 
roared aloft. We circled the field, 
performed an inside loop with ease and 
even barrel rolled. The engine’s response 
was smooth. The power was there at a 
touch. No hesitation. No mid-range 
sagging or overheating. We brought them 
in under perfect control and landed 
with a precision, 3-point landing.

WHY IS ENYA 
MORE POWERFUL?

It has a lot to do with our attention to 
detail. Our craftsmanship. For instance, all 
Enya .35 engines are hand lapped, which 
provides a tight fit, resulting in powerful 
combustion and long life. Our famous G- 
type carburetor provides easy set up, 
exceptional fuel economy and smooth 
transition from idle to high speeds. It's part 
of what makes Enya a powerful, high 
performance engine.
The point is, we don't want you to stop 
thinking about Enya as the most reliable 
engine you can buy . . .  but we do want 
you to know they’re also among the most 
powerful you can fly.

ENYASkmes
ALTECH MARKETING, INC. RO. BOX 286 
FORDS, N.J. 08863

Test conducted by Hank Likes, competition flier, noted scale builder and Associate Vice President District II ot the AMA We don t recommend you try this test, we did it just to prove the power of Enya.
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